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Welcome the Publication of the Book 

around the World

This book was written by Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng, the Master of Medicine. He 

introduced finding of the fifth force and the fifth filed of the universe ---soulforce 

and soulforce field. Discussed the causes of diseases and treatment methods from the 

perspective aspects of soulforce and soulforce field, the four-dimensional space-time, 

quantum resonance information transmission, Family Constellations, etc.. He has 

created a common disease treatment system, named " Soulforce Medicine". 

The " Soulforce Medicine" is to treat diseases over space-time. 

Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng has already cured many incurable diseases with 

Soulforce Medicine. His patient have been scattered over the world.

Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng has recorded the whole process of treatment and 

feedbacks and published in Chinese.

This book just selected partial contents of the book to be translated into Englih, 

in order to facilitate the translation into other languages. The book was published 

both in English and Chinese (partly). Welcome the publication of the book around the 

world. Wish the Soulforce Medicine spread around the world.

欢迎全世界各国出版本书
本书是中国医学硕士堀尾忠正，介绍发现宇宙的第五个力和第五个场——灵力、

灵力场，从灵力、灵力场、四维时空、量子共振信息传递、家庭系统排列等的角度去

论述疾病的成因及治病方法，创立通用的疾病治疗体系，命名为“灵力医学”。

“灵力医学”是跨时空的疾病处理。

利用灵力医学，堀尾忠正已经治好了很多不治之症，患者涉及很多国家。

堀尾忠正用中文详细记录下了治疗过程以及用户反馈，以中文出版了。

本书是摘选了部分内容，翻译成了英文，为了便于翻译成其他国家语言，本书附

有部分中文，欢迎世界各国出版。期望灵力医学能传遍世界各地。



 Sprint Nobel Prize

1, I found that the cause of the diseases is the disordered resonant frequency. The 
origin to treat the diseases should proceed from correcting the disordered resonant 
frequency. The diseases is mainly caused by the disordered soulforce and soulforce 
field. The effective treatment is to use of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) and the Family Constellations to correct the disordered Soulforce 
and soulforce field. The creation of the "soulforce medicine" is the new treatment 
system of common diseases, which is the world's first, sufficient to obtain the Nobel 
Prize;

2, I have found the nature and origin of the ancient witchcraft –the people 
who live in the three-dimensional space to commmunicate with that of the 
four-dimensional space with the soulforce and the soulforce field, which is 
a communication method and a science, not superstition. It is the biggest 
misunderstanding that the People hold the witchcraft is a superstition. The fact is 
proved that the witch-doctors use the witchcraft in the treatment of the diseases of 
the people, the means are the prayer and worship of the ancestors", which is correct. 
This is the first one who has discovered the mystery of the relationship between the 
witchcraft and the soulforce and soulforce field in the world. While I have decoded 
many supernatural events and occult mysteries with the soulforce, soulforce field and 
the four- dimensional space, these achievements are enough to get the Nobel Prize.

3, I have invented that the "different disease is treated with the same method", 
which is the world's first, enough to get the Nobel Prize;

4, I have invented that the "putting a bottle or a bag of the the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at the lesion site for 'Treating over 
space' ", which is the world's first, enough to get the Nobel Prize;

5, I have invented that the body, mind and soul diseases can be treated with the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), which is the world's first, 
enough to get the Nobel Prize;

                                                                             ---Kuwei Zhongzheng



冲刺诺贝尔奖

1、我研究发现疾病的原因是由于共振频率紊乱引起，治疗疾病的本源应该从纠

正紊乱的共振频率着手。主要是因为灵力和灵力场的紊乱引起，有效治疗方法是利用

量子共振信息水和家庭系统排列纠正紊乱的灵力和灵力场，创立“灵力医学”这样一

个新的通用的疾病治疗体系，这是世界首创，足以拿诺贝尔奖；

2、我找到了古代巫术的本质及其起源——巫术是在三维空间的人们，利用灵力

和灵力场，面向四维空间的一种沟通方法，是一门科学，不是迷信。人们认为巫术是

迷信，则是人们认识的最大误区。证明“巫医利用巫术在治病，手段就是祈祷、祭拜

先祖。”是正确的。这是世界首个破解开巫术与灵力、灵力场关系之谜者，同时利用

灵力、灵力场、四维空间可以破解很多灵异事件和神秘学之谜，足以拿诺贝尔奖；

3、我发明的“不同的疾病，用相同的办法治疗”，这是世界首创，足以拿诺贝

尔奖；

4、我发明的“放一个瓶子或者袋子在病变部位‘隔空治病’”，这是世界首

创，足以拿诺贝尔奖；

5、我发明的用共振水即可治疗身、心、灵疾病，这是世界首创，足以拿诺贝尔

奖。

                                                       ——堀尾忠正



S o u l f o r c e  
M e d i c i n e

4-dimentional 
space thinking

Dealing with 
universe

Dealing with 
generations

Use Soulforce and 
Soulforce field

Most difficult 
for understanding

The effect is the 
best

The Traditional 
Chinese Medicine 
(TCM)

3-dimentional 
space thinking

Dealing with the 
whole 

Dealing with the 
body

Difficult for 
understanding

The effect is 
good

The Western 
Medicine

Thinking from 
point to point

Dealing with the 
local

Headache to treat 
headache

Foot ache to 
treat foot ache

Easy to understand 

The effect is 
ordinary

   

Soulforce 
Medicine

4-dimentional space
Cosmism
Soulforce

Soulforce field

The Traditional Chinese 
Medicine (TCM)

3-dimentional space

The Integrity

The Western 
Medicine

From Point to Point

The Local

Psychology

Family
Constellations

Witchcraft

"Zhuyou"
(Supplication), 
No.13 Section of 
Chinese Medicine

Meridians

Quantum 
Medicine

The civil 
method is to 
connect with 
Soulforce and 
Soulforce 
field     

Various Medicines Relationship Figure
                        ——Kuwei Zhongzheng
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灵力医学

四维空间思维
涉及宇宙
涉及数辈人
利用灵力灵力场
理解最困难
效果最好

中 医

三维空间思维
涉及整体
涉及全身
理解困难
效果好

西 医

点到点思维
涉及局部
头痛医头脚痛医脚
理解容易
效果一般

   

灵力医学

四维空间

宇宙论

灵力

灵力场

中医

三维空间

整体论

西医

点到点

局部论

心理学

家庭系统排列

巫术

祝由十三科

经络

量子医学

民间方法

联接上灵力

灵力场

各类医学关系图
                        ——堀尾忠正



各类医学对比表

                        ——堀尾忠正

类别 研究范围 研究方法 主要手段 思维方式 理解程度 治疗效果

西医
人体局部
头痛医头
脚痛医脚

动物实验
西药
手术

点到点 理解容易 一般

中医
人体整体
全身调理

整体研究
中药
针灸

三维空间 理解难 好

灵力
医学

宇宙
涉及数辈人

灵力
灵力场

接通灵力场
共振水，排列

四维空间 理解最难 最好



Foreward 
Kuwei Zhongzheng

I have been planning to write down Soulforce Medicine I invented from 
the theory to practice for the human being, but these should involve Quantum 
Theory, Three-Dimensional Space (also called 3-D Space-Time, or 3-D World), 
Four-Dimensional Space (also called 4-D Space-Time, or 4-D World), Family 
Constellations, Soulforce, Soulforce Field, the Theory of the Universal Unification, 
etc.. For the theory is too esoteric for most of the people to understand by reading one 
or two books, I plan to write in three volumes progressively.

Contents:
Volume I, First introduce the Quantum Medicine, the Quantum Resonance       

Information Water (the QRI Water), Psychology, including my existence and many of 
my inventions. 

Volume II, Then introduce Witchcraft, the Family Constellations, the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water),the Soulforce, the Soulforce Field, 
derivate the concept of the Soulforce Medicine. 

Volume III, Start to introduce the Soulforce Medicine and its disease treatment 
method across time-space, and examples.

Titles: 
Book One entitled: "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance 

Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul 
Diseases"

Book Two entitled: " Back to the Origin --- from Witchcraft, to the Family 
Constellations, to the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water)"

Book Three entitled: "Soulforce Medicine --- Disease Treatment across Space 
and Time" 



Different Levelst:
Book One:  First prove my existence, then prove my many inventions, at 

the same time simply introduce the Quantum Medicine, the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), psychology, and others just mentioned with some 
terms only.

In the real life, it is extremely amazing in the curative effect that "the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) can restore the health of human body 
just by correcting its resonant frequency". As people are used to one medicine to cure 
one disease, or one disease treated with multiple drugs, they invariably say, "It is a 
lie to cure all diseases", when hearing what I said, "different diseases can be cured 
in the same way". Then they put a negative conclusion without reading any more 
information, and even doubt my existence at the end. Thus, this book can only go to 
prove "my existence". Therefore, a lot of contents of the book have little to do with 
the exploration of treatment; the book describes what I did during a certain period 
of time, on the day, in the month and among the year, and there were reports on 
newspapers. My existence can only be proved in such a way. It shows how hard it is 
to break up a traditional concept as well.

Book Two: On a little further, record the instances of introducing Witchcraft, the 
Family Constellations, the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
the Soulforce, the Soulforce Field, deriving to " Soulforce Medicine " concept. As 
Witchcraft is misunderstood as a superstition, it is difficult to correct it with risk. 
Additionally it is hard to understand the new concepts introduced in this book 
according to the traditional concepts, which is likely labeled as "pseudoscience" with 
a title of "superstition", so I had to give much space to the arguments. At the same 
time, it proves that other people also have made a similar exploration to its certain 
parts.

Book Three: Following the first two books introducing a number of other people 
who also have made a similar exploration on a certain part of the case. The book 
starts to introduce the theory and practice of my invention: the Soulforce Medicine 
and the Disease Treatment across Space and Time.  

In June, 2010, a British guest---Mr. Gooch, specially experienced my Soulforce 
Medicine, Disease Treatment across Time and Space, and the Soulforce Medicine 
Constellations for more than 10 days, and observed the treatment to my patients. 
Then he decided to introduce the Soulforce Medicine into United Kingdom, so I 
extracted parts of the above three books to be published in England.



The Author

Kuwei Zhongzheng（堀尾忠正）（Horio Tadamasa in Japanese） 
1966, February 5, the author was born in Qidong, Jiangsu, China.
The author's grandfather is a famous doctor of traditional Chinese medicine.
1985, he studied in Zhenjiang Medical College (Medicine College of Jiangsu 

University), and obtained Bachelor of Medicine in 1990.1993, he Attended the course 
of the graduate student of Pharmacology, in the Medical College of Jinan University 
(Guangzhou) and obtained master's degree of Medicine in 1996.

Subsequently, he had systematically studied the sciences of the quantum, 
psychology, Gestalt therapy, psychodrama, and Family Constellations. There were 
numbers of supernatural events often occurred in his childhood, he had been trying 
to crack the mystery, and finally he found the soulforce and the soulforce field in 
tracking, which is the fifth force and the fifth field of the universe, and the secret of 
the universe was broke up at last.

He likes inventions from his childhood, and then he applied his own invention 
in medical treatment. He has been become the famous doctor not long after his 
graduation from the medical university. After then he has constantly innovated in 
many areas with inventions constantly, especially he has invented the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with the Principles of the quantum 
science. He has treated many incurable diseases with the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) to "correct the body resonance frequency and to 
restore the health of the human body", and he has realized his ideal that the "different 
diseases can be treated with the same method." and realized “to treat diseases over 
space” with the resonance information energy. 

He has discovered and proved the existence of the soulforce and the soulforce 
field. Hawking and others intended to put the four known forces and the four fields 
into a unified theory of the universe in their research on the universe, but they have 
missed the soulforce and the soulforce field, the fifth force and the fifth force field. 
The soulforce and the soulforce field are a powerful force to maintain the human 
body, the family, the society and the universe; they are objectively existing.



There are full of "unknown cause, the cause is unknown, inconclusive, still 
under study," such words in the medical textbooks. The author has found in his 
research that the cause of diseases is due to the disorder of the resonant frequency; 
The treatment of the disease origin should proceed in correcting the disorder of the 
resonant frequency, but the main cause is the disorder of the soulforce and soulforce 
field. The effective treatment is to apply the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) and conduct Family Constellations. 

The studies of the author have shown: The swichcraft is a way that the people 
in the three-dimensional space communicate with that of the four-dimensional 
space with the soulforcer and the soulforce field, which is not a superstition. It is a 
misunderstanding that the morden people hold witchcraft as superstition.

The author has Proposed and practiced " an integrated system treating the 
disease from the Western medicine, Chinese medicine, advanced to psychology, 
quantum medicine, and the Family Constellations", supplied with the soulforcer and 
the soulforce field. The author has created a totally new disease treatment system. 
This new subject was named by the author "Soulforce Medicine " resulting in the 
"Unity of Heaven and Human", so as to make the micro-environment of the human 
body and the macro-environment of the universe simultaneously.

The author has many works, such as "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, 
Quantum Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of 
Body, Mind and Soul Diseases"; " Back to the Origin --- from witchcraft to family 
constellations, to the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water)"; 
"Soulforce Medicine --- Disease Treatment across Time and Space."

Other aspects, the author has invented the nuclear magnetic resonance transfer 
agent of Yougong brand (fuel additives), transfering the resonance information, so 
as to make the fuel combused synchronally, for the protection of global environment 
and energy saving; His invention of the light hydrocarbon fuel cars and the truck light 
hydrocarbon fuel and its mixed fuel, so that the crude oil accounted for one sixth of 
light hydrocarbon resources finds its application field; He has invented the methanol 
gasoline, making the reasonable use of coal resources; his invention of intimate child-
carry sling, transfering the mother’s resonance information to the baby, which can be 
used for close parental care; He has established a Close Parental Bar Campus, for the 
promotion of Waldorf education concepts; His invention of "Family Constellation" 
psychological model for "Family Constellation" self-selection, so as to facilitate 
quickly to promote "Family Constellations." 



The Author, Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng is the inventor of the Yougong nuclear 
magnetic resonance transfer agent, which has obtained Unied States Patent and 
Trademark Office of the Trade Marks Registry with registration No:3835275. 

Self studied numerous subjects, has many inventions.
Now Chairman of the Board of Shenzhen Riyan Science and Technology Co., 

Ltd. 

Kuwei  Zhongzheng
Shenzhen Riyan Science and Technology Co., Ltd.  
6E, F, G Haiyige, Huijinghaoyuan, Kexing Rd., Science and Technology Park, 

Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China.
Postal Code: 518057
Tel:0086-755-26966089,26966094,13902908540;
Fax:0086-755-26966094
http://www.yougong.com
http://www.hadomizi.com
http://www.beijin.com.cn
E-mail:webmaster@yougong.com   
QQ:513277076





作者介绍

堀尾忠正（Kuwei  Zhongzheng）（日文读音：Horio Tadamasa）。

1966年2月5日出生于中国江苏启东，自小喜欢物理学，有很多发明。

其外祖父是著名中医。

1985年9月起就读镇江医学院（现名江苏大学医学院）临床医学系，1990年获医

学学士学位。1993年9月起就读（广州）暨南大学医学院药理学研究生，1996年获医

学硕士学位。

其后系统学习了量子学、心理学、完形疗法、心理剧、家庭系统排列等。

从小经常发生一些灵异事件，一直试图破解这些谜，最后追踪发现了灵力和灵力

场，这个宇宙的第五种力和第五种场，把这个宇宙秘密破解开了。

从小喜欢搞发明，后把自己的发明应用于医疗中，大学毕业不久就成了当地名

医，其后，又不断在很多领域创新，不断有发明，尤其是利用量子学原理发明的量子

共振信息水，用“纠正人体共振频率使人体恢复健康”的方法，治愈了很多不治之

症，实现了“不同的疾病用相同的办法治疗”这一理想，并且实现了利用共振信息能

“隔空治病”。

发现并证明灵力和灵力场的存在。霍金等研究宇宙时欲把已知的四种力和四种场

归纳成宇宙统一理论，但遗漏了灵力和灵力场这第五种力和第五种场。灵力和灵力场

是维系人体、维系家庭、社会、宇宙的一种强大力量，是客观存在的。

医学教科书中充满了“原因不明，病因不明，尚无定论，尚在研究中”这样的

词，作者研究发现疾病的原因是由于共振频率紊乱引起，治疗疾病的本源应该从纠正

紊乱的共振频率着手。绝大部分是因为灵力和灵力场的紊乱引起，有效方法是量子共

振信息水和家庭系统排列。

作者研究证明：巫术是在三维空间的人们，利用灵力和灵力场，与四维空间沟通

的一种方法，证明巫术不是迷信。认为巫术是迷信是现代人的一种误解。

作者提出并实践的“把疾病治疗由西医、中医，推进到心理学、量子医学、家庭

系统排列这一完整的体系”，加上灵力和灵力场，创立一个全新的疾病治疗体系。这

新学科作者命名为“灵力医学”。达到“天人合一”，使人体小环境与宇宙大环境同

步。

著有《爱的传递——量子医学、量子共振信息水与身心灵疾病治疗之探索》，

《回归本源——从巫术到家庭系统排列到量子共振信息水》，《灵力医学——跨时空
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My Fate with Japan and The Soulforce Field

My Fate with Japan and The Soulforce Field  
Kuwei Zhongzheng

I extracted partial contents of the book of "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, 
Quantum Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, 
Mind and Soul Diseases" to illustrate the soulforce field.

I was admitted into Zhenjiang Medical College (now Medical College of Jiangsu 
University) majoring medicine in September, 1985.

Zhenjiang Medical College students were studying English, but there was no 
Japanese language courses, so I was learning Japanese by myself. At the beginning of 
1988, I was learning Japanese from a teacher named Zhou Ping who came back after 
study in Japan. While I had been studying Japanese less than 10 months, an event 
occurred, it was at 10 o'clock, on October 22, 1988, during the break of learning 
obstetrics and gynecology, I looked down and saw from the fourth floor of the 
Outpatient Department, two Hino buses entering the affiliated hospital. At the sight I 
was aware of the foreigners coming to learn the Chinese acupuncture.

Anyway, it was break, I went downstairs and wanted to practice my English.
At a look, the visitors who wore the badges, were from Japan. Some of them 

were taking pictures of acupuncture, and some of them engaged in video. There were 
two people from the Foreign Affairs Office to accompany them translating. For the 
two carts of visitors, the translating was simply overwhelmed, and many medical 
problems that the translators were not familiar in translation, so I translated for them 
temporarily.

A woman had been making video at me during the time. She, pointing to the 
plastic body model with acupuncture points (about 40 cm high), asked me how much 
for this model? I turned and asked the acupuncturist how much money it costed, and 
then I told her. And she asked me again where the model was sold? I inquired the 
doctor, it was sold in the pharmaceutical company, I again relayed. She still asked me 
the questions, and I suddenly sensed her strong desire to get that little model. I ask 
her whether she wanted this model? She answered: "Yes"! I quickly asked her how 
long the car could stay there. She told me, the car could stay there for half an hour, 
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but half of the Time had already passed. and I got her urgent look for the model. 
I immediately consulted the doctor whether he could sell the small model to me?  
The doctor said that this model belonged to the hospital, It could not be sold. I said: 
"Could you lend me and I would return one for you after I went to buy one from the 
pharmaceutical company this afternoon?" The doctor said: " the hospital's property 
can not borrow firmly".

The time passing minute by minute, I quickly found acupuncture Director, after 
negotiation, she finally agreed to lend me the model. When I gave her the small body 
model I got, she bowed deeply to the Director and I, and quickly pulled out a 5000 
yen. And the person from the Foreign Affairs Office took the money quickly away 
upon seeing. After getting that little feagure, she asked me straightforward again to 
buy 10 large bamboo pots (for cupping), 20 small bamboo pots. I told to the Director. 
The Director prepared hastily 10 large bamboo cupping pots and 19 small ones, 
lacking one, and she tried to find one from the next room. Then the Japanese woman 
quickly paid the money again. When we gathered in a bag, we found that the visitors 
had embarked on the bus, and the car had been launched only waiting for her one. 
She was standing by the car, took out a pen and paper and left her address, name, 
telephone, knowledge on behalf of the named Horio Chiyo. Then, it was in 1988 
that I printed my name card, which was rarely done by the people then, especially 
the students would not print their name cards. My name card printed with " Monitor 
of Japanese Class (the courses were for teatcher, not for student), Representative of 
Medicine," the address was the People's Republic of China ... ...in both languages: 
Chinese and English.

Near New Year's Day, I sent greeting cards to the friends. while I sent one to 
Japan as well.

A few days after New Year's Day in 1989, I returned to dorm after evening study; 
when I was about to go to bed upper, I pressed the bed with one hand, suddenly one 
screen appeared in my mind, there was a wooden hut on the hillside under the moon, 
with a white van stopping before the wooden hut... ...

Originally there was a thick envelope from Japan on the bed; I opened it at once, 
there were 2 photos, 4 pages enclosed in the letter, and one black and white printed 
greeting card, in which there was also a small envelope, on which there was a cartoon 
with four children sitting on the floor playing poker.

The letter wrote: "You study medicine, and the student, who can be admitted 
to Medical University, must be very smart. you can undertake the interpretation, 
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and certainly are not short of money. But I do not have children, if you can replace 
my children to accept this New Year's money, I would be very happy ... ... I was 
born in 1926, I was also a medical student, I had a car accident last year, causing 
inconvenient in moving. Following a travel group to China, I originally wanted to 
look for acupuncture treatment, it was unexpected that my action was restored after 
the tour... ... " 

The couple of Horio Chiyo had repeatedly requested to adopt me for they had 
no children. Then with my birth parents consent, I prepared the paper and went the 
relevant authorities to fix the seals. Then I sealed the information and posted it to 
Japan. The adoptive relationship paper was completed in Japan on May 19, 1990 and 
the application of my household was registered in Japan. Meanwhile, according to 
the Japanese custom, invited the great master from the temple in Japan to intitle me 
"Kuwei Zhongzheng", and soon held a ceremony in Nanjing Jinling Hotel.

There are my two names written on the University diploma. the above is my 
original Chinese name, under is Japanese name. So I can easily continue my study in 
Japan in the future.

The four Chinese characters are the same in China and Japan, but completely 
different in pronunciation: Kuwei Zhongzheng in China, Horio Tadamasa in 
Japan  ……

In 1995, I had developed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) during my graduate school.   

When I was In Japan, my Japanese mother used to have a lot of patients, she 
handed me some of her patients in treatment; it was the time for me to treat the 
patients with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) I just 
developed. An old woman, after the operation of the uterine cancer metastasis, 
suffered from a headache with hand shaking. I placed the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) near her head, and 10 minutes later the pain was 
gone and hand shaking stopped as well. Originally she had to stay in hospital many 
days per month, but now she did not need to stay in the hospital.

I was met and sent by the car almost every day in Japan to treat the elderly 
patients.

One Japanese lung cancer patient put my Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) in the chest, then the cancer mass disappeared, which had 
fully become the water objects at last, which was drawn out and tested without any 
survival of cancer cells.
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I took a China Southern Airlines CZ389 flight from Guangzhou to Osaka on 
Aug. 29, 1997, and then I took the train from Osaka to Nagoya. The electronic screen 
of each car was broadcasting short news, real-time exchange rates of Tokyo, New 
York, London with literary characters under. Each news was only 1-2 sentences, 
and each news repeated broadcast twice. A few minutes after the completion of the 
broadcast, the broadcast repeated the cycle twice each. If there was a new dramatic 
event occurred, there was new information added, recycling. Suddenly, I saw on 
the screen "Diana car crash death", only broadcast once, and no repeat the second 
time, strange! How it played once only. I was not interested in these characters; I did 
not even know who Diana was at that time. But it only looked a little familiar. The 
strange thing was that all other news were broadcast two times, but this news was 
broadcast only once. I kept watching the screen, hoping again 2 times when the news 
broadcast, or broadcast only once, The staff should be said that an error had occurred, 
and yet, till I get off, and had not seen repeated news. Totally I only saw once.

To the destination, I asked my Japanese mother, whether she had seen the news, 
"Diana car crash death" on television. My mother said she did not see; I asked all 
other persons, they all said they did not see the news. I watched TV at night, read the 
newspaper the next day, there was no such a news. I always wanted to appear on the 
electronic screen at once (not twice) how matter in the end is. Slowly I had forgotten 
the matter. On the third day, August 31, 1997, a news was broadcast suddenly on 
the TV, "Diana Car Crash Death ", That night my mother was aghast. This day, the 
news almost was issued around the clock in the Japanese television broadcast. The 
next day, my mother cut the paper, and wrote dowm about 3 days ago I said, "Diana 
Car Crash Death", the detailed process recorded in the notebook and attached the 
newspaper clippings.

I saw the press " Diana Car Crash Death" 3 days before this matter, I fail to 
understand why, I talked with numerous people, hoping to uncover the fan, but no 
one could solve.

The few things mentioned above are more strange:
1, A few days after New Year's Day in 1989, I returned to dorm after evening 

study; when I was about to go to bed upper, I pressed the bed with one hand, 
suddenly one screen appeared in my mind, there was a wooden hut on the hillside 
under the moon, with a white van stopping before the wooden hut... ... Opened the 
letter, there were 2 photos, one of which was the outdoor scene during the day. There 
was no moon above, no white van.  
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But later I went to Japan, and asked the Japanese mother about the case. She 
said her family did have a white van that time, parked in the location that I frequently 
"saw" in mind. It was speculated that the brain appeared that night picture, that is, the 
actual picture of that night, so there was the moon, but photos did not. Hillside huts, 
was also identical with the actual.

2, My Japanese mother was coming to China for acupuncture treatment, but she 
had to go with the tour group, and she had no chance for acupuncture. She only had 
a look on the acupuncture, but after that, the inconvenience of her mobility was over. 
She had always remembered that I had "beautiful eyes" that time, so she had wanted 
to adopt me. Many years later, she revealed that she had wanted to adopt a child in 
Japan and seen hundreds of children, without a fancy. When she saw my "beautiful 
eyes "and immediately forgot everything, and constantly took the video, brought back 
to her husband to see the film, her husband said, "That is it!" So she always wanted to 
adopt me.

That time she did not acupunctured, but she got well in mobility. Later I 
discovered that I could easily cure the diseases in my medical care to the patients, 
which many doctors could not cure. And I always concluded my treatment 
approaches, I sometimes treated the diseases with the same method as that of the 
other doctors, my method was effective, but other doctors' were ineffective. And I 
found later that I often would have somehow hurt, and then I discovered that the part 
of my sore body was the same as the lesion part of the patient. And then I discovered 
later that sometimes I just chatted with the patients and the patients' diseases were 
gone. Finally, I realized in studying the soulforce and the soulforce field that I 
often accidentally got myself into someone's soulforce field, I changed the patient's 
soulforce field accidentally, and he was healed. 

3, I saw the news " Diana Car Crash Death" three days in advance in Japan. 
Many years later, I read in the newspaper that Diana had indeed a car accident taken 
place three days ago, but she survived. This might be related with the news I saw 
three days in advance about the death of Diana car crash, which is soulforce field 
effect.

4, Whenever I strongly hope that my Japanese mother call me, mother's call 
would come in a few minutes. Because it is more expensive in China than in Japan 
to make international long distance call, so I make less international calls relatively. 
Many times I said in the front of my friends that my Japanese mother would call me 
at once, and I would be immediately called from Japan a few minutes later. Many 
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incredible things often happened, showing that I have the predestined relationship 
with my Japanese mother, that is, the effect of the soulforce field took place. 
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Cancer Treatment
Kuwei Zhongzheng

The abbot of a monastery in China has suffered the late rectal cancer, and the 
tumor was too large to be completely inoperable when found. If the surgery was 
forced to be carried out, the anus would be cut off, and the doctor diagnosed, the case 
could not be saved even if with the surgery, and the western medicine did not make 
any treatment. She had to return the monastery before the Spring Festival of 2010.

The abbot started to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) on February 24, 2010 (the February of this year was 28 days, the water was 
sent there by express) when the QRI Water was introduced to her by the student (whom 
I had given her a good physical and mental illness treatment) who participated 
in Vipassana in the monastery and after reading the book of " Love Transfer --- 
Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the 
Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases". I received a call of another Master 
from the monastery on March 17, 2010, said the abbot’s stool had no blood already, 
but she purged black rotten fester, That is the dead cancer cells off after death.

In April, I was informed by many of the students who participated the Vipassana 
in the monastery that the abbot had uncovered the case, and introduced the QRI 
Water to  many students who participated in the Vipassana to use the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and advised them to read the book of 
" Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and 
Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases"; But in February and 
March, it was completely confidential that the abbot had suffered from the cancer.

While communicating with other Master of the monastery through the mobile 
phone text messages, she was fully understanding my soulforce, soulforce field, and 
the Soulforce Medicine, and she also has deep insights; so I decided to make a special 
trip to the monastery for exchange on the May Day, 2010. Due to the inconvenience 
to go there by the long-distance bus, I decide to drive to the monastery by myself. 
It was 8 hours to go there by my car on April 30 through the east line via Jiaoling, 
Guangdong, and finally we arrived at the monastery.
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On May 1, I exchanged with the abbot and masters in details there; the abbot 
said, after using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the 
discharge of  the stool was the atrament such as coal, looked completely lifeless.

I have compared the brain cancer of Beijing with the lung cancer of Harbin in 
the book of "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information 
Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases". I 
mainly introduce the common characters of the two cases treated with the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for 30 minutes. The patient of the 
brain cancer had the symptom of increasing the intracranial pressure, the patient 
suffered from the spinal metastasis of lung cancer had the symptom of the spinal 
nerve compression; the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
played an immediate action, which the patients could feel.   

Within 30 minutes by themselves, the symptom was caused by , after killing the 
cancer cells, the increased volume of the erupture cells.

The more common characters were founded from the comparison of the three 
cases, after the exchange with the abbot of the rectal cancer, combined with the 
feedback of the brain cancer and the lung cancer: the patient of the lung cancer of 
Harbin started to cough up the tumor in 20 days, what coughed out later was the 
black, which was cellulose after the the pathological examination; the mass coughed 
up had no vitality. It was also almost 20 days that The Abbot purged off the mass 
from the anus, black like coal, and she described herself the matter "without vitality."

The patient of Beijing suffered from the brain cancer, her urine was black as 
"briquettes", The Abbot also described hers "black as carbon".

More general characters were obtained from the above feedback descriptions in 
shape and functions.

Of course, many cancer patients had been cured, which were distributed 
throughout the country, it is hard to make the comparison in details with no track to 
complete information. At the initial period of use, the patients made feedback through 
telephone consultation, the feedback effect was very significant in pain relief, Most 
of them felt pain relief in 10 minutes. After improvement there were less feedback 
information.

The courses of the Vipassana in the monastery are for ten days; Actually when 
the people sit in meditation into the static state, it also joins the four-dimensional 
space, and he (she) can feel the soulforce and soulforce field as well.  

In the morning on May 2, 2010, the whole family of Kuwei Zhongzheng had a 
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photo taken with the abbot and master. And then we drove back to Shenzhen from the 
west line via Ganzhou, Jiangxi Province for more than 10 hours.

The above information, may be able to help more patients; the introduction is 
especially important for understanding the Soulforce Medicine. 

Cancer Treatment Methods: Put 10 bags of 200 ml of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the affected area at the same time, prepare 5 
bottles of 200 ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to 
drink, drink 4 times a day, each time 10 ml (a cover of 10 ml); the bottles should be 
also placed close to the body before empty. That is, totally 15 bottles and bags were 
placed at the patient’s body and spray with the small spray bottles on the affected 
area, not less than 4 times a day. After our observation, the cancer masses of many 
cancer patients dropped off around 20 days,The anounts above could be used for 30 
days. 30 days later, if the patient feel lack of use, or feel the effect reduced, increase 
the amount again, because the cancer is a serious disease, the use should be no 
less than 15×200 ml. If less, the effect will be worse. The cancer patients must be 
adequate to use, otherwise not reach the expected results.

Place the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the lesions, 
allow it emitting the resonance information to human lesions, to correct the abnomalies 
of the resonance frequency. Under the body's normal frequency, the cancer cells of 
the abnormal frequency will be directly killed. The drinking was distributed over to 
the whole body to clear an unknown metastasis. Although the concentration of the 
distribution of drinking to the body was small, but because of the small size of small 
metastases, and is likely to be directly killed.

If the monk who had been practicing could see the radiant, sparkling, resonant 
message sent continuously from the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) to the surrounding works.

If possible, the cancer patients should do the Soulforce Medicine Constellations, 
as soon as possible to solve the diseases from the four-dimensional space. If the 
cancer has recurrence, we must arrange the Soulforce Medicine Constellations, to 
correct the abnormal soulforce field.

I found that the patients treated by me were terminal cancers incurable declared 
by the hospitals, or those who had left the hospitals, desperate people. By the hard 
time when they heart the introduction by the people who were cured, they started to 
see me for treatment, and the cancer patients I cured were the advanced patients and 
the early ones who do not want to find me. When they had money, they would spend 
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all the money in the hospital, and when they had no money, they came to see me. 
My treatments were clearly effective in the short term. For instance, I treated them 
with the across space method: place the bags of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water in the lesion site. Most of the patients’ pain were released or disappeared in 
10 minutes, or 20 minutes. This treatment has no pain, there is no need of hospital 
treatment. The patients can carry the treatment with the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) at home. if coupled with drink, spray, the effect 
would be much better. The treatment is simple; The treatment can be done at home; 
There is no need to go to hospital. The Quantum Resonance Information Water can 
be mailed, the treatment is very convenient, only those who want to conduct the 
Soulforce Medicine Constellations, the patients themselves or their representatives 
on behalf of the family need to arrive at the scene. All the others need not to go to the 
scene. There is no need to see the hospital inspection reports. The Soulforce Medicine 
uses the soulforce method of the four-dimensional space, which is unthinkable to 
the Western medicine of the one-dimensional way of thinking, because I found the 
origin of the diseases treatment, I have realized most of the "different diseases can be 
treated with the same method."
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Loving Care
Zhang Naihui

It was June 27, 2010 when Ms. Li Guixin came back from Nanchansi Buddhist 
Temple, Changting County, Fujian Province, China, after Vipassana. She brought 
back a book of " Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance 
Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul 
Diseases"; This book was published by the Hong Kong Asia Media Publishing House. 
As the Chairman of Hainan Institute of Happy Family (HIHF), I have a special 
sensitivity on the "love" expatiation. If we can transfer the "love" to the thousands of 
families, how wonderful it is! It was one day or more that I was absorbed in reading 
and finished the book soon. The contents of this book are thoroughly new, innovative, 
and full of unconventional thinking, sincere to cure diseases and save lives, fully 
transferring the love between the human being and the soul of the four dimensional 
space.

The author of the book is Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng, a Master of Medicine. He 
has been eagerly learning, studying, seeking, exploring for decades, and found that 
water has memory function, transmitting information function, similar to the concept 
of Japanese Dr. Masaru Emoto's "Water Knows Answers: The Hidden Messages 
in Water Crystals ". The 70% of the human environment is water; and the 70% of 
the global environment is also water, which is similar to the human environment. 
The human blood is salty and the sea water is salty as well. And the trace elements 
of both are very similar. The sea water is in regular waves, and the human blood is 
also in regular cycle with waves, and the human cells are in regularly fluctuations, 
vibration too; Once a part of the body vibration frequency has been disrupted, 
there will be problems with sickness. That is, the origin of the human illness is a 
part of the body vibration frequency was disrupted. It is 15 years that Mr. Kuwei 
Zhongzheng has developed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) with painstaking efforts to memorize the common resonance information of 
the human body into the water, with water as a carrier for transmitting the resonance 
information, to correct the frequency disturbance of the human body, so as to rapidly 
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improve the disease. The book of " Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum 
Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and 
Soul Diseases" tells us that the disordered frequency of the ill can be corrected by 
transmitting the frequency of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). And the sick body will possibly restore its health. This allows the different 
diseases to be treated with the same method of correcting the disordered frequency. 
That is, the "Different diseases can be treated with the same way," which has an 
inestimable value for medicine. It is the scientific innovation and invention, the 
world's first. To me, it is the first time to read such an incredible and completely 
new concept. The feedback information has demonstrated that many of the users of 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) have been benefited greatly, 
and many of the patients, who were sentenced terminally by the hospitals, have 
gained new lives. The cancer is a death sentence, even in advanced stage, there is still 
the hope of rescue. The magical function of Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) has been confirmed in the actual treatments time and time again, and 
so it is on the lips of everyone who has the fortune to use it.  

As the new thing appears, we can not be apathetic with blind eyes. I want to 
go and experience by myself, then pass out the gospel to the people as its reality, to 
subsist and rescue. My wife and I, my children, my colleagues, many of us are in the 
sub-health state, with many healthy problems; we need the good care of our health; 
we need treatment as well. With the mood of exploration, curiosity and pursuit, I 
remitted money to Shenzhen Riyan Science and Technology Co., Ltd to buy the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the next day. And I 
received the product Three days after. I put a bag of the QRI Water at the pillow edge; 
I slept a sound sleep that night. One day my hand was scratched accidently with pain 
and bleeding, I sprayed the QRI Water twice, immediately the pain was gone, and the 
bleeding was stopped, and soon there was a scab. I have suffered from beriberi and 
bad footed for many years, I sprayed the QRI Water twice onto the place of lesion, 
and it was cured quickly. The curative effect of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water on me caused my great attention and admiration. I have drunk the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for more than two months and my 
physical energy has been greatly improved, I feel energetic and full of strength. I am 
now more than 70 years old, but I work as hard as the young men without seeing any 
sign of aging. I have suffered from the Prostatitis for many years, which is frustrating 
and troublesome. While making water, it took time long, flowing slowly, but not 
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entirely out of, outside felt emergency but inner felt Heavy, once took a time of 10 
minutes, and frequent urination. After drinking the QRI Water, the situation has been 
already much improved. My wife Li Guixin has also enjoyed the benefit. It is really 
marvelous that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) can 
restore the human health by correcting the disordered frequency of the body. The 
curative effect is really miraculous.  

I was informed that Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng would practice "Family 
Constellations" ( Soulforce Medicine Constellations) for two days from August 28 to 
29 on the second floor of "Jinxiu Food Pavilion" beside Splendid China in Shenzhen. 
After discussion, My wife Li Guixin and I decided to go to Shenzhen to attend Mr. 
Kuwei Zhongzheng's experiment of Soulforce Medicine Constellations. We booked 
the long-distance bus ticket directly from Haikou to Shenzhen on August 23 to visit 
Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng and his Shenzhen Riyan Science and Technology Co., Ltd 
for thorough understanding the reality of the QRI Water.

Ms. Li Guixin and I set our feet on the way to Shenzhen on 26, embarking on 
the boat across the Qiongzhou Strait at 16:00 that day, and then boarded a direct 
bus to Shenzhen, and arrived at Futian Bus Station, Shenzhen early in the morning 
on 27. Our friends, Ding Xiaomei and Liang Jun in Shenzhen drove to the Futian 
Station to meet us in spite of their daily busy job, and sent us to the "Honor Mansion 
Hotel" beside Splendid China. After registration, we had lunch together there. In the 
afternoon other friends such as Shi Qiuping etc., also came to meet us. It seamed long 
for us to miss with each other. We were chatting and laughing on our friendship, and 
talked about the magic effect of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). We all wanted to personally attend the "Soulforce Medicine Constellations". 
Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng drove and came to see us before dinner in spite of his too 
busy work. By the appointed time, I waited for him at the door. Although it was 
the first time of our meeting, I could distinguish him with his outstanding behavior 
features. He is not too high, above a 1.60 meter under 1.70, wearing a pair of glasses; 
He looks very capable, bright, with intelligent shining eyes. He is usually very busy, 
especially before the preparation of his "Soulforce Medicine Constellations", and he 
still squeezed time to meet us, I felt a little sorry with thanks to him. He was very 
humble, easy-going, shook hands with us expressing his hearted and warm greetings 
to us, and then he hurried to the car busy with other things. 

Ms. Li Guixin and I prepared everything for attending Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng's 
"Soulforce Medicine Constellations" to be held at 8:30 am early in the morning on 
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August 28. At the beginning before starting, Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng let us to make 
the soulforce testing activities. He put a chair in the center of the experimental 
field, with a blank sheet of white paper put under the chair, on the paper there were 
four Chinese characters: "health, money, career, love" written on the edges 
of the four sides. He invited one attendant who was willing to participate in the 
experiment to sit on the chair. And then he invited four people to stand still on the 
four positive directions of the chair around a meter away from the chair, facing the 
chair, closing their eyes with open mind; After a short while, a miracle appeared: the 
people standing still on the four directions, all were unconsciously moving acted by 
a force, some of them were pushed back, some of them were pushed forward, some 
of them swing before and after, and some forward progress, then retreat back. Mr. 
Kuwei Zhongzheng on the scene, seeing such a case, walked over and asked the 
experimenter's feelings: When the people standing in the direction of "health" came 
closer to the chair, it was showing that the experimenter's health was good. Mr. Kuwei 
Zhongzheng would come to him and asked: "How about your health?" Answer: very 
good. When the people standing in the direction of "money", coming closer to the 
chair, it was well illustrated that the experimenter's financial resources were better. 
Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng came forth and asked him: "Your recent economic situation 
is good, isn’t it?" Answer: Recently I had well done a few businesses and gained a 
lot, quite effective. When the person standing on the direction of "career" came 
closer to the chair, it instructed that the experimenter had good prosperity. Mr. Kuwei 
Zhongzheng would come forth and asked: "How about your business recently?" 
Answer: my factory was expanding, business was very good. If the person standing 
in the direction of "love" walked closer to the chair, the case showed that the 
experimenter was in love with his family. Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng would come forth 
and asked: "Recently, your family is harmonious, isn’t it?" Answer: very harmonious 
relationship between husband and wife, and there were other answers such as I was 
in love, and so on. The game is simple, but the role of the soulforce field clearly 
reveals the true fortune of the people present. Everyone on the scene was rushing to 
have a test; Li Guixin and I also tried to have a test, and the results of our tests truly 
reflected the basic reality of our lives.

It was 50 minutes later that the field of "Soulforce Medicine Constellations" 
was ready. Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng announced the commence of the "Soulforce 
Medicine Constellations" and called the party (the client) who had made appointment 
in scheduling to come forward to sit on the chair in the positive front of the field, 
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Master Kuwei Zhongzheng asked him to randomly select one from the row of the 
attendants nearly 40 persons participating in the "Soulforce Medicine Constellations" 
sitting on the benches around the field as his (her) representative. The representative 
came up and stood in the center of the field, facing the client of the "Soulforce 
Medicine Constellations". The representative, with empty mind, stood a while to feel 
induction of the soulforce field. After a while, Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng once again 
asked more than a dozen people to come out and surrounded the representative of 
the client to stand in a circle surrounding the representative. They were required to 
be empty minded without thinking of any thing, when feeling the action of certain 
external force, move along with the power and promotion. It was not long that the 
miraculous appeared, everyone was starting to move up, some of them lied down, 
some sat down, some crying, some laughing, some pushing, some dragging, some 
pulling, some protecting, some leaning back to back, and some running without 
a stop, looking for something. It was 30-40 minutes later that the relationship of 
several generations of the family was gradually revealed. Ms. Li Guixin did her 
case in the afternoon of the 28, and I was the second party in the afternoon of the 
29. I usually suffered from the back pain. The "Soulforce Medicine Constellations" 
showed us that I was often kicked by someone at my waist. The action looked like 
my dead grandmother. After I worshiped her, she told us to read the sutra for her and 
return to her, asked us not to forget her. We asked: "Read the Diamond Sutra, or the 
Dizhan Sutra?" She said: "Either one will do". We agreed to her request. Before lying 
down, she repeatedly asked us not to forget to return her after reading the sutra, and 
then she closed her eyes and rest. It was amazing that my waist was immediately 
comfortable without any pain after her lying down and closing her eyes. My waist 
pain has been really released since then. When I was in childhood, I heard that my 
uncles killed a boa at home. And four of them died at 30s in succession. The soul of 
the boa appeared in the field of this "Soulforce Medicine Constellations". The person 
with the boa soul featured in snake shape, snake like, with tongue stretching out and 
shrinking back frequently; the boa was hit at seven inche, and the person with the 
soul of boa, was suffered from extremely painful ill at neck; Li Guixin and I  went 
to comfort it. It said: "I am your fairy to protect the home of your family, You made 
no thanks but hurt." Ms. Li Guixin went over and apologized, it did not accept. It 
insisted that the people must be from the Zhang's to come and apologize. I went over 
and recognized the misdoing on behalf of the family. "I'm sorry". I said sincerely, 
praised it and thanked it for protecting my family doing a lot of good things. And it 
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felt comfortable while I stroked on the lesion site of its injury, it slowly closed her 
eyes at last. The embarrassing trouble with Zhang’s family had been finally resolved. 
The case of the dead snake I had forgotten long ago. But it automatically appeared 
on the scene in the "Soulforce Medicine Constellations", and there appeared two 
snakes, one male boa, and one female boa. The boa killed was a male one, and the 
female boa escaped. There was a woman in the "Soulforce Medicine Constellations" 
did not dare to sleep alone at night without some one accompanying her. It was 
found during the "Soulforce Medicine Constellations" that the soul of her aborted 
sister had followed her all along, and the soul of her sister thought that she was not 
dead. Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng told the woman to tell her sister: "I see you; I love 
you; you are dead now; please rest in peace!" So the person with the Soul lay down, 
and closed her eyes. Then the woman released from the fear and she could sleep 
alone at night. In the "Soulforce Medicine Constellations", Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng 
asked the client: "Who committed suicide in your family?" The client replied that 
her mother committed suicide at her age of 2. She had never told anyone about her 
mother committing suicide, but it automatically appeared in "Soulforce Medicine 
Constellations".  A woman from Japan did not sleep at night for 10 years, she went 
and saw many doctors, and the sleeping trouble did not solved. She had to sleep on 
sleeping pills. Her body was weak; it was difficult for her to cope with daily stress 
of work. In the "Soulforce Medicine Constellations", there revealed several souls 
twining her all day, did not let her rest. After some comfort, the persons with the 
soul lay down, and closed their eyes at last. The next day we asked the woman from 
Japan how about her sleep, she said, much better. She went to see the show of the 
Water-splashing Festival till 12 with friends last night. In such case she would take 
two sleeping pills usually, but last night she just took one before going to sleep and 
slept well. A 30-year-old guy was lonely and unable to bear children after marriage, 
he went to the hospital many times, and the problem was not solved. He came and 
participated in the "Soulforce Medicine Constellations" The field showed the scene 
of a war; many souls were still in a state of war, then a person told them that the war 
was over, you could rest in peace now. Then they lay down one by one, closed their 
eyes. The client was the reincarnation of the soul who died in the war... ....  

The "Family Constellation" is the invention of German Hellinger, who came 
to Hong Kong in 2010 and conducted his "Family Constellation" for 9 days from 
January 9 to 17 in Hong Kong, the participants were more than 500 people, who 
witnessed the truth of his "Family Constellation". We participated in Master Kuwei 
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Zhongzheng’s "Soulforce Medicine Constellations" for two days from August 28 
to 29, 2010. In the "Soulforce Medicine Constellations", we intuitively felt the 
heartquaking scenes of the soul force and the soulforce field personally. Most of the 
people live in the three-dimensional space, they can only see the physical objects, and 
can not see the existence of invisible souls. Whenever talking about the soulforce, the 
spiritual and the soul, they would say its superstition. But the "Soulforce Medicine 
Constellations" displayed to us the soulforce world, the four- dimensional soul space, 
which our eyes can not see, but it does really exist in the universe. in the "Soulforce 
Medicine Constellations", we really saw personally the communication of the people 
of the three-dimensional space with the soul from the four-dimensional space (our 
ancestors and predecessors), and the recovery process of the human health; At the 
same time, we realized that the influence of the unclear energy, the unclear matter 
of the invisible soulforce world could not be underestimated in our real life. The 
"Soulforce Medicine Constellations" has effectively enhanced the wisdom of our 
thinking, let us to regard, respect for this "animism" world; Only in this way, the 
family can be well-being and the society be harmonious; the "Soulforce Medicine 
Constellations" is an effective communication channel, an intuitive visual way, of the 
people in three-dimensional space with the souls from the four-dimensional space. 
Through the love communication between man and the soul of the soulforce world, 
the diseases and terminal illness, which the hospital could not treat, can also be 
saved.

Master Kuwei Zhongzheng has been exploring a new subject, with his "Quantum 
Resonance Information Water" (the QRI Water) and the "Soulforce Medicine 
Constellations". He has been exploring a way to treat the different diseases with the 
same method: the light case can be treated by correcting the partial disturbance of 
the frequency of the human body with the "Quantum Resonance Information Water" 
(the QRI Water); and the severe one can be treated through the "Soulforce Medicine 
Constellations" to solve the disordered soulforce and soulforce field of the four-
dimensional space to be "Heaven and man merged into a whole", so as to cure the 
diseases of one’s body, mind, and soul, benefiting the family for generations. We have 
received benefits of the "Quantum Resonance Information Water" (the QRI Water) 
in nursing our bodies, and took part in Master Kuwei Zhongzheng's "Soulforce 
Medicine Constellations"; we are deeply aware of the reality that Master. Kuwei 
Zhongzheng has created a new subject with strong vitality --- Soulforce Medicine, 
which will benefit the mankind, and benefit the world.
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My Finding 

Common Treatment of Diseases 
Kuwei Zhongzheng

Since September 1985, when I entered Zhenjiang Medical College (now Medical 
College of Jiangsu University, China) majoring medicine, it has been already 25 
years now. Within one month after admission of Zhenjiang Medical College, I joined 
the Biomedical Engineering Society of Jiangsu Province with member No. 85001, 
that is, I was No. 1 in 1985. From then on, I began to study and explore on otherness 
and was absorbed in research and exploration. From 1993 to 1996 I studied graduate 
student course in Medical College of Jinan University (in Guangzhou, China).

Another clue is that a number of supernatural events often took place in my 
childhood and I have tried to decode the mystery, and finally found the Soulforce and 
the Soulforce Field, the fifth force and the fifth force Field of the universe, and the 
mystery of the universe was decoded.   

Moreover, I had favored and explored physics from my childhood constantly, 
and achieved many inventions.

In recent years, I have learnt from many teachers home and abraod, and self 
studied many subjects. See: "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum 
Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and 
Soul Diseases". 

After 25 years’ continuous exploration and practice, I have gradually improved 
the treatment of many incurable diseases in the medical textbooks, "such as the 
diseases with unknown causes, unknown etiology, no conclusive diagnose, study still 
on going, etc.", and made the etiology clear as well. Afterwards, I made the common 
resonance information memorized in the water, which turns into the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to deliver the resonance information. 
As for the special information without common characters, it can be solved through 
the Family Constellations.  

I have walked on the way which the ordinary person haven’t. I have experienced 
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innumerable trials and hardships, suppressed everywhere during this period, 
marching forward against the adversity. In my research I found after all:

Causes of disease --- The diseases are caused by the disturbance of the resonance 
frequency of human body.

Method of Treatment --- To correct the disturbance of the resonance frequency 
of human body.

Goal of Treatment --- To get the " Unity of Heaven and Human ", make the 
small environment of the human body unified with the universal grand environment 
simultaneously, that is, to solve the disordered Soulforce and Soulforce Field of the 
four-dimension space to benefit the generations of the family.

The human body is a whole. The meridian is its backbone, playing the role 
connecting with the Four-Dimensional Space upwards and with body downwards. 
Once the meridian is obstructed, or the meridian does not go smoothly in connecting 
with the Four-Dimensional Space upwards, and connecting with the body 
downwards, that is, the resonance frequency occur disorder, causing diseases. 

The Meridian is the channel of quantum motion, and it works only in the living. 
When one dies, the quantum information transmission stops, and the meridian loses 
its function. Thus the western medicine could not find the meridian in the autopsy, 
and then they deny the existence of meridians. 

When the meridian is obstructed and information can not be delivered to the 
part of the body, where loses some of the normal frequency, and the disorder of the 
resonance frequency occurs. Under the disorder of the frequency and the lack of 
dominant frequency, the abnormal frequency will take advantage in, and the bacteria, 
or fungi with their inherent frequency grow in this area, or cancer cells with their 
inherent frequency grow in this area. Even the outside spirit and evil spirits invade as 
well.

The antibiotic of western medicine is effective against most bacteria, by then the 
antibiotics seems acting on. 

The western medicine has no effect on some fungi, by then the western medicine 
seems no good in effect. 

The western medicine has not found specific drugs to kill cancer cells; so they 
had to use drug to poison the cancer cells, in the end, the good and bad cells are both 
poisoned.  

Or to use radiation, the radiation has its own inherent frequency, but neither the 
same as the frequency of cancer cells, nor as the frequency of normal human body. 
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The good and bad cells are both killed under the radiation.
Or to make operation, the tumor, or cancer mass can be cut off, but no sooner 

after long they grow up again. 
Or there occurs the gland problem, the western medicine would supplement the 

corresponding hormone, and the foreign hormones suppress the secretion function of 
the original gland, eventually causing the further deterioration of the organ function, 
and the disorder of the systemic endocrine, arousing new and more diseases. In this 
way, the western medicine does not cure the disease, but makes it heavier. 

Or the western medicine uses some antagonist or agonist with structural 
similarities, but the human body has the compensatory function, the antagonist or 
agonist actually make the precision system of the human body more disordered 
increasingly.

The western medicine mainly uses some synthetic chemicals; these substances 
themselves are the carriers of the disordered information, they can not achieve the 
same resonant frequency as human body. Therefore they can only use stop-gap 
measures to treat symptoms but not the disease. 

The acupuncture of Chinese Medicine directly acts on the meridian through the 
points, to restore the transfer of the resonance information from the meridians, which 
can cure a number of physical diseases. 

The Traditional Chinese Medicine adopts some of natural animals, plants 
or minerals actually. These natural substances have their own inherent resonant 
frequencies originally, and their frequencies are harmonious with that of the human 
body, for instance, the Traditional Chinese Medicine to treat liver, the frequency of 
the medicine is as the same as that of the liver, and then corrects the frequency of 
liver. The medicine to cure heart, its frequency is as the same as that of heart, and 
then corrects the frequency of the heart, and restores the health of the human body. 
These kinds of the Traditional Chinese Medicines can cure a number of physical 
diseases as well. This is known to all.

Practicing Yoga, Qigong, Shadowboxing, etc., can also act on the meridian, to 
smooth the meridians, and make body healthy as well.

The ideas of the mind can also act on the meridian causing resonance. Therefore 
the meditation can also treat a part of physical and mental diseases.

We, the people, live in the Three-Dimensional Space. After dying, one’s 
soul goes to the Four-Dimensional Space. We, the people, who live in the Three-
Dimensional Space, can not see them in the Four-Dimensional Space, but those in the 
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Four-Dimensional Space can see us in Three-Dimensional Space. Actually the Four-
Dimensional Space and the Three-Dimensional Space are a whole, just like two sides 
of a coin.

The information exchange between the Four-Dimensional Space and the Three- 
Dimensional Space is carried on through the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field, and 
the resonance information is transferred through the Soulforce and the Soulforce 
Field.

Actually, the cause of the disorder of the frequency of the human body is largely 
that the meridian loses the function to "connect with the Four-Dimensional Space 
upwards." Such as an old-fashioned TV set needs to be adjusted with its frequency 
manually. When adjusting manually, there may be some channels lost, due to ill 
adjusting, causing deficits of function, and then the sick occurs. 

 "Connecting with the Four-Dimensional Space upwards from meridian" means 
that our bodies come from the community of many souls of our predecessors, such 
as a ray of white light is composed of red, orange, yellow, green, blue and violet; it 
is a combination of different frequencies. Our body is composed of the genes of the 
above ancestors. Meanwhile they give us the common action of the Soulforce and the 
Soulforce Field. However, if someone forgets some of the ancestors, or excludes, or 
refuses them, under the control of the idea in the mind, it is unable to make resonance 
with their Soulforce and Soulforce Field. Therefore the meridian could not sensor 
the corresponding resonance frequency from the Four-Dimensional Space. The 
corresponding part of the body with the same frequency will be sick. At this time, 
both the western medicine and the Traditional Chinese Medicine do not work. 

The exclusion and rejection are just like the case as a Qigong Master, when he 
works, the receiver resists and rejects. So the resonance could not occur between 
Qigong Master and the receiver, and the information could not be transferred over.

Meanwhile, when the body is under lower energy, its frequency is not stable, 
the outside spirit and evil spirits may take the advantage to invade with their own 
resonance information and disturb the frequency of the human body.

These diseases are related with the soul. Actually they account more than 70% of 
the diseases. They are also known as the soul diseases, or cause and effect diseases.

In ancient time, these diseases were treated by the Witchcraft with the Soulforce 
and Soulforce Field to communicate with the Four-Dimensional Space. The purpose 
of the usual sacrificial worship activities is to keep smooth communication with the 
soul in the Four-Dimensional Space and reduce diseases. 
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The Four-Dimensional Space can not be seen with the ordinary eyes, but we can 
feel the Soulforce and Soulforce Field transferred by the soul of our ancestors. For 
instance, although the magnetic Field can not be seen by us, we can feel its existence. 

The ancient people could easily feel the existence of Soulforce and Soulforce 
Field, for their minds were not restrained by different kinds of ideas. Thereupon, they 
naturally lowered their heads to bow, to kneel down with devout heart in worship. It 
may be inferred that it is hard to distinguish between the Three-Dimensional Space 
and the Four- Dimensional Space in the early time of the human beings. They lived 
in a whole universe.

The mind of the modern people is tightly restrained by too many inherent 
thoughts, due to the pressure of life, and subjected to various educations. Therefore 
our souls have been suppressed heavily and deeply. Furthermore, with the material 
civilization of the human being continuously improved, the natural instincts of many 
people have been degraded; they could not feel the existence of the Soulforce and the 
Soulforce Field. With the increase of the number of generations, the Soulforce and 
the Soulforce Field become more and more complex, increasing the difficulties for 
the people to feel the existence of the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field.

The Witchcraft itself is to use the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field. For most 
of the people could not feel the existence of the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field, 
the Witchcraft has no choice but to exit, and then the modern people laugh at the 
ignorance of the ancient people, and take the Witchcraft as a superstition.

Actually it is easy to sense the existence of the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field 
as well, while the modern people are in a pacific status, or under Zen Pause.   

And if we can disassemble the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field acting on one’s 
body with Family Constellations for a group of people to feel, then they immediately 
feel the existence of the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field, which can be felt in 
one or two minutes generally. The party may even invite a group of the outsiders, 
temporarily representing the members of his family into the family system dynamics 
(Field) to feel the existence of the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field. Germany Bert 
Hellinger, the founder of Family Constellations, actually works with Soulforce and 
the Soulforce Field.

The disorder of the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field will cause the diseases. If 
this disorder of the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field is not corrected, the disordered 
frequency will be handed down generation by generations. It is the Soulforce and the 
Soulforce Field that I use to diagnose and treat the diseases.
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I invented the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for 15 
years; I just let the resonance information memorized in the water, to deliver the 
resonance information, so as to connect with the Four-Dimensional Space Upwards 
and the Body Downwards from meridian. Therefore the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) acts on the body aside, and soon the resonance 
frequency of the body is recovered, the disease is promptly improved.

The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is used to correct 
the resonant frequency; as long as the frequency can be rectified, we can restore the 
physical health", to achieve the goal: "Different diseases can be treated in the same 
way”, for the method is as the same as the resonance information transmission. The 
diseases of "body, mind and spirit" can be treated at the same time, because it is to 
transfer the resonance information: just put the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) close to the body, passing the resonance information across 
the space and the disease, the diseases are treated across space.

Usually the things in the Four-Dimensional Space can not be seen by the 
eyes of the most of us, but we can present them with some means. With Family 
Constellations, we can visually see the process that the people in Three-Dimensional 
Space connect with the soul of the ancestors in Four-Dimensional Space, making the 
original poor connection smooth. And we also can directly see the process driving the 
evil spirits out, even to see the process of reconciliation. 

In order to demonstrate the above theory correct and feasible, I describe it in 
sections with instances, such as Hawking's Universe Unified Theory, the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water, Witchcraft, Family Constellations, Soulforce and 
Soulforce Field, etc..

In general, the thinking of the western medicine is from point to point; If there is 
something wrong with the gland, it would be treated with hormones. The method is 
to use antagonists or agonists to act on receptors, which is also very straightforward, 
easy to understand. However, the western medicine forgets that "The human body 
is a whole with a strong compensatory function"; they consider the human body 
mechanically as a machine, which is a fatal mistake. 

Because it is impossible to find the existence of meridians in corpus, Chinese 
medicine, suffers greatly from the attacks of the western medicine. They do not 
know that the meridian is the channel of the quantum motion, only acts on the living 
body. When a person died, the body functions stopped; the meridian has no physical 
presence. The Chinese Medicine could not get the evidence of the meridians from 
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the dead and it feels a disadvantage in terms of verbal facility. When negated by the 
western medicine, Chinese Medicine has no power to fight back. 

The modern people only believe the visible things; they do not believe the 
invisible ones. And they regard the ancient Witchcraft as superstition and unwisdom. 
In fact, the Witchcraft is the manner that the people in Three-Dimensional Space 
communicate with the soul in four- dimensional space, a way to communicate with 
the Four-Dimensional Space upwards, a way to join the universe at a higher level, 
which can be directly proved through the Family Constellations. At the same time, 
the Family Constellations can also heal some of this kind of diseases. 

Actually, the ancient Book of Changes, the Eight Diagrams, including the real-
life Taoist, the celestial being, are using this Soulforce and the Soulforce Field of 
the universe with their respective way to join the Four-Dimensional Space or higher 
dimensional space with the purpose to get the "Unity of Heaven and Human", to 
make the small environment of the human body united with that of the universe 
simultaneously.

In actual operations, I treated various diseases with the Quantum Resonant 
Information Water (the QRI water) first to correct the resonant frequency, and then 
observed, compared the systemic changes. If the disease is very quickly healed, it 
proves that the disturbance of frequency occurred in the "Body Downwards", or in 
the "Four-Dimensional Space Upwards". The abnormal frequency is not too serious 
and quickly corrected.

If the disease rapidly improved with the Quantum Resonant Information Water 
(the QRI water), some symptoms are still repeated. That is to say, the disordered 
frequency in the "Four-Dimensional Space Upwards" has not been fully corrected. 
The disordered Soulforce and the Soulforce Field still exist. The persistence is very 
serious. This time we had to use the Family Constellations to look for the missing 
soul from the source, and connect it to make the frequency back to normal.

The first case is presented by this book is a patient of psychology master’s 
degree, 33 years old, suffered from finger pain starting from 4, 5 years old. Later the 
joints of the whole body deformed stiffness, diagnosed as rheumatoid arthritis. She 
has not been rehabilitated after treating in a number of Hospitals of provinces and 
cities for decades. When I treated her with the Quantum Resonant Information Water 
(the QRI water) to correct the resonant frequency, the first 20 minutes her body began 
to warm (the meridian starts to flow), the first 30 minutes the pain began to relieve, 
and soon began to feel joints ablation. After then, there were recurrences of pain; 
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each time when pain recurred, I would give her an exception to seize an abnormal 
spirit, and then to correct the abnormal Soulforce Field, and in this way she was 
recovering constantly. We found the cause of the disease at last through the Soulforce 
Medical Constellations; the cause of the disease came from the ravelment with the 
Four-Dimentional Space (the 4-D space).

The second case introduced in the book is a 30-year-old female from Kunming 
City. Since her menstruation came at 15 years old, it has bled for more than 20 days 
a month, only 3-5 days without bleeding each time. The blood loss was five times 
than that of the ordinary people. Whenever went to see a doctor in the hospital, as 
long as she said the bleeding of her menstruation for more than 16 days or more 
a time, the doctor would said, " Our hospital can not cure the case, you can go to 
another hospital", refusing her. In order to obtain Hemostatic drug she had to meet 
the doctor's thinking, falsely claimed that "Bleeding for 15 days, only about 2 to 3 
months ". She continued treatment at major hospitals in Yunnan Province for 15 years 
without any improvement. But when she was treated with the Quantum Resonant 
Information Water (the QRI water), the case changed better quickly. The previous 
bleeding went on 33 days continuously a cycle; but now the menstrual bleeding 
stopped for 24 days a cycle, and the cause of her menstrual "bleeding river" was 
found through the "Soulforce Medicial  Constellations". Looking back to the history 
of her family, her great-grand father was a horse caravan, the family members were 
all killed bleeding like a river. And the menstrual bleeding case is related with it. She 
originally knew nothing about the history of her family. When we found the above 
cause with the Soulforce Medical Constellations, she called back to her mother to 
make confirmation, and her mother admitted the history. 

The above two patients have lost their labor force for more than 10 years, and 
now they have begun to restore their labor force after my treatment.

Such a case, if not consider from the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field, we 
have no way to carry out the treatment. If not consider from the Soulforce and the 
Soulforce Field, it is hard for us to find out the causes of the diseases.

The Soulforce and the Soulforce Field of everyone have relations with his all 
ancestors and predecessors. The increase of one generation makes the Soulforce and 
the Soulforce Field one more complicated; and when one harms other, he himself 
will enter into the other's Soulforce Field. Similarly, when he was harmed by other, 
the perpetrators entered his Soulforce Field. Thus the fate of the man becomes very 
complicated; and the disease is very complicated as well.
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The world now is integrated increasingly. The events often happen that one 
country harms the other; then the corresponding Soulforce Field also becomes more 
and more complicated. The personal Soulforce Field relates with the society as a 
whole, and becomes more and more complicated as well. Correspondingly, there 
appear more and more diseases. If do not consider the case from the origin of the 
Soulforce, and the Soulforce Field, then more and more incurable diseases occur, and 
the discovery of new diseases will gradually increase, such as SARS, avian flu, swine 
flu, etc., which is hard for the human to cope with. Practically, as long as we grasp 
the concept of the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field, and start from correcting the 
disorder of the resonance frequency, it would be much easy to cope with the diseases, 
and there would be no incurable diseases. 

At present, my treatments of diseases are all the same. No matter what the 
disease is, use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) first, 
while recording changes in the whole body, and then continuously compare the 
changes before and after, observe which symptoms are one-time solved, or what 
symptoms are recurred. If there are multiple recurrences, it indicates a continued 
existence of the abnormal Soulforce and the Soulforce Field. And it is the time 
to consider the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field to treat it from the source with 
Soulforce Medicine Constellations.

In fact, the medical treatment is not the patent of a doctor. Who finds the origin 
of the disease, who is the miracle-working doctor!

Many of those who asked me to treat the diseases that were incurable in hospitals 
for decades, or the desperate people asked me to treat them with the concept of 
treating the "dead horse as living horse", but I never treat the case at the half-hearted 
attitude of treating the "dead horse as living horse." I treated these severe cases, first 
with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water); the effect can be 
seen in a very short period of time.

And I treated the diseases of different types with the same method and they were 
healed soon. The method is to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) that I invented by myself without using any other kind of medicines. 
---This shows that I have treated the origin of the disease, and the theory and practice 
are fully fit together.

The water is the medium; I get the resonance information memorized in water 
to correct the disordered frequency. All in the research are too ahead of time. I 
applied for permit to the Ministry of Health, Food and Drug Administration, but my 
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applications were not accepted, because water is not a drug. There is no authority 
that can issue a permit for the water--- the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water). But the local administration insists that I should produce the drug 
approval. The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is not a 
medicine essentially, where can I get the medication's approval for the water? I 
do not know how to solve this issue? As for drugs, any of them has a trisection of 
toxin. Is the nontoxic water not better and safer than the drug? And the treatment 
can be done across space just with little Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water). Its benefits are impossible for drugs to achieve. What I'm using is 
not pharmacological effects, but to correct the resonance frequency and correct the 
disorder of the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field. It is a completely different concept 
from that of the animal pharmacological experiments of the western medicine.

Most people live in the Three-Dimensional Space, they want to obtain the data 
from point to point with the simulation methods of the dull most instrument. That 
is to say, they want to describe the Three-Dimensional World with the data from 
the One- or Two-Dimensional World. Yet the dull instrument of the one or two 
dimensions was deified as the God.

The western medicine has deified animal experiments. A number of the 
experimental methods are just considered from point to point. Actually there are 
full of loopholes and mistakes. For example, milk protein content must be requested 
no less than a certain value. This requirement is not wrong of course, but the actual 
detection is not to really test the protein content of the milk, but nitrogen. Because 
the protein is nitrogen, so the instrument is used to detect nitrogen and then deduce 
the milk contents of protein with the test result of nitrogen. Thereupon, just add a 
substance containing high nitrogen, such as fertilizers, the nitrogen content of the 
milk powder can be increased; then determine that the protein content of the milk is 
high. The melamine contents high nitrogen; after adding melamine, then determine 
the milk powder with high protein content. The story of melamine milk powder just 
comes from this way. Actually melamine has nothing to do with the protein of milk. 
The so called milk powder only contains nitrogen not protein. After the instrument 
test with this simulation, the result of "protein content" was made out, yet the 
detection equipment is deified by the administration authority.

The idea of the animal experiment of the western medicine is exactly the same. 
The western medicine is thinking point to point originally, plus a simulation of 
experiment, and how large the difference from the reality is unknown. To obtain the 
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"medicine" approval, the similar experimental data must be presented. And the sacred 
"Medicine approval" is obtained in this way. 

If we want to get the approval for the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), we should approve the thinking of the Four-Dimensional Space with 
the idea of point to point of the western medicine. But this Soulforce and Soulforce 
Field do nothing with the animal experiments and pharmacological action. They are 
completely different areas. The things of the Four-Dimensional Space are completely 
different from the simulation of the One- or Two-dimensional space. They are 
completely different from each other.

What I research is not limited entirely within the framework of the Traditional 
Medicine. I am exploring the correction of the body resonance frequency in the vast 
universe, not only in treatment of disease, but in curing the soul of the people. And 
it just reflects the phenomenon to cure disease; the essence is that the disordered 
resonance frequency has been corrected. It has cured many incurable diseases of the 
modern doctors from the body, mind and spirit. Actually I created a new, common 
disease treatment system with the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field, the fifth force 
and the fifth force Field. The system I called "Soulforce Medicine."

In the book: "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance 
Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul 
Diseases", I introduce, "Following the successful development of 1995, after the 
exhibition in Beijing Exhibition Center from December 5 to 9, 1997, and more than 
10 years' small-scale clinical testing, I have obtained a lot of reliable evidences 
and also incorporated more psychological and other contents. In December 2008, 
I launched the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) again and 
realized my goal to 'cure different diseases in the same way', that is to say, I have 
found the general law of medicine that different diseases can be cured with the same 
method. While implementing treatment, there is no need for me to know the name of 
the disease, as long as I aware of the site of pathological change. Then put the bottle (or 
bag) of the QRI water close to the point, let it pass the resonance information to the 
position, to correct the disorder of the resonance frequency of the partition, or apply 
some QRI water on the position at the same time. If the position of pathological 
change is unknown, drink the QRI water then. As for the systemic disease, endocrine 
system disorder, cancer metastasis, except of placing and applying (near or on the 
position of the hormone glands and cancer), drink some at the same time. If you 
want sound energy and better physical strength, you can drink while carrying it with 
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you. The methods of treating diseases with the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) are just three: 'putting (the bottle or bag), applying and 
drinking', or making up a QRI water bed, and sleeping on it directly. The treatments 
for all diseases are the same. In this way, medical study is no longer hard. There is 
neither need to remember and recite a lot of medical terms, nor need to put too much 
emphasis on 'differential diagnosis'. Those who have not studied medicine can also 
make a fool treatment."

"In west, there is a world-famous proverb: 'There are roads leading to Rome'. 
If you find a lot of people gathered together in Rome, will you hold it very strange? 
How could we all come here in Rome? Will this road be almighty? Actually the goal 
of everyone is to Rome, regardless where the original starting point is. Therefore 
we arrived in Rome together. Similarly, the people feel it weird to cure a wide range 
of diseases only with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
Actually, the goal of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is to 
correct the disordered frequency to normal one, regardless where the original starting 
point is. Such a comparison helps us to understand why the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) can cure many diseases. This is the reason, I 
said, why we treat the diseases with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) without paying too much attention to the 'differential diagnosis', there is 
no need to know where the starting point is, as long as you can know where the end 
point sets. But the diagnosis of the Western medicine is looking for the starting point, 
and the Western medicine does not set up the end point. Therefore its treatment is 
blind. The treatment of the Western medicine is only to suppress the symptoms of the 
diseases."

Therefore the "Soulforce Medicine" I found is a common disease treatment 
system, which puts the diagnosis on an unimportant position. If you really want 
to diagnose the type of disease, the type of disease has little to do with that of the 
western medicine, but the disease patterns are fit with that of the disease described 
in Buddhist scriptures. And the diagnostic method is commonly with the Soulforce 
Medicine Constellations.

If cut the whole body continuously into pieces, then each piece is a different 
part from the other; the diagnosis and treatment of each section are different, then 
hundreds of thousands of drugs would be used to cure each part. That is the western 
medicine. If make an integration in treatment, it is the "Soulforce medicine" to treat 
diseases only with the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field.
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It is hard to make the people to fully understand my study system one, or two 
times. According to the people’s present comprehensive ability, I can only introduce 
it in sections and let the people accept it gradually. Otherwise, whenever the people 
can not understand, they will title "superstition" and put the label of "pseudo-science" 
on it. But the important thing is to see whether the disease can be actually cured at 
the end. If the theory is perfect, but it could not cure the disease at the end, and it 
only be a phantom of the beautiful theory. "Practice is the only criterion for testing 
truth." is not out of date yet. Why not? 

Actually, this book demonstrates to the people the world of the Four-
Dimensional Space with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
Witchcraft, and the Family Constellations. The world of the Four-Dimensional 
Space is invisible for our eyes, but existing practically. The goal to restore human 
health can be reached through communication with our ancestors, predecessors in 
the Four-Dimensional Space and frequency adjustment. And at the same time it 
shows us the Four-Dimensional Space World, presents us a wider range of the world, 
and let us out of the visible world of our eyes, guiding our daily life to respect and 
regard the "animism" world and to restore social order. I believe that this book has a 
significant impact not only on China but on the world in exploring the world of the 
Four- Dimensional Space. Its influence may be far beyond the Hawking's "A Briefer 
History of Time", because the book of "A Briefer History of Time" does not really 
touch how to verify the existence of the Four-Dimensional Space. The "A Briefer 
History of Time," only describes four Forces and four Fields, has not found the 
presence of the fifth force – the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field. The publication of 
the book will have profound contributions to the change of the direction of scientific 
research and the disease treatment both in China and in the world, as well as to how 
to use those invisible energy and substances: the Soulforce and the Soulforce Field, 
the hidden energy, hidden substances, etc. of the universe. The contribution could not 
be underestimated.

The above theory and practice is my original. I want to offer it to the human 
beings and make a sprint at Nobel Prize with it.
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Talking on the Imperfect of 

Hawking's "A Briefer History of Time"
 Kuwei Zhongzheng

There is a great book Sales in today's world, British Stephen Hawking’s, "A 
Briefer History of Time", the earlier statistics of the sales was more than 11 million.

Hawking's "A Briefer History of Time" describes four forces and their generation 
fields.

The 1st force is gravity, that is, universal gravitation, and its generation field; 
The 2nd force is the electromagnetic force, and its generation field; The 3rd force is 
the weak nuclear force, and its generation field; The 4th force is the strong nuclear 
force, and its generation field.

I want to select Chapter 12 of the book for the public to read first:

CHAPTER 12   CONCLUSION 
We find ourselves in a bewildering world. We want to make sense of what we see around 

us and to ask: What is the nature of the universe? What is our place in it and where did it and 
we come from? Why is it the way it is? 

To try to answer these questions we adopt some “world picture.” Just as an infinite tower 
of tortoises supporting the fiat earth is such a picture, so is the theory of superstrings. Both 
are theories of the universe, though the latter is much more mathematical and precise than the 
former. Both theories lack observational evidence: no one has ever seen a giant tortoise with the 
earth on its back, but then, no one has seen a superstring either. However, the tortoise theory 
fails to be a good scientific theory because it predicts that people should be able to fall off the 
edge of the world. This has not been found to agree with experience, unless that turns out to be 
the explanation for the people who are supposed to have disappeared in the Bermuda Triangle! 

The earliest theoretical attempts to describe and explain the universe involved the idea that 
events and natural phenomena were controlled by spirits with human emotions who acted in a 
very humanlike and unpredictable manner. These spirits inhabited natural objects, like rivers and 
mountains, including celestial bodies, like the sun and moon. They had to be placated and their 
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favor sought in order to ensure the fertility of the soil and the rotation of the seasons. Gradually, 
however, it must have been noticed that there were certain regularities: the sun always rose in 
the east and set in the west, whether or not a sacrifice had been made to the sun god. Further, 
the sun, the moon, and the planets followed precise paths across the sky that could be predicted 
in advance with considerable accuracy. The sun and the moon might still be gods, but they were 
gods who obeyed strict laws, apparently without any exceptions, if one discounts stories like 
that of the sun stopping for Joshua.At first, these regularities and laws were obvious only in 
astronomy and a few other situations. However, as civilization developed, and particularly in 
the last 300 years, more and more regularities and laws were discovered. The success of these 
laws led Laplace at the beginning of the nineteenth century to postulate scientific determinism; 
that is, he suggested that there would be a set of laws that would determine the evolution of the 
universe precisely, given its configuration at one time. 

Laplace’s determinism was incomplete in two ways. It did not say how the laws should be 
chosen and it did not specify the initial configuration of the universe. These were left to God. 
God would choose how the universe began and what laws it obeyed, but he would not intervene 
in the universe once it had started. In effect, God was confined to the areas that nineteenth-
century science did not understand. 

We now know that Laplace’s hopes of determinism cannot be realized, at least in the 
terms he had in mind. The uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics implies that certain 
pairs of quantities, such as the position and velocity of a particle, cannot both be predicted 
with complete accuracy. Quantum mechanics deals with this situation via a class of quantum 
theories in which particles don’t have well-defined positions and velocities but are represented 
by a wave. These quantum theories are deterministic in the sense that they give laws for the 
evolution of the wave with time. Thus if one knows the wave at one time, one can calculate it 
at any other time. The unpredictable, random element comes in only when we try to interpret 
the wave in terms of the positions and velocities of particles. But maybe that is our mistake: 
maybe there are no particle positions and velocities, but only waves. It is just that we try to fit 
the waves to our preconceived ideas of positions and velocities. The resulting mismatch is the 
cause of the apparent unpredictability. 

In effect, we have redefined the task of science to be the discovery of laws that will enable 
us to predict events up to the limits set by the uncertainty principle. The question remains, 
however: how or why were the laws and the initial state of the universe chosen? 

In this book I have given special prominence to the laws that govern gravity, because it 
is gravity that shapes the large-scale structure of the universe, even though it is the weakest 
of the four categories of forces. The laws of gravity were incompatible with the view held 
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until quite recently that the universe is unchanging in time: the fact that gravity is always 
attractive implies that the universe must be either expanding or contracting. According to 
the general theory of relativity, there must have been a state of infinite density in the past, 
the big bang, which would have been an effective beginning of time. Similarly, if the whole 
universe recollapsed, there must be another state of infinite density in the future, the big crunch, 
which would be an end of time. Even if the whole universe did not recollapse, there would be 
singularities in any localized regions that collapsed to form black holes. These singularities 
would be an end of time for anyone who fell into the black hole. At the big bang and other 
singularities, all the laws would have broken down, so God would still have had complete 
freedom to choose what happened and how the universe began. 

When we combine quantum mechanics with general relativity, there seems to be a 
new possibility that did not arise before: that space and time together might form a finite, 
four-dimensional space without singularities or boundaries, like the surface of the earth but 
with more dimensions. It seems that this idea could explain many of the observed features 
of the universe, such as its large-scale uniformity and also the smaller-scale departures from 
homogeneity, like galaxies, stars, and even human beings. It could even account for the arrow of 
time that we observe. But if the universe is completely self-contained, with no singularities or 
boundaries, and completely described by a unified theory, that has profound implications for the 
role of God as Creator. 

Einstein once asked the question: “How much choice did God have in constructing the 
universe?” If the no boundary proposal is correct, he had no freedom at all to choose initial 
conditions. He would, of course, still have had the freedom to choose the laws that the universe 
obeyed. This, however, may not really have been all that much of a choice; there may well be 
only one, or a small number, of complete unified theories, such as the heterotic string theory, 
that are self-consistent and allow the existence of structures as complicated as human beings 
who can investigate the laws of the universe and ask about the nature of God. 

Even if there is only one possible unified theory, it is just a set of rules and equations. 
What is it that breathes fire into the equations and makes a universe for them to describe? The 
usual approach of science of constructing a mathematical model cannot answer the questions 
of why there should be a universe for the model to describe. Why does the universe go to all the 
bother of existing? Is the unified theory so compelling that it brings about its own existence? 
Or does it need a creator, and, if so, does he have any other effect on the universe? And who 
created him? Up to now, most scientists have been too occupied with the development of new 
theories that describe what the universe is to ask the question why. On the other hand, the 
people whose business it is to ask why, the philosophers, have not been able to keep up with the 
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advance of scientific theories. In the eighteenth century, philosophers considered the whole of 
human knowledge, including science, to be their field and discussed questions such as: did the 
universe have a beginning? However, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, science became 
too technical and mathematical for the philosophers, or anyone else except a few specialists. 
Philosophers reduced the scope of their inquiries so much that Wittgenstein, the most famous 
philosopher of this century, said, “The sole remaining task for philosophy is the analysis of 
language.” What a comedown from the great tradition of philosophy from Aristotle to Kant! 

However, if we do discover a complete theory, it should in time be understandable in 
broad principle by everyone, not just a few scientists. Then we shall all, philosophers, scientists, 
and just ordinary people, be able to take part in the discussion of the question of why it is that 
we and the universe exist. If we find the answer to that, it would be the ultimate triumph of 
human reason – for then we would know the mind of God.

……

I can see from Hawking's "A Briefer History of Time" that scientists are trying 
to put the four forces and their fields into a unified force or a field to describe.

After the electromagnetic force and weak nuclear force were successfully unified 
in one theory, so many people were trying to merge these forces in the so-called 
grand unified theory.

The direction of researching the universe is the grand unified theory, that is, try 
to explain it clear with the same formula or the same theory.

But the modern medicine adopts the contrary research methods, the classification 
of diseases is sorted into more and more divisions, the diagnosis becomes more and 
more difficult. There are medicines of tens of thousands, but finally, there are many 
diseases impossible to be simply treated by the modern medicines. So far the terms 
such as " causes unknown, etiology unknown, no conclusive diagnose, study still on 
going……", are the most popular in the medical books.

The way of the modern medical research on the diseases is just opposite to the 
method of the research on the universe.

The people always talk about "The union of heaven and human", "Heaven and 
Earth are the grand universe, the human body is the small universe". The universes 
are the same. Why are their research methods completely opposite?  Which is 
correct?  And which is wrong?

In mid-June,2006, Hawking visited China, when he and his party came to 
the Circular Mound Altar where the ancient emperors went to worship heaven for 
good harvests in the Temple of Heaven, the tourist guide introduced the history and 
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function of the Circular Mound to Hawking; As the guide mentioned the top terrace 
of the Circular Mound taking the "Tianxin Stone" as the center of the circle, then 
the fan-shaped stones were laid from inside to outside, extending out in multiples of 
nine, and the balustrades, the marble columns were also used in nine or in multiple of 
nine, symbolizing the "Celestial" number in order to achieve the emperor’s objective, 
the "Unity of Heaven and Human", Hawking showed great interest. At the end of 
the introduction, Hawking initiatively requested one revolution around the Circular 
Mound to feel the traditional Chinese philosophy of the "Unity of Heaven and 
Human". Unfortunately, his study did not continue on the way following the "Unity 
of Heaven and Human".

In the research on the unified theory of the universe, there are a lot of famous 
scientists such as Einstein, Hawking and so on in modern times.

The Modern medicine is finely classified ever more, but there is no outstanding 
doctor coming out in modern times, even no one researcher who studies on treating 
all diseases in the same way, just like the research on the unified theory of the 
universe, that is, the "different diseases are treated with the same method."  

Hawking, at 21 years old, got an Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, which is 
commonly known in the UK as motor neuron disease. He is a celebrity; he should 
have gone and seen a lot of genuine medical experts around the world to cure his 
illness, but he has been still sitting in a wheelchair, which indicates that there is no 
one of genuine medical scientists or scientists around the world who can cure his 
disease. A famous scientist has such a fate, let alone the ordinary people.

If a theory can find the origin of the world, this theory can also act in the 
treatment of the diseases. If the theory Hawking studied on the macrocosm of the 
heaven and earth is correct, then the achievements of his research should also be 
helpful to the microcosm of the human body, and contributory to the medicine as 
well, and he should be able to see the hope to get off the wheelchair as well. But the 
result is very slim. However, here certainly links with some error.

There are also books on the universe in China. "Book of Changes" is one of 
them; but now how many people are there studying on it for use? There is a famous 
book of Chinese medicine, "Huangdi Neijing", but how much in the end does it 
contribute to the world medicine today? 

I found in my study that there exist four forces and their fields in Hawking's 
research. But he does not know there is still existing the fifth force and the fifth force 
field. Then it will be impossible that he tries to unite the four forces of the universe 
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into one without the fifth force he omitted. Therefore, if Hawking wants to continue 
his research in-depth, he must take the fifth force and the fifth force field, that is, the 
soulforce and the soulforce field, into his account.  

The Hawking's theory involves time, space, energy, quality. But Einstein's theory 
lets the clock back; it will be done to take the aircraft at the speed multiplied faster 
than that of the light. And the current technology of the three-dimensional space even 
can not achieve the speed of light; they neither can let the clock back, nor can remove 
the events of this space to another space and reproduce them there. 

"A Briefer History of Time" has mentioned the three-dimensional space and the 
four-dimensional space, but there is no much description on the four-dimensional 
space.

In the Family Constellations, we have already known the force pulling the 
people moving forward, backward, up and down, and apparently felt the presence 
of the field; There exists the field, which can reproduce the events once occurred in 
the past, and easily let the clock back, and the parties can not be at the scene, and not 
subject to geographical constraints. And the person, invited as the representative in 
the Family Constellations, who’s heads, just like inserted a disk, can be perceived 
the sense of the party represented and its history. However, Hellinger from Germany, 
the founder of the Family Constellations, has not made a deeper study on these, and 
there is no specific definition of the soulforce and the soulforce field, no study on 
the means of introducing quantum science, and no distinction between the three-
dimensional space and the four-dimensional space. If Hellinger wants to make all the 
aspects of the Family Constellations clear, he must introduce the quantum science 
and the concept of the four-dimensional space into his study. And he can make 
further progress in his research only after making the law of the Four-dimensional 
space clear. 

Hawking has missed the very important fifth force and its generation field; they 
are the soulforce and the soulforce field. The "soulforce" and "soulforce field" here I 
so named first. Then I will use great space to objectively prove their existence with 
the means of quantum science and the "Family Constellations". Meanwhile I have 
been using Quantum Medicine, Family Constellations, the soulforce and soulforce 
field to treat the incurable diseases judged by modern medicine.

If Hawking's theory to be improved, and Hellinger's theory to be further 
improved, together with my research on Quantum Medicine, My Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), soulforce, and soulforce field, and the witchcraft 
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bias of the people is corrected, to create a new, common disease treatment system 
--- "Soulforce Medicine", then it is perfectly realized the goal that the " different 
diseases are treated with the same method".

In fact, I have found the origin of the diseases, that is, the diseases are caused by 
the disturbance of the resonance frequency of the human body, To correct the human 
resonance frequency can restore the human health. And I've always been treating 
the diseases in this way, that is, to correct the disorder of the resonance frequency 
with my Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and all diseases 
are treated with the same method. This study is also in the same direction of the 
research of the unified theory of the universe, as Stephen Hawking and others did. 
Additionally, I have increased the factor of the soulforce and soulforce field. 

The classification of diseases in Buddhist Sutra: 1, this life-born diseases; 2, the 
diseases of the former karmic life; 3, the diseases caused by mixing the above two 
courses. This life-born diseases are the diseases caused by the pathogeny together 
with exogenous causes. As the diseases of the former karmic life, although it has no 
pathogeny and exogenous causes, but the disease is wide in range, suffering greatly, 
caused by the former karmic life. The intermix of the disease and the former karmic 
life has two cases, 1. the diseases caused by the disorders of the inherent Lung, 
Tripa, Bacon; 2. the diseases suddenly occurred with the exogenous courses, such as 
poisoning, trauma, and the disease caused by the devil mischief. This disease causes 
and classification have also been much simpler than modern western medicine.

The ancient witchcraft also mentioned this devil mischief here, what is the 
intrinsic link between them here? The modern people have labeled it as superstition, 
have they? After exploding Superstition, the diseases should be all cured. But there 
are still a lot of the diseases incurable in hospitals. Where are the reasons ?

The Chinese have an idiom, " Get rid of the old, Bring in the new "; A lot of 
Chinese people have strong ability to shatter the old world; so long as any thing they 
could not understand, and they will go and get rid of it. And they will classify it as 
cheating at once. After shattering the old, the new does not seem to be set up at all. 
But there are still technological innovations. Whenever the innovation is tied together 
with the titles and the governmental fund, the new establishing, innovation contain a 
lot of fraud.

I do not need titles, and there is no need for governmental fund, so there is no 
need to fraud for my " Get rid of the old, Bring in the new ". My "Love Transfer --- 
Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the 
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Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases" follows the clues to explore the origin 
of diseases.

The witchcraft was used by the ancients, The ancient books recorded it in 
old Chinese. It is not easy for many people to read; The Family Constellation is 
the operation rule of four-dimensional space reflected in three-dimensional space, 
which is hard for many people to understand after reading one or two times. so I 
adjusted the order of this book. I first introduce"the Quantum Medicine, the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water" in modern Chinese, to describe it with the facts; after 
the introduction, make rectification of superstition for Witchcraft, and let the people 
see the origin and the true meaning of the Family Constellation with a large number 
of words in the description. Meanwhile the existance of the soulforce and soulforce 
field can be felt evidently in the text description. 

The cases I introduced in this book are the client’s own messages on my website, 
and few are recorded by me in accordance with the client's feedback.

The privacy parts involved in this book are not quoted here. The other cases 
involved in several cases of cancer and mental illness will be described later in 
several books. If the abnormal soulforce and soulforce field continuously acting on a 
certain site, then there may be cancer. If the exceptional soulforce and the soulforce 
field continuously act on the brain, it is likely to have mental illness. Such kind of 
the mental patients can not be cured taking any medicine, if not considering from the 
soulforce and the soulforce field.

It is hard for the general public to understand the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water, and witchcraft as well. It is also difficult for general public to 
understand the Family Constellation. Indeed, if they know the existence of a four-
dimensional space-time, and know that there is a lot of hidden matter and hidden 
energy in the universe, the modern doctors would not be so arrogant, many people 
will seriously think a lot of problems. But we, the human beings only know less than 
4% of the universe.

If the people found a lot of cases automatically revealed in the family 
constellation are as the same as that recorded in the scriptures of the sutra, the Bible 
or Swedenborg, people should be more humble, and will not deny what they do not 
understand, will not think that is superstition, and do not to interfere others’ exploring 
the unknown mysteries of the world by requiring to produce the governmental 
approvals.

When returning to the world's origin, they will understand one and passing 
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through one hundred. It is also a very easy thing to treat disease.
When we maintain a humble heart, do not cordon off the area, then we can 

find the origin to cure the diseases and then can quickly understand the origin of the 
world. 

The " Soulforce Medicine" is coming out in exploring the mysteries of the 
universe. The birth of the " Soulforce Medicine" makes our research on the world 
more perfect and more harmonious.
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Uncover the Mystery of the Witchcraft
Kuwei Zhongzheng

I carefully studied on Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 of the "Huandi Neijing: 60 
Chapter TV Documentary". I wrote down in the previous chapters, "I looked for the 
trace of the witchcraft from 'Huandi Neijing: 60 Chapter TV Documentary' " what I 
found that the people had many misunderstandings on the witchcraft.

At the same time, I compared the fate of modern Chinese medicine with that 
of the witchcraft in chapter of "See the Witchcraft from Chen Bangxian's 'China 
Medical History' ", which also proved that the people had many misunderstandings 
on the witchcraft.

I am still using the above material, combine these images together, so I can 
basically form a picture:

In ancient times, the witchcraft is an important part of everyday life, the 
witchcraft can play a very important role in everyday life.

Witch doctors treat the diseases with the witchcraft, the means is prayer, worship 
the ancestors.

Causes of disease: diseases attributed to the ghost haunting. The ancient people 
thought that the disease might be the ancestors' punishment on the people, or other 
ghosts’ punishment on the people.

Here refers to people, ancestors, ghosts, witch, witchcraft.
So where are the ghosts?  What is the relationship between them?
If we step back for a traditional, natural way of thinking, we can enlighten, and 

suddenly take a tumble:
People:we all know, the living people are in a three-dimensional space in 

general.
Spirits (Ghosts and Gods, Supernatural Being): in fact is a dead person. We 

are all mainly concerned about our own ancestors, who are in the soul world, or we 
can say their souls in the four-dimensional space, in the soul world.

Witch:that is able to communicate between the people and the soul, that is to 
say, the person masters the way of communication between the three-dimensional 
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space and the four-dimensional space. The ability may be inborn and can also be 
acquired. It can also be learned. It can also be after a sudden incident that the people 
in the three-dimensional space suddenly gained the ability to communicate with four-
dimensional space.

Witchcraft: is to study how to communicate the relationship between the people 
and the souls, that is, to study how to communicate between the three-dimensional 
space and the four-dimensional space science.

As for witchcraft, it can not be separated from the religion.
Religion: is to follow the basic law presented in the witchcraft, a routine method 

of own self-fool-type adjusting and treating usually.
We can make the analogy of the modern life with the relationship between 

witchcraft and religion, the witchcraft is mastered by the professionals such as 
doctors, but the religion does not require specialized training in the usual care and 
personal health.

"Book of Rites • Sacral Law", "Dead People called Ghost", "Yin people revere 
deity, Lead people to sacrifice deity, first ghost and then ceremony."  

What is the difference between ghosts and gods? The ghosts of Hero and the 
ruler are considered to have no visible role, wonderful and unpredictable, which are 
also specifically known as the "God," "deity."

"Book of Rites • Rural Sacrifice" says "As for air, God is overwhelm; as for soul, 
Ghost is overwhelm." "Zuo Zhuan" recorded the speech of Zheng Zichan in 20 years 
of Zhaogong Era, say: "those with fine materials, then their souls are powerful, fine 
and bright, as gods." That is God, god is the soul of the man with vigorous power, and 
the general people are ghosts after death. God is living in heaven, but also living on 
the earth. the ghosts are mostly with their spirits to live under the earth, in the mass 
graves, etc., and later it had been evolved into the specialized nether world of the 
dead, such as Mount Tai, Lower World, Jiuquan and so on are the accommodations of 
the souls in the minds of the ancients.

It is also said that the house built in place where was the original cemetery, or 
execution ground, where is often haunted in statement.

Our souls are mainly the souls of the dead ancestors, who are in the four-
dimensional space, in the soul world.

We are living in the three-dimensional space, in the four-dimensional space can 
see the people in the three-dimensional space, many of the people doing evil things. 
The people in the three-dimensional space can not see the souls and ancestors in the 
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four-dimensional space. The people hold that the evil things did by them could not be 
seen by others, such as murder, robbery, abduction, persecution, unlawful possession 
of property, trespassing someone else's home, or the organization system; they really 
hold what they did were not "known by the god, or noticed by the soul," Actually the 
souls see clearly in the four-dimensional space.

Therefore, the religious teaching doctrine: the most fundamental is that the 
people can not do bad things, their bad things should be punished by the heaven, the 
God and souls. 

In fact, the religion is not a mythical beast; it mainly studies where the people 
would go after death. The religion found that after death the soul of the people goes 
to the spiritual world, that is, the soul went to the four-dimensional space. But the 
people did not know before that the spiritual world is the four-dimensional space, 
or the space above the four-dimensional space. The people who had been living in 
the three-dimensional space did some things, the soul would continue his life in the 
four-dimensional space. If he had done bad things, then he would be punished in the 
spiritual world. The religion is to tell the people how to live in our three-dimensional 
space, how to be a justice man. That is so simple. Unfortunately, many of the modern 
Chinese people have great misunderstanding of religion as the scourge.

The average family in Japan has a special room for the family's ancestral tablet. 
If you go to visit the people, upon entering the house, one should first to worship the 
family deity, usually their family ancestors. If the guest stays overnight at home, the 
family would give the ancestral room to the guests to live, which shows the respect to 
the guest. Of course, China has no such a manner. If one is treated as such, he might 
not sleep all night.

There are many temples in Japan, which were all built by the local residents with 
raised funds; then they would put their multi-generational family ancestor tablets 
inside. If one temple is not enough to put the tablets, immediately they build one 
more temple, which is just like the rural villages in China (Each village has several 
temples), the family ancestor tablets of many family generations were put inside.

The Japan's tomb is also built very clean, basically every two weeks, the people 
would go to worship, pay respect at the grave, present flowers, weed cemetery grass, 
scrub the gravestone with water; The gravestone was engraved "XXXX 's Tomb", 
and it was also engraved the names of those who built the grave, "XXXX built the 
grave." because the builder of the monument is usually still alive. The name on the 
gravestone would be painted red. If the builder of the monument died in the future, 
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his descendants then change the red to black.
You can see the cemetery everywhere in the city, and the cemetery is close 

together with the house. And there was fencelessness between the house and the 
cemetery. that is, you can see the tomb upon opening the door.

When the Japanese people get up in the morning every day, the first thing they 
do is to ignite the incense, patter toward their ancestors, and also strike the bell. If 
they want to go out, report to the ancestors first, and wish to their ancestors to protect 
them. When they return home the first thing is to report to their ancestors that they 
are safe. They also pay respect to their ancestors before sleep at night. The Japanese 
are seriously worship the souls of the dead. If they do not worship the souls, I am 
afraid they would not feel at ease. They would not do.

Perhaps the Japanese people respect their ancestors, devoir,awe, therefore, the 
ancestors have blessed them, and do not add too much trouble for them, so they are 
healthy and longevity. One of the reasons that the Japan is the country of longevity 
perhaps may be that the Japanese people who frequently hold the sacrifice activities. 
Their advanced technology does not affect the worship of their ancestors. In the 
festival, the contents of many activities contain the witchcraft and religion.

The Japanese culture was most introduced from the ancient China. Even the 
shape of many Japan's temples is exactly the same as that of China, but smaller in 
scale than China. In Kyoto, there are a lot of temples are exactly the same as that of 
Beijing, but they are only 1 / 2 or 1 / 3 of that of China in size. Which are all written 
in Chinese characters. These should be related with the Monk Jian Zhen.

The classics of Japanese reading, some of them are written in Chinese character 
wholely, of course, but the pronunciation is different from Chinese.

Many foreigners can not read Japanese; describing the Japanese they would say 
that the Japanese technology is very advanced, but Japanese are superstitious. The 
Japanese are not only advocating technology, but also worship the Gods. The fact is 
they conduct the scientific research in the three-dimensional space, and also pray for 
God bless from the four-dimensional space.

Additionally, in the temples of Japan, there are stone dogs, like the stone lions 
everywhere in China. But there are few stone lions in Japan. But the stone dogs can 
be seen everywhere in Japan. while the Chen Bangxian’s "Chinese Medical History" 
mentioned dogs in many articles in Chapter II, "Ancient of the Witch Doctor" in 
the first section "Ancient Medical". I wonder whether there is cause and effect 
relationship here.
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Actually there are still a lot about the real ghosts, souls, classical, and idioms in 
China, picked at random:  (Omitted)

Casually looking, I found so many idioms with the ghosts and spirits; If the soul, 
ghosts and spirits do not exist, why there are so many idioms about them, is it some 
strange?

And there are also the idioms that one plays a double game when he speaks 
to different people "Speak flat to the good people, speak nonsense to the evil (In 
Chinese: See people speak people's words, see ghosts speak ghosts' words) "; 
This phrase gives me the biggest revelation that the people and ghosts are existing 
simultaneously; We can communicate with the ghosts simultaneously.

Recently, in communication with the visitors with me on disease treatment and 
Family Constellations, as long as one opened the topic about the ghost, everyone of 
the other side could speak a few family members who have their own ghost story, or 
a talk for hours. The 12 TV Station in Australia has a program of "Guihua lianpian" (A 
lot of ghost’s words) with the introduction to all true pictures of the story.

The modern people produced the rubbish papers of the thesises in order to get 
professional titles for promoting their posts, or make the paper fraud to earn royalties 
and publish silly book. The ancient people did not need to comment titles; Their 
promotion was not to search articles published words, wrote a book also earned 
no pay for them, Why did they write some ghost stories? Why did they write some 
classics? This was only to point out what they wrote was true, with the yin-yang eyes 
(They could see both the three-dimensional space, and the four-dimensional space), 
The men who saw had recorded what they saw.

How many modern books can spread centuries? A few days ago I read about "Lu 
Xun's article was finally drew away from the the language textbooks". In fact, many 
articles on Chinese textbooks are very short-lived, more than a short life of the ghost 
stories. That many ghost stories have been passed down should have the reason to 
be handed down. I guess the stories described in these books are true, but only some 
people's eyes can see, most people can not see. But link up the visible part and the 
invisible part, such as the iceberg, some of the part is above the water, some under 
the water, it has many features that can be coherent. If it is purely false, it is not 
consistent up.

If what recorded is true, there is always a method allowing to automatically 
show up any way to prove that the witchcraft and religions recorded in these ancient 
books are necessary for their existence.
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Anything has its source; If we are seriously looking for, it should be able to find 
out. But I did not find ready-made book that described the origin of witchcraft. If we 
say the witchcraft is superstition. I feel it is hardly convincing.

I said, anything can be found its source, for example: the driving in China or in 
Japan, is along the left, or along the right-hand lane, what is the source? (Omitted)

What is the origin of witchcraft?
For we did not find the origin of witchcraft as written material, so I made my 

own guess:
The living conditions of the ancient people were very poor, there was no housing 

like the modern building, no way like the present road, no food like that we have now, 
no living environment like the present, no heating as the current, no air conditioning, 
no means of defense now, so it was very vulnerable in the wild accidental death.

Such as died of hunger, died of freezing, died of snake biting, and falling from 
the cliff.... ... dead and later revived, and such kind of things often happened. During 
the time of death, the soul went to the soul world, which is the four-dimensional 
space or the space above that. Seeing some of the scenes and activities in the soul 
world, the soul world is higher than that space we are living. The frequencies of the 
two are different. The souls in the soul world can see us, but we can not see the soul 
world with our eyes. That is, we, living people are in the three-dimensional space, 
and the souls are in the four-dimensional space. The soul of the people in the three-
dimensional space go to the four-dimensional space after death, The activities and 
ceremonies seen in the soul world after death are some of the witchcraft, working on 
the soul. However, some people died and resurrected, who regained consciousness 
after returning from the soul world put down those things they saw, and brought it to 
the human world, passing down from generation to generation. And there were the 
new deaths and the resurrections occurred, so the ancient people continued to see 
these same images then. Therefore the witchcraft activities were strengthened and the 
enhanced activities formed the ceremony and religion. 

The witchcraft is the ceremony of the activities for the soul world.
The ancient people had no modern means of communication, and no modern 

means of transport, the various tribes were also separated, but the form of witchcraft, 
ritual forms were the same; If there are something in common, that is, the ancient 
people frequently occurred the dead things; the more important thing was that they 
frequently died and recurred again. And because the natural state, it was very long to 
revive the dead, their souls had enough time wandering the soul world, then the soul 
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came back to the body, returned to the earth.
Many years later, the living environment had been in the continuous 

improvement, the accidental deaths  occurred were less and less.
Such as the modern people, if they died of accidents, they would be immediately 

taken to the hospital and quickly recover back, they had no enough time to wander 
the soul world. Or before the soul came back,   their bodies were cremated. The soul 
could not go back to their original body.

Even the soul back, survived, and they saw the things in the soul world , but they 
are aware of it that the things in the soul world had been considered by the people 
to be superstitious, and they did not want to say more, and the others did not believe 
what they said. If the interview experienced those people who had died, they would 
tell some things in the soul world, and the things they described are consistent with 
stories described in the sutra. If interview those who had experienced the death or 
near-death experience, they would describe the OBE and saw his body lying there. 
Therefore, there is a subject in the foreign countries called "Death Studies", specially 
studying death and resurrection. The study is mainly on what they saw after their 
death. And many people who died and recurred again had got a specific function.

My mother's grandmother died and came back to life three days later. The people 
asked her where she went, she said, she passed a log bridge and then saw the Yama in 
a hell. Underworld King said to her, "Your kids are crying at home, you'd go back". 
so she was back. A lot of scenes she saw in this three days were exactly the same as 
that described in the Buddhist sutra.  She lived 40 years more after coming back to 
life later.

I had discussed with those who had experienced the death, What they described 
were the same situations basically, and those people often said, "I was dead once," 
and they were angry while saying this, because when they argued with the common 
people, who did not believe them, that was really the "scholars met with soldiers, the 
reason could not be clarified," and then they were angry, by saying "I am a person 
who died." What he was trying to describe was the pictures seen in the soul world, 
something in the soul world. The people in the human world could not understand of 
course, The Buddhist sutra says the people would be tried after death, some of them 
go to the heaven and some of them to the hell. Many of the people just listen to it, 
and hold that the ancients were bored with nothing to fabrications. But there is one 
common, the people of resurrection after death are willing to do good things widely, 
and they take the pursuit of fame and fortune very faint, and said all this fame and 
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fortune are all external things. And they want to do extensive charitable things, lest 
that they would live tough times after they returned to the soul world again. The 
sudden change of their characters and the way of doing things, there must be a reason 
behind that.

In the soul world and they also saw their ancestors. When they meeting with 
each other, the ancestors etiquette was the witchcraft, rituals, the original pray for 
ancestors’ blessing, for their forgiveness, pray for the spirits’ blessing is such from 
the four-dimensional space, from the soul world.

Witchcraft came in that way.
The change history of driving along the left lane or along the right lane could be 

found, but we could not find the change history of the witchcraft, because the driving 
law left or right is man-made, which is constantly changing. The witchcraft was 
set by the heaven. It has been done the age-old without the change history, only the 
history of being misunderstood.

If you could not find the change history, it is likely there would be no changes in 
the history of witchcraft. it is likely to exist in the universe and is a constant action. 
If it is the constant action, then the universe would play the role, and there should be 
a "force" or the presence of "field "or similar at work. If the "force" or "field" exist, 
then we can surely find!

These above are my speculation for many years. I have found the evidences in 
the subsequent years of exploration proving that my speculation is correct, objective, 
and that can be repeatedly proved with evidences. And all these years I have been 
using this universal "force" and the "field" in my invention. Use the force with the 
force; particularly in medical treatment it played a remarkable role. This power 
is the "soul force", this field is the "soulforce field." This is a force and field to 
communicate between the four-dimensional space and the three-dimensional space. I 
will specify in later chapters.

Why do people today think that the witchcraft is superstitious?
I do not know it started from what time, the witchcraft was considered 

superstitious, especially two thousand years ago, after the "Huangdi Neijing" brought 
to time, the traditional Chinese medicine, that can be seen, and repeatedly cures 
certain diseases, took the first place, therefore the witchcraft spreading for numerous 
years was denied.

By now, the Western medicine has a history of only hundreds of years, which is 
so direct, to cure where the case is, such as headache to cure headache; foot ache to 
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cure foot. It took the Traditional Chinese Medicine spreading for thousands of years 
almost to the denial. Even it holds the witchcraft as a superstition.

Today, there are few and few people who recurred after death; Even the death 
was short to the soul world and saw those scenes, they tell others, they also hold as 
a superstition, then the people just did not say. I met such a person. Especially in the 
modern city, if the people died, the body of the dead would be cremated soon. There 
is no body; the soul could not come back. Or the dead is back quickly and saved. It is 
unlike the ancient, the long dead in the wild, was survived and came also back. They 
could have long time in the soul world and have a good look.  

The ancient people did not have complex ideas, generally they could sense the 
"soulforce" and the  "soulforce field", under the action of the "soulforce" and the 
"soulforce field", they naturally knelt down, bow, and worship their ancestors.

The more developed of the human world, the more advanced of the tools, the 
human instincts have been more and more degraded. And with the increase of the 
generations, the "soulforce" and the "soulforce field" are more complex. Therefore 
the people more and more could not sense the "soulforce" and "soulforce field". And 
they more and more hold the witchcraft as the superstitious. These are two major 
reasons why the people hold the witchcraft a superstition. 

The modern people do not believe in the soul world, so to forget the ancestors 
in the soul world, Therefore the people are not able to receive the messages from the 
soul world; due to lacking of information, the disorder of the resonance frequency 
occurred. Therefore the people got some strange diseases. These diseases are from 
the four-dimensional space, the phenomena reflected in the three-dimensional space.
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Quantum Resonance Information Water
 Kuwei Zhongzheng

The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) is an agent passing 
resonance energy successfully developed in 1995. After the exhibition in Beijing 
Exhibition Center from December 5 to 9, 1997, and more than 10 years’ small-
scale clinical tests, I have obtained reliable evidences, at the same time, absorbed 
more psychological elements as well. Therefore I launched the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI water) once again in December, 2008 and realized my goal 
to "treat the different diseases with the same method", that is to say, I have found the 
general law of medicine that different diseases can be cured with the same method. 
While implementing treatment, there is no need for me to know the name of the 
disease, but the site of pathological change. Then put a bottle (or bag) of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) close to the point, let it transfer 
the resonance information to the position to correct the disorder of the resonance 
frequency of the part, or spread some of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI water) on the position at the same time. If the site of pathological change is 
unknown, drink the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) then. As 
for systemic disease, endocrine system disorder, cancer metastasis, except of placing 
and applying (near or on the position of the hormone glands and cancer mass), drink 
some at the same time. If you want sound energy and better physical strength, you 
can drink while carrying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) 
with you. The methods of treating diseases with the QRI water are just three: "putting 
(the bottle or bag), applying and drinking", or making up the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI water) bed, and sleeping on it directly. The treatments 
for all diseases are the same.

In this way, it is no longer hard to study medicine. There is no need to remember, 
no need to recite more things, and no need to put too much emphasis on "differential 
diagnosis." 

Even the people who did not study medicine can still implement a fool treatment. 
The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) is re-launched 

this time with a significant difference compared with that of 10 years ago. The 
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internet just started in China 10 years ago. The coverage was very limited at that 
time, and the general public did not yet started to use. Therefore it was very difficult 
to interact with the remote patients, and to collect clinical data. Now the Internet 
has become accessible to the ordinary families. I can communicate via the Internet 
with the users; they can feed back at any time, and I can be aware of the situation 
of the users immediately. But the Quantum Medicine will focus more on the user's 
personal experience, especially on those users who have no organic disease, but 
feel systemically uneasy. With the support of the Internet, the users can copy down 
information instantly, and the reliable information data can be obtained timely.  

The professor of a provincial Centre for Disease Control and Prevention used 
my Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water), to treat the children with 
leukemia and the children returned to their schools one by one. At the same time, 
the children suffered from the renal failure also returned to their schools one by one. 
The professor has two daughters studying M.D. in the United States, experienced and 
knowledgeable. When she read the on-line description of my Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI water), she has accepted it without any hesitation. Now 
she is using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) to treat the 
patients suffered from leukemia and renal failure, as what I did when I was working 
in the People's Hospital, now what she is doing is also beyond her medical scope. In 
order to avoid the trouble that my "private clinic was banned." the professor wishes 
me to keep it confidential. She is also using it out of the hospital after work,  which is 
surprisingly similar with my behavior at that time.

A clinician who worked in Shenzhen Nanshan Hospital (now renamed Shenzhen 
Union Hospital, Huazhong University of Science and Technology), for 22 years, 
used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) to treat the diseases 
that the hospital could not cure, and the diseases were cured one by one. Then the 
clinician has called me "Master", while more patients have called me "Teacher."

I had also met clinicians, and Buddhists as well, who were shocked, while they 
saw the magical effects of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
water), and immediately knelt down and asked to be my apprentice, worship me as 
master.

Treat the diseases suffered from pain, no matter what kind of pain is, the general 
method is to place the bottle or the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI water) on the painful area. It would be within 10 minute that the 
pain is gone or relieved. If it is the traumatic pain with a wound open, spray the QRI 
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Water directly on the wound, the hurt pain will be indolent in 1-3 minutes. Many 
patients with cancer pain, placed the QRI Water beside the body, and applied on the 
position, or drink, the pain would not hurt or relieved in 10 minutes. Those suffered 
from the dysmenorrhea pain rolling in bed, put the bottle or the bag of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) near the abdomen, and spread on it 
meantime, many of them suffered no pain within 10 minutes. Many of those who had 
tumors, no matter what types they are, whether they are cysts or cancer masses, put 
the quantum resonance information water near the lesion site, at the same time spread 
on the position, the tumor would shrank or disappeared over one night; There are too 
many of such cases.  

The patient who was the grandson of the Marshal, a founder of China and Vice 
Premier, spread the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) on his 
face less than 1 ml, three hours later, the parotid cyst that had not cured for more than 
10 years, was almost intangible and untouched.

Ms. Tong, chief of Shenzhen Municipal Committee of Experts suffered from 
allergic rhinitis, her case was not cured after 30 years’ treatment, and I gave her 
the QRI Water, she placed and sprayed it onto the position for 20 days, the allergic 
rhinitis was healed. Other patients of allergic rhinitis treated for 10 years, or more 
than 20 years were healed with my Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI water) in 5-20 days. Then I received a Letter of Invitation from her Committee 
inviting me to be a member of the Commission of Medical and Health Experts, 
Shenzhen Municipal Committee of Experts.

A researcher from Zhongshan Medical College, Zhongshan University once took 
my Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) to test, the results of 
trace elements of the water were satisfactory, no radioactive elements found.

It is never before over the world that putting a bottle or a bag of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) beside the body can "cure disease over 
space". In comparison, it is much similar to the "Quantum Medicine" to correct the 
frequency with this method. The resonance information of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI water) will eventually act on the "meridians", and will 
walk on the way of the guide map of treating diseases through the meridian that was 
found thousands of years ago. Therefore systemic effects occur.

The feedback from one user, she suffered from leg ache. When she slapped the 
painful location with her palm, the pain disappeared, at the same time she hiccupped. 
She also put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) on the 
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legs ache part, the pain disappeared, and hiccupped as well, which indicates that the   
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) has the same action as that 
of the meridian. 

Another user’s feedback, his sunscreen was turned hard like the toothpaste, 
when he put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) near the 
deteriorated, the sunscreen was soft and eventually became liquid like water. Chinese 
medicine says, "Passing non-pain, pain no passing". If where the meridian is stagnant 
or blocked up, the pain occurs. Put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI water) near the pain, passing the quantum resonance information, the meridian 
goes through normally and the pain disappears. This is also consistent with the 
Traditional Chinese Medicine (the TCM) theory. Therefore, it is not surprising to put 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) at the painful area, and 
the pain relieves in 10 minutes, and the mass can disappear in several hours as well. 

Many patients with hemorrhoids, their hemorrhoids disappeared after applying 
the QRI Water once. The hemorrhoids are caused by blood stagnation as well. After 
applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) on the place, 
the blood flew, and the disease was healed. This is consistent with the Traditional 
Chinese Medicine (the TCM) theory. 

A brain cancer patient in Beijing got headache, nausea, vomiting and other 
symptoms of intracranial hypertension within 20-30 minutes after drinking 5-10 ml 
of the QRI Water, indicating the effect of the QRI Water is very obvious in killing 
cancer cells immediately, that is to say, the cancer cells were killed and ruptured 
within a short time. After rupturing, the volume was slightly larger (the parts 
were dismantled and the size became larger), causing the symptoms of increased 
intracranial pressure. Of course, at this time, take a small amount of diuretic, to 
reduce the intracranial pressure, the symptom can be soon alleviated. By the time a 
lot of cancer cells were killed. The brain cancer that the hospital declared incurable 
was completely cured with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
water) in less than 3 months. And the discharged piss was as black as briquettes. 

A patient from Harbin suffered from the lung cancer at the late stage with 
extensive metastasis to bone and lymph node. The hospital announced that the 
disease was incurable, and persuaded the patient to go back home waiting for death. 
The patient has lain on the bed for 9 days already, but the miracle occurred that she 
got up in 8 minutes after drinking 10 ml of 220 ml bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI water) delivered by express; She got off the bed first for 
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9 minutes. Three days later, once again express of 600 ml arrived, she tied the bottles 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) immediately at her 
body, and she felt her strength improved, came down the stairs, walked back and 
forth to her sister’s on foot. She coughed up pieces of rotten meat ( the cancer mass) 
on the 20th day.

Many patients with beriberi for more than 10 years were cured by spraying the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) once. Usually it can be 
cured in three days. A reporter of "Health News" with foot odor for more than 10 
years, shortly after the Spring Festival, in 2009, he sprayed my Quantum Resonance 
Information Water over the socks only once, his foot odor disappeared without 
recurrence all long. The reporter's father-in-law with feet ulcers had been treated for 
28 years, but in vain. When he used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI water), the feet ulcers was markedly improved within 4 days. And the rotten area 
was convergent without running water.

Those who use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) get 
less cold obviously than others, and also significantly less than that in previous years.

Therefore, it demonstrated that the frequencies of cancer cells, fungi, viruses, 
harmful bacteria are very different from that of the normal human body. Under the 
frequency of the Quantum Resonance Information Water, these substances can not 
survive; therefore, it is easy to separate these abnormal substances from the normal 
cells to kill, avoiding the Western radiotherapy and chemotherapy to kill both good 
and bad cells together. 

The patients who suffered from the above diseases have the frequencies deviated 
to that of the cancer cells, fungi, viruses, harmful bacteria, therefore these substances 
can grow fast. After using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
water), under the resonant frequency of the normal human memorized in the water, 
these substances were killed quickly. 

On the other hand, I have designed that the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) preserves the energy of memory. The QRI Water can transfer 
the resonance energy to the human body, if it is placed near the body to improve 
the body's resistance to disease, the immunity, and to maintain the body's normal 
frequency. The QRI Water can fight against cancer cells, viruses and fungi from both 
frequency and energy.

A sports athlete of Nanjing had been trained for 18 years in the United States; his 
physical training usually was to do push-ups; usually he could do 100 times once, if 
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forced him to do, he could do two more, reaching 102. In January 2009, he drunk 30 
ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water before doing push-ups, he finished 
110 push-ups without being forced with doing. After 20 minutes’ rest, he restarted to 
do without any forcing, and he finished 114. Usually finishing push-ups, he would 
drink some water after half an hour break, and his hands would tremble holding 
on the cup, but after drinking the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) , his hands did not feel shaking while taking up the cup also after a half hours’ 
push-ups and did not feel tired.

During July and August, 2009, I sponsored the Japanese Chinese team to 
participate in the International ballroom dancing competitions; they had maintained 
a total score of the first all along in Guiyang, Hong Kong, Yongzhou, Macau, 
Zhanjiang competitions. The Ballroom Dancing competition has been officially listed 
as one of sports competitions, which requires great physical strength and endurance. 
The Quantum Resonance Information Water is very useful in sports and games. It 
shows that after resonance, the strength of human body significantly increased; so 
when did the "pull test", the strength significantly increased. The "pull test" can be 
used to prove that the human body as a whole in the event of resonance.

Put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) near the body 
or drink the QRI Water, the physical strength increases. Spraying the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) on the trauma 1 to 3 minutes, the 
pain can be relieved, The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) 
is very valuable in the field of the military, it can not only enhance the combat 
endurance, but it can also be used in injury time. Meanwhile, the "different diseases 
be treated with the same method"; There is no need to take many drugs in the 
field. In sports the athlete can play super-level. And in first aid, place the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI water) near the body to transfer the resonance 
information, so that the body can obtain extra energy, greatly enhancing the power of 
human endurance and resistance to trauma, and achieve better surgery healing.

One woman from Shenzhen grew a lot of long beard for more than 10 years from 
Grade 3 of primary school. She received the treatment with the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), and accidently she found her beard fell on the 
17th day after the treatment with the Quantum Resonance Information Water.

Another woman from Foshan in 2002, her colleague helped her to trim the 
eyebrows, and the right eyebrow was trimmed 1 cm (actually narrowed 1.5 cm) 
narrower than the left eyebrow. After then her right eyebrow had never grown up. 
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She used the Quantum Resonance Information Water to treat her disease, and she 
accidently found the right eyebrows grown up.

With the same Quantum Resonance Information Water, make the hair growing 
where it grows, then the eyebrow grew up; The beard was lost from the place where 
the girl should not grow the beard, which indicates that it is entirely correct from 
theory to practice that the Quantum Resonance Information Water is designed to 
correct the disordered resonance frequency.

In addition, the normal person drinks the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
tasteless, but many patients I met with serious cancer said, they dunk the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water, it was tasted bitter, or like the water in the fish tank, 
or smell like the water in a drainage ditch, but after one week of use, these tastes 
disappeared, which indicates that their original resonance frequency had deviated 
from the normal resonance frequency. After one week use, the disordered frequency 
was gradually corrected; and there no longer exists bad smell. And the taste does also 
feel the resonance frequency.

I also met with the patients who sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water to mouth tasteless, but to the eyes sides, she felt her mouth bitter, indicating 
that the frequency of her eyes deviated from the normal status.

Put the drink, alcohol, cigarettes near the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water, their frequencies were immediately changed; then drinking the beverage or 
wine, or smoking the cigarettes, you can feel their taste changed, therefore we can 
use "sour test" to verify the change of the frequency.

One person from England came to me especially for treatment; it needs 
originally more than one week to rectify the jet lag after returning. He lay down in 
bed of the Quantum Resonance Information Water the night of her returning. The 
time difference was corrected 5 hours later, which indicates that the time difference 
is also related with the frequency of the human body. After using the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water, the frequency of the small environment of the human 
body gets consistent with that of the environment of the universe quickly. 

A Japanese people came from Japan to me especially for treatment; she had 
taken sleeping pills every night for more than 10 years because of insomnia. She lain 
down on the bed of my Quantum Resonance Information Water, several minutes later, 
she saw the light glowing from pillow of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
constantly; After lasting Half an hour, the light disappeared. Her insomnia was cured 
as well. She saw light at the time when the frequency was exactly the same frequency 
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as that of vision in the process of correcting the resonant frequency, she saw the light. 
Half an hour later, the frequency removed from the visual frequency, the light was 
unseen. After the frequency was corrected, insomnia healed.

The Quantum Resonance Information Water with the principles of quantum 
science can be used for deeper treatment. One woman of high myopia came to 
me for treatment with the Quantum Resonance Information Water; I immediately 
found the problem of her body, mind and soul. She had asked many clinicians for 
treatment, but in vain. She asked many masters for treatment with Gestalt Therapy, 
psychodrama therapy, but the means could not go on. She asked a number of masters 
to go on "Family Constellations", still no one could go on. When she found me, I 
soon found the cause of her myopia that she saw her father's suicide scene. While 
curing her systemic disease with the Quantum Resonance Information Water, I solved 
her psychological problems she repressed in heart for decades first within a month, 
then to solve the systemic health problems, such as insomnia, constipation, beriberi, 
skin, scars, cold, allergy, rhinitis, headache, dysmenorrhea and other items; they 
turned for the better one by one. And soon she found her eyebrows grew up that were 
cut short 8-year ago, and her chest was full as well. And then she found a sudden 
change in her thinking. Previously, she was disgusted her mother, even she could 
not live with her mother, could not walk together side by side. Suddenly she could 
accept her mother. The thinking of a person also has resonance frequency, once it is 
disordered, it will be very unusual, her character is also strange. After the frequency 
returned to normal, the strange ideas would changed. later I found that she gave up 
her work in recent years and went to the temples to do the volunteer work around. 
and actually she was looking for her suicide father, tried to find the soul of her father 
in the "Family Constellations". I had found her these questions, before I arrange the 
"Family Constellations" with real persons. I solved her problems one by one just with 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water.

The users have the follow-up report: After more than three months’ use of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water in the high dose, the menstrual blood had 
changed in color from the original dark like syrup to bright red, or from the dark 
blood block to bright red liquid blood finally. The skin was damaged because of acne 
inflammation 19 years ago, and where the eyebrow did not grow as well; after using 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water, the new eyebrows had grown out.

As for Gestalt therapy, the psychodrama therapy, the masters of psychology 
usually use props, scenes, stunt, language (or even to use a child's dialect), etc., 
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they must try to bring the scene back to the place where the psychological trauma 
occurred to arouse the memory of the patient, then go to treatment. This case is 
actually just like the tape, or video tape rewind back to the period in question; And 
then either wipe out the magnetic period, delete the period, or record new content, for 
the frequency of the magnetic tape of the original question period was too unusual, 
too strong in intensity, so as to affect the other section, or even affect the entire tape. 
The case will be completely different after treating the section. The person will be 
changed, just like another one through proper psychological treatment.

I have read the book written by Hu Yinmeng, Master of Taiwan psychology, 
describing an accident, near death, the brain appears the case of the magnetic tape 
rewind, fast back to her whole life. That explains what happened in the life all 
are memorized in the human body. And the entire psychological trauma has been 
recorded as the same in the human body as well. 

The Gestalt therapy, psychodrama therapy need to restore to the original scene 
where the original psychological trauma occurred. The scene is of sobbing trouble 
with great movement, the masters of psychology are exhausted physically and 
mentally after several processes down. And always under such an environment, a 
master of psychology is also suffering from psychological shock, and also under 
constant psychological harm. That is why a master of psychology himself regularly 
receives more advanced psychological treatment by the most senior psychological 
master. Then the most senior master of psychology, who gave him treated? 

The Quantum Resonance Information Water can remove the special exceptional 
resonance frequency waves quietly, returning to the normal; in this way, the 
entanglement problems of the people’s life history are solved unknowingly.

The family constellations involve the entanglement of the resonant frequency of 
several generations of the family system. And the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water corrects the abnomalies quietly as well.

I have found a universal law of medicine, that "the human body has its natural 
inherent resonance frequency, if the resonance frequency is disturbed, the sick 
appears; if the disordered frequency is corrected, the health is restored." This 
Quantum Resonance Information Water is actually the source of the quantum 
resonance, a liquid machine, a liquid quantum resonance information transmitter, 
passing the normal resonance information to the human body, directly acting on the 
lesion." Putting (bottle or bag), applying and drinking" are three methods to realize a 
fool treatment.
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Can this panacea not be trusted out?
Because the preceding of the treatment of the diseases with the Quantum 

Resonance Information Water is from correcting the frequencies, as long as the 
frequency can be corrected to the normal, the disease can be cured. No matter what 
the original disease is, or at what stage, or in what position, as long as the frequency 
can be corrected, the disease will be able to be cured. If the frequency is not 
corrected, there is no cure.

In west, there is a world-famous proverb: "There are roads leading to Rome. "If 
you find a lot of people gathered together in Rome, will you hold it very strange? 
How could we all get to Rome? Will this road be almighty? Actually the goal of 
everyone is to Rome, regardless where the original starting point is. Therefore we 
arrived in Rome. Similarly, the people feel it weird to cure a wide range of diseases 
only with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). Actually, the 
goal of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is to correct the 
disordered frequency to normal one, regardless where the original starting point is. 
Such a comparison helps us to understand why the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) can cure many diseases.This is the reason, I said, why we 
treat the diseases with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
without paying too much attention to the "differential diagnosis", there is no need to 
know where the starting point is, as long as you can know where the end point sets. 
But the diagnosis of the Western medicine is looking for the starting point, and the 
Western medicine does not set up the end point. Therefore its treatment is blind. The 
treatment of the Western medicine is only to suppress the symptoms of the diseases.

"Different diseases, treated with the same method," Have you ever seen in 
history? In fact there was not only in history, but it is still at present. Chinese 
medicine acupuncture is relying on a pin in the cure sickness. Acupuncture needles 
penetrate into the appropriate acupuncture points, many different diseases can be 
cured only with the same needle. Now I put the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) at the lesion, the painful location of the body, and the 
diseases can be cured, which is just like the acupuncture. Someone might say that 
the acupuncture needs to look for the appropriate acupuncture points, but for me, I 
even did not find the acupuncture points and directly put the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) at the position. Actually, there are acupuncture 
points known as "A point", "Ah yes point", " uncertain point", "Heaven point", etc.. 
The book of " Lingshu•Jingjin" 《灵枢·经筋》 (Soul Hub• Meridian Vein) says: 
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" Take the pain as transfer"（以痛为输）, that is to say, locate the site according 
to the pain. The name of "A point" was put forward first by " Valuable Prescriptions 
for Emergency"《备急千金要方》. It has neither specific point name, nor a 
fixed location. In clinic, it is used more for the painful symptoms. The Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is also consistent with the theory 
of the Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), and the effect of treatment of the 
painful diseases with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
is very quick. Acupuncture is very effective on pain type of diseases, but it is not 
so brilliant on the tumor, tumor type of treatment, and the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) is very effective to the tumor or cancer mass. 
And the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) also can make a 
great increase in physical strength, reaching the overall objective truly: "Different 
Diseases, Treated with the Same Method". As for this, I am the first in the world.

And the target of my design is to achieve the goal of "Different Diseases, 
Treated with the Same Method". I have found the universal law of medicine through 
decades of hard working, that is, "the human body has its natural inherent resonance 
frequency. If the resonance frequency is disturbed, the body will be sick; If the 
frequency is corrected, the health is restored."

I am the first one in the world who treats diseases across the space with the 
bottle or bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) put near 
the body. 

Is it the first time to hear "Curing Diseases Across Space"?  No!  The Qigong 
Master is also to cur the diseases "across space". Actually, the Qigong Master treats 
the diseases with the resonant wave of his ideas, passing out, to correct the disorder 
of the resonance frequency of the patient. In reality, the principle is the same. The 
Qigong Masters is a resonance source. The difference is that he should be at the scene 
on the spot to practice. "Make and Sell." As for me, I put these resonant information 
memorized in the water ahead of time, I already have stock in the water, and it can be 
"Qigong industrialized". 

The method is to correct the frequency, and the different diseases can be treated 
with the same method, making the "treatment as ease as a Fool," which I am the first 
one in the world.

Put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
near the body, without opening the cap of the bottle, the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) of the bottle emitting the harmonic resonance 
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information to the human body to correct the imbalances of the frequency already, the 
disease is cured. And yet the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
of the bottle is not reduced. The resonance information is permanently memorized 
(To our limited life). Naturally keep the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), the energy of the (the QRI Water) will not weaken. It can be preserved 
for long. Water has the memory function. When the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) is put near the body, the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) is correcting the disorder of the resonant frequency of the 
human body. But the abnormal message of the human body may also be memorized 
by the water, affecting the subsequent use of effect. In any case, the service life of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is much longer than that of 
the common drugs. The QRI Water can be continuously placed near the body for few 
months all the while.

The application of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
is just like that the family invites a general practitioner (GP) of a "Versatile Effect" 
home. 

We can make further study on quantum science: According to the theory and 
observation of quantum science, our world is a quantum world. The quantum has 
the "wave-particle duality". Most of the people stop at only willing to recognize the 
eyes visible particles phase, and this matter is composed of 99.9999% of space and 
0.0001% of the atoms. The all physical phenomena that we can see with our eyes are 
the idolums created out by the vibration frequency of atoms. And many people do 
not go to think that the invisible waves. The link between all things of the universe, 
is the performance of the waves. The resonant frequency of "four-dimensional space 
world" is too far from the range of the frequency perceived by the human eyes, so 
our eyes can not see. But the sensitive people can perceive it always. The perception 
is actually the resonance information.  

If we change the "wave", the "matter" will be changed as well. Therefore, 
we can do a lot of work with this principle. But it is only a little use for medical 
treatment only. What I invented, such as the Nuclearmagnetic Resonance Transfer 
Agent (named “Yougong”(油公) in Chinese), Qinmi Baby Sling（亲密育儿背巾）, 
the psychological model of family constellations, have all applied this principle. I 
have to declare a number of patents according to my experience.

I have presented my clinical research data to a lot of Medical Professors, 
presidents of Medical colleges, clinicians of western medicine, they were all caught 
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in strange cycle of a Chinese literary quotation: "Cheng buys shoes" (郑人买履)
(It means a person from Cheng State went to buy his shoes, when he arrived at the 
market, but forgot to take the measured size of his feet, he did not buy and returned 
to take the size.) They did not believe the real body experience of the users; all of 
them asked me to show the animal experimental data. They all said that the animal 
experiments are the most correct, and insisted that the animal experiments can not be 
omitted. This is as the same as that of "Zheng Buys Shoes", they do not believe the 
real feeling of their feet when wearing the shoes, but only believe the measured size.

Could I do not know Western medicine and research programs? I finished the 
courses of graduate student during grade 2 to grade 4 in my Medical College along 
with my professors: " Basic Method of Medical Research", "Medical Literature 
Searches", etc.. When I studied in graduate school, I majored in Pharmacology of 
the Medical College; And I had part-time work for hospital and Pharmaceutical 
companies at home and abroad during this period. I am well aware of the traditional 
research methods.

We don’t know where the western medicine comes from, but it fills over the 
world. So they let the animals try first with selection, and then give people the trial. 
Everything comes by chance.

The program designed by myself is "to correct human resonant frequency, the 
human body can recover", in which I directly selected the resonance information of 
the normal human body memorized in the water, rather than the animals’ resonant 
message, everything from the inevitable. If you do animal experiments, the result is 
valid for all humans, but in many animals it will not be working. And the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) I designed is dealing with the body, 
mind and soul of the whole human body, which involves psychology, the soul study, 
the study of the family issues; All of these can not be replaced by animals for these 
involve human consciousness , thoughts, family issues, psychological hurts, and the 
way of animal thinking, way of life, and psychological hurts are completely different 
from that of the human, which the animal experiments can not be implemented fully.  

Is the Traditional Chinese Medicine poisonous? The predecessors have practiced 
for us, since "Shen Nong Tasted Herbs"(“神农尝百草”). The ancients had already 
told us the action of the Traditional Chinese Medicines (TCM) with conclusion for 
thousands of years. They told us the acupuncture points, meridians as well. There 
is no need to go to compile the story book, "Animal Tasted Herbs" (动物尝百草). 
The animals originally taste herbs every day, but the people are bored to the hundred 
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herbs condensed to feed the unrelated animals forcibly; the actual dose is so large 
that the animal dies of it. That is, too large a dose of food becomes toxic.  

The greatest contribution of the modern western medicine is finding antibiotics 
that solved infectious diseases, and has promoted the vaccination, which shocked the 
medical community. But the late research methods of drugs pull the whole mankind 
completely into the wrong direction.  

In English, the word of “medicine” has another meaning of witchcraft; the 
medicine man is a witch doctor. This also shows that the medicine came from 
witchcraft, not from drugs. In addition, we often see in movies that the westerners go 
to church every week, the religious confession and prayer, which actually is to clean 
up week’s accumulation of emotions; When the negative emotions is cleared up, the 
people will be healthier. The people who presided over the ancient ritual had a very 
high social status, just second to the emperor. In fact, the person who presided over 
the sacrifice in past was a psychologist now actually many modern research methods 
of diseases have completely prejudiced.

The users who earliest accepted the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) are the body, mind and soul researchers or explorers of the community, 
rather than clinicians. 

I have proposed and practiced "to advance the disease treatment from the 
western medicine and Chinese medicine, to the integrated system of psychology, 
quantum medicine, family constellations", which I am the first one who invented in 
the world.

It is also the first that I invented in the world to treat the systemic diseases of 
the body, mind and soul with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water).

We can see from the above discussion that the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (QRI Water) is consistent with many theories of the Traditional Chinese 
Medicine, but it does not yet find any intersection point with the theory of the western 
medicine. The Chinese Medicine is systemic, and the western medicine is a local 
theory, and the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is a larger 
whole, so why the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) can not 
find any intersection point with the western medicine, the cause may be here.                                     
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Principle Introduction
The Nature (including human body) has its inherent resonant frequency. if for 

some reasons, the resonance frequency of the human body deviate from the normal, 
it would be sick. The heart has the heart’s resonant frequency; the liver has the liver’s 
resonance frequency; every organ and tissue has its own unique resonance frequency. 
Some of the natural materials have the same resonance frequencies as that of some 
organs, tissues of the human body. If we use the substance, the disorder of the 
resonant frequency of the human can be corrected, which is the role of the Traditional 
Chinese Medicine (TCM). The Traditional Chinese Medicines come from animals, 
plants and minerals etc..

Further study found that if pick out the resonance information of the Traditional 
Chinese Medicine amplify the intensity, to act on the human body, it can also achieve 
the same effect as that of the Traditional Chinese Medicine. There is no need to 
directly use the original Chinese Medicine itself. At the same time, the study found 
that pick out the resonance information of the human body, amplify the intensity, to 
act on the unhealthy, it can also correct its disordered resonance frequency to restore 
the health.   

More than 70% of normal human body is water. If all the resonance information 
of the normal body is picked out, amplified, and permanently memorized in the 
water to produce the resonance information water to transfer the normal resonance 
frequency to the human body, it can correct the imbalance of the quantum resonance 
frequency, and restore the disorder of the frequency of the normal human to health. 

Manual
The Soulforce Medicine and Quantum Medicine researches confirmed that 

the human body has its natural resonance frequency; if the resonance frequency is 
disturbed, the disordered resonance frequency will cause the disease; and when the 
disordered frequency is corrected, the health is restored.

The QRI Water has memorized large normal resonance information of nature 
(including the human body) permanently. Connect with the QRI Water that can 
transfer the resonance information (resonance energy) to the outside world, the 
disordered resonant frequency will return to the normal (including the human body).

It can be verified from the following that the QRI Water can transfer the 
resonance information over space; When the drinks are close to the product (without 
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opening the bottle), the taste of the drink is faded; When the glass of wine is near 
this product, the taste of the wine is lightened (actually the wine is not spicy and 
more mellow). The wine is better, and not be drunk with double amount.  Put the 
cigarette outside the bottle, smoking is pale; the significant stimulation of the throat is 
reduced. Handing this product, one’s strength increases. The symptom is significantly 
improved while placing or applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) on the uncomfortable point or lesions (such as pain, mass, trauma, etc.).

Drink some of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
or carry it close to the body before sports, or military training, the result of the 
performance can be improved significantly (containing no cordial); it improves 
endurance greatly in mountain climbing, or heavy exercise.

The QRI Water can be used as additives for beverage, wine, medicine, health 
care; the improvement agent for animal and plant growth, and it can also be used as 
props of the psychology activities.  This product has wide range of uses to allow the 
substance to produce the harmonic resonance changing its resonance characteristics.

Ingredients: water memorizing the specific resonance information (resonance 
energy).

Usage: Carry this product close to the body. If you feel this product too cold 
to carry in winter, you may put the product in warm water (not boiling) to heat first 
before using. The frozen does not influence the effect of the product, but boiling for a 
long time can make the effect of this product failed.

This product can be applied outside over space, contacting externally, or 
applying on. It can be drunk safely, drink it every 4 hours, 10 ml each time, more 
drinking without harm.  

Storage: Avoid direct sunlight, kept it in the shade, do not boil.

Verification Method
 After using this product, the following changes can immediately observed, the 

quantum resonance information transferring can be verified with these:
1, Get two cups of the flavored drinks at the same time to make comparison 

test, put one cup aside 1 meter away from the bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), and one cup close to the bottle of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), turning around some times (No 
necessary to open the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water), the taste 
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of the drink fades at once. Put a glass of wine close to this product, the wine changes 
its characters at once, the taste of the wine fades (actually it becomes not so spicy, but 
more mellow). The wine is much better, double more drinking makes no drunk. (you 
can make a comparison test with 2 glasses of wine, put one glass of wine close to this 
product, the other glass aside);

2, Pull the cigarette outside of this product some times, the cigarette will be pale, 
not hot; the stimulation of smoking on the throat will be significantly reduced. (Make 
a comparison test with two cigarettes, one pulled on the product, the other is not);

(Note: The key to the success of the above test is that the original beverage, 
cigarettes should be put more than 1 meter away from the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water). If the whole bottle of the drink is placed near the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) before the test, the taste of 
the beverage bottle changes first, and then the taste does not come out on the contrast 
in the comparison. The cigarettes are similar.)

3, The "O" type of ring tension test: One person makes a O-ring round with 
the thumb and index finger (be sure to be round in O type), another person sets his 
thumb and index finger into the O-ring, pull in force trying to open it, to compare 
the tension, when the other hand holds the product and does not hold the product. 
The test results: It is easy to open the O-ring, when the other hand does not hold the 
product; but it is uneasy to open the O-ring while the other hand holding the product.

4,  Arm Lateral Raise Test: One person raises his one side arm laterally, the other 
person pressures downwards near his elbow, test the compressive strength, when the 
other hand holding the product, and not holding this product; The test results: the 
side lifted arm is easily depressed down the level without holding this product by the 
other hand; but it is not easy to press down the level of the lifted arm while the other 
hand holding this product.  

(Note: The key to the success of the above test is that the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) can not spray on the body in advance, or drink, 
or any part of the body with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), otherwise, it is equivalent to carry with the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) all along, the efforts have been in increasing state; the efforts 
is not changeable in the size).

5, Put this product on the body pain, or uncomfortable place for 10 minutes, or 
rub times, or apply on, the symptoms of the pain, or discomfort will be significantly 
reduced or disappear immediately.
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Each bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
every drop of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is a 
"source of the quantum resonance"; it is just like a set of liquid "quantum resonance 
transmitter" that can be carried with body continuously transmitting the harmonic 
resonance information around to correct the disordered resonance frequency of the 
human body, and make the health of the body recovered.

The resonance information transmission can be verified at once through the 
flavor pale change of wine, beverages, tobacco, O-ring tension pulling tests.

Comparison on Quantum Medicine Research at Home 
and Abroad with Other Subjects

The description on the current research and application of Quantum Medicine at 
home and abroad was made from diagnosis and treatment:

The current research and application of Quantum Medicine at home and abroad 
has mainly focused on the field of diagnosis, that is first to collect the resonance 
information of the normal people and then write into the computer. Compare the 
personal data collected from the patient with the data already collected in the 
computer. If the results of the comparison are within the normal range of the data, 
it is rated as "normal"; and if it is not within the normal range of the data, it is rated 
as "abnormal". And it is graded at the time of diagnosis to determine the normal and 
abnormal level. The medical examination is to check the change of the quantum 
electronics field of the human being. So early in the human magnetic field, there 
are just some minor changes, without organic change, which can be detected and 
captured, and the correct diagnosis can be made.

At present, in the clinical diagnosis of the Western medicine, they must be 
able to find the organic changes visibly, only then they can make diagnosis of 
abnormalities. But in the absence of organic disease found by them, the Western 
medicine would diagnose as normal. At this time the patient already own feel 
abnormal, but the clinical doctor still diagnoses that there is no clinical disease. At 
this time, the counselor at least hold that the visitor has a little change in psychology. 
So the psychology diagnosis has advanced a step ahead than the Western clinical 
diagnosis. And the Quantum Medicine diagnosis finds the problem much earlier than 
the psychologics. 
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If go and see a Traditional Chinese doctor, before the organic changes, the 
Traditional Chinese doctor found the abnormality of the "Qi" and "Blood" while 
making an overall study. At this time, the diagnosis of the Traditional Chinese 
Medicine is a step earlier than that of the Western medicine.

Therefore the sequence order of the abnormality diagnosis here is quantum 
medicine, psychology, the Traditional Chinese Medicine, Western medicine, and the 
Western medicine is the latest one that can make out the abnormal diagnosis.

The examination means of the Quantum medicine is the simple data comparison, 
very fast;  the real-time test results can be obtained, convenient and accurate. 

The reports on the Quantum Medicine for the treatment at home and abroad are 
very few and very fragmented. Even if there were reports, they were limited within 
the range of their respective area. They did not form a complete system.

There were also reports on various methods of water treatment of diseases, but 
they were limited to the "body" treatment. But there was no report on the method to 
treat the "mind" with water. There was no report on the method to treat the "soul" 
with water as well. Even if there were some treatments with water, most of which 
were concentrated within the research on the Newtonian mechanics, there were 
rarely few studies on quantum mechanics in the scope of medical treatment. Even 
the famous American F. Batmanghelidj, MD, described in his book of "Your Body's 
Many Cries for Water", with the method still limited within the context of Newtonian 
mechanics, which has nothing to do with quantum mechanics.

The research on the transpersonal psychology in recent years has actually used 
the method of quantum mechanics. And the Family Constellation is fully using 
the methods of quantum mechanics. But they all have formed their own systems 
completely irrelevant with nothing to do with the water.

I use the water as a carrier to memorize the resonance information. I had 
discovered many features of the water before 1995, which were displayed in Beijing 
Exhibition Center Exhibition from December 5, to December 9,1997. Subsequently, I 
have integrated the treatments of the body, mind, and soul diseases with the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the field of quantum science, and 
invented:

1, Use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to realize 
the goal of "Treat Different Diseases, with the same method";2, Use the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to treat diseases across space with 
a bottle or a bag of the QRI Water placed on the lesions for treatment.  3, Use the 
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Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to cure overall body, mind, 
and soul diseases;4, I propose and practice the complete system of the treatment of 
the diseases advanced from the Western medicine, the Traditional Chinese Medicine, 
to the psychology, quantum medicine, Family Constellation.

There are also people in the country to often hype their products with the concept 
of "quantum medicine", in fact, a lot of publicities were actually for their products 
just after the detection with the quantum medicine means only, that is the same, just 
"like a person who took a plane once, then he claimed to the outside that he had 
owned an aircraft." Or mark the unrelated drinking fountains, or the simply processed 
water with the brand of the Quantum Medicine. which is the same approach that 
some people sold their rice marked with "nano" label a few years ago.

The true quantum medical research and practice is a complete new system. Even 
in foreign countries, their research is still hovering between Newtonian Mechanics 
and Quantum Mechanics; there is no establishment of a complete system.

And the feedbacks from the users of my Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) all reflected the positive changes taken place finally over their body, 
mind and soul, if they took observation for long. 

And currently our Western clinicians in medical practice only pay attention to 
the change of the "body", ignore the changes of the "mind", "soul" (or they regard 
the "soul" as superstition), and even request all of the other research methods must 
be in accordance with Western medicine research program, and even they regard the 
animal experiments as the supremacy; They not only overlooked all of the researches 
on the "mind" and "soul", but even they hold the research on the "body" of the highly 
intelligent human beings degradated down to the mute research on the lower animals. 
They tried their best to look for some effects in animal models. They want to verify 
some of the efficacy data with the lowering of standards (of object) method. Actually 
they want to cover their ears to steal a bell. Practically this is actually very sad 
behaviour to bring the humanity into the wrong direction. 

We can see from my description of the growth experience, that the research 
on quantum medicine needs an integration and practice of many disciplines; It is 
impossible to lack any subject.
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The Soulforce Medicine Treatment on the Deformed 

of Rheumatoid Joint Pain (Shenzhen) 
Kuwei Zhongzheng

A patient, female, 33 years old (born in November, 1976.), lived in Lanzhou, 
China early years, now lives in Shenzhen.

Her fingers had been sore since 4,5 years old. When she went to the primary 
school 23 years ago, at the fourth grade, she was hospitalized because of the right 
wrist pain, and the pain disappeared after leaving the hospital, but the right wrist 
ankylosis was stiff and not flexible. Subsequently the pain had recurred and not 
stopped.

Ten years ago, she studied the course of the psychology graduate student from 
1999 to 2003 in South China Normal University, Guangzhou ( She majored the 
undergraduate psychology in Northwest Normal University.) and obtained a master's 
degree of Psychology. During graduate school, she paralyzed for two years. The 
joints of her hands and feet were all deformed and stiff with constant pain. It was 
treated with a variety of Western medicines and Chinese medicines and tested with 
all means, but not recovered. The pain had not stopped.

She came to me for help before off work in the afternoon on November 27, 
2009. I gave her six 200 ml bags of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) on-site, putting two bags on the shoulders, each shoulder with one; two 
bags in two hands, each hand held one; and put two bags under her feet, left and 
right feet each steped on one bag. (No temperature requirements, it is do at room 
temperature). 20 minutes later, the body started to feel warmer; 30 minutes later, the 
pain began to ease; an hour later, the pain was obviously reduced. When she left, she 
bought three 200-ml bags of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), and a small 10-ml spray bottle (the amount for application was obviously too 
small.). In the next morning, she felt the pain 70% relief. Conditions improved day 
by day. 

She felt soon that the deformed joints started in ablation; The range of joints’ 
motion was wider and wider.
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During the same time the pain was continuiously reduced, but the case still 
repeated, I felt there were existing an unusual soulforce and soulforce field. And she 
was made a Family Constellation then on January 1, 2010; The pain had improved.

June 10, 2010, I gave her the Soulforce Medicine Constellations. Since then, the 
pain completely disappeared, and the stiff joints of the body started to melt, and she 
could resume labor work. Especially, Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng arranged 8 cases in the 
Soulforce Medicine Constellations from August 28-29, 2010, she participated as a 
representative of the seven cases moving so easily.

This case is very typical of the space-time disease of the four-dimensional space 
manifested in the three-dimensional space, which is the " soul illness " obviously 
embodied in her body, which she could feel the soulforce and soulforce existance. 
The Chinese medicine using the three-dimensional space means and the Western 
medicine using point to point line means and methods can not cure such kind of 
cases.

The Western doctors determined this disease was incurable, and they said: "Who 
can cure her, I jump from upstairs." Western medicine, Chinese medicine both does 
not cure this disease. But it was cure later with the Soulforce Medicine.

The case owner recorded a lot of the contents of the case, the introduction is 
very much involved in the soulforce medicine, the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), Family Constellation, witchcraft and psychology.

The Chinese version of the book of over 100 thousand Chinese characters was 
published in full; This English version of the book was the partial selection from the 
attached pages of Chinese.

March 23, 2010, Shenzhen TV broadcast in the first live show to her accidentally 
carrying 8 bags of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and 
she had shown that she could be able to open the finger joints.

No. 2565 MSG written by Sea Viewer from Shenzhen Time: 2009-11-30 
15:06:02 

Content: I grew up with rheumatism, pain has been accompanied me up! When 
I was the second-year graduate student studying the Psychology course at 23-year-
old, I fell in illness suffering from the paralyzed for two years. Then my hands, 
feet, multiple joints were stiff and wrist was deformed. And later they were some 
improved, but the pain constantly occurred time to time. I went to see Mr. Kuwei 
Zhongzheng in the afternoon on November 27, 2009, I just thought that I would 
be satisfied, if my disease could be alleviated and restrained. When I entered into 
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Shenzhen Riyan Science and Technolopgy Co., Ltd, Mr. Zhongzheng immediately 
placed six 200ml bags of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) on my shoulder, in my hands, under the soles of my feet seperately. I felt my 
body warm up 20 minutes later; I felt the pain of shoulders, feet was reduced half 
an hour later. And I also felt more strength restored. I did not feel tired when I went 
back by the subway and by the bus. Before if I went back by bus to home at 5 or 6 
o’clock back home; the crowd was extremely intolerable to me. I knew clearly that it 
was the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) that increased my 
physical fitness. I went to bed that night, I put one bag of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) under the shoulder, one under leg, and also put 
a little bottle next to the pillow. When I got up next morning, the shoulder pain had 
70% and the feet were not so painful. so I went to Dongguan to attend the meet early 
in the morning. Originally I had been very worried about going to Dongguan a few 
days ago for I was painful without any effort. I could not even move at home and 
just as if I could not move out. Two-day meeting in Dongguan, I had been hanging 
the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on my 
neck, holding one in hand, I felt significantly better than the previous. Shoulder and 
hand pain had almost disappeared. The meeting on first day was held till midnight. 
According to my body in the past, I could not stand and I might like to die. But this 
time I was not. I went to sleep at four at the mid night.The next day I still got up at 
7:30 go to the meeting. And I did not feel the pain in the hand, even have feeling of 
clearing up. Suddenly I began to realize there was also a hope for the recovery of the 
joint stiffness deformation! The meeting was held from 28 to 29 of the month. I had 
held the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). My mind seemed 
relieved. I called my mom and said, "Mom, my hard life was nearly over!" My mom 
dared not to believe what I said. I will faithfully record the healing process of my 
disease! With the three-day experience, the world in my heart has changed over! My 
heart had despaired for many years, now it has hope again! Only three day disappear 
of the pain and the feeling of clearing up have made me feeling incredible! Thank 
Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng! You are our national treasure! See Viewer.

No. 2977 MSG written by Sea Viewer from Shenzhen Time: 2010-3-24 9:55:02 
Content: Morning stiffness and pain in the morning nearly all disappeared. I 

really want to fly with the ease of the feet. Because I know now it is not so painful to 
walk. The knee was in faint relaxation. It reminded me that it was in 2001 there were 
a few days when my knee seemed as if tightly tied up with the adhesive tapes, More 
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and more tightly wrapped, the more and more tightly bound, more pain, and finally 
did not dare to move, slowly to stiff., and later was paralyzed for 2 years. Now the 
feeling was just the opposite.

Re: You can recall: " In 2001, your knee seemed as if tightly bound with the 
adhesive tapes, More and more tightly wrapped, the more and more tightly bound, 
more painful, and finally did not dare to move, slowly to stiff. " Do you feel the role 
of a soulforce field? there is an external force, living in this stretch? It is because of 
the frequency disorder of the soulforce and soulforce field; And now we spent a few 
months and rectified the disorder of the soulforce field with the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) and Family Constellations. 2010-3-24 10:21:24 

Re: I said to my mother then, it seemed there was a man holding a wide adhesive 
tape wrapping around my legs, wildly wrapped around, the more and more tightly 
wrapped, the more and more tightly tied. I was just want to tear up the paper tape 
then. But I could not find any thing there. Now It was in the deregulation. See Viewer  
2010-3-24 10:31:30

Re: This is the soulforce and soulforce field, out of the 4 forces and the 4 force 
fields described in Hawking's "A Briefer History of Time". It is the 5th force and the 
5th force field that Hawking did not mentioned. This force and the field come from 
the four-dimensional space. This force and this field are basically the same thing 
that German Hellinger called higher energy. I am using the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water and Family Constellations to relieve the abnormal soulforce and 
soulforce field now. 2010-3-24 11:05:55

No. 3235 MSG written by Sea Viewer from Shenzhen Time: 2010-6-11 9:22:02 
Content: Yesterday we made the Soulforce Medicine Constellations. Mr. 

Zhongzheng  operated the Constellations as Teacher in person. Before going I was 
a bit nervous, I did not know what would happen. Repeated pain and stiffness made 
me feeling sinful. Mr. Zhongzheng let me choose one for my representative on the 
scene. It was a very intuitive that there was only one person left in my eyes over the 
audience on the scene. Before this operation, in other master’s Constellations, the 
lady in my case was once my mother. I chose her as my representative. And then Mr. 
Zhongzheng selected about 10 persons surrounded my representative standing in 
the center of the large circle. A while later, miraculous things occurred, some people 
began to move. A representative went to the teacher and said she wanted to kneel. 
Teacher Zhongzheng said: ok, you kneel. She knelt down and then she lay down on 
the ground straightly. She got over to my representative, and then suddenly hugged 
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her feet. My representative tossed her off with force, but in vain, She tightly held her 
feet with both hands. After a period of trying, my representative could not toss her 
off and then she had to give up tossing. she had dragged deadly. My representative 
had to sit down, changed pulling her hand of he person who deadly grasped her feet. 
Representative 2 on the side wanted Representative 1 to release me, and said:"I want 
to beat her." "Make a gesture. Don’t hit heavy." the teacher said. The 2 kicked the 1 
a few times. She felt no place to vent her energy, then stepped heavily on the hard 
floor with her feet snapping kick. She cried, "Donot bother her!" (referring to my 
representative), "Do not bully her!" The person pulling my representative said, "none 
of your business, and she likes me, If she let me walk away I walk away."

My representative smiled at seeing all these without the slightest unhappy 
meaning. The No.2 dragged No.1 a few times, tossed off her and went back to hold 
my representative again. In the middle, the other representative came over and pulled 
No. 1 off several times with much anger. She was dragged away several times, 
then No.2 run back after a while sitting next to me and took me continuously. The 
status pulling back and forth reminded me of my pain. Teacher let my representative 
say to the person who was pulling me: "I see you, thank you for so many years 
of companionship," and then said "I love you!" the No.1 person released my 
representative hearing these. She started to recede back on sitting, and said, "bye, 
bye." while receding back to one side of the scene. My representative then went to 
the No. 2 sobbing out lower, she touched the No.2 lying down in tears. she said to 
my representative: " To alive well, do not let them bully you!" The teacher let my 
representative say "Thank you for your attention on me!" and then No.2 lay down 
completely quiet after hearing the words. At this time I could not help to kneel down 
to the sleeper and extremely admired her. After a while, I looked up and saw two 
people standing next to this person, one with a slight smile leaning against another 
person. That smile made me feel a little frightening. I knelt down to the two persons 
with full stretch on the ground. After getting up I saw that they had separated. At this 
time I also saw that most people had been lying down. The person who was smile 
was turning around these people lying down. A man lying down got up and made 
the turning person to lie down and sleep. Teacher reminded me to give an obeisance. 
At this time I was turning around and knelt down to the No. 1 standing on the 
sidelines of the field and stretched my body on the ground for my respect to her. My 
representative was standing next to me. After getting up I wanted to touch others. But 
teacher told me, that’s ok. Then the teacher said, "all are put down, stop it here. "
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After then another case of the tumor was done the Soulforce Medicine 
Constellations. During the time of the second case, I felt my neck, shoulders, hands 
suddenly relaxed. There appeared the melting feeling in hands. I did not know what 
relationship of person who presented in the cases was with me. Some people said the 
No. 1 pulling me should be a man. He might be the lover of the past life. And came 
to me this life. It was said the most attendants were female with too few men, so it 
had to select one female to represent. This universe memorizes too many secrets. 
This disease let me experience a completely different life from the normal one. I do 
not know how to describe my feelings.

No. 3376 MSG written by Sea Viewer from Shenzhen Time: 2010-7-13 10:21:10   
Content: I always appreciate the feeling of melting, which reminded me how the 

muscles and bones were got painful day by day when the case was taken bad, stiff up 
until deformation. Each day, and each moment of that time, I still remember clearly. 
I held that I had forgotten. Without the rehabilitation now, I would never remember 
that part of the tragic past. And now all came back to my mind. I tried to feel how 
to leave and how to return. Now I can sit at ease, sleep with peace, eat with happy. 
I fully understand what are physical and spiritual unity and the overall changes. 
The understanding of the physical and mental illness has constantly opened a new 
field of awareness. When a person is in an anxiety, fear or stress or even depression 
state, the soulforce has been in effect. The somatic symptoms are the external 
manifestations emerged when the resistance of the body to a certain time. When 
someone or something was entangled, it is the time to deal with. The best way is the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and the Soulforce Medicine 
Constellations. It is very amazing thing that one can encounter a little bit of genuine 
in this age. And the role of the soulforce has beyond the vigilance maintained by the 
modern people with the inertia of thinking, so as not to be cheated. Let the people 
understand what is truly remarkable. It is great to cure the disease! That is all true, 
great, a piece of pure land! I Always want to feel my hands, touching is not enough.

Re: I like more and more to read your message. When I was listening to your 
vividly telling about your smelting, some of masses, some of the clogging in my 
heart are slightly, gently opening. Presumably this is the resonance that brings us joy! 
I would like to understand the patients who have benefited the profound soulforce 
medicine. Let’s practice the resonance synchronously!-2010-7-13 11:29:48
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Soulforce Medical Treatment Records on Emmenia 

with Menstrual Bleeding for More than 20 Days

 lasting 15 Years (Kunming) 
Kuwei Zhongzheng

The patient, Female, born in April, 1979, 30 years old, was from Yunnan 
Province. Since she had the menstruation at 15, the monthly menstrual bleeding 
had been for more than 20 days, only with 3 to 5 days without bleeding. She said 
the bleeding volume was 5 times of the ordinary people. She went and saw doctors 
everywhere in Yunnan Province, the case had been unable to alleviate.

When she went to the hospitals for treatment, as long as she said the bleeding 
was more than 15 days, the doctor would say, "Our hospital can not cure, you’d go 
to other hospitals." That was the method of the doctor to refuse her admission. Later, 
she’d to say it was 15-day bleeding. It was for 2 to 3 months, so that the doctor could 
give her hemostatic.

After treatment of the Western medicine and Chinese medicine, there was no 
better.

In therapy, she once tried with the witchcraft method, the bleeding of the day 
was reduced, but the operator admitted his limitation of learning. There was no way 
to go in-depth, and later the bleeding restored to its previous flow.

After test, the hemoglobin was not low, and only the white blood cells were 
slightly lower. The doctors had long suspected that she was mentally ill, and 
suspected what she said was a lie. During this period she went to see numerous 
Western medicine doctors, including more than 30 famous Traditional Chinese 
Medicine doctors in Yunnan Province, but no effect.

Before the Spring Festival, 2010, she got the news on the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) from the Internet. Being eager to seek for 
treatment, she bought four  200-ml bags of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) (The day was the last day before the Spring Festival that the 
Express received the delivery article ).
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February 11, 2010 (three days before the Spring Festival), when she received 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), she hung the QRI 
Water on her body. And her mental and physical strength were improved at once. 
After drinking she found immediately the volume of the bleeding was reduced, 
changed into the blackish blood clot, and after the blackish blood clot flew out, she 
felt comfortable. She obviously felt that the bleeding of this time was not the same 
as before. And when she drunk the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), she felt an unprecedentedly comfortable feeling ever. For the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was not so much, she drank only three 
times with the amount of slightly more, there were only three such experiences.

In January, 2010, the menstruation began the bleeding on Jan. 26, and stopped 
flowing on Feb. 28, which lasted 33 days. During the period she started to use the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on February 11. Although it 
was still bleeding, but she felt it significantly different from the previous, and she had 
physical energy to do some housework during the Spring Festival. It was Unlike the 
past that she must stay in bed to reduce the bleeding.

In the morning, on March 4, 2010, I got her express from Kunming, she asked 
me for help and wanted to come to Shenzhen to completely cure the sick, but she 
said she had no money. She asked me whether I could receive her. I immediately 
called her phone, agreed to give her treatment. And she took a plane early in the 
morning came to Shenzhen on March 5. I gave her five 200-ml bags of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), another 200-ml bottle of the QRI 
Water to drink without making any physical examination, and without making any 
special treatment.

The next day, she can go shopping for 7 hours, this was the first time she could 
be so easy shopping in 15 years.

At the Family Constellation on March 13-14, presented her great-grandfather 
caravan (robbers), with the crime of killing the people, and finally the whole family 
were nearly killed. Her bleeding was related with the history of her family with a 
blood river, which was exactly this same of the soul disease and cause disease that I 
had expected. 

After a soulforce medical treatment, there was no bloodshed for 24 days each 
month, only 7 bloodshed days. The menstruation was getting normal.

On July 11, I solved her 10-year headache problem with the Soulforce Medicine 
Constellations as well. She had no more headaches later since then. This was a typical 
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example of the four-dimensional space of the problem reflected in the phenomenon 
of three-dimensional space, which could not be easily resolved both by the traditional 
Western medicine, or Chinese medicine's method. But the Soulforce Medicine can 
easily be solved.   

No. 3031 MSG written by Zhongzheng from Shenzhen Time: 2010-4-7 8:15:46
Content: Kunming Yogacat: Link up the following messages together: 1, the text 

messages you sent me from your cell phone; 2, the messages left by you; 3, when 
you came to Shenzhen, I saw you constantly drank water status; 4, the situation of the 
blood test you had described, all my feeling is that your blood should not be all the 
blood, but a lot of water, just floating some blood in water. I infer from the following 
aspects: 1, you had once said to go to the hospital for testing hemoglobin, hemoglobin 
had never been lower than the normal, and it had been normally bleeding, the 
hemoglobin should be somewhat lower, but it was never tested lower than the 
normal. 2, "resulted in my 'did not bathe the most (after back to Kunming, I did not 
took a shower for fourteen days straight) '. The strange thing was that you did not 
found the odor in the body, while the smell of blood was not strong. For about half 
an hour after burning the paper, you also felt a lot of blood flowing out, but when you 
went to the toilet, you found the flow should be a bloody light water." But the "Blood 
could not be controlled, just like the water pouring." 3, When you were in Shenzhen, 
you came over to me, you brought a big cup, you had been kept in drinking the 
water. Although it was not in menstrual bleeding period, drinking so much water 
was amazing. I felt that the water was stored in the body, until the blood during 
menstruation put together out. 4, after drinking the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), there was the thick blood clots flowed down at once, then 
you felt comfortable. It was felt that the blood and water could be separated after 
drinking the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water); the blood 
and water were not mixed together. 5, In addition, you described some times ago, 
you would drink water when you woke up at 5,6 o'clock in the morning, but it was 
not available to drink the ordinary water, must to drink almost 3 caps (30ml) of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), then it worked. The 3 caps 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) could replace a lot 
of plain water. So, I guess from the above. The so much blood flow was likely to be 
fake blood, mainly water; The fake blood was symbolic of the soul. But I found out 
there were 2 differences. This time when you were in Shenzhen, there were 24 days 
without bloodshed, but when you were thirsty in the morning you could not drink 
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the plain water, you drank only the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). The 3 caps of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
could replace a plenty of plain water. This is a big change I found. Another seems to 
be occasionally, but should not be occasional, inevitable, those fourteen days without 
taking a bath, which is also related with water. I felt that the normal amount of the 
water you drank was in the reduction. Therefore, your illness, in addition to blood, 
there are water problems, so to track the water.

Re: But I think that your flow should be surely large at this cycle, for it must 
discharge the water stored in your body before. Although this water is not with too 
much blood, the fake blood is still a big blow to the body . 2010-4-7 8:52:47

Re: Also, from your message, you dreamed continuously the dead people, which 
were actually the souls from the four-dimensional space visiting you, because in your 
Family Constellations it was also informed that there were a lot of people of your 
family unexpectedly dead. The next time if you dreamed about, you should say: "I 
see you, I love you!" after waking up. By the way, whether you breed a dog or a cat 
in your family? Have you seen whether the dog howls, but did not see any sense. Or 
whether the cat is staring at a place, suddenly screams before fleeing. That is because 
the cat and the dog can see the visitors from the four-dimensional space, whom we 
can not see. 2010-4-7 9:05:21

Re: I just called Kunming Yogacat, the phone completely confirmed my 
inference: the volume of the drinking water in this month were significantly reduced, 
but usually, even not in menstrual period, she had been drinking, and kept constantly 
going to the toilet; it was the same during the period that she went to the toilet 
frequently. In addition she said that she now is thinner, and her legs are thinner. and 
the stored water were discharged. And last time I saw her face was swelling, Her 
body was a little so wide that it was storing a lot of water. Originally she planned to 
reduce weight, but now there is no need specifically to lose weight. It was not fat, but 
water, which had been reduced. Additionally, the description: "For about half an hour 
after burning the paper, you also felt a lot of blood flowing out, but when you went 
to the toilet, you found the flow should be a bloody light water." Just I asked about 
the flow, you said, a lot of water flow, but the sanitary napkins were almost without 
bloody color. From last night, the menstrual blood was very little, and it nearly came 
to an end today. This menstruation almost lasted for 17 days, of course, the water was 
stored before. In fact, the water had been disguised in the menstrual blood for the past 
15 years, with this way to remind her of the bloodshed of the family once occurred. 
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This is the soul of disease, cause disease. This play is about over. 2010-4-7 9:43:26
Re: This case will soon be fully recovered, the whole body is under the 

adjustment currently; The menstruation would be normal, while the amount of water 
a day would be significantly reduced. Her weight would drop with body becoming 
some lean and thiner. All things would be back to normal. Of course, her previous 
look would be very different in face, no longer bulging. 2010-4-7 14:59:18

Re: The great grandfather in this case of the family was a caravan (bandits), 
and later the whole family were killed, forming a lood river. The descendants of the 
family had forgot this important event, and there was no one to commemorate them. 
The information of the historical events occurred were stored in the universe, the soul 
knows, so to remind her with the menstrual blood as " blood river " in the form. But 
the menstrual blood is not all blood, mainly water. She usually drank lots of water, 
and then kept on the toilet; Most of the water drunk was stored in the body, until 
the period of menstruation, this water flew down along with the menstrual blood; 
so the bleeding was more than 20 days per month, only 3-5 days without bleeding. 
Calculated with the use of sanitary napkins, the flow was five times than that of the 
ordinary people. Since February 11, 2010 when she began to use the the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), her physical strength was getting 
better, she could do some housework,during the Spring Festival, and she once had 
drank a large amount of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
for three times, She had a special experience: as long as drinking, she felt the flow 
was blood clots, and after then she feel comfortable. In fact the blood and water have 
been separated out. However, since the menstruation came on January 26, the flow 
was ended on Feb. 28, lasting 33 days, and creating a historical record. Actually 
after drinking the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), it began 
to discharge the excess water stored in the body, so the duration was longer. Since 
she came to Shenzhen on March 5, it was found that she would drink 30 ml of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the morning, she would 
feel comfortable, and after drinking of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) the amount of the ordinary water could be greatly reduced, the QRI 
Water relaced the ordinary water. Her physical strength was significantly improved. 
She could go shopping for 7 hours. Before she dared not to go out but stay in bed. 
She did Family Constellations from March 13 to14, which found that her menstrual 
blood river was related with the bloody carnage of her family. It was 24 days from 
February 28 to March 23 that there was no flow of the menstrual blood, which was 
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a record. Her menstruation came and began on March 23, it was small and getting 
large amount of bleeding on March 25, during this period, she did not take a bathe for 
14 days unconsciously. It was also a record that she did not take a bath for 14 days 
even without smell, and the odor of the blood was not strong during the menstrual 
"bleeding" lasting 17 days. The blood stream was found very light many times 
during this period. and she found several significant flows were water (After using 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), blood and water were 
separated, it is very easy to determine). The normal drinking water was significantly 
reduced during the period. Her legs were also starting thinning, and she was not as 
obese. She did not take the bath for 14 days, creating a historical record, reversing 
the inference that she had taken the bath. Her body was also absorbing the water 
in the storage of water while taking bath before. This time of her Menstruation had 
bled for 17 days. The bleeding was actually discharging the water accumulated in the 
body before. So it spent a little longer time. The water entering into the body started 
to decrease, and the water stored in the body began to discharge, so the time of the 
Menstruation lasted for the previous "bloody" 33 days, and this time of "bleeding" 
for 17 days. There were 24 days that did not flow during the period. The fact that 
the hemoglobin was not reduced could in turn verify that the flow was water, not 
blood. The amount of the menstrual blood was actually normal, but mixed with a lot 
of water. Then why use large quantities of water mixed with blood? It was operated 
through the soulforce and the soulforce field, in such a way to commemorate the 
bloody events in grandparents. This is the soul disease, the cause disease. She said 
herself the bloodshed had been 15 years, no hemostatic was working. She said 
that the witchcraft once played a role in drawing characters, but the ability of the 
performer was limited, her case was not to solved, But the performer had already 
touched the edge of the soul. To solve the above disease, we must create a new 
therapy - the " Soulforce Medicine." Actually, all subsequent processes are no longer 
important. As the body has stored water discharge, menstrual bleeding all the time 
will become normal; Along with the discharge of the water stored in the body, all will 
become normal. She will be lean, not bloated. Her body and soul will be completely 
different new. 2010-4-8 10:26:35
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Record on the Systemic Changes of Soulforce 

Medicine Treatment (Foshan)
Kuwei Zhongzheng

The patient, female, 30 years old (born in 1979), a university graduate, was 
a physics teacher, learning psychology in recent years, she often involved in 
psychological counseling, often went to the temple as volunteer in recent years, 
she traveled over Foshan, Guangzhou, Meizhou, Shenzhen, Fujian and other places 
monastery.

She came to me for help for her declining eyesight. Her myopia was at 900 
degrees, doctors advised her surgery, but she refused, and had been looking for other 
treatments. 

She came to Shenzhen to see me for help at noon on March 7, 2009. She 
purchased two 10 ml bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), her body had a lot better after using. When she used the bed of the QRI Water 
on April 5, the problem of her repression was solved. Then the physical problems of 
her body, mind and soul, which were wrapped in layers, began to reveal. On October 
9, I broke up her soulforce field remotely, that she was looking for his father who 
committed suicide, when she inadvertently worked as volunteer in the temples(the 
temple was on behalf of his father). The problem of her soulforce field following her 
father committing suicide was solved. The struggle of her father’s soul with her was 
solved. After then the overall recovery was continuously getting well.

The problem of her fear was handled in the Soulforce Medicine Constellations 
on June 27, 2010,

The problem of her myopia with 900 degrees was handled in the Soulforce 
Medicine  Constellations in Shenzhen on August 28, 2010.

No. 2319 MSG written by 00 from Foshan Time: 2009-4-8 10:27:04  
Content: I was cured the fungal foot infection with the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water), applying in the morning and evening, my feet 
felt much more comfortable one day after the application. On the next day my feet 
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felt better. But on the third day, it was not so easy that my feet were painful at night. 
And ten minutes later the pain disappeared, the pain has still not seen again. Too 
great! Don’t hurt now! Good feet will do! It was also good to cure scars with the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the effect was very obvious. 
Applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on to the scar, 
the scar could be felt softer in 24 hours. I am waiting for Expect more changes.

No. 2320 MSG written by 00 from Foshan Time: 2009-4-8 21:34:42  
Content: I experienced the QRI Water bed in the evening on April 5. I began 

to lie on the QRI Water bed at 8:40 pm or more; it was less than ten minutes that 
my legs felt some tingle, and after a half an hour, the different positions of my feet 
began to feel the tingle. Then my head felt very relaxed and very comfortable. And 
my hands began to have tingle feeling. Especially the upper-left corner and the 
upper right corner of the hands, and the upper left corner and the upper right corner 
of the two feet, were suffering from serious tingle; the face skin felt tight within ten 
centimeters on the upper corner of the eyes; the temple began to tingle; The part 
slightly upward behind the temple site, about half a palm of the hand, was swelling 
and painful; another ten minutes passed, my feet started tingling ... ...and the chest 
also began boring with pain; The eyelids and the lower part of the mouth corner felt 
cool; It passed less than half hours that my head began to tingle, very tingle; By then 
the sense of oppression was gone, I was relaxed and happy; But my stomach began to 
hurt; At about ten, my whole upper part of head was very painful, and the temple was 
more painful; arm painful; leg painful; the right knee fossa was painful; By 11:00 to 
12:00 the various symptoms of my body gradually disappeared, while the head could 
feel very relaxed ... ... until dawn. I knew the next few days, my body would react. I 
hope that these reactions could remind me about my health, but also could analyze 
the information for my teacher.

Comment: The Traditional Chinese Medicine, said: "Passing no-pain, pain no 
passing". The tingle, pain appeared in various parts of the above were the symptoms 
of the period before the "meridians" passing. If the "meridians" could get passing 
through, there would be no tingle and no pain. And because the Meridian was 
passing, and the repression sense would be clear away. This is consistent with the 
theory of the traditional Chinese medicine.

No. 2335 MSG written by 00 from Foshan Time: 2009-4-23 13:06:32
Content: I have used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 

Water) for five weeks  and I found the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
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QRI Water) has significant effect to the cases: 1, scar recovery; 2, sweat body; 3, 
body odor, ampit odor; 4, fungal infections; 5, skin infections, eye inflammation; 6, 
rough skin , large pores; 7, acne; 8, alleviate emotional suppression; 9, eliminate hurt 
pain; 10, rhinitis; 11, health care, etc. I am still making tests in other aspects of being.

These experiences are what I tried in Meizhou that time.
No. 3340 MSG written by 00 from FoshanTime: 2010-7-1 15:43:33  
Content: On June 27 (Sunday), Kuwei Zhongzheng held the Soulforce Medicine  

Constellations, in the Civil Aviation Hotel at the old airport in Guangzhou, aiming at 
curing the diseases as main. I participated in this Soulforce Medicine Constellations. 
And I accidently had the opportunity to treat my fears. Later, I recorded the situation 
observed today as follows:

Re: The changes in the past few days: 1, slow speech. Most of the time, I spoke 
slowly, relaxed without worrying about time and other’s opion. I, a person pursuing 
efficiency in the past, was gentle now. I had been sensitive since childhood, speaking 
at an alarming speed, coupled with fear, the speech speed was very fast. And now, 
everything was slowed down, not urgent, not rash. 2010-7-1 15:48:53

Re: 2, The fear did not exist. I began to fear from the people in Grade 3 of the 
primary school. I often walked around the people. Even so, when I bypassed the 
others, I still had fear endless in mind. I'm afraid of closing to others, fear of greeting; 
When I was bypassing the people, but also fear of being noticed by other people. 
Never mind how it hurts. 2010-7-1 15:49:17

Re: 3, no hurry to go home, then watch phone. I went out on duty the day before 
yesterday and yesterday afternoon, but I had not got any result. Therefore I stood 
there slowly, and thought, was there any place to go? I was not the past. When I went 
out, I would consider the time to come back. Once went out, I wanted to finish the 
duty in a hurry. I was always anxious in doing anything. On the way back, I was as if 
running home. I do not know What I fear. Someone called me, especially sent short 
message to me, upon hearing the phone voice, I was anxious on the call. If there 
was any short message that was not opened to read, I was too urgent to do anything. 
Now, I am slow down. Slow down to be not anxious toward anything, even if not 
to read the short message.---If the sky is falling, no warry there is still the tall man 
supporting well!  2010-7-1 15:52:15

Re: 4, I could lay flat to sleep now. These days, I used more than one hour a day 
of time to observe my shoulders. I stretched so tight that my shoulders were twisted 
together, there was no way to naturally stretch out. I could not put the body upright at 
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walking. The most terrible thing was that I could not lie flat down in sleep at all since 
I was in Grade 3 - 4 of the primary school. When I lay down, the shoulders were 
twisted together, which was not open to relax. I do not know what I was terrible for! 
---These days, my made the record, while carefully observing my shoulders. Loose. I 
could lie flat out. Liberated! 2010-7-1 15:52:32

Re: 5, The fear at 4, 5 years old. When I was at 4 or 5 years old (I began to have 
memory before 3 years old, I still remember many things happened in 2 years old 
now), my mother and brother talked with me in the room at night; I stood at the door; 
the door closed, the lights shot out from the window to illuminate the space around 
me, and I was in a fear. A few years ago, I was at home alone, I closed the doors and 
windows, I was still afraid at night. Sometimes I dared not to sleep. Especially in the 
rainy night. 2010-7-1 15:52:43 

Re: But when I was at 4-5 years old, my mother often wanted to call my brother 
or me to go out to tell some thing to someone of other families under dark at night. 
Then my brother would like rushing to go; so he went. But each time, my brother 
would return back to on the half way. I would replace him to go to finish the task 
successfully. At that time, I was no afraid of, even to go a long way under dark, in 
case of no street lights, that 's strange. 2010-7-1 15:52:53

Re: Fear, goodbye! 2010-7-1 15:53:12
Re: 6, I was no longer afraid of knives. These days when I used a knife, my 

action was very fast, as if I did not using a knife, but a piece of wood. I had no fear. I 
cut the fruits at noon on these two days continuously, I had a casual feeling, so I said 
to myself in my mind: Hey ~ little girl, attention Yeah!, not afraid of knives, but not 
too sloppy, be careful to hurt yourself. 2010-7-2 7:53:05

Re: 7, no terror on the wound and blood: I went to Xiao Fang’s in the afternoon 
the day before yesterday, and then I took a leisurely walk to met Ms. Qing who was 
just off work. Considering the preparation of supper, I went to the bus station to take 
bus after meeting with them. It was around six. I embarked the bus, put in the coin, 
turned at the door, facing the interior seats. --- At this time, a man sitting in the front 
seat side (usually a few seats at the front of the car body-oriented side, not facing the 
front) caught my attention: His left eye was very red, that might be injured. My first 
reaction was: If his eye was treated with the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) it would be getting better faster. At that time, I did not fear, did not 
shy away, just thought of him that his eyes were too red, It was not like the pink eye 
or general injuries, the horror film make-up effects was not the situation of his terror. 
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Later, someone got off, I had the opportunity to sit down. I sat behind him, just could 
see his side over the left eye, and sometimes he would turn on to see me accidently, 
and I was very calm without fear. - In the past, if I met such a case, my first reaction 
was fear, my heart would pull together, pain, sad, afraid to look again, and I wanted 
to escape, struggle with anxiety, red eyes, the tears naturally overflow down... … 
and then after long, when ever thought of it, I had no peace ... ... and now, I have no 
fear, no anxiety, the whole world calmed down. How good my heart is!... ... 2010-7-2 
7:53:58
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Quantum Resonance Information Water
Kuwei Zhongzheng

The following contents are excerpts from the Internet messages, for the ages 
of the people who use the Internet are often concentrated around the age of 30s, 
most of them are within 20s, 30s and 40s, the feedbacks are mainly collected from 
the diseases of these ages. Therefore the Feedbacks involved in the illnesses of the 
old ages are relatively small. In addition, the rural access to the internet is relatively 
small; the elderly, related to privacy, can only get phone feedback; there are few 
online messages and short of the information from the elderly.

No. 2060 MSG written by Duan Duan from Shenzhen Time:2008-12-12 
16:39:32

Content: The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is also 
very good in cosmetic effects. Recently, I often have the face acne, I apply the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the face before using 
the skin care product, only three days, acne disappeared, and the skin is much more 
smooth and clear.

Re: I met one person in the evening today. Her colleague gave her a bottle of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). She did not know how 
to use it, just put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) aside the cosmetic. She found the cosmetic became soft and thin. Apply the 
cosmetic on the face very soft. 2008-12-13 0:23:39

No. 2065 MSG written by Xing Xing from Shenzhen Time: 2008-12-14 
13:13:42

Content: I am a relative of the patient with the late stage lung cancer. I learnt the 
therapeutic action of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in 
treatment of the cancer patient by chance. I bought 20 bottles in a trial mood. Before 
my relative drunk the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), she 
accepted the injection of the western medicine and drug therapy, the cancer cells 
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of the patient's symptoms were transferred and spread to the neck, the size of the 
tumor in the neck was 4.1cm × 3.7cm, compressing the trachea, causing the patient 
coughing constantly while moving a little, severely coughing with blood color. 
Appetite and status were very poor; the mental state was very poor as well. At the 
beginning when I gave the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
to the patient to drink, I consciously let the patient drink, while putting the water near 
the patient’s body. While sleeping, I put the QRI water at the patient’s pillow, during 
the daytime usually put the  bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) in the chest near the lung as possible as she could. When taking 
medicine, drank with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
The first reflection of the patient to drink water was: 1, The QRI Water was bitter in 
taste; 2, There was a diarrhea; 3, the stomach was discomfort. After 6 days' drinking 
in succession, I took her to make the routine inspection in the hospital. The result of 
the inspection gave us a big surprise. The Lesion size became: 3.7cm × 3.0cm, and 
the patient's face started to improve, especially by the 6th day, her appetite began 
significant change, willing to eat, and she could chat with us. Because the lesions 
decreased, cough frequency and intensity also reduced a lot. This was the change 
after patient taking 20 bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). I will continue to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), combined with medical treatment. I will send the observation on the patient's 
physical changes to you with the message.

Re: 1, Water was bitter in taste; 2, there was diarrhea; 3, stomach was 
discomfort. When the patient drank the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water), she said it was "bitter", but we drank up tasteless. She drank the 
water bitter, which showed that her body had deviated from the normal resonance 
frequency; the frequency changed, so her taste had changed. Drinking the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), she got the diarrhea, but we drank the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) without diarrhea. The case 
indicated that the patient’s frequency was deviated; drinking the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) helped to discharge her intestine toxins, so she 
got the diarrhea. The discomfort stomach was also caused by the resonant frequency 
deviation. After drinking the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), the QRI Water could pull the deviated resonant frequency back to normal 
resonance frequency, and the foreign body was eliminated. I hope you can continue 
to tell us the changes every day.
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No. 2068 MSG written by Yuan Liu from Shenyang Time: 2008-12-15 11:43:34
Content: The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) has a 

significant effect on sleep. I have not been good at sleep, especially last month, 
I usually fell asleep at 1 o’clock every night, wake up at 6 o'clock. Last night, I 
opened the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
and accidentally spilled on the table, then I put the QRI Water on the forehead, and 
I fell asleep around 10, in very deep sleep, even without a dream. I felt especially 
refreshing and spirited after getting up in the morning. I used to sleep with dreams 
before. In the dream it seamed to perform a series of sitcom. Several times I really 
wanted to take sleeping pills to help sleep. But I was afraid of the reliance on it. In 
the manual, the use of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is 
very wide; I will keep watching it, to share my feelings with the people around me.

No. 2077 MSG written by Yuan Liu from Shenyang City Time: 2008-12-18 
9:29:26

Content: I have a new finding 5 days after using the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water): My face skin became smooth and shiny, and 
I can go out without applying cosmetic any more. Even my colleagues asked me 
how I got my skin so much better recently, and asked me what kind of new skin 
care product I used. I have breast hyperplasia for years, not so serious, but the week 
before menstruation it begins pain. I felt the acupuncture pain in the right breast 
intermittently two days ago, I was a little afraid of, I originally planned to go to the 
hospital to check at the time of rest, however, the symptoms has disappeared from 
yesterday, there was no hurt, and any way I must continue to observe.

No. 2099 MSG written by Yuan Liu from Shenyang City Time:2008-12-29 
17:42:25

Content: The feeling of 15 days with the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water): My breast pain was gone this month as I expected. There would 
be a pain for one week before the emmenia every month; I suffered for more than 
10 years. I had taken a lot of drug treatment of breast hyperplasia, but in vain, just 
relieved a little. It was too amazing that the disease was cured just after taking one 
bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water).

No. 2071 MSG written by Xu Shiyou from Ri Zhao City Time: 2008-12-17 
13:06:31

Content: Hello, When I saw the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), I tried to use it, because my wife was not so good in sleep and suffered 
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from shoulder pain. She applied some of the water and felt the pain severe, burning 
on the face, could not sleep. She felt better gradually on the 2nd days. She continued 
to use at night, slept better, and her shoulder pain gradually improved. My wife 
said, It is too magical! My mother is older; her eye was suffered from cataracts, 
and often applied with some liquid medicine but ineffective. I asked her to use 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), my mother felt very 
comfortable, much better than the syrup. She still continues to use the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). When I drank, I put the glass close to 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I felt a big drinker; I did 
not feel thirsty after drinking too much, and felt physical comfort. I will continue to 
use to explore. If I discover anything new, I’ll tell you at any time.

Re: Applying, spreading on the human body with the QRI Water, or drink it, 
the normal people will not have pain, burning sensation, but for the people of the 
physical abnormalities will have uncomfortable sensation early in the process using 
this product to correct the abnormal resonant frequency, because of the deviation 
from the normal resonance frequency (in a disease state). But the uncomfortable 
symptoms will disappear while the frequency is gradually closing to the normal. 
For instance, the patient before with the late lung cancer drank this QRI water, and 
said, the water was bitter, causing diarrhea, stomach discomfort, but the normal 
people did not feel bitter. If you felt strongly, indicating the more abnormal, the more 
severe deviation from normal frequency, the hope is the better there. The Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is more effective to the cataract than 
the eye drops. We have already received the feedback from other people before. 
Thank you for your feedback. 2008-12-17 14:36:39

No. 2072 MSG written by Dandelion from Shenzhen City Time: 2008-12-17 
14:33:11

Content: The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is really 
amazing! I used to mix some chlorophyll and water in the glass, there was no layers. 
When I tried to add a little of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) into the glass, there appeared a stratification. More over, the thermal cup 
could keep the water warm for half a day before, after adding drops of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the thermal cup can keep the 
temperature for more than 3 to 4 days.

No. 2075 MSG written by NEW MAN from Shenzhen City Time: 2008-12-18 
8:13:14
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Content: I am 40 years old, male, had a lot of the adolescent acne, I always 
scratched the acne, and finally my face was rough and dull, very dry, and I never had 
to apply the skin care product on my face. The face was dry all year round and often 
had some dry dandruff falling. Recently I advertently applied some of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the face; it was about 4 days that 
before I got up in the morning, I inadvertently touched the face, and I found there 
was a thin layer of oil on the face, light bear especially with soft feeling of the skin. 
Now I realized that my scratch acne on the face destroyed the sebaceous glands of 
the face causing the problem of secretion of sebum. So the face was dry all along, 
and now, after applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
the sebaceous gland function was restored. There were a few days ago at night, I had 
somehow masturbating 2 times a night. Now I suddenly realized that sexual function 
is better than that of the original.

No. 2076 MSG written by Lan from Beijing Time: 2008-12-18 9:06:59
Content: I also feel that my sexual desire is improved. This is my own 

experience. The feeling has been in my mind for several days, but I am ashamed of 
speaking. That day I put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) in my hand bag, and put the bag at the side of my pillow at night, 
before bedtime I apply the QRI Water on the head, face and body. Because my skin is 
not smooth, I would like to try with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), but I spilt it more, and then applied over my upper body. It was the night 
that my husband touched me stroking on my body, and would like to stimulate me. 
Originally my libido was very low. We had married for 10 years; my husband said I 
was frigid, a cold-blooded animal. I, too always thought that I was sexless. This time 
his stroking caused my strong sexual reaction actually. If it was before, I would fail to 
respond, only with resentment. I thought whether it was related with the QRI Water? 
Previously when my husband stroked my body, I had a special aversion. Otherwise, 
let him do, but be quick. For sexual things he was always angry at me, he said I was 
imparity, and no fun. But that night our sexual intercourse was out of my expectation, 
I reacted so strong in sexual intercourse while he rubbed me under, and I came to the 
climax, not once but twice. So Wonderful I felt ever so!

Re: General Manager Zhong, It is in deed that my sexual desire has actually 
improved when I put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
under my pillow. At the beginning, I did not know how to start going on, I did not 
nerve to say so! – That is true, my sexual desire has been improved. 2008-12-18 
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15:59:45
No. 2089 MSG written by LIANG from Nantong City Time: 2008-12-21 

19:43:35
Content: My mother has suffered from the athlete's foot for 10 years, the foot 

itch was unbearable. She scratched with fingers, causing the mixed infection later 
with fungi and bacteria, and her sick leg had been swollen later all along. Her 
athlete's foot attack occurs every year. Whenever she encountered the pesticides 
or dew, her feet began to itch. In recent 2 or 3 years her athlete's foot has been a 
little better, but one leg thick and one leg thin. The skin of the foot of the original 
site of the athlete's foot was clearly rough. After applying the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the foot for 3 days, the skin under the feet 
became significantly smooth, and the thick swollen leg was shrunk significantly on 
the 4th day, and it was easy to walk with the leg. Additionally the upper thigh of my 
mother’s leg had suffered pain all along. The doctor said that part is called the greater 
trochanter. The pain made her to push off the bed at night many times. My father said 
my mother’s action was just like pulling the bellows. So Dad did not want to sleep in 
the same bed with my mother. The pain was gone, and her sleep was fine after 4 days 
of applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). My father 
drank and smoked more in a friend’s wedding party a few days ago, he had got an 
attack of acute tonsillitis, with the throat sore. Then apply the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the neck and throat position. The case was 
improved in the middle of the night and getting better the next day after applying the 
QRI Water continuously. Yesterday, My father got toothache, he applied the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the painful area of the face. The 
pain disappeared at the later half of the night. It was for many years that my father 
was not good at sleeping. He always slept poorly at nights. And he often got up at 
night for urine 4 to 5 times. He put 2 bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) at the pillow on each side, near the head, two nights later, he 
slept well obviously; From the 3rd night, he had a sound sleep. Now he gets up only 
once overnight for urine.

Re: There are other feedbacks: 1, The junior high school boy had acne, which 
disappeared three days after applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water); 2, The middle school student was not sleepy at class after drinking 
10 ml (1 cap) of the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) every morning, while the other students were very sleepy and uncomfortable. 
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2008-12-21 20:07:07
No. 2091 MSG written by Wu Ming from Nanjing City Time: 2008-12-22 

20:02:45
Content: In the AM on December 20, 2008, I would like to make a trial of the 

bean sprouts with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I 
got three bowls and put 10 granules of the red beans in each with three sheets of the 
tissues in each towel, then put 3 tablespoons of the water in each, of which one bowl 
was put a spoon of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
Two bowls of water, one added the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) and the other without, were placed close to the bottle of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and another bottle of water that was 
not added the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was put away 
from the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). On the next day, 
December 21, the red bean in the bowl added with one tablespoon of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was swollen a little bit larger than 
that of the other two bowls, but not very obvious; the temperature fell down to minus 
7℃ at the night of the 21st in Nanjing. In the morning I found that the bowl that was 
far from the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was dry, and 
the tissues and red beans were slightly frozen; the sheet of the tissue on the top layer 
turned hard, difficult to uncover. The water of other two bowls was not significantly 
changed, and the red beans were larger to varying degrees. I still continue to observe. 
It seems that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) has the 
function to keep moisture and antifreezing. 

No. 2095 MSG written by Janney from Guangzhou Time: 2008-12-27 15:02:55
Content: A while ago my mother was suffered a broken arm, which was 

protected with plaster, I bought some Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) sent to her last week. Today I gave a call asking whether the QRI Water 
received or not. My mother said she had received the QRI Water already, and drank 
three bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). She put 
two bottles at her pillow, and one bottle of the QRI Water was tied to the plaster. Her 
sleep was much better these days. Her leg was painful for the change of weather these 
days. She applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) once 
on the leg pain in the morning and at night, the leg pain was much better. Her arm 
had great reaction when applied the QRI Water on it the first two days, and the case 
changed better a lot today. My mother said she would insist to use the QRI Water and 
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pay attention to any changes this time. The most obvious effect I felt in using the QRI 
Water was the sleep improvement, my many years’ insomnia was actually got well 
so.

Re: Applying, spreading on the human body with this Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), or drink it, the normal people will not have 
discomfort reaction, but for the people of the physical abnormalities will have 
uncomfortable sensation early in the process using this product to correct the 
abnormal resonant frequency, because of the deviation from the normal resonance 
frequency (in a disease state). But the uncomfortable symptoms will disappear 
while the frequency is gradually closing to the normal. For instance, the patient 
before with the late lung cancer drank this QRI water, and said, the water was bitter, 
causing diarrhea, stomach discomfort, but the normal people did not feel so. If you 
felt strongly, indicating the more abnormal, the more severe deviation from normal 
frequency, the hope is the better there. Please continue to observe. 2008-12-27 
16:25:09

No. 2096 MSG written by Yan Peng from Lianyungang Time: 2008-12-28 
17:10:14

Content: Hello! General Manager Zhong, a feedback about the situation: The 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) I bought was brought to 
my relatives. I received the QRI Water a few days ago, but I did not open the bag to 
check, because I was busily engaged in the project acceptance before the holiday. 
Yesterday afternoon I opened the parcel and found there was a crack on the upper 
part of the bottle, the water spilt out and soaked the gauze inside. I felt very awkward 
and bad. In the evening I had a severe stomach pain for the bad mood. I wrapped 
the yarn soaked the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with 
a plastic bag and put it on my stomach, then a miracle happened: After placing the 
QRI Water for three minutes, there was an air in my stomach running downwards, 
and started to exhaust (fart) small or large volumes in succession. Not only that, 
when I sat up from the bed, the neck pain of the cervical spine had disappeared. It 
was miraculous. Although I did not know how to solve the leak of the bottle, I should 
share my personal experience with my friends. We should thank Shenzhen Riyan 
Science and Technology Co. Ltd, for their products that can be trusted. 

No. 2108 MSG written by Yan Peng from Lianyungang Time: 2008-12-31 
17:47:06 

Content: Hello, General Manager Zhong, As I reflected the leak of the Quantum 
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Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), at first I should say thanks to you 
and very appreciate the sincere attitude of your company toward the customers. 
What I want to say is about the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). I smoke too much, I am suffering from the bronchitis for many years; There 
was a tweet sound in my throat during night sleep, very uncomfortable, especially 
when it is cold. After I sent the short message to you that day, I went to bed, and I 
accidentally found the purr sound had gone. It is really incredible. I hope the friends 
who are interested can experience by you.

Re: Today, we received three cases of hemorrhoids, which had good effect after 
applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), said that 
within a few hours after applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) the hemorrhoids shrank smaller. 2009-1-1 18:07:56

No. 2100 MSG written by Cheng from Harbin Time: 2008-12-29 18:09:14
Content: I am a teacher. For professional reasons, I was suffering from 

pharyngitis in 2006. I had taken a lot of the Traditional Chinese Medicine, western 
medicine, and  also received the throat fog treatment many times. For the effect of 
the fog treatment was better, I felt a little more comfortable after spraying. That is 
just a temporary solution. It costs me around 40 Yuan in the hospital each time. 10 
time a course at least, and I would always go to the hospital regularly with a lot of 
trouble. But the case has not been improved from 2006 up to now. One of my friends 
sent me this Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) ten days ago 
and let me try with the bottle of the QRI Water rubbing on the throat, and applying 
the QRI Water outside of the throat. I felt more painful on the day than the previous; 
this continued for 3 days. Three days later, a miracle happened, my throat no longer 
has pain; and it is no more difficult to speak up. I can say, my pharyngitis had been 
completely healed 10 days after. It is very easy and very convenient to cure my 
pharyngitis that tortured me for more than two years. Thank you very much!! 

No. 2111 MSG written by You Gong from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-1 21:55:07
Content: Today, a patient of lung disease, women, about 60 years old, returned 

back. She described the situation on applying the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). She got lung cancer, pulmonary Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
infection and tuberculosis, a few years ago. It is rare that the 3 large lung diseases 
exist simultaneously. She went to the major hospitals in Shenzhen, Guangzhou, 
Shanghai and other areas for treatment. But the disease was a headache to a doctor. 
Whenever she came to a hospital, the tests would be made from the very beginning. 
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The medical records were piled up. After years of treatment, the disease is under 
control, but now the medical expenses are up to RMB 10,000 Yuan or more a month 
at her own (except the insurance). In the evening on December 27, 2008, her husband 
got two bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the 
Redbud Hall on the first floor of the Shenzhen Wuzhou Hotel, and he tried it on the 
spot and saw the action of the QRI Water in the alcohol, tobacco. And he sent one of 
them to another people. Yesterday a telephone call to him asked how about the effect 
of using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). The reply was 
that he took the QRI Water back home, and gave his wife to use. His wife said there 
were effects. so this morning, I went to have a look for details, she just put the bottle 
on her chest inside the clothing; She said in her own words, "Originally I coughed 
hysterically", but now she basically did not cough. Originally she got up every night 
4-5 times to make urine, now she just gets up once. Lately she was that the QRI 
Water can also be good to apply on, to place close to the site, and to drink. There 
were 4 people of the family coming together to us buying 8 bottles this afternoon. We 
let them send their own message, if they have time.

Re: I forgot to say, because of lung cancer, pulmonary Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
infection, and tuberculosis, the left lung was resected five years ago. 2009-1-24 
7:35:31

No. 2117 MSG written by You Gong from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-3 12:08:25
Content: One Feedback case from Qidong City, Nantong, Jiangsu: A patient, 

female, 45 years old, suffering from renal failure, due to the polycystic liver and 
the polycystic kidney, causing renal failure, maintained her life with the catheter, 
painkillers, blood dialysis. She said she could feel there was a big-sized swollen 
mass at her waist, which was inspected by the People's Hospital of Qidong City 9 cm 
× 10 cm with clear abdominal distension, abdominal plump and obvious pain. She 
went to the People's Hospital regularly for renal dialysis. When she got the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) seven days ago, she tied the QRI 
Water at her waist. At night, the pain disappeared without using painkillers; originally 
she used to take the painkillers every day, but the pain could not be stopped. The 
abdominal plump gradually shrank. Her brother had planned to transplant a kidney 
to her, but the operation cost was too expensive, and it was said a poor prognosis on 
transplant. So the transplant was not conducted. Yesterday, a people were sent to pay 
a return visit, and found her original sallow face remarkably improved, the abdominal 
swelling subsided. It was for 7 days up to yesterday that she hung with a bottle of the 
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Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) around her waist; the effect 
of acesodyne and detumescence were very obvious. Yesterday, she applied one more 
bottle of the QRI Water for stomach rubbing, and drinking a little.

Re: added: She was originally near death, but now she could get up. 2009-1-3 
14:59:53

Re: Very strange! I drank the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), it is like the acesodyne liquid to stop the pain, and originally I held it was just 
my own individual situation, but now it seems in common! 2009-1-15 9:32:39

Re: The chaotic body resonance frequency can cause pain, rectify the disordered 
resonant frequency with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
the pain will disappear. 2009-1-16 8:55:15

No. 2118 MSG written by You Gong from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-3 15:10:29
Content: Another feedback from Jiangsu Province: A patient, female, 70 years 

old, got a sudden eye pain, and she went to the hospital on next day, and found it 
was glaucoma. The eye was blind due to delaying the immediate operation. A few 
days ago, someone found the person wearing sunglasses, and asked her about her 
eye, she told him that the case was very severe, and her good eye then also could 
not open, and she was very photophobia. The doctor told her it was a sympathetic 
ophthalmia. If the sympathetic ophthalmia occurred after the operation, the other eye 
would be blind as well. Late the patient was given 20 ml of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) to apply on her both eyes to ensure the two 
eyes having the same frequency to improve in synchronization, so as to prevent the 
development of the sympathetic ophthalmia. And the miracle appeared: 2 days after 
that her eyes opened. She did not wear sunglasses, and was not sensitive to light up.

No. 2119 MSG written by You Gong from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-3 16:52:32
Content: Also feedback from a couple in Jiangsu, they were suffering from the 

lumbar disc herniation. They said they found three changes after using the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water): 1, easy walk, and 2, not difficult to 
curve legs, and not difficult to wear socks, and 3, sleep well. They are applying the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the waist.

No. 2121 MSG written by Zhang Sheng from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-4 8:20:51
Content: When I was in junior high school, I had once boils on the ass 

continuously swelling; I had no money to see a doctor, and could not get treatment. 
Anyway, the boils will be over a certain time. But after that boil swelling was found 
around the anus with itch, I scratched with the stool smell. After reading the book, I 
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got to know it was a fistula. And that infection should be very serious Staphylococcus 
aureus (Meningococcal) infection described in the book. Since then, the stool must be 
washed with a towel; there was always stool on the washing towel, which was from 
the anal fistula. If did not wash, the bowel movement began itching around the anus 
10 minutes after. And the anus should be washed several times a day, because the 
stool was slowly leaking from the fistula. Usually there is often itchy, need to apply 
different creams to alleviate itching. The fistula is very painful for me; I could not go 
far; I could not travel and afraid to go hometown. Because after going out, I could 
not find the environment where I could freely wash my ass and yet I needed to wash 
several times a day. If did not wash after stool, I’d tickle constantly. Later, because 
there was always itchy and felt stool smell, I resigned and worked at home, if I want 
to see customers, I’d first take a bath and then go out. In this case, I have no a social 
circle. I also went to the hospital to surgically removed, but the doctor said surgery 
was not 100% successful, the post-operative fistula may also be greater, so I have 
been impossible to treat. I got the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) 10 days ago. I went to China Resources Vanguard Supermarket and bought a 
small empty bottle with 4 Yuan for holding about 50 ml of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water). It is the specialized equipment for people 
who travel out to hold some shampoo and the like. I poured down some Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) into the bottle, and usually put some 
on the palm of my hand and apply to the anus, and the itch stopped. I needn’t to wash 
several times a day, and sometimes when I wake up at night, I would apply some on 
the anus. I felt comfortable this way. Recently, the smell of the stool disappeared. I 
touched the site of fistula with hand last night and I found there was no fistula. The 
original fistula could be touched clearly. And sometimes there were stuck inside of 
some solid things that will cause re-infection, or extrude the stuck thing out. Now 
there is nothing. The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was 
really amazing.

Re: This incredible magic effect is actually the same as the principle of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). If the body's normal 
resonant frequency is disordered, the disease occurs. The Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) transfers the normal resonant frequency to the 
human body, to correct the body's resonance frequency, If it is corrected, the body 
is Okay. Therefore, it is very easy to make the body back to the normal. 2009-1-4 
11:55:50
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No. 2124 MSG written by WYD from Nantong Time: 2009-1-5 17:09:49
Content: I took a bus from Wenzhou to Hangzhou in winter 20 years ago, the 

former long-distance bus had no air-conditioner. I sat by the window the whole 
night, and the outside of my left arm was hurt with cold causing unbearable pain in 
winter every year. I went to see doctors many times and received acupuncture many 
times but in vain as well. When it was Severe, I could not sleep at night. I would use 
electric blanket at night and a warm paste during daytime. After using the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), there was no uncomfortable feeling 
even under minus 6 to 7℃ without using warm paste. My usage is to drink about 
10ml a day and placed it at the outside of left arm at night. Wonderful! ! ! Thank you!

No. 2126 MSG written by Zhou Zhenyu from Foshan Time: 2009-1-6 18:25:12
Content: The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is really 

good in effect. When I use the computer for long, my shoulder vertebral would be 
painful. But there is no pain after applying the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water); recently I often got hot of eating, the tongue was painful with 
severe blistering; I kept some QRI Water in the mouth, the pain was gone. And the 
bubbles on the tongue disappeared the next day as well. No pain, No bubble! It is 
really amazing!

No. 2127 MSG written by You Gong from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-7 15:08:52
Content: The manager of the Pubin Gas Station, outside Meilin checkpoint of 

Shenzhen Special Economic Zone, told us that the original pain of her finger joints 
was gone after applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
Particularly the foot pain, the original foot pain, numbness, bulge, swelling were 
gone all now. Her usage is to put the bottle on the ground wrapped in cloth, then her 
feet were rubbing on the bottle. Her 2 feet were rubbing in turns. Previously because 
of the severe foot pain, numbness, bulge, swelling, her husband always helped her to 
rub her feet every day after bathing. After using the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), her husband found that her feet were smoother with the less 
time of rubbing. In addition, she said there was a very significant change that she got 
very severe tonsil infection, due to hard labor at the gas station during the festival of 
the New Year, she was very tired to work overtime every day. According to the past, 
she would tonsil infection with fever, but this time there was no fever, and soon it 
was cured. 

No. 2128 MSG written by Chang Wu from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-7 23:13:25
Content: Hello! Mr. Zhong. Because of allergic rhinitis, I would sneeze with 
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runny nose frequently in winter, by the end of December last year, I put the bottle of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) near the nose at night, 
the situation has been gradually improved in recent days; and the situation completely 
disappear after a few days. In order to consolidate the results, could the resonance of 
water be directly dropped into the nose? Please announce. Thank you!

Re: The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) can be dropped 
directly into the nose. At the same time put the bottle of the QRI Water near the nose. 
2009-1-8 2:40:00

No. 2130 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-8 9:42:55
Content: There was a feedback last night, reported that the bald head grew out 

hair after applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on 
head.

No. 2131 MSG written by Ah Sheng from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-8 14:11:34
Content: My wife had a backache all along, the massage and rubbing played 

no action. After then she was informed that the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) also has this effect, she tried to use the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) and put the QRI Water on the car seat, and paid 
no much attention on it. Two days later, her waist was actually cured without any 
acid. It is really amazing!

No. 2133 MSG written by DANGDANG from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-8 
18:34:43

Content: After the friend's introduction, I have taken the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) for some time, and I felt with unique energy. My 
son is in Grade 6 of the primary school, I added 10ml of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) in his water bottle every day. He felt refreshed 
after drinking. He was not sleepy in the class at school in the afternoon; and he did 
not feel trapped in doing homework to 11. Usually he dozed early. He was also very 
happy! My friend said it could not only be drunk orally but applied on externally. I 
myself also have hemorrhoids, one day I did not feel well with the hemorrhoids while 
getting a fever. I would like to try the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water); I took a cotton piece wetted with the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) and applied on the lesion. I found the hemorrhoids smaller a 
lot next day, and there was no pain. It is simply amazing. The Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) is too nice. Thanks to my good friend for his 
introduction of this good product to me about the good things! ! !
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No. 2135 MSG written by Zhou Zhenyu from Foshan Time: 2009-1-14 22:09:07
Content: Previously, I would have a nap at noon, or else the spirit in the 

afternoon was not so high. After using the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water), there is no need for me to have a rest at noon, I also have the energy 
to work in the afternoon, and work thinking is more clearly than before; the work 
was more efficient; The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is a 
good hand of the white-collar.

No. 2137 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-15 12:39:50
Content: Transferring a feedback: I got two lesions of dermatitis in section 

3 of my right index finger, one of which was right in the fine hair, sparse and lost 
often. The outer layer of skin raised, there were debris like white powder falling 
after scratching. More scratching will cause bleeding. I once went to Shenzhen 
Nanshan Hospital, Peking University Shenzhen Hospital for treatment, the doctors 
said neurodermatitis; each time applied with a new ointment. The case was improved 
the first 3 days, then in vain. Later found applying vaseline with some effects of 
waterproof and other ointments were useless. The more worry, the more itching; 
scratching straight till bleeding; I went to the psychiatrist for treatment, but no effect. 
Usually I am afraid of touching oil. When the work is on the case of oil, I would put 
on rubber gloves. I do not want to touch anything oily; do not want to wash bowls, 
because if I touch with greasy thing, I should wash with the soap. Washing soap will 
produce more white chips, itching more. I bathe all year round in a warm water basin, 
without any bath liquid. I got the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). In early December of the year, I applied and spread on the hands; the itch 
was gone. Gradually the raised skin disappeared. Pinch the skin, the subcutaneous 
lump had become smaller and smaller, more flexible. As the original drug was always 
used first effective, then no effect and this QRI Water is much better, although my 
heart was not too optimistic. After using of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) continuously for one month, the skin looks flat, but the 
color has not completely back to normal. Pinching the skin, lump has almost gone. 
Hairs are growing up. I hope that it can really be cured this time. I will continue the 
observation.

No. 2138 MSG written by ZHOUXUAN from Shanghai Time: 2009-1-15 
12:41:18

Content: I am a customer from Shanghai, one teacher suffering from Parkinson's 
disease would like to try with the QRI water. Drink a half cap of the bottle orally 
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every day, and put at the side of head while sleeping. He has now tested for nearly a 
week, from the third day, his sleep was improved. Now he continues to pay attention.

Re: Drink half a cap of the bottle orally, the volume is probably too less a day, 
and it is only 5 ml. It would be at least 3-4 times a day for Parkinson's disease, 10 ml 
each time. At the same time the bottle should be placed near the head. However, the 
improved sleep was the first step for the improvement. 2009-1-15 14:02:51

No. 2140 MSG written by Le Huo from Hangzhou Time: 2009-1-17 22:24:31
Content: I have severe knee pain. After applying the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water), the case has been improved in such a cold day in 
Hangzhou, I feel much better. When I went up stairs, I felt not very ache. My father 
has been coughing for long, I intend to give him the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) for use, I am waiting for the results. 

Re: This information water has miraculous effect. I drank 10 ml of the QRI 
Water last night, my three day continuous constipation is improved; I had stool at 5 
early in the morning today. I felt really relaxed now, and I was very pleased. I did not 
think the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) has such a magical 
effect. The most important thing is no side effects. Hey, I want to continue drinking 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and recommend it to 
my whole family to drink. so as to ensure the health of the whole family! 2009-1-18 
10:24:49 

Re: I just went to the airport to see off one of my friends, my child cried in 
the car motion sickness. I just had brought a small spraying bottle of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I sprayed once on the forehead of my 
child, and then gave the bottle to her to play with her. Then my child said she had no 
carsickness. How miraculous the QRI Water is! 2009-1-18 14:59:56 

Re: My father has improved greatly with his chronic cough, although it is still 
cold, he has no cough now. We have a new understanding on the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), even we did not really expect that. Even the baby 
of my neighbor had severe constipation, I only gave two 15 ml to drink, the baby 
made stool next day! How amazing the QRI Water is! Will it cure all the diseases? It 
is really a miraculous water! 2009-1-29 0:14:11 

No. 2141 MSG written by Shi Yun from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-20 15:55:42
Content: Hello every one! I am from Shanghai, but I have been working in 

Shenzhen for 11 years. I am suffering from the popular "dry skin syndrome", often 
itching, especially in the evening, I could not sleep well, which is very annoying. 
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It may be due to the inability to adapt, especially to the present, there have been 
no rainy days as long periods of dry here. To this end, I do not know how much 
creams I bought. Whenever I went back to Shanghai, I would go to the Zhongshan 
Hospital for dispensation. It is strange to say, the first time to apply with a new 
drug, effects, and the itch stopped 1-2 days, but it did not last long, quickly relapse! 
Recently, a friend recommended me the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water). To be honest, listening to friends, I was one ear into and one ear 
out. it sounds a little "suspense" and "dizzy" and makes incredible moment, there is 
a " too amazing" feeling. But in the evening, what unbearable itching is! And thus I 
"trying everything" with it! Who would have thought this is the next actually cured 
it! It does have the effect. Of course, since I did not manage the mouth, like heavy 
spicy food with wine hobby. So "Healing the scars forget the pain", another itch 
came. The key is to paint this water, on the old place, it will not itch. Is it really the 
21st century revolutionary change? Is there really an "Obama"? Whether you believe 
it or not! I am willing to be mistaken by you that I am a "capper" or something, I 
write out of, first, thanks to Riyan Company for this product, and second, to sincerely 
share with others my practice. Amitabha! Water is able to perceive, which has been 
confirmed by today's science. What is needed now is that we must perceive the heart 
of Thanksgiving. Perhaps it is your and my participation that accidentally we become 
the insurgents and witnesses of "taking medicine and injections". Are you willing? At 
least I'm interested!

No. 2142 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-20 22:52:28
Content: Just now I received a call feedback from the sports athlete of Nanjing, 

Jiangsu, Who had been trained for 18 years in the United States. His physical training 
usually was to do push-ups, usually he could do 100 times once, if forced him to do, 
he could do two more, reaching 102. Last Sunday, he drunk 3 caps (that is 30 ml) of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water before doing push-ups, he finished 110 
push-ups without being forced with doing. After 20 minutes’ rest, he restarted to do 
without any forcing, and he finished 114. Usually finishing push-ups, he would drink 
some water after half an hour break, and his hands would tremble holding on the 
cup, but after drinking the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
his hands did not feel shaking while taking up. And also after a half hours' push-ups 
and he did not feel tired. Additionally, He said he usually smoke with very severe 
cough, phlegm, but cough without sputum. After drinking the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), in the morning he suddenly cough out sputum, 
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and felt phlegm in throat, sputum is black, such as coke.
No. 2143 MSG written by Gongzhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-21 15:21:25
Content:  Just get a feedback: A lady bought the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water) a little earlier, I asked her the reason she bought 
it, her reason was very simple. One day she suddenly got her eyes swollen, she did 
not know what bug bite was. Just the accompanying colleague brought a bottle of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to spray over her eyes. Only 
a while, her swelling eyes were subsided. The purpose she bought two bottles of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is for "her grandparents, at 
least my eyes swelling immediately disappeared."

No. 2147 MSG written by Jackiel from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-25 17:33:19
Content: My mother is a patient of lung cancer; she received the surgery 

operation five years ago. She is very weak yet with bronchitis for long. She has also 
suffered frequent chest tightness and asthma. She has taken medicines to maintain 
her health all along. But the effect was limited, When the case was serious, she 
had to bear hard. Recently she started to take the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) for the past month. The concept of this product is new. 
Because I am conservative by nature, I always take an abnormal suspicious attitude 
to it. Unexpectedly, when mother felt the chest distress, she just put the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on her chest. It played an immediate 
effect. She was not bored in chest at once. Since then, my mother took it as a precious 
treasure, always put it at her pillow and slept better. Then she also put it on the joints, 
suspected the bone pain was caused by bone cancer, and the bone pain was also gone. 
She always murmured, is the super nature blessed me? It was more Magic recently 
that my mother had a cat, it had blood in the stool for three months. She put the QRI 
Water in the place where the cat sleeps. The cat was not found to stool with blood. 
The QRI Water is really magic water that is really incredible. My personal assurance 
to the above mentioned, all are true completely. God will punish those who lie.

No. 2148 MSG written by Gongzhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-25 19:19:28
Content: More feedbacks coming back recently: When the trauma bleeding was 

applied with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the pain 
was gone at once. Even took the bath in tub, she did not feel pain.

No. 2149 MSG written by Lu Guozai from Nantong Time: 2009-1-26 13:04:02
Content: My mother, Liu Aihong, 46, suffering from renal cyst (10cm × 10cm) 

renal failure, uremia, without urinate, bulging edema, beer belly for more than 
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two years. The doctors of the People's Hospital, Qidong City, have considered the 
transplant, but taking into account the risk too big by transplant, so by dialysis, 
dialysis once a week, were short of feel better, and sometimes get upset living death, 
other times very sad. She wanted to commit suicide several times over. One day 
my mom was suffered severe lower back pain in waist, which was known by my 
old uncle, he asked his family to buy the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) from Shenzhen, and immediately sent my mother a bottle, and told 
my mom put it up in the waist pain, My mom did so. And the pain was gone the 
next day. My mother was overjoyed. And after a few days, my uncle just brought 
another bottle, and told my mother hanging a bottle in addition to his waist, she 
could open the bottle and pour some water in palm and apply the water to the lesion 
in waist. So far, however a month passed, my mother's belly bulging, edema have 
basically subsided, but some urine, and looked more beautiful. And she also did some 
household chores easier, and also took a walk, dropped around, to chat with others. 
Her life is full of sunshine. Doctors expected in March 2009 may not need dialysis 
later. By then my mother can be fully recovered. Drink from the source, thank 
Shenzhen Riyan Company offered us such a good thing, which has given my mother 
a second life.  

Re: March 1 feedback, the original dialysis could have 15 kg of urine each time, 
and now only 1.5 kg and she has urinating now. 2009-3-2 10:27:53 

No. 2150 MSG written by Huang Chengxiang from Nantong Time: 2009-1-27 
10:09:00

Content: 1, I enjoyed the entertainment twice on December 9, 2008, and 
December 17, 2008 . Took more Tobacco and alcohol, the throat felt fever. At night 
on Dec.18, 2008, I suffered from an acute pharyngitis, acute tonsillitis, sore throat, 
difficult swallowing, then I applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) in the throat rubbing, and the hurt was relieved at the midnight. On the 
first 2 days before going to bed, continue with this method, on the third day there was 
no hurt. Incredible! 

2, I suffered from gums, painful swelling heat on December 20, 2008. put the 
bottle of the QRI Water on the teeth outside of the face, I felt ease gradually and 
comfortable to sleep after midnight the next day, once consolidation, It is really 
miraculous ! 

3, Since December 21, 2008, I put two bottles of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) at my pillow, I felt sleeping better at night on 
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23 obviously, sound and deep. From then on, I got out of sleeping trouble. It was 
incredible.  

Re: Originally, urine at night, to get up 4-5 times a night, now only once get up 
at night urine. 2009-1-27 18:21:04

No. 2151 MSG written by Gongzhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-1-28 0:06:51
Content: A new feedback from the exchange with Peking University Shenzhen 

Hospital today: the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is very 
effective to cure snoring. 

Re: That is to apply some Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) on the neck and face, and place the bottle or the bag of the QRI Water at the 
pillow while sleeping. The Special case mentioned: When the foreigners came to 
China to travel, stayed in one double guest room in the hotel, snoring played no one 
wanted to share the room for sleep, and they had to stay in the single rooms. Applied 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), a few days later, there 
was no grunts. 2009-1-29 11:43:33 

Re: My mother's long-term snoring was gone. Really amazing! To know 
that snoring is an element affecting the deep sleep. No snoring, mother's body is 
much improved! We are Buddhist devotees, thank Buddha for letting us know and 
understand the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water)! It is really 
miraculous. I would like everyone to know that good products correctly. 2009-1-29 
19:47:38 

Re: The one who collected the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) Last night, came with feedback this morning that her husband did not make 
smaller snoring sound last night. 2009-2-2 18:20:21 

Re: One feedback from the doctor of Peking University Shenzhen Hospital: due 
to rhinitis, she applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
on the face and nose; and when she went to work the next day with other doctors, 
they asked her what a good makeup she used was, for her face was so smooth. 
Actually, except of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), she 
did not use any cosmetics. Previously she slept poorly at night, after applying the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the face, she slept deeply 
at night. And it was not easy to be wakened up on emergency duty at the time. There 
are also a number of other changes in her family. She would take the time to make 
message. 2009-2-4 13:57:24

No. 2152 MSG written by Bo Shen from Hangzhou Time: 2009-1-28 13:47:49
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Content: I did not sleep well the past few years suffering from severe insomnia 
and living with sleeping pills. Since I was fortunate to get the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) of your company, I place the QRI Water at the 
pillow while sleeping at night, so my insomnia confusion was resolved. I no longer 
suffered from insomnia, and slept deeply, just woke up once at night for making 
urine. After then I fell asleep and slept until the sun rising in the East. The product of 
your Company solved my insomnia and made me happy. Thank you! 

Re: I have an obvious change: Originally when I felt stool every morning, I 
should go and made it at once. If the tolerance was for half a minute, or a minute 
went on the stool, then there was pain when making stool, and bleeding. It might 
be hemorrhoids. So I did not dare to neglect the morning stool. In order to cure the 
skin disease, I applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
usually put the bottle of the QRI Water beside the pillow while sleeping at night. 
I found my stool was soft these days, and sometimes inspiration came to write 
something, even I felt stool sense, I did not immediately go to stool. Some time I 
delayed an hour or a half-hour to go and no recurrence of pain and blood in the stool. 
2009-1-30 8:56:30

No. 2153 MSG written by Bird from Hangzhou Time: 2009-1-30 9:51:18
Content: The reflection on the situation: My relative gave me a bottle of the 

Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at that time when I was 
suffering from mouth ulcers with bubbles of fever in the lower corner of the mouth, 
sore and unbearable. I sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) to the cavity ulcers, and the pain was reduced after spraying 1-2 times. 
I sprayed 2 times on the third day, the ulcer was healed; the pain was gone; the 
sore bubbles disappeared. This is really a miracle! It is much better than the anti-
inflammatory drug.

No. 2154 MSG written by Pine from Hangzhou Time: 2009-1-30 14:28:23
Content: I have smoked for 15 years. A week after using the QRI Water, I found 

the dependency to cigarettes was significantly reduced. I wonder why? It is a little 
magic! Thank you! 

Re: The resonance frequency of the smoker is deviated from the normal, after 
using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the disturbance 
of the resonance frequency was corrected, so the dependency on cigarettes was 
obviously reduced. Continue to use for a period of time, the resonance frequency will 
be completely corrected, you will not smoke as you did at your childhood. 2009-1-30 
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20:06:18 
No. 2155 MSG written by Huang Jian from Nantong Time: 2009-1-30 17:15:59
Content: I used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 

over space, and I found the QRI Water has two effects; 1, It has the function to 
improve sleep quality. I am a man near 70-year-old, It was always difficult for me 
to go to sleep during sleep time; sometimes I was waking up over an hour, and then 
fell asleep again. Since I put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) at the pillow on the bed while sleeping, I found that my sleep had 
greatly improved both in time and quality. 2, I have been suffered from lumbar disc 
herniation for many years; I received treatment of different methods such as massage, 
rubbing, medicine, acupuncture, small knife, plaster and other methods; although 
the condition was slightly improved after treatment, but the case was always felt 
incomplete. Therefore I tried to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), applied some of the QRI Water on the lumbar and thigh several times 
before going to bed, then put the bottle of the QRI Water at the side of the lumbar 
spine and thigh and went to sleep. 10 days late, I found It was effective; although the 
symptoms had not completely disappeared, but I found my walk was much easier 
than the previous step. Whenever the weather changes, the symptoms are not as much 
as the previous.

No. 2156 MSG written by Zhu Jingtao from Nantong Time: 2009-1-30 17:28:41
Content:  After using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 

Water), I felt the following changes: 1, The toothache will not pain after applying on 
the affected area; the loosing teeth will be much better even when rubbing the bottle 
of the QRI Water around; 2, The facial frostbite will be ok rubbing with the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 3, the dry cracks on the feet and the 
hands, add drops of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) into 
the powder, rubbing once or twice, it will be ok. 4, After getting a cold, rub the bottle 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) around the nose a 
few times, the cold symptoms lessened or disappeared. 5, Place the bottle of the QRI 
Water on the pillow near the head at night, the sleep symptom will be much improved 
two or three nights, and the quality of sleep was increased substantially. 6, it is also 
very effective to treat the skin itch with the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water). In short, if there is any uncomfortable in the human body, it can 
be treated with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with 
an affirmative effect. Ordinary people like me who could enjoy such a high-tech 
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products, I would like to thank Shenzhen Riyan Technology Co. 
No. 2157 MSG written by Gongzhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-2-1 10:23:30
Content:  It was gloomy and cold in Shenzhen recent days, I stayed at home 

without going out during the New Year. It was near the time to go back to work; I 
went to the store room to tidy today. When I was out the door, I discovered that it 
was hot outside, I wore more. After moving something, I was sweating, and I came 
back, took a bath quickly. When getting in the bathtub, I found the back of my 
right hand hurts, and l checked; I did not know when I was knocked on the back of 
my hand. and a bright red, skin is gone, though there is no bloodshed, but the faint 
trace of blood is not backward in futre emerging. I sprayed a bit of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with the small spray bottle put on the 
edge of bathtub. My child asked, "Why spray?" I answered, "Dad knock hurt". The 
child asked "show me?" I extended my hand to her. But she could not find where the 
wound was. She "asked where the injury knock?" I looked at the back of my right 
hand. Originally it was bright red, but now it turned dark gray, and only a little bit 
dark than the surrounding normal skin color. It was hard to distinguish out, if one 
did not look at carefully. Even if you looked closely, the outsiders could not think of 
injury. I put my hand back in the bath water; I did not feel pain on the point of hurt. 
The small spray bottle was prepared specifically for my child; she was over five years 
old. Kindergarten, I am responsible for her and everyday bath. I like bubble bath, 
and often took my child bath with me saving water and saving time, Of course I was 
wearing shorts, the child was naked (I think many people would not have thought this 
a good way). Sometime the child cried for pain in bath, when she was knocked injury 
in kindergarten. Once her leg was hurt, she tilted the hurt leg out of water, and put the 
other one into the water. Some time she injured her hand,  She rose up her hurt hand. 
This time I said, "Let Dad sprays the supernatural water on your hurt!" After spraying 
the QRI Water, within one minute my child was willing to go to the water. So the 
small spray bottle had been placed on the edge of bathtub. Thus my child played the 
small spray bottle. She suddenly said, "Spray more!" I felt bad a bit. I asked her; let’s 
apply the spilt QRI Water in the cap to our face. So we did together to rub our faces 
with the QRI Water. When we got up, I looked at that piece of the wound, the color 
looked changed; It was at least as the same as the usual more than three days after 
injury. Press the wound with force; it was not felt any pain. I was often told by phone 
call or read the online message, say that spray the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) onto the wound, the wound is not painful at once. My children 
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practiced it. Today I experienced it as well. 
Re: Last night I tried to transform a work piece with the small sharp rasp by 

hand. While working, I thought about other important things, a sudden burst of pain, 
the rasp stabbed to my left thumb into the nail in the fingertip. The finger was really 
hurt, really at a loss with heart. I pulled out the rasp, the blood was bleeding out. I 
pressed with a tissue. The paper towel soaked with blood immediately. That thorn 
was too deep, it was difficult to stop the blood. The key was too much pain. The pain 
whining alerted my child. My child looked for and found the Adhesive bandage. The 
blood was not stopped with the Adhesive bandage. I remembered that the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) can stop the pain. I quickly took the 
QRI Water and sprayed on the wound. The wound was painful I felt it still. The first 
spray did not work much, then I sprayed again, not considered the bleeding, I must 
bear the pain first. A minute later, a miracle happened. The pain was significantly 
reduced, and the bleeding was a little slower as well. I feared the filings got inside the 
wound. While the pain was stopped, I squeezed the wound, as far as possible to let 
the iron out of. At the time, there was bleeding while squeezing. no bleeding without 
squeezing. A movement later there was a light layer of blood outside, which is like 
the normal case. Usually the traumatic wound is the case when opened the hemostatic 
gauze the next day for look. Because the wound was in the fingertip, the wound could 
not be pasted with the Adhesive bandage. I had better let it open. 20 minutes later, 
nothing felt too much pain to continue grinding on the workpiece. However, the work 
was done by the right hand anyway. 1 hour later, I sent short message with the left 
thumb, and I still felt a deep sense of hurt inside. I sprayed a few times of the QRI 
Water at night. When I got up in the morning, I found the size of the wound was just 
as small as a pin point. I looked carefully, It was only a brown tip point. Isqueezed 
hard, just remembering that it contains some injuries. It had no impact on pinching 
phone and send messages. 2009-2-1 10:24:16

Re: I am a user from Hangzhou. I found that the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) is also useful for burns. Today I fried fish at 
home, as turning the fish with a large motion, the oil stained in my hand, burnt a 
large piece of red, very hurt; the bubble looked effecting immediately. I had to close 
the gas first. Originally I intended to direct coating of safflower oil, just I had a spray 
bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on hand, and I 
immediately applied it onto the hurt. I sprayed twice continuously with a five-minute 
interval. I found burning feeling not so obvious matter as before, and then another 
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10 minutes passed, I sprayed once, up to the time of dinner, I did not particularly feel 
pain there. Yet there was no bubble up, only dark red trace was left of burning. After 
dinner I washed dishes without any problem. The QRI Water is really amazing! I did 
not really know that there are so many benefits of the QRI Water without using it. 
2009-2-2 23:17:50

No. 2159 MSG written by Sunflower from Shenzhen Time: 2009-2-3 23:46:22
Content:  My father was suffering from thyroid cysts. The doctors let my dad go 

to surgery a few years ago, but the elderly did not want to all along. His neck became 
more and more thick. I am using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), I tried to let my mother to bring two bottles of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) back to my dad for a trial a week before Chinese 
Spring Festival, to see whether it is helpful to him. At the beginning my dad applied    
some of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) onto the 
affected area, and rolling with the bottle filled with the QRI Water in the affected 
area, and later began to drink some. When I return home on the second day of the 
Spring Festival, my father told me, "It is you that my daughter brought back the 
kind of supernatural water for me; It is really useful." you see my neck shrank a lot. 
I saw his neck was really smaller a lot. I was very happy at the sight. The Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is really amazing, too wonderful! 
We can help too many people with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water). And I want to pass the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) to more people in need, so that more people benefit from it! 

No. 2163 MSG written by Sunflower from Shenzhen Time: 2009-2-6 13:16:29
Content: My friend's child about a half years old suffering from acute 

gastroenteritis saw doctors for long, but he still did not recover, I sent him a bottle 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), The child likes the 
bottle of the QRI Water and held it to play, carried to the bed in sleep. Three days 
late, the acute gastroenteritis was cured, completely good. And now he puts the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the pillow at sleep and 
slept well! Is this Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) really 
wonderful?! What a magical resonance water it is!

Re: Children's spirituality and instinct are very strong. They are more sensitive 
than adults; children can instinctively feel the environment of some special things, 
such as harmonic resonance. Last night you asked me: Why did that child tightly 
grabbed the bottle? It was not easy to take it away; the simple reason is that the child 
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was suffering from acute gastroenteritis with abdominal pain, His hand holding 
the bottle of the QRI Water could get harmonic resonance information, reduce the 
abdominal pain. Releasing the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) the abdominal pain occurs before recovery, so kids would not want 
to let go. Even after infection, it is still more comfortable holding the bottle. 2009-2-6 
14:12:03

No. 2164 MSG written by Xiao Yang from Shenzhen Time: 2009-2-6 13:26:30
Content: I went north during the Spring Festival. There were one 80-year-

old grandmother-in-law, I saw her eyes red, very red, and asked why. The old said 
that recently she couldn't sleep well. It happened upon that I had a bottle of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at my body. I gave it to my 
grandmother-in-law to put on her pillow at night. The next day she was very happy to 
say that she slept well last night holding the water, she said, It was amazing!

No. 2165 MSG written by XWD from Nantong Time: 2009-2-6 16:02:28
Content: I am suffering from hemorrhoids, and attacked a few days by the 

hemorrhoids, during attacks I felt very uncomfortable, itchy and painful. and I took 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) only once, I felt very 
good almost a month. My wife was suffering from sciatica. Although it was treated, 
there was one leg often sore; particularly, it was in winter that the sore foot was very 
serious when she got up every morning touching the ground. It would take some time 
to be ok. Since she rubbed with the bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) at the buttocks and thigh a few times before going to bed, now 
the symptoms was gone. Moreover, the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) also has a good effect on the chilblains.

No. 2166 MSG written by Li Ya from Weifang Time: 2009-2-6 16:36:24
Content: Today I received the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 

QRI Water). I tried once: I ask my colleague to do an experiment with cigarette 
of the Eight-hi Brand. The effect was very obvious; We can felt the stimulation 
to the throat significantly reduced at once. The effect of O-ring tension test was 
very significant……Then I sprayed a little bit on the finger injury of myself. The 
wound healing was also very good. I took water with me, the original leg pain had 
significantly alleviated in the symptoms....... The QRI Water is really wonderful! I am 
going to order 17 bottles for my teacher.

No. 2171 MSG written by Li Ya from Weifang Time: 2009-2-7 12:22:58
Content: The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is 
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miraculous and wonderful, which help me in the examination of Doctor Degree. 
After took the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I was full of 
energy. In the past, I always was tired in learning around 9 every night; Yesterday, I 
held the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in my hand, I learnt 
to 12 at night and I was not trapped. I put the water on the pillow; I can fall into sleep 
in one minute. My husband said that I was still stertorous. I said there was no way; 
the water is too expensive. I did not fight with the stertorous first. I was satisfied that 
it allowed me to learn well. I got up to recite English words at 4:30 this morning. I 
was in high spirits, and did not feel trapped this morning. My energy was abundant. 
My husband said that this water might be a placebo to offer the Psychological hint. 
My self-control was always poor before. Huh, huh!

No. 2172 MSG written by Li Ya from Weifang Time: 2009-2-7 12:34:19
Content: My daughter fell in love with the Quantum Resonance Information 

Water (the QRI Water) - as a child, she likes new things most. When I received the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), my daughter snatched one 
bottle. When she was informed that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) could help to learn, she was so happy. She put the water on the desk 
at study. As a result, a miracle took place on it! ... ... When I returned home in the 
evening, my husband was mystery, he took out the exercise books of my daughter,  
I was surprised at opening the exercise books. I unknowingly rubbed my eyes. Was 
this really my daughter to do with her math? Her handwriting was so neatly done and 
exactly correct ... ... Originally she was always criticized by her father for illegible 
handwriting and mistakes.  However, this time she had done so well, I was strange. 
I doubted and asked my husband "Is our daughter changed?" My husband was also 
wondering: "What a strange it is ah!" I could not understand. I had no choice, but to 
arrest my daughter to ask. She blinked her eyes and said only a few words, "the QRI 
Water is wonderful!"...... Is that true? Just only because of a bottle of water put on my 
daughter's desk? That let her have such a big change? I said to myself, "Wait, wait, 
allow me to observe a few days, I will ... ... ". 

Re: This Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) has 
remembered the resonance information, and the human idea is also the resonance 
of information. When the resonance frequencies are the same, the miracle occurs 
that the people's ideas can be amplified. You are psychology learner, a master; you 
have also watched the U.S. film "secret". There is the law that all wishes come true. 
The thoughts of the people are magnified with the Quantum Resonance Information 
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Water (the QRI Water). The people who have not majored in psychology, particularly 
who have not studied transpersonal psychology generally do not believe it. You will 
understand it as I said for you majored in psychology. 2009-2-10 10:15:07 

No. 2182 MSG written by Comp. from Weifang Time: 2009-2-10 10:39:14
Content:  I tried a lot of skin cosmetics, but my skin was always sensitive. 

Finally, I found there were only a few cosmetics I could use. I have applied the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) now, the skin of my face 
becomes smooth on the third day. The corner lines of my eyes are light more. At 
first, I also used a plant liquid mixed with the QRI Water, but the mix of the two 
produced a strange taste. I decided not to use the plant liquid, and only use the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). The result of the beauty is 
surprisingly good. Ah! The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
can be used as beauty liquid! You all can try

No. 2183 MSG written by Comp. from Weifang Time: 2009-2-10 10:40:02
Content: My husband got "pox" - 20 years ago, he did not understand for he 

was young, he scratched and rubbed the "pox" causing his face rough with black 
lumps. I helped my husband with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) and removed the acne on his forehead. He had used many means, but he 
did not remove his darkened smallpox lumps. The Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) is so amazing. He decided to try. I helped him apply once; 
the smallpox lumps were somewhat relieved. And the second time, the knots were 
flatter. My husband did not believe the water originally. After reading the description 
on the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and practiced it with 
effect on his own body. My husband said happily: "Ah, the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) is really effective!" 

No. 2185 MSG written by Comp. from Weifang Time: 2009-2-10 11:34:11
Content: About the effect of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 

QRI Water) to remove the Pain: Last night, I twisted my foot, it was hard for me to 
walk well. A step, a hurt! I remembered the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water), so I rolled the small bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) in pain site several times, It turned much better this morning. 
And it was cured. Wonderful!

No. 2167 MSG written by bdg from Shenzhen Time: 2009-2-6 17:34:38
Content: I am a doctor of Peking University Shenzhen Hospital. I got the 

Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the third day of the 
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Spring Festival (used for one week) I have rhinitis (allergic rhinitis for more than 
20 years), discharging more and often sneezing, I apply the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the nose externally every day 2-3 times, the 
nasal secretions significantly reduced, and almost no sneezing. I felt wonderful. 
I worked at night, my sleep was poor. I put the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) at the pillow; I slept better and very deep. And I was difficult 
to wake up as well. My sleep was significantly improved. Strangely enough, my 
colleagues asked me what cosmetics I used, why is the color so beautiful! I said, ah, 
like with the original. The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
seems having too good cosmetic results. The child of my sister has acne on her face; 
I will give her the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to try.

No. 2173 MSG written by Happy from Shenzhen Time: 2009-2-7 19:46:59
Content: Last night I got the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 

Water), so that my more than 60-year-old mother can use the QRI Water. My mother 
was insomnia. This morning she pleased to say, "Slept well. I just got up once in the 
middle of the night, and soon fell asleep." I offer a feedback about the effect of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at first, It is miraculous! 
Thank you! I will continue to observe the effect. My mother suffered old leg pain for 
five to six years. If it is effective, I’ll report it in time.

No. 2181 MSG written by Yuan Liu from Shenyang Time: 2009-2-10 9:55:30
Content: My sister has scar on the throat. Symptoms are hoarse to speak. 

Sometimes it was pain. Half a year before, she went to hospital for shooting the 
scab of her throat. As the saying goes that the voice to speak is more a day, sounds 
greater from the cocoon. Medication does not work. When necessary, have surgery. 
But the doctors said it was too small. The results of operation will not be good. 
Wait for growing up a little, and come back for surgery. Before contacting with the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), it was hard to distinguish 
what she said. Because of work, she planned to go to the hospital for surgery in the 
winter holiday. She received my Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) before the holidays. I did not dare to give her to use at first. Then I found my 
own problems were slowly changing, so I bought her two bottles. I told her to drink 
twice a day a cap of the bottle each time. Before going to bed, she rubbed the bottle 
around the throat friction. Five days after, some effects were felt. First, the pain 
was slowly reduced. She herself felt speak without great effort then. 10 days after, 
there was no little discomfort. But there are still scratchy. After Spring Festival, she 
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went to the hospital to check. The results were almost all the same, that is, restored 
to the symptoms of half a year ago. The doctor said it was miraculous not to grow 
bigger......! Now she stopped to drink. Friction on the throat several times a day can 
be. My sister is very confident. She feels that the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) is very effective on her. So let me also leave a message for 
her. Also thank to the inventor!

No. 2190 MSG written by Cypcl from Shenzhen Time: 2009-2-12 10:22:01
Content: Originally I wanted to send the Quantum Resonance Information Water 

(the QRI Water) to the old woman, good friend of my mother-in-law’s, with advanced 
lung cancer, as the result, she drank a cap of the bottle. At first she began having 
diarrhea. She said, it seemed the same as her former sense of taking the medicine 
from Germany. She said the German medicine let her lived for 3 more years of good 
life. During the 3 years she had traveled around. Now she did not regret any thing. 
Her cancer now spread to the esophagus, and she did not want to take any medicine. 
Therefore my mother-in-law took over and drank. Previously she had bowel 
movement 3-4 days once. After drinking the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water), she now looses stool once a day. When she drank the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), she felt bitter. But I drank the QRI 
Water and felt with the same sense as that of the common water with the general 
feeling of the taste of plastic bottle. I'd like to say it would be good to pack it with the 
glass bottles. And my child said it was very sweet to drink. It is out of consideration 
that everyone's taste is different. My mother-in-law asked me to get the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for her in recent two days. She still 
had other change that in the morning she did not want to get up. But now she can and 
is willing to get up. I did not think of that the old men also had difficulty of getting 
up. Previously she never said she did not want to get up too.

Re: If the people felt bitter taste, her resonance frequency had actually deviated 
from her normal very far and was in disease state. Only after the correction of 
the resonance frequency is corrected, the taste will not be bitter, and turned into 
a tasteless. It was the constipation with a stool for 3-4 days. After drinking the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), she loosed stool once a day, 
and began to turn to the better direction. As the taste of the plastic bottles, actually 
the resonant information is magnified. Your child drank with sweet taste, because his 
mental state is healthy, in a very happy state. The water resonates with him. He felt 
it sweet and happy. "My mother-in-law originally had difficulty of getting up in the 
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morning. But now she is willing to up". The Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) can enlarge people's ideas. All wishes come true ah. 2009-2-12 
10:41:34

No. 2191 MSG written by Lee from Chengdu Time: 2009-2-12 11:12:26
Content: I received the goods Yesterday, I was very curious, very excited! I 

arrange my assistant to go to the office to try immediately and the cigarette test we 
could feel the taste of the tobacco was lighten little, but to the last it was still feeling 
a little spicy; the wine experiment was obvious. I do not know psychologically as 
well. I rushed home, my father just lying in bed with headache. And I said to him, 
apply this water, you will not hurt after 5 minutes, and I gave him to drink 10 ml, and 
applied on his face, 5 minutes later, he said, pain was reduced ... ... I still do more 
observation and testing ... ...

No. 2197 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-2-14 23:54:55
Content: Today I got a feedback: A patient suffered "tulip style (hand ringworm)" 

for more than 10 years. He has failed to cure all along. It is the first time that she uses 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). He said the QRI water 
was very sticky. But we, the normal people, would not feel sticky. He felt sticky, 
which shows the resonance frequency had deviated far from normal. It is just as the 
same as the two cases of lung cancer feedback. They felt it was bitter while drinking 
up. And we felt tasteless. It is also the deviation from the normal frequency. Continue 
to monitor.

No. 2208 MSG written by Hong from Nantong Time: 2009-2-18 19:08:21
Content: The magic effect of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 

QRI Water) has also been proved by me. I write it down, hope friends with the similar 
problems to have a trial! 1, Dry skin: my skin is rough. Whenever the dry seasons 
came, I had a sense of tension every autumn and winter, just like washing a face 
with a soap-like discomfort, for which a fall and winter I at least use three bottles of 
Oil of Olay to deal with. Since I bought the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) early this year, my pockets always filled with spray bottles, I can 
always spray at my face and hand. After applying one week, I have not used any 
skin-care products. And I felt my skin very soft and smooth, and even the washing 
powder allergy phenomenon of both hands did not exist. 2, Blood dryness: During 
the previous years, once entering the autumn season, I had two legs extremely 
lateral itching, often scratched bleeding. I once went to the Workers and Peasants 
Road Hospital Nantong City, for treatment. It was diagnosed as skin scabies, taking 
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medicines, applying ointment for more than half a month without any improvement. 
The lower leg had unbearable itches for it was cold and using heat blankets at night, 
so I just stretched the legs outside of the quilt. Once I got a whim, to cool the legs 
with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water)! Sure enough, one 
spraying changed the case greatly. Later I stopped taking the medicine, and sprayed 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) many times a day; I 
persisted for some time, the case was complete healed. Now my legs are very smooth. 
3, Stress urinary incontinence: I am 47 years old now, but a few years ago I have 
had the disease. Although no physical pain, the mental pain made it difficult to say. 
Therefore, at night, I put two bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) on the pillow, two bottles upon the waist, one bottle at the small 
abdomen, and I also often sprayed on the small abdomen. I insisted on two weeks, 
and finally I bid farewell to those unbearable days. 4, The menopause syndrome: It 
is often said that women often appears postmenopausal manias, such as insomnia, 
irritability, sweating and other symptoms of menopause syndrome, and I just stopped 
by, but I feel fairly calm, with no significant different from before. I thought it would 
be benefited from using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
I am very grateful to the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for 
bringing me fortune. Thank you!

No. 2210 MSG written by Shi Mian from Hangzhou Time: 2009-2-20 10:39:19
Content: I have a bit of mental illness, bad sleep at night, and took sleep sedative 

drugs for many years. Now I put 200ml bag of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) at my head at night to fall asleep; the water was not reduced, 
but I found my sleep deeper and longer. Thank you! But after 15 days there was the 
phenomenon of tachycardia, heart rate very quickly! What is the reason for this? 
Thank you for your answer!

Re: You gradually reduced other drugs you took, till stopping. After using the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) the disordered frequency 
was corrected, and the body was restored to health. At this point, and you took 
other drugs, it would become redundant. If there appeared the phenomenon of the 
tachycardia and quick heart rate, stop to take other drug, and observe. It will be soon 
be better.

No. 2213 MSG written by Ping Yuan from Harbin Time: 2009-2-21 8:58:23
Content: I went back to Harbin on New Year; My younger brother suffered from 

the skin psoriasis for more than 10 years. He'd seen numerous doctors, but in vain. 
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And it became more and more serious. I had bought two bottles of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for him. On the second day after 
applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), his skin 
became smooth and dry with scab. He continues to use with very good results. 

My son suffered from stomach pain. He drank a bottle of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for half a month and the stomach did 
not hurt too. 

I am a psychologist, I have been exploring spiritual growth, I believe the magical 
effects of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). I also applied 
on my face, the skin was smoother. Thank Zhongzheng for his hard working and 
contribution. I continue my observation; will be sharing with all in time. 

Re: Hello, I am also in Harbin, my father is also in use of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the scab came out now. When the 
scab is off in two days, I will take the photos. 2009-2-21 15:08:55 

No. 2221 MSG written by Blue Sea from Nantong Time: 2009-2-22 22:24:14
Content: My father got pancreas cancer, which had spread to the liver, and he 

now feels the abdominal discomfort, accompanied waist sore and pain on both sides; 
his weight lost very much. 

Re: Yesterday was the third day to use the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). The fasting blood glucose was about 14 before, but now 8.6. 
2009-2-27 10:24:52 

Re: The color of my dad's face is much better with a bit of red; not yellow as a 
few days ago. His appetite was also better. 2009-2-27 10:41:09 

Re: My father said that he was still under a little fever over 37°C, fasting blood 
sugar is now 4.9. 2009-2-27 17:45:36 

Re: The advanced pancreatic cancer: The use of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) was for 19 days. From the first 3 days the high 
blood sugar began to decline; on the 3rd day, the blood sugar dropped to 8.4 from 14, 
and on the 4th day 4.9, now 3. The Insulin is produced by the pancreas; pancreatic 
lesions caused abnormal insulin secretion, leading to diabetes, high blood sugar for 
years. Now the blood glucose decreased first. Indicating the pancreatic function is 
under restoration, pancreatic cancer is improving. 2009-3-14 8:11:29

No. 2222 MSG written by XWD from Nantong Time: 2009-2-23 14:20:48
Content:  My mother is 74 years old, suffering from stomach ulcers for many 

years, and her body is under pain here and there, she often said that she could not 
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descend down. Her behavior is slow. When went hospital, the doctor could not 
tell any thing. No matter how anxious I am which is useless. I gave her Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to drink, three times a day, 10ml each. 
She held the bottle in the abdomen at night. Today is the fifth day when I returned 
home, I saw my mother look awfully better. She was very pleased to tell me that she 
could pedal down, and she also did several times let us look. And now she walks 
easier. I am glad that I knew of Mr. Zhongzheng. I am sincerely grateful to him.  

No. 2225 MSG written by FU from Shenzhen Time: 2009-2-24 12:28:10
Content: I drank more a few days ago and hurt my nose. I went to the hospital 

and was told the wound should be seamed five stitches; seaming definitely has scars. 
I received no seam, and just bandaged home. The next day it was happened that one 
of my friends had two small bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water), He told me to take off the bandage and spray the QRI Water directly 
to the wound. I did not spray at once, but the wound was a little bit infected in the 
afternoon. I rated for a moment whether the old man disfigured does not matter, and 
sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) directly to the 
wound, the swelling was reduced at night. The wound was healed six days after. As 
the wound was a little big, there is a scar now. I do not know what would happen 
after the restoration. But I still felt the QRI Water excellent. If there is opportunity to 
meet friends, let them have a look at my nose. Ha, ha! 

Re: My hand was cut at the little finger tip in the preparing the breakfast 
yesterday accidentally. The cut was so deep that the little finger tips was nearly cut 
off, bleeding a lot. I felt a great pain. I applied the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) on it, and the wound was sealed today. 2009-2-26 17:45:20 

Re: It was the third day, the wound of my finger was still with a little opening, 
swelling in dark red, in the morning. I applied the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) and I found the swollen was gone and the wound was closed 
in the afternoon. Today there was no longer dark red, except of the normal skin color. 
Summary: The wound healing was fast, the swollen killing fast, the pain removing 
fast! 2009-2-27 15:24:52 

No. 2228 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-2-25 11:19:40  
Content: A feedback from Jiangsu today: A person, 73 years old, male, put the 

Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the pillow, his sleep 
was improved that night. It has been more than two months that he put the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on his pillow. He found that he was 
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clear in mind with a good memory. His strength was also larger. The face wrinkles 
were reduced. Originally he was very thin, and now became fat. And he has abstained 
from smoking successfully.

No. 2230 MSG written by Zou Zhenyu from Foshan Time: 2009-2-26 21:46:09
Content: Previously there was less hair in front of my forehead, after applying 

the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I found there are some 
fine hair now growing out. The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) also has the effect on the hair growing?

Re: A telephone feedback: the bald head has grown hair, after using the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). You may observe.

No. 2233 MSG written by Happy from Shanghai Time: 2009-2-27 17:19:43
Content: It seems that the product of your company is of a very high-tech. I 

received two bottles of 10ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) on February 23 after ordering. I gave it a try on the nose and the uterine 
fibroids to feel the action. Originally, I had rhinitis that now is the attack period, 
there are more nasopharyngeal secretions, viscous thick, not easy to spit out, and 
more snot. Now I painted the QRI Water three times a day on the forehead and 
tied the bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in 
the forehead. The nose rhinitis was gone and the secretion was fewer after 3 days’ 
application. I put a bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) near my vagina at the uterine fibroids, I sensed some distensible there. Now I 
had some confidence on the QRI Water! I will report more on the situation in a few 
days! 

Re: Ah, Oh! I came. I applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) in the nose for these two days. I did not put the bottle because I was 
always out. But I felt good now, there was no nose secretion, but occasionally a little 
plug; the swollen on the nose and cheek was much smaller. The uterus is not swollen 
now; and I am ready to do B-ultrasonic to have a look. 2009-3-6 11:38:48 

No. 2234 MSG written by Liang Liang from Shenzhen Time: 2009-2-27 
19:03:47

Content: I have allergic rhinitis for many years. Whenever the attack occurs, I 
feel very pain with runny nose, sneezing, dizziness, poor sleep ... ... I have used a 
lot of drugs: both Traditional Chinese Medicine and Western medicine, tried internal 
and external applications. The case was once cured, but committed again in one or 
two months. As the anti-allergic drugs have some effect on the nervous system, I 
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do not dare to have long-term medication. My rhinitis was healed after applying the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) twice.  I was not troubled by 
the rhinitis within the whole winter. Thanks a lot! 

Re: My wife had got a small lump in the breast; I gave her a little spray last 
night. When got up this morning, she did not find while touching carefully! She 
said the pain was not so during the day! She did not know whether the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) worked, she could not tell clearly. 
2009-2-28 8:35:30 

No. 2235 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-3-1 14:30:06
Content: A feedback from Jiangsu yesterday: An old man, 73 years old, male, 

put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at his pillow, on 
December 12, 2008, his sleep was improved that night. He had put the bottle of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at his pillow for more 
than two months now, his mind is clear, not forgetful now; he is energetic as well. 
The wrinkles of his face were reduced. Originally he was very thin, and now he is 
not thin. And he has abstained from smoking successfully. He drank less wine now. 
Before he coughed with much phlegm, but now his cough was stopped, and phlegm 
was few. But he suddenly found the sputum was mixed with pink flesh things three 
days ago, just like rotten meat, probably 5 pieces spilt out. And today he spilt one 
more. It was felt out of the nose. The size was smaller than the coin of one Yuan 
and larger than 50 cents. The color was pink, such as the meat; in the middle, the 
color was dark. It was then sent to Qidong City Chenhuang Xiuzhen Hospital ENT 
for medical examination. The doctor said they had no knowledge before, so he 
suggested contacting the People's Hospital laboratory, Qidong City. The laboratory 
said it should be sent to the pathology. But the pathologist would work on Monday. 
Therefore they put the thing into the fridge for safekeeping first. It was sent to the 
People's Hospital Pathology Laboratory, Qidong City on Monday. Because based 
on what the party said, he was good in strength in recent months, better than before, 
and he was not thin, yet fat. There was no uncomfortable symptom as well. If it was 
really out of the nasal cavity, consider whether the nasal polyp it was.

No. 2236 MSG written by Bing Bing from Shenzhen Time: 2009-3-1 16:31:52
Content: My Dog, 11 years old. I carried her in arm today; her eyes were 

suddenly turning around; the body circled to the side. It looked like a stroke. I quickly 
found my mother to discuss how to treat. I searched on the Internet for a moment, but 
simply no dog’s stroke treatment. She was too pitiful, what could we do in the future! 
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My mother suddenly remembered the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water). And she said, Give her some to drink. I did not believe it then. But just 
20 minutes late, the situation was stable, and the neck twisted back. I asked her to 
shake hands, she extended her hand. I sighed at last. Grateful thanks.

No. 2237 MSG written by Linda from Shanghai Time: 2009-3-1 23:12:19
Content: My son is 7 years old this year. He had asthma in his childhood. He has 

not fallen ill in recent years. A few days ago he got some cold, coughed in sleep at 
night and started breathing, he, turning over in bed, was unable to sleep well. I was 
also worried about him and did not dare to sleep, accompanying him over the night. 
Yet I did not dare to give him medicine in confusion. The next day I told a friend that 
I was so afraid of my son's asthma attack again, and worried too much. My friend told 
me to give my child to drink the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). I gave him to drink that day, and put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the pillow. He really had no asthma in sleep 
that night. Too amazing! I am really grateful to my friend. I would like to recommend 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to other friends; it is a 
wonderful product.

No. 2238 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-3-2 16:14:53
Content: A Feedback from Harbin: I would like to try the effect of the Quantum 

Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the acne today! I have got 4 acnes 
on the face because I did not sleep very well recently. The acnes were scattered on 
the right cheek and right forehead respectively. I applied the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the acnes at noon; and when I returned at 
night, in the mirror I discovered three of the acnes were much smaller, and the acnes 
did not hurt and were not swollen, but the acne that was not applied the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was still swollen and sore, which is 
also very different than others.

No. 2239 MSG written by Purple Cat from Shenzhen Time: 2009-3-2 18:03:53
Content: It is for some time when I got the Quantum Resonance Information 

Water (the QRI Water). At first, I just used the QRI Water as the skin care. By then 
I found my daily favored essence fluid and skin cream were good for use, for they 
were put aside the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). Some 
time ago my throat suffered from pressing ache on the right side. I tried to put the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on my throat in sleep at 
night. The pain reduced with the application of the Quantum Resonance Information 
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Water (the QRI Water) over one night. After then I drank the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) twice daily in the morning and in the evening. I 
drank about half a cap of the bottle each time for 5 days; and now I felt much better. I 
have not used any antibiotics, just trying to use the most natural way to condition my 
body. It is out of my consideration that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) can have such an effect. I am amazed!

No. 2243 MSG written by Wei Ye from Shanghai Time: 2009-3-3 11:32:19
Content: I am 33 years old now. I have been frail from the childhood. I have been 

recuperating the body, mind, and soul continuously. My periodontitis have been more 
than a year, several teeth loose. I have constipation for 10 years. The periodontitis 
is related with typhoid. From yesterday I started drinking the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) 5 times a day, 10 ml each time. This morning I 
found my urine was very yellow; the stool was improved. What would happen after 
the typhoid spilled out? After drinking the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) yesterday, my constipation was improved; the urine was very yellow, 
which was perhaps detoxification phenomenon.

Re: Put the bottle at the face, and apply the QRI Water on the face, you can also 
gargle with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). Other use 
can be maintained. 2009-3-3 15:44:21

No. 2244 MSG written by Wei Ye from Shanghai Time: 2009-3-3 11:39:46
Content:  My son is 4 months, born with a blue vein on the nose, and there was 

phlegm in his throat. I applied the 10ml of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) from you, a lot of thick mucus was spilt out of 5 hours after 
the application; and the sound of the phlegm was gone.

No. 2259 MSG written by Wei Ye from Shanghai Time: 2009-3-10 19:38:48
Content: My daughter is 5 years old. When she got a fever, I put the two bottles 

of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on her stomach; the 
fever was gone a day. And my son is 4 months, When he got diarrhea, I also put 
the 2 bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on his 
stomach, the diarrhea was gone 5 hours after application. It is so wonderful! And 
there is no side effect.

No. 2245 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-3-3 16:48:39
Content: Ms. Zhang from Zhengzhou: Ms. Zhang has been suffering from the 

foot skin itching for 10 years. She nearly took all drugs she could found, but invalid. 
The skin was black. She sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
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QRI Water) with the small spray bottle the first night, and put the small spray bottle 
of 10 ml in her sock, the itching disease was reduced the next day; the itching disease 
completely disappeared on third day. It has been more than 10 days. The hard part of 
the black skin has become soft, the black color faded.

No. 2250 MSG written by Blue Sea from Shenzhen Time: 2009-3-7 0:24:08
Content: Before I suffered from the menstruation; when it came, the days of 

each month, I would have abdominal pain. It was so painful that I was usually rolling 
in the bed. Last month I heard about the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) and returned back home to try. Sure enough, a week later, the "Old 
Aunt" (menstruation) would come; in those few days, the pain was very severe. I 
put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the belly; it was 
not before long that the pain was really not hurt. it was not too painful that night. I 
thought whether the pain was gone. Therefore I did not bring the QRI Water with 
me while watching TV after taking bath. It was less than an hour that the pain came 
again. From then on, I have brought the QRI Water with me all along. There has been 
no further pain really till it was cured. The sense is great! The Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) has another effect to let the people sleep well. I 
put the bottle of the QRI Water on the pillow at night every day. Usually, I did not 
sleep well at night with a lot of dreams, so I was tired in work during the day. When 
I put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on my 
pillow, I slept well till day light. Once I drank a lot of coffee, and got little sleep at 
night, but I was still in high spirits at work during the next day. I thought whether the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) has adjusted my sleep well. 
The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is really pretty good! It 
is valuable! ! ! ! !

No. 2274 MSG written by Kelly from Shenzhen Time: 2009-3-17 11:22:39
Content:  I put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 

under the pillow at night on the weekend to try the effect of soothing the nerves, 
because I always had bad nightmares previously. As the result, I slept until 9:30 or 
more (I did not lie in, oh). It seemed to supplement my sleep. The results are much 
better than imagined!

No. 2275 MSG written by Yuan Liu from Shenyang Time: 2009-3-17 14:42:13
Content:  I rarely come up to leave the message recently. I am afraid that the 

watching people said I was asked to do so. But I used the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) for three months, I have not got cold. The 
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colleagues got cold one after another. It was I who did not suffer. There are four 
people in our office, some of them got cold twice, but I did not. I never have had 
the breast pain. How could I not comfortable with the QRI Water! The result of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) can be seen. This is how I 
feel.

Re: I have no sour odor with a foot after applying the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) once. I applied twice last night. Today, the feet 
did not itch 2009-3-17 15:06:30

No. 2287 MSG written by Red Pepper from Beijing Time: 2009-3-20 9:52:52
Content: I've always had the symptoms of shock. I have already shocked four 

times, and I also have anemia, suffering from frequent headaches, dizziness, which 
was thought to be caused by the anemia. I did not pay too much concern about. I 
fell in faint in last July suddenly. I went to the People's Hospital to do inspections, 
The CT found there was a gray mass in my left head just like a red dates, which was 
diagnosed as brain cancer. 

Re: (2009-03-18 15:16:02) I drank the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) around 15:30 yesterday. I felt my head swollen with a burning at the 
face a half an hour after application. My heartbeat was fast; breathing was speeding 
up; and vomiting as well, there was no energy, still a little pain in the brain, I was 
very uncomfortable. It was about 20 minutes later that it began gradually released. 
There is still misty in my head. I use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) today. I would like to know whether the symptom was normal, when 
I used this medicine. What attention should be paid to after using the QRI Water?  
2009-3-20 9:53:08 

Re: I have a good night sleep after using the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). PC: reduce the intracranial pressure with some diuretics. 
2009-3-20 9:55:14 

Re: I did not drink the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
a few days ago, I drank only 5 ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) from last night, but the reaction was very intense. My head was swelling; 
breathing speeded up, head and face with fever and headache, somewhat like the 
symptoms of flu, headache, breathing fast like in the mind, very uncomfortable: I 
always wanted to pat the head with hand. 2009-3-23 10:10:18

Re: I am 30, but my body is very poor, particularly the blood pressure is very 
low. 2009-3-23 10:31:59  
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Re: I feel a headache, dizziness, it is sad ah. I am particularly uncomfortable 
today, without going out all the day. My head is swelling, headache, mainly faint. 
2009-3-25 16:39:16 

Re: Reading from the message, the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) has the immediate impact simply to kill the brain cancer cells directly. 
The symptoms you describe are symptoms of the increased intracranial pressure. It is 
the symptoms that after killing the brain cancer cells, tumor cells rupture, the volume 
got bigger, increasing intracranial pressure. You can continue to use the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and have some diuretics to reduce 
intracranial pressure, it will be ok. 2009-3-25 16:59:58

No. 2366 MSG written by Happy Millet from Beijing Time: 2009-6-17 14:53:18
Content: Happy Millet 14:18:36: Hello, one of my friends is 31 years old 

suffering from brain cancer verified by the check last year. Her family practices 
an Internet bar. She searches online every day, and at last she found the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), she has been cured after taking a few 
bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 

Re: Originally she had the brain cancer with headache. After drinking the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) the headache was gone. 
The urine was as black as coal balls. After drinking 15 bottles of the QRI Water, the 
brain cancer was gone. I have insomnia. She introduced me to drink the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 2009-6-17 15:13:15 

Note: The screen name is red pepper. She was diagnosed brain cancer in July 
2008. She started to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
from March 2009. Her brain cancer was cured in June 2009. She totally used 15 
bottles of 200 ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
The course of treatment can be seen that after treatment, the cancer cells began 
to die soon, the ulceration of the cancer cells became larger in volume, causing 
the intracranial pressure increased. Take the diuretics at the same time, and later 
urine discharged was black, as black as coal ball. After her disease was cured, she 
introduced her friend with screen name, Happy Millet to use the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) to treat the insomnia, and she also introduced to 
other to treat the ovarian cyst. 

No. 2296 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-3-23 13:01:49
Content: A doctor from Shenzhen Nanshan Hospital Feedback: He bought 

the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the afternoon on 
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March 21. After use, The results was got in two days: 1, the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) is very effective to improve sleep; 2, It can 
relieve cancer pain; 3, The general pain improvement is obvious; 4, A very effective 
acne treatment. Continue to observe other effects.

No. 2300 MSG written by XIAOLONG from Shenzhen Time: 2009-3-26 0:35:35
Content:  I am a doctor, with 22 years' clinical experience in the hospital. 

Accidentally I was introduced by the patient the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), and directly went to Shenzhen Riyan science & Technology 
Co., Ltd.  I bought some of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). After five days of the initial clinical observation, I found that the QRI Water 
has obvious effect on general pain, acne, insomnia, dysfunctional uterine bleeding. 
And it also has the function on releasing the cancer pain. And other efficacy was 
under observation. 

No. 2303 MSG written by Zou Xinxiu from Foshan Time: 2009-3-27 11:51:21
Content:  My ears got water into the caves three years ago. After then the ear had 

been hurt. It was no use to go to the hospital (my brother is the doctor of Shenzhen 
Nanshan Hospital) and take drugs. My listening ability has been declining. I often 
did not hear clearly what other said. My job is  insurance. While handling business, 
the work was often affected because of hearing problems. But it has been unable to 
be treated. When I met Master Zhongzheng, I wish to treat my ears with the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). He said: It is impossible to drop the 
water into the ears directly....... It was my fellow friend who told me to drop a small 
amount of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) into the ear. 
Master Zhongzheng said, it is enough just to wet the ear canal, so it will not hurt 
to internal organization. Zhong and I have agreed. Therefore I began to drop the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) into the ears. The next day, 
the ear pain apparently disappeared. Three days, four days, a week ... ... my ears were 
much better.

No. 2304 MSG written by Huang Rong from Foshan Time: 2009-3-27 12:26:48
Content: I got the breast hyperplasia. Usually hurts. When the emmenia comes, 

the pain was heavy, affecting my mood and life. I knew the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) through introduction of my friend. But I did not 
know how effective it was. Last night I put the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) on the pain while sleeping. I found the pain was gone this 
morning. How magic it is, Yeah! I am going to buy two bottles of the QRI Water to 
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improve my sleep at night.
No. 2307 MSG written by Ah Han from Guangzhou Time: 2009-3-31 19:17:04
Content:  I put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in 

my pocket. I got non-stop farting after a few days, it was very stinky, then began to 
increase stool frequency; the stool has been yellow recent days, unlike dark before. 
Oh, I can detox with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water)! I 
also used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to nurse the 
skin, instead of the skin care products. I spray the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) on the face every day, to protect the skin. Save a lot of money!

No. 2308 MSG written by Ah Xia from Foshan Time: 2009-4-1 12:30:06
Content: It is for three weeks that I used the Quantum Resonance Information 

Water (the QRI Water) to treat rhinitis. I sprayed once or twice a day on the nose. In 
first week, the nose had little reaction; at the end of the second week, the nose snot 
out often (usually my nose is blocked, no runny), at which I was also surprised; in the 
third week my nose was ok. And occasionally looked to plug, but feeling is relaxed; 
at the same time, I found putting the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) on the pillow every day. My headache was also obvious improved. I got 
headache by blowing a few times in the subway air-conditioning. But only less than 2 
hours the headache disappeared, if in the past, the pain would be 3-5 days, sometimes 
longer. The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) not only can 
cure the diseases, but can be used as health care. 

Re: Your number was too few. Spray the QRI Water every day three times and 
apply on the face, this way change better faster. 2009-4-1 17:12:45 

Re: Yes. I have already told my friends; tell them to spray at least three times a 
day. But I did twice a day at most, because I did not have money. Ha ha! 2009-4-2 
22:10:30 

No. 2309 MSG written by ZH from Foshan Time: 2009-4-1 12:40:54
Content: I worked last night till 4:00 in the morning. My eyes were so red with 

many bloodshot after getting up in the morning. I sprayed the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water). After breakfast I had a look at the eyes, huh, 
hah ... ... the eyes were normal. The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) is really multi-functional water ah!

Re: I would work later tonight, may be till 1 o'clock; I'd spray my eyes the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) tomorrow. 2009-4-8 0:47:34

No. 2311 MSG written by Ping Yuan from Harbin Time: 2009-4-3 9:12:28
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Content:  I am a user in Harbin, as I have been caring about the spiritual growth, 
I understand that the composition of the body is energy, and more than 70% of the 
body is water. So I am very confident to this product. When I returned hometowm 
on Spring Festival to visit my relatives, I found my brother's skin disease of more 
than 10 years was serious more and more. It has spread throughout the body, which 
was treated with numerous drugs, but the effect was not obvious. I thought of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and bought two bottles 
of the QRI Water. I applied the first night and the effect could be seen in the next 
morning. The pimple was less red, and became dry with scab. I am continuing the use 
and collect the observation.

No. 2313 MSG written by Ping Ping from Shenzhen Time: 2009-4-3 12:22:40
Content: I tried to lie down on the bed of the Quantum Resonance Information 

Water (the QRI Water) yesterday, and felt very good; the skin was much more 
smooth, and the spirit was better. The detoxification of the stomach continues in the 
morning.

No. 2317 MSG written by Zheng Guoyi from Guangzhou Time: 2009-4-8 0:45:46
Content: My son and I have suffered the rhinitis for years, I used the Quantum 

Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to treat the disease. The effect of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was not so obvious for more 
than a week after application. Then a friend told me to spray at least three times a 
day. So I sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) onto 
our noses about five to six times a day. It was less than five days that our rhinitis had 
improved greatly. We are very grateful to the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water). The QRI Water is very amazing! My son and I have taken a lot 
drugs because of rhinitis, suffered greatly. We are very grateful to the QRI Water. I 
buy a large bottle of the QRI Water. 

Re: I applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) these 
days; I found the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is very 
helpful to my sleep. I slept a sound sleep at night. Very good! 2009-4-8 21:08:28 

Re: My daughter got skin itch on a large area, which was possibly because of 
heavy moisture. But some of my friends said it was very bad to drink cool tea, so I 
would like to try the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I do 
not know how to drink? How many times a day? 2009-4-821 : 09:44

Re: You can coat the large area of skin itching with the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), and put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
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Information Water (the QRI Water) near the lesions. If it is very serious, she can 
drink three times a day, 10 ml each. The capacity of a lid is 10 ml. 2009-4-8 21:40:21

Re: My son is shortsighted; my friends told me to treat the myopia with the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) by dropping. But I do 
not know how to cure myopia, and how to drop, and what the amount? 2009-4-8 
21:57:21

Re: To cure the shortsight, close the eyes apply the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the eyelids, to eliminate the eye fatigue, or 
rub the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on 
the eyelids, (close your eyes), reduce fatigue. The Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) can also be dropped to the eyes just as the eye drop. As for the 
frequency and amount of use, reference the normal eye drops. 2009-4-8 22:09:12

No. 2325 MSG written by happy lady from Nanjing Time: 2009-4-13 17:30:31
Content: I was treated on the bed of Mr. Kuwei's Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water) in Shenzhen. I lay on the bed of the QRI Water 
for about three hours early or late. I was soon delighted to discover by touching 
the pulse that my pulse was very stable, clear with strong beat. And before I had 
premature beats and irregular heart beats phenomenon, touching the pulse, which was 
confused and complicated. But now it is different. I am pleased for this change, and 
very grateful to Mr. Kuwei.

No. 2333 MSG written by Rain Lotus from Shenzhen Time: 2009-4-22 17:33:34
Content: I went to play today, and was bitten heavily by a lot of mosquito. There 

were many bubbles on the skin, itchy too much. I sprayed the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), and then the itch was gone with no trace.

No. 2334 MSG written by Happy Lover from Hong Kong Time: 2009-4-23 
0:51:43

Content: I always suffered from the emmenia pain before. I would have 
bellyache during these days when the emmenia comes every month. The abdominal 
pain was so unbearable that I would be rolling in bed with cool sweat. I now treated 
my emmenia with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
whenever the emmenia comes with pain, I put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the side of pain, the pain stops in a while and 
the symptom releases quickly. I felt comfort as usual without feeling the pain of the 
emmenia. If there is no Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
I really do not know how to be tortured through these days. The user's voice came 
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from Japan.
Re: Your IP is IP: 222.6.61.105. Through the IP check, 222.6.61.105 is from 

Japan. Because the address setting is not set with abroad, you have chosen from 
Hong Kong, but really Japan. There are many users in Japanese. 2009-4-23 8:40:52

Re: The best is to put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) near the body, rather than wait the pain to occur and put in the vicinity of the 
body. If put it at the body usually, the body would be improved constantly. The pain 
would not come those days. Put it for some time, when the resonance frequency is 
corrected, then even if not put the bottle, there would no pain. 2009-4-23 9:11:34

No. 2343 MSG written by Visiting Swallow from Shenzhen Time: 2009-5-2 
22:06:14

Content: The reason I believe the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) is that I believe the explanation of the quantum science to the world 
objectives that the world is an information field. When I read Masaru Emoto "Water 
Knows Answers: The Hidden Messages in Water Crystals ". This book is even 
more excited to shock. Once I learn, "Soul Principle" course, my friend gave us the 
information on the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). Then 
I had the chance to closely contact the QRI Water in person and made me fortunate 
enough to experience the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
That night, I had pain in my liver area; a friend let me hold the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) sleeping at nigh. It was strangely enough when 
I held the QRI Water in hand, my hand shook with the bottle of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the palm seamed pricked with pin. 
When I put the QRI Water on the liver area, my belly began to shake, I felt very 
strange! So, I was so curious that I spent the whole night to sense the magic effect 
of the QRI Water. As the result, that night I got insomnia miraculously, but my liver 
pain was gone unconsciously.

No. 2345 MSG written by Visiting Swallow from Shenzhen Time: 2009-5-10 
17:39:49

Content: This is the first time for me to try the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water): I am often insomnia. When I got insomnia, I felt a pain in 
liver area. When I first tried the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), my sleep was improved; I slept deeply. There was no pain in the liver area. 
The face was looking much better. And when I was in special exertion, overtime 
working with less sleep, there would be a little pain, then immediately drank the QRI 
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Water immediately, and I felt no pain at once. Therefore I am very pleased and started 
to renamed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) ---acesodyne 
water. I only drank one bottle of the QRI Water, my liver pain was improved, and my 
sleep was also improved. It is really amazing!

No. 2346 MSG written by Visiting Swallow from Shenzhen Time: 2009-5-10 
17:42:52

Content: An unexpected gain: Once a time, an old herbalist doctor prescribed me 
a Chinese medicine to adjust my stomach. The Chinese medicine was very bitter, so 
I boiled with little soup. One potion medication was boiled twice, drink twice, one 
drink at home at night, one drink at daytime, I poured the boiled Chinese medicine 
into the empty the QRI Water bottle brought to the office to drink. It was strange 
enough that the Chinese medicine was not bitter, which was put in the empty bottle of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and later, I am curious 
to ask the teacher Kuwei, the teacher said: The bottle was empty, but there still exist 
the information, so I did not feel bitter. How magic it is, ah!

No. 2347 MSG written by Visiting Swallow from Shenzhen Time: 2009-5-10 
18:07:16

Content: This is the second time I tried the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). When I have the first attempt to the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) and experience of the empty bottle of the QRI 
Water, my knowledge on the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) has been expanded from the theory to the practical experience personally, 
coupled with the guidance of teacher's method, and I have a better understanding on 
the role of the information frequency of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) to the human body. My heart seems to have suddenly awakened 
to the role of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the 
orderly adjustment to the life information frequency and its continuing action, which 
is the necessity of the life. I have awakened that there exists an orderly information 
frequency link between the information and the human beings and the natural world. 
Thus, when I had a second bottle of the QRI Water, I regarded it as a treasure and 
cherished it in my chest. And make full use of its advantages, good information, and 
good frequency. And I put it in place close to the body, placed it to any part of the 
body where I felt uncomfortable to fully enjoy this good information; to bring the 
body to improve the comfort of the normal frequency is the joy of the experience. 
Indeed, it is more and more clear that the improvement of the uncomfortable body is 
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a feeling sense of the joy to obtain comfortable experience. 
No. 2353 MSG written by Hen Ye from Shenzhen Time: 2009-5-21 10:37:53
Content: I'd always had athlete's foot, itching, blisters. After using the Quantum 

Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), It has not repeated for a few months. 
And the QRI Water works well. I do not know whether the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) is useful for other skin diseases.

Re: When the disordered resonance frequencies have been corrected by the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the health of the human 
body is recovered. The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is 
also useful for other skin diseases. The method is the same to correct the disordered 
resonance frequency. 2009-5-21 10:53:19

Re: The person is the reporter, who suffered greatly from the odor, which was 
cured after one spray of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
2009-6-28 7:10:04

Re: The athlete foot is a fungal infection. Under the frequency of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the fungi dies immediately. so once 
spray of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) the beriberi is 
cured. Some people cured their athlete foot with spray twice. 2009-6-28 7:12:05

No. 2356 MSG written by Double Blades Balance from Shenzhen Time: 
2009-6-1 23:36:12

Content: I closely observed on the application of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) for more than two months. The QRI Water is good 
for a variety of skin treatments. And two patients who suffered the head tinea capitis 
were cured a week after treatment. But the tinea capitis recurred in half a month. The 
average dosage of each patient was more than 200ml. so I was very depressed! What 
is worthy of celebrating is that the patient said she had been treated for many years 
in many places, but she was never better a day. After using the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), each time it can be recovered for half a month. 
And now I want the teacher to give guidance for the next step of the program......!

Re: You met two patients with tinea capitis, " which can be cured after a week 
of treatment each time", indicating the disordered resonance frequency is corrected, 
"But in half a month it will relapse", indicating that the corrected resonant frequency 
was disordered. There is no consolidation; actually just the local resonance frequency 
has been corrected. But the frequency of the whole body has not been corrected, so 
both of the two patients have systemic problems, the treatment only reflected in the 
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local area of tinea capitis. If the body is treated wholly, the disease can be thoroughly 
cured. In addition, except of applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) locally, it is also needed to put some more Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) around the body, while drinking, to correct the 
frequency of the body as a whole. 2009-6-2 8:23:22

Re: Today you came specially from your hospital to buy the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and talked about more specific 
details of the two female patients, 21 years old and 23-year-old, with tinea capitis; 
They worked in different factories in Shekou, Shenzhen. They applied the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for one week, their tinea capitis were 
cured, and the dandruff was all off. The other people could not know they once had 
tinea capitis. They are very beautiful, so they stopped using the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water). But half a month later the tinea capitis recurred. 
And they reuse the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and then 
recovered. According to the conversation with them, during the recovery period, they 
did not continue to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
for two weeks, they discontinued using the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) at least 2 or 3 days after curing. You can make a trial: After recovery, 
continue to use half a month, to overwrite the next cycle, that is, in the consolidation 
of therapy, correct the resonance frequency and consolidate. 2009-6-4 14:45:00

No. 2360 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-6-6 7:22:29
Content: There are 3 cases of Feedback from Rudong，Jiangsu: 1, The patient 

with gastric cancer, Applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) for 10 minutes, The stomach pain was gone. 2, An old man with leg pain, after 
spraying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the leg, the 
pain disappeared. 3, The person had been poor in sleep, and his wife put the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on his pillow, the person did not know 
it, but his sleep was suddenly improved; he slept from the morning till the evening.

No. 2362 MSG written by Niu Di from Guangzhou Time: 2009-6-10 9:02:52
Content: I was born with bad eyes, cataract. I received five times of surgery 

at early ages. After I sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) on the eyes for 2 months, though there was no sense of vision significant 
changes, but my eyes felt very comfortable, light cool. I would like to use the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for more time and see what 
change of my eyes would be.
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No. 2363 MSG written by Zheng Guoyi from Shenzhen Time: 2009-6-10 9:12:08
Content: My son and I had rhinitis for years. After applying the Quantum 

Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for several weeks, the rhinitis 
was improved apparently, especially after increasing the amount of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), so I bought two bottles. In the next 
two months, I found that when I ate peppers the rhinitis had considerable response, 
the situation of the original significant improvement disappeared. Of course, I was 
less active in using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) than 
that of the first two months. I often forgot spraying. Please give me some suggestions. 
Thank you!

Re: "I found that there was great response of the rhinitis after I eat peppers", 
indicating that pepper can make the resonance frequency of the nose aberrant 
obviously. "I was not so active in using the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) than before. I often forgot spraying", the reason was of the effect 
reducing within the recent two months. You can put two bottles of the two 200 ml of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the pillow at night 
letting the QRI Water passing the resonance frequency to the body. At the same time, 
you can paint face every day, and nose 3 to 4 times a day. After persisting for some 
time, the disorder of the resonance frequency can be corrected, and consolidated. 
2009-6-11 8:28:16

No. 2365 MSG written by Ying from Shenzhen Time: 2009-6-17 12:35:19
Content: I have had the migraine headache for more than 10 years, and have 

not been cured. I left London, England the day before yesterday, via Doha, arrived 
at Baiyun Airport, Guangzhou,China at 3:11 p.m. on the June 16, 2009 (the flight 
timetable of QR0876, the arrival time should be 15:35, 24 minutes earlier). Then we 
went to Shenzhen by coach, and met my sister whom I have not seen for many years. 
At night I slept with my sister on the mattress of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), feeling cool and really comfortable. We chatted to 3:30; we 
did not feel tired, but particularly good in spirit. At 9 o'clock this morning, the phone 
ring woke us up. After getting up, I felt the spirit was particularly good, nor had the 
feeling of the time difference. Every time before I returned from England, jet lag at 
least was a week. Sleeping on the mattress of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) over five hours at night, the time difference was gone, and 
the spirit was particular good, no migraine, and then we went shopping to Huaqiang 
North. 
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Re: We spent the whole day yesterday in SEG Market, Huaqiang North; there is 
no time difference feeling, but my energy was particularly good. 2009-6-18 9:12:15 

No. 2368 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-6-24 16:36:35 
Content: I suddenly received a call from Japanese who came to Shenzhen on 

business trip, living in Swallow Hotel, Renmin Road S., at 11 o'clock, on June 24, 
2009. One of them had high blood pressure, asked me to send him a few bottles of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) urgently. When I went 
over there, I was shocked. One of them lay down on the bed with painful face, at 
his wrist tied with an automatic digital blood pressure monitors, displaying 190. 
There was a piece of paper on the edge of the bed with Chinese characters: "Sun 
Yat-sen, Sun Zhongshan", there is a famous Hospital, "Sun Yat-sen Cardiovascular 
Hospital" in Shenzhen. He might have been contacted in preparation for emergency 
medical treatment. I let the Japanese quickly drank 10 ml of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), at the same time, I painted some of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on his face, while put the five bottles 
on the body in the vicinity, less than 5 minutes, the blood pressure dropped to 170. I 
asked him to drink 10 ml more of the QRI Water. While painting, the blood pressure 
dropped to 150 within 20 minutes. I let him drink 10 ml again, and also painted 
nearby in the kidney, while blood pressure dropped to 145 quickly. His spirit was 
much better. He was a hypertensive, originally he should go to the hospital for 
medical treatment in emergency, or advance back to Japan. After taking the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), he was ease now without any 
problem. Later, he said that last time when he suffered left leg pain, I coated some 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) I provided, his leg 
pain was cured, while the leg ulcer area was also cured. He also asked his wife to use 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) as cosmetics, His wife 
felt more comfortable than the cosmetics. After his blood pressure was normal, he 
received his customer for negotiation at 2 pm as planned. He lived on the 18th floor 
of the hotel. I returned to company before 3 o'clock in the afternoon.   

No. 2371 MSG written by T from Yantai Time: 2009-7-1 22:51:51  
Content: Hello, last time I purchased 10ml of the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water). My daughter leg had a block of eczema for 
more than10 years; she tried many medicines, but in vain. After using the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), she felt much better. Now I want to 
buy a 200ml more of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
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and hope to cure my daughter's illness. Also I want to ask again, is there any side 
effect, ah?

Re: No side effects. The composition 100% is water, which is the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) just memorized the normal human 
body resonance frequency, used to correct the disorder of the resonance information. 
The payment has been received from the net of Zhifubao; the product will be sent to 
you tomorrow. 2009-7-1 22:54:09

No. 2376 MSG written by Yong Shui from Shenzhen Time:  2009-7-6 7:51:12
Content: After using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 

Water), there was a striking change recently. In the past 20 years, I have to close the 
windows while sleeping, closed the thick curtain to shade the light. Except of no 
light, no sound, I can not sleep with other in a room (on the bed), or otherwise, other's 
heat makes me not to sleep. The air conditioner can not be turned on in the summer. 
If open the air conditioner, it must be open before going to bed and closed in sleep. 
If it is too hot, hang a curtain before the mosquito net to block the wind blowing air 
directly... ...In winter heating, the glowing heater can not be used.... ... a while ago, 
it began to be hot, I tried to use the air-conditioning as late as possible. I opened the 
windows and the curtains were not fully covered. I could actually fall asleep. Then I 
could be also asleep with the electric fan. During this time, I turned on air conditioner 
in sleep, and turned off the air conditioner after waking up, and then open the 
windows, turn on the fans, which did not affect my sleep. This is the biggest change I 
found after I used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water).  

No. 2378 MSG written by Rhinitis from Shenzhen Time: 2009-7-10 10:33:48 
Content:  Ms. Tong is the principle of the Expert Committee of the Shenzhen 

Municipal Expert Working Federation located at the 6th floor of Science Museum, 
Shangbu Road, Shenzhen City. She has suffered from allergic rhinitis for more than 
30 years. At the serious attack with the allergic rhinitis, she did not stop absorbing 
snot while answering the phone; the party asked me 'Why are you always crying?' 
I went to everywhere to seek medical treatment more than 30 years, but nothing is 
changed better. I even bought the medicine in Macau for more than 10,000 Yuan, but 
also useless. The tissue is the most at home; I put the tissue around within the area 
in the event I can go for wiping the snot, or otherwise, it may be too late to wipe the 
nasal mucus flowing down. As the rhinitis, it was inconvenient to meet the customers; 
I lost a lot of career opportunities. After I used the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), rubbing, painting in the nose, the snot was getting less and 
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less every day; and the amount of the tissue was less and less with each passing day. 
On the 20th day, I did not use the paper towel a day, the rhinitis was completely 
healed. And it was very comfortable after using the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). It is unlike other drugs with a strong irritant. My sleep has 
been improved; I have energy with the physical strength improved a lot. It has now 
been cured more than two months, and no recurrence. I introduced the QRI Water to 
a few users with insomnia, gout, and they are all cured. " 

No. 2381 MSG written by Lu Cuihong from Nantong Time: 2009-7-21 15:31:36 
Content:  I want to share my experience of using the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water): 30 years ago, since I first had emmenia, I got 
a very severe dysmenorrhea, I often suffered from numerous pain syncope. I went 
everywhere to see doctors. My grandfather, who is a famous Chinese medicine, used 
all kinds of methods: the Traditional Chinese Medicine, acupuncture, etc., He could 
not cure my disease. There were many Western Medicine doctors who even predicted 
that I might not have fertility in the future. And also a doctor told me helplessly to 
marry early, after giving birth; the disease would be naturally good. He advised me, 
do not treat the emmenia. So I have been tortured to give the birth to a son 20 years 
ago. The dysmenorrhea was indeed healed. But there was coming out another strange 
problem, I would felt a cold difference of a season each time when the emmenia 
came. Even in high hot season, I have to wear cotton wool trousers, and drank a lot 
of ginger brown sugar water every day. After the Spring Festival this year, I began to 
use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water); usually I put more 
bottles of 10ml of the QRI Water in my pocket, and placed eight bottles of 200ml on 
bed. For months, this cold feeling was gradually reduced. This time the emmenia just 
passed, and I deliberately wore skirts those days, without wearing socks, and I felt 
no exceptions. I am very happy! Unfortunately, it is so late that I met the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). I was almost suffering a lifetime pain.

Re: During school, I would ask leave for one week a month, to rest at home. 
After work, I could not always ask for leave, since I had my son, I have not worked. 
2009-7-21 21:15:26 

Re: Yes! I am a loyal consumer of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water); my whole family has become beneficiaries of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water). Health is priceless Yeah! 2009-7-21 21:15:44  

Re: My mother had heart disease. It is rare for her upstairs the year-round. I 
gave her the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) packed in a flat 
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bottle; carry every day in the chest. It has been for four months. Now she has no heart 
fear, and up and down stairs is not difficult for her. The irony is that the people think 
her hanging a cell phone then. If someone wants to have a look what it is. She does 
not allow. Ha ha! 2009-7-21 21:16:06 

Re: Originally I did not believe that the water was so magical. My mother bought 
a lot of medicine to take for decades to cure the insomnia. Once she took so much of 
sleeping pills, that she was sent over to the hospital to do gastric lavage for several 
times. Then someone introduced me to use the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). With the attitude to try, I bought two bottles of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). My mom felt really good a few days 
later. I believed the effect of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), and enter into the website of Mr. Zhongzheng. 2009-7-23 19:13:30

Re: In the past, I started cold 2 or 3 days before menstruation every time, and 
continued till over one week after the end of the menstruation. Then the cold began 
to improve, I felt the cold almost every day. I was too tired. Especially in summer, 
it was not by noon that I was already unable to stand. I would nap first then having 
lunch. And every year I would receive injection of the " Ginseng Pulse Injection 
Liquid" of Zhengda Qingchun Bao for 15 days, the product is ginseng extract. Since 
I used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I got little cold. 
Therefore I am not going to re-infusion this summer. The situation is now normal. 
2009-7-24 8:36:49

No. 2383 MSG written by Quan Er from Shanghai Time: 2009-7-27 13:45:25
Content:  I bought some of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 

QRI Water) at the end of the last year for my family to try. The results of the trial are 
as follows: the insomnia of my aunt was completely cured (transferring over space, 
on the pillow), the skin itching of three persons were significantly healed (spraying 
outside); the dysmenorrheal of a woman was cured (transferring over space, putting 
on the small belly). Thanks very much. Hope more friends can enjoy the magical 
effect of the product of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water).

No. 2384 MSG written by Huang Xiaoya from Shenzhen Time: 2009-7-27 
15:59:46

Content: My friend fell off the motorcycle and broke her hand in June. 
Yesterday, she came from Guangxi to see me. As I saw her hand was swollen and 
asked her to take the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
to spray over the swollen areas. She laughed loudly, when she saw the Quantum 
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Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) thinking that I was making her joke 
with mineral water or tap water. She thought that was wishful thinking "Arabian 
Nights One Thousand and One Nights". Under my insistence, she sprayed twice 
with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) over the swollen 
area of her hand with a playful attitude toward it. When I got up this morning, she 
showed her swollen hands to me. She has been said: "wow, this QRI Water is really 
wonderful water! You see my hand swelling has been resolutive a lot. Originally I've 
had rubbed with the medicine and orally taken the Traditional Chinese Medicine, but 
no much curative effect." She also told me a secret that she also suffered from the 
lumbar disc herniation; her lumbar had been in great pain. She put the two bottles of 
200ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on her waist 
last night. The pain was miraculously gone this morning. She has been amazed at 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) today. She should be 
back tomorrow, and I am going shop to buy gifts for her. She did not want any other 
gifts, but the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). She asked me 
to help her buy two bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water).  

No. 2386 MSG written by Hong Kong Reward from Shenzhen Time: 2009-7-28 
8:55:11

Content: The International Ballroom Dancing Competition was held from July 
26, to 27, 2009 in Hong Kong. My Shenzhen Riyan Science & Technology Co., 
Ltd. sponsored the Japan Chinese team with the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). The team won the title of the Competition. The night before 
the competition of Hong Kong, that is, on July 25, there was no direct flight to 
Hong Kong from other city where the competition was over. They also could not 
get the direct flight to Shenzhen, for the time could not keep up. They had to fly to 
Guangzhou, the plane arrived in Guangzhou after midnight; and then they traveled to 
Shenzhen by bus, and passed the Luohu Customs at 8 am, They just had more than 
one hour night sleep. Because they drank the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water), they developed ultra-level play, got the championship. They took 
photo today and hang out the trophy capturing.

No. 2387 MSG written by Shao Ming from Nanjing Time: 2009-7-29 11:28:56
Content: In the evening on July 26, my husband was attacked by gout. The joints 

of his toe began to ache, his action was not convenient. He applied the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and put the Quantum Resonance 
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Information Water (the QRI Water) on the feet. The pain started to ease in 2 to 3 
hours and the pain basically disappeared in the next morning. It was convenient for 
him to move. In the past, under this situation, he should go to hospital to receive the 
water injection for 2 to 3 days, and had to ask sick leave to stay at home. The hospital 
said the drug hurts the kidney. We are very grateful to Mr. Zhongzheng! We once 
again felt the magic function of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water)!

No. 2388 MSG written by Shao Ming from Nanjing Time: 2009-7-29 11:37:31
Content: Another question I want to ask: I have a friend going to to participate 

in the mountain bike race, can he pour the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) into the empty bottle of the mineral water drinking along the way 
constantly to replenish his energy, Can he use it in this way?

Re: He can pour the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
into the empty bottle of the mineral water to replenish his energy along the way 
constantly, at the same time hanging a bottle of the QRI Water in the waist. 2009-7-29 
11:42:14

No. 2390 MSG written by Ah Xia from Foshan Time: 2009-7-30 8:56:43
Content: It is too amazing! While sleeping, I put the big bottle of the Quantum 

Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the belly for five days in 
succession. I found that the scar on the left of my abdomen was so leveled and 
difficult to touch up with hand (I closed my eyes, and I touched the scar).

No. 2391 MSG written by Okabe Hiroaki from Hong Kong Time: 2009-7-30 
11:20:42

Content: I am 10 years old now. I came to Beijing, China from Japan to study 
international standard dance two years ago. I was in sweat every day in learning and 
practicing regularly. I got athlete's foot due to a long time of be wetted with sweat. 
Putting off the shoes, the stench odor attacked my nose. My Japanese leader gave 
me a water to spray; the feet did not smell after several sprays. And sometimes the 
mosquito bit me in quarters, they also sprayed me with that water. The itch was gone 
not long. When I had a cold, they also asked me to drink that water, spray and put two 
bottles to the side of my head, and it was not long before my illness was cured. And 
then I asked the leader what kind of the medicine that water was? They told me that 
is the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), which was sponsored 
by China Shenzhen Riyan Science & Technology Co., Ltd. I participated in the 8th 
Session of the National Standard Dance Across Strait Competition on July 25. Before 
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the competition, the team leader gave me the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) to drink; I won the first three good results in the race. On July 26, 
the Japanese team took part in the Hong Kong Ballroom Dancing competition, I just 
jumped two movements, and the organizing committee did not let me to take part in 
the group of the same age in race. I was appointed to attend the group of 16 age race, 
yet I was also appointed to participate in the senior group. The brothers and sisters 
were much higher than me, they were certainly better than I physically. My Japanese 
leader gave me some Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to 
drink before the race, I drank the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water)，they said the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) could 
increase and improve the physical endurance, I am 10 years old, but I participated in 
the 16-year-old group, and won the sixth place of the good results ... ... 

Re: I went to Yongzhou, Hunan Province to participate the competition on 
August 1. I carried the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with 
me and won the first prize. On July 25, in Guiyang game, I did not carry , I just won 
the third place. 2009-8-2 10:02:39 

No. 2393 MSG written by Huanzhu Gege from Shenzhen Time: 2009-7-30 
16:23:51

Content: The members of my whole family have used the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), My mother had insomnia many years ago, she 
had frequent urination, and should get up for toilet several times a night, had not been 
with the spirit during daytime. She was very thin for her insomnia, with bloodshot 
eyes, black eye pits. Her appetite is not so good. Looking at her expression of pain, 
the whole family is upset anxiety. I often took her to see doctors, and took a lot of 
folk medicinal remedies without much effect. Last year a friend introduced me the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water); It was about 4 days of 
treatment that my mother insomnia and frequent urination were cured, sleep and 
meal are normal, and she was fat and energetic. Now my mother carries the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with her every day. She said, that 
she carried the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was to 
"cure disease if have---disease prevention if no!"...... When I originally said to buy 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), my daddy strongly 
opposed, and said: "You are wasting the money, and certainly cheated". After my 
mother was healed, he took the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) and often looked at the QRI Water every day. I do not know when the father's 
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hypertensions (190), three high-fats now are all normal. He often said, the water was 
miraculous! Really amazing! His blood pressure has become normal without taking 
any medicine, which is incredible! Moreover, the few days of my menstruation I 
suffer a lot per month, which are my most painful days. The abdominal pain makes 
me rolling in the bed with cold sweats. I can not straighten up, can not work. I almost 
fear to the coming menstruation. After I used the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), my dysmenorrhea was gone. I often sit on the Internet for 
a long time, causing waist aching, I put the QRI Water at the waist, the back sore 
was gone no longer than 10 minutes. Now when ever we are at home, we all carry 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) ... ... cure all diseases – 
diseases prevention ... ... 

Re: Kami 17:26:12:  My mother suffered from the foot joint pains for more 
than 10 days, I bought the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
originally for her to cure her insomnia, putting on her pillow. The day before 
yesterday I let her put the QRI Water on her feet to roll back and forth, she told me 
today that there are better. Ha, ha! 2009-7-30 17:31:42 

Re: Rose Umbrella 17:36:23:  I felt there is another effect of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to improve the appetite. After I 
took the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), my appetite is 
especially good. 2009-7-30 17:38:35

No. 2395 MSG written by Follow Wind from Nan’ning Time: 2009-7-31 
11:01:58

Content: My achievement to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water): My frequent urination was very serious originally; I would go to 
the toilet many times a day. Some time I dared not to go to the toilet for meeting the 
friends. I would go to the toilet in five minutes due to drink beer. It was tragic for 
my frequent urination at night. I could not sleep for N times to get up to the toilet. A 
Friend introduced me the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I 
applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) till the 4th day, 
I found the frequent urination was less a lot. And the frequent urination was cured at 
the 7th day. I slept very safe at night. It is very good!

No. 2396 MSG written by Quiet Spring from Shenzhen Time: 2009-7-31 
11:55:11

Content:  I lived in Japan for more than 10 years. The life was fast-paced, and 
the work pressure was great. Therefore I got very serious insomnia; I would take 
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sleeping pills every night. A friend of mine introduced me the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water). I put the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) into two oxygen water bags as pillow on July 29th; my friend and 
I shared the same bed. We chatted with two oxygen bags under the pillow. While 
chatting, I saw the shining ray from the oxygen bags. I asked the friend to see, she 
said she did not see, but I did see the light shining from the oxygen bags by fits and 
starts. And my head could not swing, as if there was something fixed. The oxygen 
bag light continued shining about half an hour. At the end of shooting, I could shake 
my head ... ... I slept very well these two days. 

Re: The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is used to 
correct the disorder of the resonant frequency, after the frequency is corrected, you 
can restore your health. In the process, when the frequency is the same as that of the 
party, the resonance occurs, you can see the light. Some of the monks who had been 
well practiced can see the different apertures over the heads of the different people. 
Actually the process of cultivation of those monks is the process of adjusting their 
own resonant frequency. So the people, who had been practicing, can see or sense 
more information than the average person. Even some people can see things of the 
soul world, that is, the resonant frequency of the soul world can also be received. 
German psychology master Hellinger's "Family Constellation" is actually using the 
decomposition of the resonant frequency, so there is no need of the presence of lines; 
it automatically plays the family events that have occurred on the generations. In 
the ultra-personal psychology, there are a lot of research and reporting. 2009-7-31 
12:21:57

No. 2397 MSG written by Bright Snow from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-2 7:08:24
Content: I worked and lived in Japan for 10 years, and I especially love of 

beauty, like to dress up before going out. I also like to wear short skirts the same as 
the Japanese girls in winter. Thus I got rheumatoid arthritis over time. As the change 
of weather, raining, my joints were very painful. The knee was too sore to move up 
and down stares. Since I used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), my arthritis was gone. Thanks for Teacher Zhongzheng!

No. 2398 MSG written by News from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-2 9:53:25
Content: Our Shenzhen Riyan Science &Technology Co., Ltd. sponsored the 

Japan Chinese Team the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on 
the August 1, 2009, and they won the first prize at the International Ballroom Dancing 
Competition in Yongzhou. They carried the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
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(the QRI Water) with them, so they got a better result.
No. 2399 MSG written by Kumehara Gyunnko from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-2 

11:20:07
Content: Okabe Yuka won the first prize of the professional team on behalf of 

Japan Chinese team on August 1 at the International Ballroom Dancing Competition 
in Yongzhou; Okabe Tatzuaki 10-year-old won the first prize in children group; 
Before the competition, they drank the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) sponsored by your company, their physical strength was increased 
and their endurance to play well was improved so as to achieve the good results of 
the first place. They will continue to race in Macau on August 9. We like to thank 
Shenzhen Riyan Science & Technology Co., Ltd. for the great support and your 
company's long-term sponsorship.

No. 2401 MSG written by QMZJ from Beijing Time: 2009-8-2 22:27:03
Content: Beijing QMZJ 2009-08-02, 14:59:10: I have applied the Quantum 

Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for 4 days. My ammonia came 
yesterday, first I had loose bowel, followed by stomach ache. I was afraid greatly 
that the pain should come. I applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) on my stomach; put the large bottles close to the stomach. It was nearly 
10 minutes that the strong pain in the stomach was gone. The Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) has obvious effect on removing pain. 

Re: Beijing QMZJ 10:44:24: I am a person half of health, and half of sick 
every month, because I have PMS, sometimes 10 days before coming I would 
suffer fatigue, depression, breast swelling, irritability, leg anaesthesia and a series of 
uncomfortable symptoms. And today I started physical fatigue, depression......I used 
to go and see the old doctor of Chinese Medicine before; the old Chinese said that 
there was no good in my five internal yin organs and six yang organs. He said there 
was a good place to use. That was head, hah, huh, hah, huh. He treated me a few 
months, but did not optimistic, but our private friendship was just fine, he was quite 
good to me then. He took me as his nominal daughter. Huh, huh. He said, I had better 
have a baby as soon as possibly. The effort and blood will be able to re-allocate, there 
would be no dysmenorrhea later. 2009-8-18 11:22:18 

No. 2403 MSG written by Doctor of DPC Center from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-3 
7:11:04

Content: Case Feedback: A professor of a provincial CDC treated the children of 
leukemia with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) sponsored 
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by Shenzhen Riyan Science & Technology Co., Ltd. 1, She has made a number of the 
leukemia patients stopped chemotherapy, and returned to school. In order to prevent 
the valuable QRI Water normally carried with them from being broken or poured out 
in play with the other students of the primary school, the professor herself separated 
and packed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the 
10-ml plastic hoses with a stanch clamp heated by the alcohol burner. The Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was dispersed and sealed in 10 ml 
plastic hoses, thus allowed them to carry more Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) in package with them (in case of a damaged or missing, a 10 
ml can minimize losses), so as to let the sick children obtain the resonant information 
transferred by the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). Now 
except of few Individual children are lower in platelets, the others are normal. If 
no special mention, the outsiders can not know who leukemia was before. 2, the 
patients with kidney failure: many parameters were significantly improved, and the 
self urine discharge was slowly increasing. 3, an ulcerated penile cancer patient: 
after radiotherapy, his lower abdomen got ulcers. After applying the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), on the next day, the bloody water 
stopped flowing, and ulceration of the tumor fell off piece by piece. The professor's 
two daughters are studying MD in the United States, they are broad in learning. 
The professor learned from her daughters there, many cutting-edge development of 
American medicine, so they contacted us to use the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) to treat the diseases untreatable in the hospitals currently. 
The above report is about the heavy cases treated with the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), as for the light cases, there was even no worth 
to mention by the Professor. The professor maintains the complete medical records, 
which can be shared with the researchers in the future.

No. 2405 MSG written by Huang Xiaoya from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-4 
13:37:27

Content: I suffered from the pain in left abdomen in the morning for unknown 
reasons. I put two bottles of 200ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) on the place of abdominal pain. It was about ten minutes that the painful 
feeling was gone. And now I have no pain any more. ...

No. 2406 MSG written by Yun Qing Bangbu from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-5 
15:46:47

Content: A feedback from Yun Qing, the customer of Bangbu Medical College: 
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1, Originally, I slept by sleeping pills; now put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the pillow to sleep at night; For a period of 
time, my sleep quality has been significantly improved. My sleep was very deep and 
sound, completely without the sleeping pills. After application of about 3 months 
so far, I have got remarkable results. 2, spray the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) on the dermatitis lesion, it got better every day; After one 
week, it was fully recovered.

No. 2407 MSG written by Kami from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-5 15:48:39
Content: Feedback from Kami, a customer from Guangdong: My mother 

suffered from the foot joints ache for more than 10 days. Originally, I had to buy 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) put at  her bed to treat 
her insomnia. On the day before yesterday, I let her roll the bottle of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on her feet back and forth, and today 
she said it was better. Ha ha!

No. 2409 MSG written by XXSC from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-6 8:02:57
Content: Recently there are many visitors coming to consult on the psychological 

role of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), for example, a 
master, with surname of Lu, from Nanshan,Shenzhen, was failed in driver's license 
test many times in February 2009. She was very distressed, and sent a short message 
to me asking how to do. I told her to use the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), it will be ok. Therefore, she bought the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) at 13:56:16 on February 22, 2009. After received 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the next day, she 
carried the QRI Water with her and took part in the driver's license exam. She passed 
the test immediately. At the same time, because she gave birth to twins, she was 
holding two children every day, got back pain, arm pain. She took a lot of drugs, 
which were unable to cure.  After using the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water), since the next day the pain has disappeared. It has been more than 
five months since then.  

No. 2410 MSG written by YCBX from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-6 18:24:43
Content: I ate so much fried stuff these days that I got mouth ulcers with lit hot; 

it was painful even touching the hot gas, or eating. There was still a sore in the throat, 
I sprayed a few times with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), and I found the ulcer was healed when I wake up in the next morning. The 
pain of the throat was gone. The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
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Water) is too amazing!
No. 2411 MSG written by Dream Angel from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-6 

23:38:24
Content: My achiements in applying the Quantum Resonance Information 

Water (the QRI Water): I am nearsighted; I have to wear glasses because of myopia. 
Everyone called me "four-eye sister". I hated this term, and bought several pairs of 
the contact lenses. But the eyes were not comfortable. I had to wear the glasses back, 
unfortunately with this pair of beautiful eyes. Mom told me to use the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I put 4 bottles of 200ml of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the two sides of my 
head, and then sprayed around the eyes, drank two bottles of 200ml. After about 
half a month of application of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), I found that I could read books and the data on the internet without wearing 
the glasses, and later I can even pass the line through the hole of the sewing needle 
without wearing glasses. I do not wear glasses now. My Mom cured insomnia, 
frequent urination, and skin disease with the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water). ... ... 

No. 2413 MSG written by WYD from Nanjing Time: 2009-8-7 11:32:16
Content: Before my husband snoring was very powerful, sometimes with apnea 

phenomenon. I really worried about him. In recent months, because I used the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to treat my dysmenorrhea, 
I have put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the bed. 
Inadvertently, I found his snoring sound was much smaller and uniform, and there 
was no apnea, and his blood pressure was stabilized. This time his unit arranged the 
physical examination, his body has had all improved. He jumped for joy. 

Re: My father fell asleep every night after 12 o'clock for decades and would 
wake up at 3 or 4 in the morning; but while in the afternoon he was able to fall 
asleep sitting, it was very regular. It has been considered to be normal. Some time 
ago because of renal cysts, there was a pain moving with a little force, he applied 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and he soon found that 
sleep time was significantly longer than before, and he became fat. He said to him "it 
is good enough for me". 2009-8-12 11:47:12 

No. 2414 MSG written by Tao Tao from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-7 16:16:05
Content: Last time I got allergic to insect bites, and sprayed the Quantum 

Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) ---the supernatural water, the itching 
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was gone, and the allergic was gradually eliminated. The Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) has good effect!

No. 2418 MSG written by Peony from Hangzhou Time: 2009-8-10 9:50:29
Content: I hope to treat the myopia with the Quantum Resonance Information 

Water (the QRI Water). Now I sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) on the eyelids (once a day), and put 2 big bottles of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the bed while sleeping at night. 
Yesterday, after spraying, I felt my eyes were a bit swollen. The eyes were smaller. I 
often wanted to close my eyes. I hope that one month to achieve my wish. What shall 
I correct in this way?  What is the best to do then?

Re: You spray 3 to 4 times a day, during the daytime you can scrubb near the 
eyes with the bottle gently, and put the 2 large bottles of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) near the eyes as near as possible while sleeping 
at night. To correct the resonant frequency with the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), there may occur some short-term changes not the same as the 
original in the correcting process. A message was left few days ago, her myopia was 
cured, after applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
And she forgot where her glasses were. She did not think of her glasses for long time. 
2009-8-10 10:08:55 

Re: Why did I spray in the eyes, but my mouth felt some unusual odor? 
2009-8-11 10:49:14 

Re: The normal people drink the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) without taste; spraying eyes there will not have any unusual odor. 
You "sprayed in the eyes, and mouth felt that smell", showing that your resonance 
frequency had deviated from the normal far. A patient of lung cancer from Shekou, 
said the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was bitter; A patient 
of lung cancer from Harbin said the taste of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) was like that of the fish tank water. One patient of Hypoplasia 
felt the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with smell like that 
of the drainage ditch water. The patient of high blood pressure felt the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) salty, sour. One week after they 
resonance frequencies were all deviated from their normal resonance frequency. 
These used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), their 
frequencies were corrected, and they no longer felt the odor smell again. 2009-8-11 
12:21:51 
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No. 2419 MSG written by Lazy Noble from Yantai Time: 2009-8-10 20:56:10 
Content: My father put a big bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information 

Water (the QRI Water) in bed near his head every night while sleeping; his severe 
insomnia for 4 to 5 years was improved a lot. Originally it was hard for him to sleep 
all night even after taking sleeping pills. Now he can sleep 4 to 5 hours every night, 
and his spirit was also much better. Thanks for the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water).

No. 2420 MSG written by Tea Flower from Hangzhou Time: 2009-8-11 
15:09:27

Content: There was one thing on my foot. It was the fish scale stuck to the skin 
of my foot previously, which was not removed, and later grew bigger and bigger, Can 
it also be treated? How to treat? Spray? How many times a day? 

Re: I had asked you in detail on the situation through the phone. You said it was 
a fish scale stuck on the foot, and was not removed then, and it later grew together 
with the skin. And it never is able to take off later. Because the resonant frequency of 
the fish scales was very different from the resonant frequency of the normal human 
body, therefore, by correcting the resonant frequency, it can fall off automatically. 
Spray the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 3 to 4 times a 
day, while put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) close to the body to transfer the resonance information of the QRI Water to 
the human body. 2009-8-11 15:25:41 

Re: The fish scale was near the big toe of the foot for 10 years. 2009-8-11 
15:33:04 

Re: 09:16:49 I felt the fish scale was not thick and hard as the previous scales; It 
was thiner a bit. I don't know whether it is just feeling, or the psychological feeling. 
2009-8-12 9:19:23 2009-8-12 14:10:48 

Re: After using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
I felt the body more ventilation. Sometimes more hiccups than before. 2009-8-21 
10:27:33 

No. 2421 MSG written by Macao Match from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-11 
17:18:15

Content: The International Ballroom Dancing Competition was held in Macau 
on August 9, 2009. The Japan Chinese Team sponsored by Shenzhen Riyan Science 
&Technology Co., Ltd. with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) won the championship of the teacher and student group; The final of the 
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International Ballroom Dancing Competition will be held in Nanning on 22. After 
finishing all of the competitions, in Guiyang, Hong Kong, Yongzhou, Macau, 
Nanning, all the members of all races would be back to Japan. The first four games 
were over now; The Japan Chinese Team was the winner of Teachers and Students 
group. The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) had played its 
role in the competition. 10:27:33

No. 2425 MSG written by Nan Zhou from Guangzhou Time: 2009-8-12 
11:33:07

Content: I went Shenzhen on business trip on Aug. 7. Because I drunk a little bit, 
a friend of mine gave some of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) he brought to drink. He said the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) can reduce alcohol pernicious to health. The next morning I drank a little 
bit more. Very strange, I was really good in spirits on that day. I went to the Riyan 
Company then. Through understanding and the cigarette smell change, and pulling 
test, and other experiments. I think the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) is very special, so I bought four bottles, also bought Yougong back and 
tried Yougong, the power of the car was significantly increased. I put the bottle of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the side of the head, I 
had good sleep on August 10 and 11. The most obvious was that I put a big bottle of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the pocket, I felt my 
left knee injury was significantly improved. I have the confidence to continue use of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and Yougong!

No. 2427 MSG written by Pretty Girl from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-15 11:34:19
Content: One of my friends got a stiff sleep the day before yesterday; She came 

to me yesterday to go with her for massage. I packed the 200ml of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and tied it to her neck. It was about 
10 minutes she said, the pain was less, and half an hour or so she could turn her neck 
freely. She just called me and told me that the stiff neck was ok... ...

No. 2428 MSG written by NJ Benefiter from Nanjing Time: 2009-8-15 12:00:37
Content: The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is useful. 

My oral ulcer was terrible pain last night. I drank the water, the pain instantly 
disappeared. Now, more and more I found the information water has obvious role of 
trauma.

No. 2431 MSG written by Mei Guisan from Nanjing Time: 2009-8-17 16:14:09
Content: I purchased the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
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Water) for the first time, When the product was delivered to me, one of my colleagues 
exactly got her lips heated, Originally her heat would be gone in a week, it was about 
three days after she applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) her heat was gone.

No. 2432 MSG written by Yong from Nanjing Time: 2009-8-17 16:41:44
Content:  The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) really 

can help on wound healing. My friend's hand was grazed of a fingernail-sized piece, 
sprayed with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and then 
put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at the 
wound. It was about a one-day that the graze was scarred on the next day with scar, 
and about 4 days it was healed with small scar.

No. 2433 MSG written by NIKI from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-17 16:51:20
Content:  My father's toothache was really well, a couple of days after 

application of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). It is quite 
amazing!

No. 2435 MSG written by Grass from Beijing Time: 2009-8-19 8:02:28
Content:  I got upset stomach in the morning on August 18, and sent a short 

message to Mr. Water. He said that put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the sore place for 10 minutes, then I put about 
20 minutes. It was well after the breath went smooth. Thank you very much! 

No. 2436 MSG written by Shuang Zi from Hulunbuir Time: 2009-8-19 10:52:36
Content: Hello, Quantum Medical doctors! I am a beneficiary of your product. 

Early July, one friend from Shanghai came to Hulunbuir to give lectures. When she 
saw me walking with a little lame, she asked how I am going on. I told her I made a 
small surgery operation on my leg at the end of February. The recovery has not been 
well, and the synovial knee was very painful while walking. The friend said I gave 
you a good thing, taking out a small bottle of water. She introduced me the good 
effect of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) that she and 
her family used. And she said, "Used it, your legs will be well!" I am a psychologist, 
because I read the book of "Water Knows the Answer: The Hidden Messages in 
Water Crystals ". Therefore, I was convinced on the effect of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water)! Since early July, I tied the bottle of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to the affected area of my leg every 
night. It was about half a month that my leg was much better. Then I made contact 
with the quantum medicine physician, and ordered the three big bottles and two 
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vials. Now, my leg has healed. I am very grateful to my friend for offering me such 
a good product and such good information, and the greater thanks should be to this 
great invention of the quantum medicine doctors. I gave the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) I bought with mail-order to my family and 
friends, and hope they be beneficiaries. I also hope that quantum medicine doctor 
promotes the product as soon as possible, so that more people can benefit from the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water).

No. 2438 MSG written by Kai Xin from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-20 1:08:26
Content: I tried many ways to treat the rhinitis: My nose was then still OK; the 

fingers of both Hands were operated. I sneezed dozens of times every morning. I 
rubbed my nose with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I 
just sneezed few on the day and not sneezing the next day. It took only five days that 
my rhinitis of decades was cured. 

Re: Yes, yesterday you visited our company. You told me that your rhinitis for 
several decades, and you has been sneezing and can not bear the air blowing, or 
otherwise, the sneezing constantly. Later, you heard that there was a local therapy in 
Guizhou that the surgery in the fingers of both hands can cure rhinitis. Specifically 
cut with a knife, pick something in there, and you did it, and your rhinitis has not 
cured. After surgery, you got up every morning to sneeze more than 10 times. Later 
you changed to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
Rubbing your nose with the water, on the same day the sneeze was reduced to few. 
And it was well on the next day. And it was five days that your rhinitis of decades 
was cured. 2009-8-20 16:22:00 

No. 2439 MSG written by Cinderealla from Beijing Time: 2009-8-20 9:58:54
Content: I am half a month of a good woman, half a month of a patient. I have 

suffered from dysmenorrhea for 15 years. The symptom is: 10 days before the 
menstruation, I started with legs and feet numbness, legs soft, waist sore and soft, 
breast swelling and sore, and I even could not put on the underwear, fear of cold. I 
even had loose bowels under air conditioning; and I could not even touch the cold 
water. My body felt extremely tired with more physically frail, sleepy, depression, 
irritability, angry; sometimes I was sad to cry without any reason. It was the PMS: on 
the first day of menstruation, the stomach suffered from spasm of pain, loose stool, 
and pain with cold sweat. It was about 3 to 4 hours of pain. The menstrual was dark 
in color with black blood clots. The period of the dysmenorrhea was only one day; 
it was gone on the next day. The PMS symptoms were all disappeared on the first 
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day of the dysmenorrhea. Medical Diagnosis: Qi stagnated, blood petechia, kidney 
yang deficiency; tongue: light and white with scalloped; pulse: I forgot, as if with 
pulse string. After I got the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
I repeatedly sprayed the QRI Water on my belly, 3 to 4 times on the first day of the 
dysmenorrheal and put the two large bottles near the stomach. It was found the strong 
pain was eased 10 minutes later. And I put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) beside the body while sleeping at night. It was 
about one week or so that I found my sleep quality better than before, and sleep faster 
and deep. This is the obvious effect after I used the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). However, I now just have used for two weeks. I will keep 
records of their condition and results. I wish my dysmenorrhea be healed earlier. The 
sisters who suffered the same fate as me, I welcome you to make our joint efforts to 
be healthy women! Get rid of the intractable pain.

Re: Recently I discovered that the severe dysmenorrheal who are often 
associated with serious other issues. These dysmenorrheal who just told me the 
dysmenorrheal at first, until they found the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) had effect, that is, after they trusted me, they would tell me the 
shocking issues. There were other serious physical problems. These problems were 
often caused in their childhood by the major mental or physical trauma, especially the 
psychological trauma. Most of the people do not say about it at the very beginning. 
Only after contacting with each other for a few months or chatting online, they 
would start to say intentionally or unintentionally. In recent 3 years, I learnt the 
modern psychology from the teachers of the United States, Taiwan, Singapore and 
other places, many of which were involved in quantum science. We can read the 
book, involving the Bowers's "Gestalt Therapy", Moreno's "Psychodrama Therapy", 
and Germany Hellinger's "Family Constellation" and so on, these treatments are 
to be returned to the original point where the injury occurred in the period of 
the scene; then change the memorized information, and the actual change is the 
resonant frequency of the original memory. The body has memory. Although the 
brain sometimes forgets that part of the trauma, the body has been remembered it all 
along, which affects the subsequent body, mind, soul status. These above therapies 
are concerned with quantum science. Now I integrated all of the learned together, 
including the clinical medicine I learnt before, pharmacology, quantum medicine, 
with the methods of quantum resonance and the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). Reading from your message, the general condition of your 
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body is very similar to that of Jing Xin of Jiangsu, Red Apple of Guangdong. The 
systemic problems of some people have been cured with the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), and some of the people are obviously improved. 
If you want to solve the general situation of your body, you had put more bottles of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) near the body and drink. 
I am probably about 4 months that your disease is cured completely. You are like a 
reborn person of the changed. 2009-8-20 11:19:52

Re: When I went and saw the doctor, the doctors would say: "You are so weak, 
the blood is too deficient. If you are pregnant, you had to be very careful; because if 
there is abortion, it is very difficult to be pregnant again". Therefore I always wanted 
to be better with menstruation before pregnancy. 2009-8-20 11:20:29

Re: It was caused by the psychological or physical trauma occurred in childhood 
especially the psychological trauma – it is completely correct. It is directly related to 
my body and my environment.   2009-8-20 11:27:42 

Re: It was probably about 4 months that was completely healed, reborn, like a 
change of person. -The 4 months I said, are from putting the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) near the body, and not to drink for 4 months, 4 
months is too expensive to drink. but if you have the economic conditions , it is the 
best to drink more.  2009-8-20 12:36:55 

Re: I am the Red Apple of Guangdong. I have a difficult growth experience with 
strange character, and the more important is that my body appears to all the diseases. 
While applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), my 
health, sleep quality, skin color were obviously changed. In the treatment process 
with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), some of the 
problems did not noticed were cured well. I am very grateful to the quantum doctors, 
thanks for the info the water! I would like to have more friends to understand the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and benefit from the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 2009-8-20 18:12:13

Re: It was a total month by August 31, 2009 today that I used the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the first time I used the QRI Water 
was just on the day when the menstruation was coming. The dysmenorrheal of this 
month came yesterday. The dysmenorrheal this time seems to be relieved than before, 
but it was still hurt, and this month was much serious than that of the last month. 
The amount of the menstruation was less originally, it was much less this month. The 
maximum flow rate was little like the scale so round with the thumb and first finger. 
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I saw a large blood clot on the toilet. I also saw such a blood clot before using the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), sometimes more. I was full 
of promise that my dysmenorrheal would be improved with the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water). One month passed, the results of this month 
caused me depressed and anxious. I felt the water had no effect. Is it that I have not 
saved? The quantum doctor said about the situation of this month, he said the body 
might be excluded the deposited blood clots, that my illness, after all, has been over 
a decade, a process is needed. According to his trace, there were many users who had 
got good effect of the dysmenorrheal. Do not worry! I might have the disease that can 
not be cured within a month all the immediate. I can only pray once again, expecting 
the next menstrual status can be improved ... ... 2009-8-31 14:57:06 

Re: So serious as you may spend some time, and you would insist to put the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) near the body, paint, drank, 
so that the disordered resonant frequency is corrected. You can also look at other 
aspects of the body changes, timely feedback to me. 2009-8-31 16:04:44

Re: I now began to PMS, and I have physical reaction 10 days before 
menstruation. There are chest pain, fatigue, leg Ma, and a lot of symptoms. I have 
chest tightness these days, the chest pain again; but I felt the symptom was lighter 
than before. And my leg was especially hemp before, which seemed a lot of ants 
there. I could feel the blood could not flow. This month I did not feel so numb, but 
before there were many uncomfortable physical reactions and emotional irritability 
often let me restless, miserable very much. I could not be quiet with the physical 
discomfort. But this month I also had a bad mood, but I still felt the improvement. 
I could take a seat. And before I was uncomfortable just like the manic, this month 
I was much better in the emotional. In a week my trouble will come. I do not know, 
whether the menstrual status can improve this month?  Good looking forward, ah! ... ... 
2009-9-19 22:18:02

No. 2440 MSG written by Coinhood from Zhongshan Time: 2009-8-20 20:02:55 
Content: I had my knee hit the corner of the wall around 12 noon without 

breaking the skin. In the beginning the knee was very painful. It could not be 
bending. Dragging my left leg, I went over to the refrigerator taking out a piece of 
ice put on the hurt for a while. I was able to walk then. And later I did not cover it for 
being busy. I received 10ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) at 13:45 PM, and then I went to the bank, sitting in the bank queue. When 
bending the knee, there was a little pain. I put the Quantum Resonance Information 
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Water (the QRI Water) in the knee for 10 minutes, and 10 minutes later, the pain was 
gone. Then the bottle of the QRI Water was not put there! If press the knee, there is 
pain! Back to the dormitory, I made a test on round-flavored beverage, and found that 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) really made the taste 
faded. But I did not know if it was psychology at work? I asked the quantum doctor 
on the QQ, he taught me to spray a little to the knees up! I tried to find other people! 
But I still could not find someone else to try! By 5:30 pm I started to exercise, 
there was some pain while running. I sprayed a little up at about 6 o'clock. After 10 
minutes there was still some pain. However, when more than 7, I did not have any 
pain. If press on the knee, there is still a little sore; if gently press, the knees will not 
hurt. I do not know whether it is the work of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water)?

Re: Generally, the new traumatic pain is sprayed directly, the effect is good. If 
we just put up a 10-ml vial, the analgesic effect will be not so well. The bottle of 200 
ml is enough then. If it was an old pain, such as low back pain, neck pain, It needs 
to put the bottle of 200 ml near the site of pain. If you want to achieve good effect, 
spray some more, and the result will be much better. So the flavor test, the original 
beverage bottles can not be close to the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water). When the beverage was poured into the cup, all the cups should be not 
near the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), except 
one cup, or otherwise the comparison is not out of the back. 2009-8-20 21:23:28

No. 2441 MSG written by Quiet from Nanjing Time: 2009-8-21 12:12:04
Content: Before I use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 

Water), I felt surprisingly chilly with the dysmenorrheal; Once meet the cold water, I 
felt cold to the heart. I would drink a lot of brown sugar ginger tea every day, which 
was not poured in boiled water, but put in the pot cooking to boil. And I did not feel 
hot drinking upon pouring out of the pot. The family was very worried that I might 
scorch the stomach. Since I used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) after the Spring Festival, it was three months later that the phenomenon 
of stomach chill was gone. One night this week I went out to study accounting, and I 
was caught in rain back home the night, and my menstruation came the night, I had a 
cold with headache, fatigue and nausea. I drank the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) many times, and tied three bottles of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) to the stomach. In the absence of other cold 
medicine, it was four days that the cold symptoms disappeared; in the whole process 
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there was no abdominal pain and cold as in the past. Early this morning, I dragged 
barefoot sandals, and washed a pile of clothes, nothing happened! I am very happy! 
I wrote down my experience here for those sisters who suffer from dysmenorrheal to 
get rid of trouble and misery earlier, and soon find your own beautiful charm! Believe 
in yourself, believe the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), this 
is only a matter of time.

No. 2442 MSG written by Yong from Nanjing Time: 2009-8-21 15:58:56
Content: The Quantum Doctor said the Quantum Resonance Information Water 

(the QRI Water) has better effect on the allergic rhinitis. I bought a bottle for my 
mother, because she is allergic to the recent hot weather. She rubbed the nose hurt, 
because of wiping snivel every day. I gave her one bottle; let her drop in the nose 
every day. I am waiting for sharing the results with all. 

Re: Except dropping the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) to inside of the nose, the face was also rubbed with the QRI Water. While 
put 1 or 2 bottles of 200 ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) near the nose. If one bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) is with slow effect, put two of the bottles of 200 ml of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) near the nose. 2009-8-21 16:15:20

No. 2443 MSG written by Coinhood from Zhongshan Time: 2009-8-24 14:08:38
Content: Originally my sunscreen lotion was as hard as the shape of my 

toothpaste (possibly it was degenerated), I put it near the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) later, gradually it became variable soft, thinning 
it! Pouring out a little on the finger, it flows like water down! 

Re: The Sunscreen Lotion become gentler, which also proved that the Traditional 
Chinese Medicine saying: "Passing, No Pain; Pain, No passing". The Sunscreen 
Lotion turned into water, and flows, it would like to put the human body through, the 
block would not hurt, which is why using the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) the pain can be gone in 10 minutes. Some people were very painful 
to the period of the menstruation, the blood was very dark in color; some people said 
it looks like syrup, which indicated that it was blocked for a long time in the body, 
while that time was the hurt. Coat the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) on the abdomen or around the stomach, the pain will be quickly ease and 
the blood is bright red. It is just like your Sunscreen Lotion exposed to the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) turning into water, such as toothpaste, 
which also have proved this case. And you only put less than 10 ml of the Quantum 
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Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 2009-8-24 14:10:01
No. 2444 MSG written by Shao from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-24 14:12:22
Content: If my leg is sore, press with hand, and then there will be hiccups. Put 

your the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) there will also be 
hiccups. What does the hiccup mean? Is the leg releasing its accumulated energy?

Re: The meridian of the human body is scattered over inside and outside of 
the body. The fact of "the sore leg, pressed with hand, and then hiccup", indicates 
the leg sore is caused by the meridian barrier, pressing with the hand, the meridian 
was passing through, the tension of the stomach reduces with the hiccups. Put"the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) there, the case is the same", 
which shows that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
can also play the role of making the meridian pass, and also cause hiccups. The 
case indirectly proves the correcting of the resonance frequency with the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) has the effect on the restoration of 
health. 2009-8-24 14:20:05

No. 2445 MSG written by Happy from Nanning Time: 2009-8-24 17:32:39
Content:  Before, I was not happy, because of urinary tract infection. Whenever 

ate a little bit of fried things, I pulled no urine, very painful. A friend introduced me 
to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I held she was a 
liar, playing games. This time I am really miserable in pain. I thought to treat the dead 
horse as alive. I bought one 200 ml bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) and put on the small belly. The pain was gone. I am happily 
laughing at this. I would like to thank the inventor of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) for his great contributions to humanity. 

Re: I and many patients benefited from the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) were rescued. We would like to thank the inventor of the 
water, thank you for relieving the pain of the majority of patients. Without you, I and 
many patients would suffer illness miserably. I want to extend the highest respect to 
you on behalf of all the patients who have benefited from the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water). 2009-8-24 17:33:28 

No. 2446 MSG written by Pain Solution from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-25 7:32:04 
Content: The patient of advanced pancreatic cancer of Zhejiang suffers from 

pain obviously, it was 10 minutes after he drank the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), and the pain was released. The patient of advanced gastric 
cancer of Rudong, Jiangsu Province had obvious pain, when he put the Quantum 
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Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the abdomen, the pain was 
released in 10 minutes. The patient said he basically felt no pain. One person from 
Shenzhen Bao'an District was commissioned by one friend of Henan, came to us to 
buy the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). He had no idea 
on the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water); he said he was 
painful in his back, suffering from the neck vertebra pain and knee pain. We let him 
to experience, put a bottle of 200 ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) near the waist, it was less than 10 minutes. He said there was no 
pain while wriggling. Put the bottle to his neck he said there was no pain less than 10 
minutes; and put the bottle to the knee, there was also no pain in less than 10 minutes. 
In the evening on the day before yesterday, up on the 3rd floor, Jianda Building, in 
the Science and Industry Park, the general manager of a technology company did not 
believe, It happened in my pocket there was a small spray bottle of 10 ml, He put 
the bottle on the pain of his arm, the pain was gone in 5 minutes. The director of the 
News Department of "Shenzhen Evening News" did not believe first, and her right 
thumb pained for 2 months, which might be caused by cell phone text message. She 
sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) onto her right 
thumb, in less than 5 minutes the pain disappeared. Another reporter of "Shenzhen 
Evening News," put the bottle of 200 ml of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) on her cervical area, in 10 minutes the hurt was gone. 

Re: My personal experience is that the uncomfortable pain easily leads to our 
attention; so many people would focus on the treatment on pain, so did I. I insisted 
on using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), carry the QRI 
Water with me. After several weeks, I found my body obviously better, such as the 
color of face was much better. I never thought of adjusting my menstruation, but it 
was normal already. My resistance was improved. My rhinitis was released ... ... my 
body relaxed a lot. 2009-8-25 9:03:26

No. 2451 MSG written by Happy from Nanning Time: 2009-8-27 15:16:42
Content: Now I can use the air conditioner. I could not enter the air-conditioned 

room before, because of the rhinitis attack. When entering into the air-conditioned 
room, my nose was runny, sneezing, rough, ugly. A few years ago I had received the 
injection for RMB 300 a shot. Three injections were not effective. I almost used any 
drug that I could found. It was also failed to cure. And now the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) cured my disease. I am really glad. Thanks for 
the doctor of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water).
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No. 2459 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-30 7:53:23  
Content: Today I got a feedback: A person has a lot of cerumen, the ear was hard 

to clean by digging. Sometimes the cerumen dropped out from the ears itself.  To 
spray the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) into the ear canal, 
the earwax can not be found any more.

No. 2461 MSG written by Moon Immortal from Guangzhou Time: 2009-8-30 
17:50:33

Content: I put the large bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) on the pillow to improve my sleep more than a month. Recently my sleep 
is more and more stable. Even I did not wake up at night. But a new problem came 
out again: I was some time wake up neither by cold, nor getting cold! I was wake up 
for several days by cold, and I suffered a headache in the afternoon with a slight pain, 
low fever! 

Re: I woke up this morning, my headache decreased two-thirds. I was covered 
up with sheets from yesterday night to this morning, and holding the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the bed. 2009-8-31 8:14:56 

Re: I ate the food without heating through a few times these days. Finally 
I wanted vomiting last night. I endured for a few hours, then tried to drink the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) , drank a mouthful, it was 
less than 30 seconds that I felt very comfortable. I slept and had a good feeling. Rest 
was not affected. The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is 
good. GP slightly! 2009-9-2 13:16:09 

No. 2462 MSG written by Lazy Noble from Yantai Time: 2009-8-31 6:57:29
Content: Hello! Quantum Doctors, First of all I want to thank you for your 

Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). The QRI Water healed my 
daughter's eczema legs, and now, no recurrence, and my father's serious insomnia 
was improved a lot. Now I want share the feeling in using the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) during these two months with you; It was 20 
years ago when I lived on the campus in high school with my classmates, I was 
infected the athlete's foot. It was bubbled red, itchy, at the beginning. Later the 
corneum of the heel of my two feet was thickened. It was chapped opening in winter. 
the socks are scratch. I applied a lot of syrup cream for athlete's foot treatment, some 
were effective, but the cuticle was thickened over times, which affect the appearance, 
very troubled. After I got the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), I often put the small bottle near the heel (begrudge to spray). There was no 
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significant change in the beginning, nearly two months later, I found that the stratum 
corneum gradually became thinner and softened. And now I continue to use the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water); I hope the complete cure. 
During the daytime, I carry the small bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), and sometimes I felt arm or cervical hot exciting moment, 
it was good soon. I shook the head for a few days with short of the dizziness,  and 
it was much better now. I am a sub-healthy person. My spine is poor; the brain has 
the inadequate blood supply; the legs have edema somewhat, and I am very easy to 
fatigue. After I applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
all conditions have been improved, I also have two small uterine fibroids, I always 
put my vial of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the 
belly every night. There is the feeling of swelling on the small belly, but the pain 
was not obvious during the day. I have the hope of eliminating fibroids, and I look 
forward to ... ... Another thing, my husband suffered from hemorrhoids few days 
before, very miserable. I sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) on the affected area that night, and the next day, there is no sense of the 
strange.

No. 2463 MSG written by No.1 Enchanter from Sanming Time: 2009-8-31 
9:52:21

Content:  With a grateful heart, and share the experience of using the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with all. I participated in Meizhou 
Vipassana Buddha Cultural Centre, when a Sister saw the injury on my forehead and 
recommended me to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
because of my understanding of the "Water knows the Answer: The Hidden Messages 
in Water Crystals", so it is easy for me accept the resonance principle, I immediately 
bought a bottle. And I bought a few bottles later in succession. 

★ From April to now, I sprayed the QRI Water and rolled on scars, the scar on 
my forehead (3 cm long, then sew 4-pin) is now obvious soft pale, I believe that the 
continuous use of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water),  these 
injuries will continue to recover . I had always believed Ha ha!

★ One of my friends had athlete's foot, I recommend her to spray once, 
her itching disappeared. But the athlete's foot committed in a few days. I let her 
continuous spray for a few days, after then her athlete's foot really well without 
reoccur for more than three months. She said she was amazing! She used Miconazole 
Nitrate before, but no use.
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★ Another thing: There was too much pressure for some time I was in very bad 
state. My emotion was instable and negative. I felt breath heavily. I tried to make 
adjustment, but felt so tired. I had no reason to fatigue. One night I could not help 
but drink a glass cap of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
When I got up the next day, the first thing I want to do was to smile when opened my 
eyes. I had a good sleep. It was so comfortable ah! I never really had this feeling! 
Everything I saw seemed so bright. The laugh was from the bottom of my heart. The 
life is so wonderful! Yes, really good! Ha ha. 

★ More over, my face was very dry for the dry weather and excessive long-
term thoughtfulness, but the large pores were also caused by the drying. I used many 
skincare products, then the strong moisturizing capabilities are of no use, it is a 
trouble; I bought the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and 
sprayed on my harsh face a few days, I sprayed it as the softening water use. The 
result was good. Oh, the pores were significantly narrowed. The care products were 
actually not cheap. They are also expensive, a bottle for hundreds. I held that the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was well slightly. I should 
strive to make money Ha! 

★ There are ... ... I think, it is very important to have an open mind. I 
recommend the QRI Water to some of my friends. But he does not believe it. The 
doubts rose, he thought how it is possible? that I like to laugh! Do not believe it, its 
ok, who loss ah? Is not you? Because there are already so many people who used the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). I am also using. And all 
benefit from the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) a lot. Just 
jump to conclusions without a try. They reject new things into their own lives. The 
result is that others have had benefited a lot, but he is still in the situ turning ah, no 
need Oh, to try, there will be the harvest! My mother suffered from Parkinson's for 
many years, and now I want to buy 10 groups of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) for her to use. I also plans to bottle water in the plastic bag 
sealed with packing, so that she can attach the water to her body more convenient. 
I will share my experience with all after using for some times! Time is pressing. If 
what I wrote may not fluent in the local, hope you forgive me Oh. I want to share 
feelings with friends who can add me QQ59687** or telephone 138 508 009 **, I 
am a psychologist, willing to see things from a scientific perspective, these feelings 
absolutely true. Thank you!

No. 2464 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-8-31 17:29:56
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Content: Q: Is this a panacea, but can not be trusted out? I start from the 
correction of frequency, as long as the frequency can be corrected to the normal, you 
can cure the disease, regardless of what the original disease is, at what stage, what 
part! As long as the frequency came back to the normal, the disease can be cured. 
If the frequency is not correct back, there is no cure. There is a famous adage in the 
west: "there are many roads leading to Rome". If you found a lot of people together 
to Rome, will you find it very strange? How can we all get to Rome? Is everything 
this way? Actually, our goal is to Rome, regardless of where the original starting 
point is. So we can all get to Rome. Again, I cure a wide variety of diseases, Many 
people feel that weird. Actually my goal is to correct to normal frequency, regardless 
of where the original starting point is. Such a comparison, we also understand why 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) can cure many diseases.

No. 2467 MSG written by Coinhood from Zhongshan Time: 2009-9-1 15:14:27
Content: Because of not feeling well at the thigh sweating at night; and head 

sweating at dawn, the urethra also secrete the logistics out during the day; I have had 
chronic prostatitis, also associated with chronic pharyngitis (follicular hyperplasia) 
and I went to Hospital on 28 to check the prostate, the white blood cells + + + 
bacteria + +. Anti-inflammatory drugs should be used. I have been injected for 5 
days with the anti-inflammatory knowing (ceftriaxone). I bought two 200ml bottles 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on 29. I did not have 
sweat last night. But last night I put the QRI Water away from the head. I felt hot 
with sweat. I took the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and 
put it on the face, and soon I felt no heat and no sweat. I do not know the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) also has the role of an intravenous 
drip of water effect?

Re: Night "thigh sweating" or "a lot of sweating?" The Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) was far from the head the night before yesterday. 
I felt hot with sweat. When I took the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) and put near face. It was quick there was no heat and no sweat. I slept 
well last night without sweat.---In fact, this description is very clear that the case is 
related with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), you can 
observe a lot of other changes in the body. My situation is, Shenzhen is hot, I put the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at the side of the body while 
sleep. The air conditioner is "automatic, at 29 degrees" (not cooling, 29 degrees). 
Open a while; the air conditioner was shut off. Do not feel hot. 2009-9-1 16:05:40 
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Re: body does not sweat; just the thigh sweating, later at dawn, my head was full 
of sweat. The doctor said to endocrine disorders. 2009-9-1 22:30:36 

No. 2468 MSG written by Life Miracle from Shenzhen Time: 2009-9-1 18:04:28
Content: I am a little fat with chronic gastritis and gallbladder stones. I recently 

started trying to drink a sip of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) in the morning and evening. I felt the frequency of the stool was much more. 
It was 2 to 3 times the first day; and 5 to 6 times on the next day. And the stool was 
black, the same as coal. I did not know what it was. I felt my belly was deflated some 
and comfortable more. I would observe what happens later.

No. 2470 MSG written by Yang Yang from Foshan Time: 2009-9-2 13:06:28
Content: There is a "hair follicle" air-logged scar in the middle of my left face: 

I had gone to a well-known beauty salon for more information on a trip via Chengdu 
in 1997. I was told it was a scar caused by air-logged hair follicle, and told me to 
"temporarily leave it alone." Then I was listening to, having nothing to say. I did not 
understand that even well-known beauty salon also could not handle this problem. 
Since I got 3 bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
I ventured to spray the rhinitis once a day. And this time, I sprayed a little bit of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the "hair follicle" scar, I 
did not expect that a few days later I felt the "hair follicle" scar softened and flatted! 
Then I sprayed on the "follicular" scar twice a day. By the end of July, I sometimes 
sprayed three or more times a day. The "hair follicle" scar on my face was very, very 
flat on August 25, 2009. I still continue to use the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), my "hair follicle" scar will change better.

No. 2471 MSG written by Elsa from Shenzhen Time: 2009-9-3 19:53:54
Content: I stumbled across one of my old friends, not contacting for long, You 

Duoduo, with her family on Sunday (Aug. 30) when I visited the IKEA (Shopping 
Centre). In my impression, her Dad was very special; the products he made were 
very special as well. Oh, I asked her Dad: "What are you engaged in recently?" He 
said: "the Quantum Resonance Information Water"! I did not hear it clearly, and 
asked what the water is? He asked me to make a shape of "O" with fingers with 
force, I did so as his advise; He separated my fingers several times with his fingers. 
Then he gave me a small bottle, I took it in another hand. He asked me to make the 
shape of "O" again with my fingers; he then tried to separate the "O" ring with his 
fingers. I definitely felt my strength increased. It was not easy for him to separate the 
fingers. As a hurry, I could not chat much with them. But I thought that the water is 
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amazing! My mother-in-law was going back to Hubei tomorrow; I had the feeling 
that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) might help my 
mother-in-law to treat her disease. Thus, I turned on the web site, and searched the 
data of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). I read some 
of the information. I made an appointment with Mr. Zhong. I went to his company 
in Science Park to learn more with mother-in-law. I bought two bottles of beverage 
with the same taste to drink according to his request. He poured the beverage into 
two paper cups, and turned the vial of the QRI Water around one of the paper cups 
several times. Then we were asked to drink the two cups of the drink again making 
comparison of the taste. I felt one of the cups with clear sense of taste, which was 
not the same as that of the other cup. Additionally, we were asked to practice the 
model with the arm, so we were surprised. My car has been using "Yougong" of 
his company; and I also liked to use the baby sling of his company for my child 
two years ago with good results. I have read the book "Water Knows the Answer, 
The Hidden Messages in Water Crystals " long ago as well. Moreover, I recently 
experienced the magic of prayer; I know there are really numbers of the magic 
things we can not understand in this world. Therefore I bought two big bottles of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). I wish to improve my 
darling's sleep and the health of my mother-in-law. My mother-in-law and I also 
immediately placed two vials on our bodies separately. I went to meet my child Derek 
today; when he saw me, and tangled me to carry him in the arm. He did not want 
to get down. I quietly put a bottle in the pocket of his pants; over a while, he found, 
that there was a strange thing in his pocket, and took it out, throwing on the ground. 
I said: "My Darling, this will make your body better." He was obedient to put it back 
in his trouser pocket. I found a lot of blood in his hands and did not know how the 
case was. And I look down it again; the blood was from his feet scratched by himself, 
bleeding a lot. I wiped out the blood from his hands with paper towels, and sprayed 
to try the mentality some of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) on the wound. The blood stopped a while. Miraculous! From kindergarten 
to Zhang Youmin's of his good friend downstairs of the building, we stopped --- My 
son said: "Mom, I'm so comfortable Yeah, what kind of water?" ---"Ah! Why do you 
feel comfortable with it? Where do you feel comfortable? "I'm so happy. Is that water 
really magical? --- "My heart feels better," I took the opportunity and said: "This is 
God blessing you. God said: the water can help my baby, and asked me to give you 
this gift. you'd to keep it with you!" Mr. Zhong shared, the children took the QRI 
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Water and would not be willing to let go. It was true, huh, huh. Praise the Lord! I am 
really happy! I can not help but want to record and look forward to more miracles. 
Thank the person who invented the QRI Water!

No. 2474 MSG written by Elsa from Shenzhen Time: 2009-9-4 9:21:55
Content: Sept. 3 09:09: My husband has got bronchitis recently, kept coughing 

for a long time without stop. He was told about the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) last night. He also read the book of "Water knows the answer, 
The Hidden Messages in Water Crystals " , He knows that Mr. Zhong's products are 
also good business. Then he opened the website to understand. Plus tired of disease, 
he said: "Whether there is use or no. Since we bought it, first I should believe it. He 
used it. "He drank 10 ml, sprayed twice; put a large bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the throat. After washing face, he applied 
some of the QRI Water on the face. He was coughing at night. I repeatedly asked: 
"Why it is not working?" He said: "Do not worry, It has a process." He has been 
holding the bottle of the QRI Water on the throat almost in sleep. This morning, he 
said: "I am much better, but I take medicine these days, I do not know the role of 
drugs, or the role of water?"

I sewn the vials into Derek's pants, I accompanied him to sleep. After he slept, 
I put the two large bottles on his head. In the middle of the night, he woke for 
urinary expansion. As usual, he was angry, crying for a while, I carried him to walk 
for a while, hubhub to fall asleep. By the way, Derek came back from kindergarten 
yesterday, and I found his runny nose, also gave him to drink 10 ml. I did not see 
his running at night. As in the preceding period he had bronchitis, he coughed in the 
morning recently. But this morning, he did not cough. 

My mother-in-law is always coughing. For it is not very serious, she has not 
taken medicine. Today, I said: "The baby has not coughed this morning. My husband 
is also more comfortable." You had better to drink some of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), and put the large bottle of the QRI Water on the 
throat! " I begrudge drinking, Oh, I spray it." After spraying, she took a large bottle of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the throat. I hope she 
can get better today as well. This Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) caused me great interest. I will pay close attention to the situation after use 
and recorded. I think there is really unusual. Although there many people witnessed 
the effect of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the 
websites, I am still not entirely sure. If I have experience, I am really a hundred 
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percent convinced ... ... because I am still a relatively careful woman, Oh!
No. 2476 MSG written by Elsa from Shenzhen Time: 2009-9-6 4:19:56
Content: This morning, I carried a travel bag with the large bottle of the 

Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) (No use, No action; the 
idle is idle), put the small vial to the boy. I brought Derek and took the ride on my 
husband at 08:30 to the Holiday Plaza opposite to the World Window. I did not feel 
tired wandering till 16:00 in the afternoon and then went to Shopping Market till 
19:00, and I bought two large packets of goods. My baby just had a nap about half 
an hour only in my arms. If I usually do not take a nap, I would be already tired 
and want to go back home around 16:00 pm. And I would have no effort shopping 
more, and besides, my baby often let me hold him in arms walking. In addition to the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the bag, I could not find 
any other reason (It is the third day, I just put and rubbed the face twice, did not eat). 
My boy went to sleep at 23:00, I told him the story, helped him scraping his back. 
An hour later, we all slept. I put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) on his head, watched him sleeping so deep. I was very happy. Usually 
he always turned repeatedly. I put one vial of the QRI Water in his trouser pocket, 
stitched with the needle. When he came home, I found two vials in his trouser pocket. 
The other one was put by himself. Thanks to the Lord, he did not indiscriminately 
spray out. After he came home, I hastened to seal the vials with the transparent plastic 
tape for he usually would play spraying the vial of water. My husband made two-day 
training; he still had some cough, which harmed his enthusiasm to use the QRI Water. 
Oh, I would put it on body if I have time. I hope there are more miracles, I will feel 
carefully.

No. 2472 MSG written by No.1 enchanter from Sanming Time: 2009-9-4 8:20:38
Content: The record of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 

Water): My mother has suffered from the Parkinson disease for five years. This year 
it was particularly bad. Before using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), the body of my mother has been stiff up to neck. She is unable to speak 
for she can not move her mouth. It is extremely difficult for her to swallow. Her mind 
is not very clear as well. She is half-lying on the chair without response. My teacher 
sent four bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
opened one bottle for her to drink a cap of the bottle. And the remaining three bottles 
were wrapped in cloth and put to her neck and chest. And half an hour later, the neck 
can rotate slightly, the eyes can move as well...... Amitabha……at night, when she 
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went to sleep, I put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) on the side of mother's head. It was the next day that my mother could speak 
a little bit. Although it was ambiguous, it seemed raising a glimmer of hope. I was 
quietly relieved. Today is the third day, early in the morning, not yet opening eyes, I 
heart my mother talking in the living room. Although she could not speak clearly, my 
heart has finally put down from the tightening. Before I always minded my mother 
too wordy ... ... ah, now I felt very good to hear her voice. Readily recorded, I wish 
all healthy and serene. Thanksgiving to our teacher!

No. 2475 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Beijing Time: 2009-9-5 11:30:01
Content:  I came from Shenzhen to Beijing in the evening on September 3, 2009. 

I went to the Ministry of Health to make further report on the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) in the morning on September 4, 2009. When I 
arrived at Xizhimen,Beijing City, it was raining cats and dogs, dark as night was, 
at probably 8:45. When I reached at the office of communication of the Ministry of 
Health, and told the office of my intentions. The three staff members of the office did 
not believe me. They asked me to go to the visiting reception office. Then I made a 
pulling test with them. It was too obvious of the 3 pulling tests. Holding the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) their Hands of the 3 could be pulled 
out of the window from the desk. They were shocked. And then I made a sour test 
with their tea, they all felt the taste of the tea was changed. And then I gave them the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to put on their own painful 
location, the pain was gone within 10 minutes. So they realized the importance of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) , they took the initiative 
to help me to contact the relevant departments of the leadership of the Ministry of 
Health. I met the relevant leaders later. Thanks to them.

No. 2478 MSG written by Audniu from Nanning Time: 2009-9-7 11:01:12
Content: I have used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 

Water) for several months. The 200ml been used up. The use results can be shared: 
The effect of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to 
increase the amount of drinking is not obvious on me; the effect of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is also limited after being drunk; The 
stomachache, rubbed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
the effect was immediate. The 20 years' rhinitis was improved remarkably after 
rubbing the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the nose. 
There was much less nose secretions; It was very effective rubbing the Quantum 
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Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the sore throat for tobacco and 
alcohol overdose; If the fingers is bruised, apply the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), the pain will be alleviated. It is also effective to the oral 
blistering heat. I have an elderly man in poor health at home with Lumbar basin 
extruding, walking with a stick, I would like to get more bottles of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to alleviate the suffering of the 
elderly.

No. 2482 MSG written by GTH from Guangzhou Time: 2009-9-9 16:30:11
Content: Memo: I was informed of this product Mr. Xiao's class. I also visited 

the Internet and tried to get more information on the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), and my husband's skin has not been good, and my own face 
has a long-term seborrheic. The nose is surrounded with large pores on both sides. 
And other members of the family also have long-term skin starch like lesions. How 
to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the skin? My 
husband is the ENT doctor, my mother is more than 70 years old, the Director of 
Chinese Medicine, but the disease of the family has not been cured.

Re: My toes had skin allergy symptoms. I sprayed the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the toes, the skin allergy symptoms was 
eliminated shortly after application of the QRI Water. I did not find anything 
difference while drinking. 2009-9-14 12:13:17

Re: At first, the bottle of wine should be put far away from the bottle of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), or otherwise the whole 
bottle of wine is resonated, then it is impossible to make comparison. Pour the 
wine into two cups, one cup is turned around the bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), the taste of the wine will be lighter soon, and 
the other cup remains the original flavor without turning around the bottle of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 2009-9-14 12:17:07

No. 2483 MSG written by XTCX from Weifang Time: 2009-9-10 11:30:47
Content: My mother-in-law told the truth that the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water) was helpful in improving sleep. I used to send 
out the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). But later she does 
not admit the contribution of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), she said she regulated her own. She returned the nearly empty vial back to 
me, and said it's useless! Oh my dear mother-in-law! She now sleeps really well! 
Sleep well, spirit high. While she refused to admit orally,  but she gave me good food 
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every day, huh, huh.
No. 2484 MSG written by XTCX from Weifang Time: 2009-9-10 11:31:49
Content: My husband's sister had a little pimple on the arm, which was not cured 

with a lot of ways to no good. She applied a small bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), and then she found a special recipe to treat. 
it was cured. I asked her whether the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) was useful. She said: "At first it was useful, then ceases." She refused to 
acknowledge the role of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
she said it was cured with remedy. Although she was reluctant to admit to the credit 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), but as long as her 
arm Well, I was also very happy.

Re: I read you 2 consecutive messages, saying that the other party do not want 
to recognize the role of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
in fact, you can read a lot of the user's own messages describing in details about the 
treatment they had experienced in many hospitals, no use. And then they were cured 
with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), but he could not 
quite believe their own feelings, and finally they added the words: "I do not know 
whether the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) acted." The 
energy of your heart might be not too strong enough to give her presentation, which 
seemed that you are not too confident, so she has not quite sure. Because you are 
psychology learner, I say directly such a feeling, you still have some homework to do 
on spiritual growth. 2009-9-10 12:08:00

No. 2489 MSG written by XTCX from Weifang Time: 2009-9-14 9:32:38
Content: My mom suffers from arm pain, she does not dare to act with force. 

I gave her the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and said it 
would be ok with spraying just once. Her arm was still painful with the first spray, 
the symptom was reduced with the second spray, and significantly better at the third 
spray. She asked how many times of sprays are needed to be thoroughly cured! I told 
her to spray several times as you want. She said the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) was too little to be used. I just got the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) you just posted to me. I'll send a bottle to her. Oh, 
my father, my mother very objected me to contact and use the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) at the beginning. They said the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) might have side effects. Now they 
have gradually changed their attitute and accepted it. I am so happy ah!
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No. 2485 MSG written by Hen Gong from Shenzhen Time: 2009-9-11 9:40:33
Content: My father-in-law is a farmer in rural area of Hunan. 28 years ago, while 

farming in the paddy field, the ankle was cut a little skin, and bit later by the leech, 
then treated with the local way. It was no cure. Since then on, it has not been better. 
He was needed to constantly apply drugs, injections and medication for more than 20 
years. He has been to a lot of hospitals for treatment. Sometimes better, but before 
long, they will relapse, especially to the hot days, It was the most perishable. While 
recurring, it was with pain and itching, and bleeding water. My athlete's foot was 
cured with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) before; I do 
not know whether the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) can 
also cure his case. I would like to try. If treatment can be considered, I do have a filial 
piety to the old.

Re: The effect was obvious.I will send another photo to you. 2009-9-14 
15:47:14

No. 2486 MSG written by HZGG from Shenzhen Time: 2009-9-11 11:41:26  
Content: My mother is absolutely true believer of Buddhism, praying and 

obeisance three times a day, in the morning, at noon and in the evening. She starts 
chanting worship at 4:00 am. No matter how cold it is, she does not take the ready 
meal before worshiping Buddha. She never let us eat the fruit without worshiping 
Buddha. The incense has never been stopped at home. My mother worships 
Buddha every day; she bows down several hours a day. Oh she got a lot of worship 
occupational diseases, such as insomnia, neck pain, arthritis, eye pain, pneumonia 
(incense smoked), She coughs all day long without stop. Her cough is too hard often 
pressing out urine; her underwear would be replaced several times a day. She went 
to Guangxi Medical College any any times for treatment, she has injected and taken 
medicines a lot, which only could be temporarily ease, the disease would be relapsed 
in a few days. Since last year he applied the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water), these diseases were completely gone ... ...Before My mother did not 
leave the Buddhist books from her hands, huh, huh, now the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) does not leave her hands. She does not worship 
now, and the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is not from her 
body. 

My sister returned from the UK this year, she was a medical student. When we 
told her about the magical effect of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), she did not believe. One night she was sore with her throat, my mother 
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sprayed her throat with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
once. In the morning on the next day my younger sister told us that her throat was 
well. It was out of our expectation that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) was so magical! Before she returned to England, she asked my mother to 
give her two bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
Oh my mother was stingy, just gave her one bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) ... ... A few days ago my sister told me that her 
arthritis is better with application of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water). Originally I had a migraine, arthritis, which was well with the treatment 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). Now my whole 
family is using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). The 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is really good. it is amazing!

No. 2487 MSG written by HZGG from Shenzhen Time: 2009-9-11 14:10:12
Content: One day my friend called me and said her rhinitis was more and more 

serious. And I told her the magic effect of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water). Oh, she said I was talking about a fairy tale, fantasy, water can not 
be able to treat disease over space. She immediately asked me if I was pulled into the 
nest of the multi-level marketing. She told me not to be fooled. I told her that a lot 
of diseases of my family have been cured with the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). No matter how I said, she did not believe. Then one day she 
came to my house, I sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) onto her nose, and then told her to lie on the sofa and put a bottle of 200ml of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the nose, then I went 
out for something. In the early morning on the next day, my friend came and knocked 
at the door, I thought there was any emergency. When I opened the door, she said that 
the water is miraculous! "My nose is comfortable, much better. Please give me more 
sprays". And then she told me she was comfortable with the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), very comfortable!.

No. 2488 MSG written by Coinhood from Zhongshan Time: 2009-9-11 23:30:50
Content: I just hit the arm joint, swollen, with the skin broken. It was less than 2 

minutes that I found the ice and applied on the joint. And I also sprayed the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), only in tens of seconds. No longer 
apply ice. The blood of the wound was quickly agglomerated, and I saw the wound 
was covered with a thin layer of film. And the swelling has slowly disappeared. When 
I took the evening bath, the water did not run into pain. But I do not understand, ice 
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and the QRI Water, which plays the role of eliminating the swelling?
Re: A general trauma, the traditional method is to first apply a cold compress, hot 

compress after. The cold compresses can promote the vasoconstriction of the trauma 
to reduce the continuous swelling, but the cold compress can not eliminate swelling. 
Generally in 3 to 4 days, carry on hot compress to promote blood circulation, to aid 
in eliminating swelling. Now that the swelling was eliminated in a very short time, it 
is the action of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). The role 
is not cold compress. 2009-9-11 23:37:30 

No. 2491 MSG written by Swallow from Shenzhen Time: 2009-9-14 16:20:56 
Content: the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) has good  

effect in treating shoulder pain. 
No. 2494 MSG written by Lu Cuihong from Nantong Time: 2009-9-21 9:27:04 
Content: In the past month, several neighbors in the decoration, I lived in 

the very large noisy environment every day. It was very hard to accept. Yesterday 
afternoon my headache was almost blown, after dinner, my headache was severe, 
the blood pressure was 150 upper (I usually was low, less than 110); I began to 
yawn all the day. My belly was up with sweating. I always wanted to relieve but did 
not. It was really hard. It was about 10 o'clock that my belly was swelling up more 
and more. I would like to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) to help digest, and then I drank about 20ml. It did not take long that severe 
vomiting occurred; All eaten was spit out together with a very strong sour, and finally 
it was better. I finished cleaning up, bathed, and slept till 7:00 in the morning. I felt 
like nothing had happened yesterday. The Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) is really well! I will pay attention to other uses, so that more people 
benefit.

Re: There are feedbacks of the similar examples: The drunk who slept until 
noon of the next day was still suffering a headache, vomiting, but could not out. Then 
he thought of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), drank 
20 ml of the QRI Water, It was only in few seconds, he spit it out. so his headaches 
disappeared. Vomiting is a self-protection mechanisms of the body. However, 
when the body resonance frequency is disordered, thus it reduced self- protection 
mechanism; the vomiting did not spit it out. When the disordered resonant frequency 
was corrected with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the 
body's protective mechanism resumed its role, then vomited. Spit out the negative 
things from the body. 2009-9-21 16:01:53
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No. 2498 MSG written by Meiguisan from Nanjing Time: 2009-9-24 9:53:40
Content: The ragweed pollen can cause me serious allergic rhinitis, in the 

past from the mid-August to the end of September every year for one month and 
half. During the time each year, my allergic rhinitis tortures me greatly, difficulty 
breathing, I often had to use mouth to breathe, especially at night, choking and 
confusing, and I often could not sleep at night. And my eyes, nose, throat, ears are 
all itchy; the drugs like Astemizole are not effective. I lived on fish oil (a lot people 
like me during this period, eat the fish oil, No use.) and propels to increase immunity 
to spend daily life. Since I bought the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) in July, this year, I have always put the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) on the pillow, and by now I feel the role of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is very obvious. The allergy season of 
this year has safely passed without using any drug, my allergic rhinitis was gone!! I 
am very pleased to have such an effect! Thanks the Quantum doctor!

No. 2499 MSG written by MYLZ from Guangzhou Time: 2009-9-27 16:06:36
Content: Continuously using the computer causes the muscles pain in right arm; 

I put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the sore spot of 
the arm, and got up after noon nap, the hurt was released from the place where I put 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I felt very comfortable. 
But the pain did not released from the place where was not put the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). Very good! I will put the bottle on the 
place of the pain at night.

Re: After walking back in the evening, I still felt very comfortable in the arm; I 
simply put the vial of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on 
the arm pressed with a vest. It was less than 70 minutes that the vest was removed. 
I found the pain on the local arm was only minor discomfort. Huh, huh! It's too 
wonderful! I will put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on 
the arm while sleep at night again! 2009-9-27 21:10:43

Re: An explaining: After I came back from the evening walk, I took about 70 
minutes sitting quietly, so the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) was put on the arm for 70 minutes. I put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the arm in sleep last night, when I woke up 
this morning, huh, huh; It was so good that the pain of my right arm resulted from 
long-term using the mouse and discomfort were all gone! Thanks for the info the 
water! 2009-9-28 8:01:54 
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Re: Today I would take 5 hours by car, which would be very tired; so I would 
put the vial of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the 
neck with transparent stickers--Therefore I make my long-distance travel into a long-
term treatment! Ha ha ha! I could not help laughing, thinking of this! 2009-9-29 
9:47:32

No. 2500 MSG written by SZ from Shenzhen Time: 2009-9-29 17:06:16
Content: Today, I ate many grapes that were not washed clean with white thin 

powder (probably the residual pesticides); my stomach was very painful after eating. 
I thought of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) that could 
eliminate the pain, so I quickly took two big bottles of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) and put on the abdomen. Usually I felt very 
comfortable to put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on 
the body including on the abdomen. But what's the matter today? I felt uncomfortable 
when I put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
on my stomach, feeling too cold, even if I put the QRI Water 2 cm away from the 
stomach, I still felt the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) very 
cool. It could not be put near the abdomen; the pain would be heavier if the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was put near the abdominal. So 
painful, I quickly went to the toilet, and immediately made stool of the water-like out. 
After stool, the pain was released. Then I put the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) again close to the abdomen, there was still cool feeling and 
the pain was heavier; then I went to the toilet again. I felt all had been pulled over in 
the toilet, so I put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) near 
the abdomen, I did not think that a lot of water stool was discharged again. After two 
times of water stool, I put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) near the abdomen again; It was strange that I felt no longer cool, and the 
bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) could be put 
close to the abdomen. I found that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) is so wise that It does not eliminate the pain or diarrhea blindly; When I 
ate the unclean thing, it was not over just to remove pain or diarrhea, but it promoted 
to discharge all toxic things out rapidly. 

Re: I have ever read a similar message: The drunk suffered headache till the 
noon on the next day, still vomiting, but he could not spit it out. When drank 10 ml 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), he vomited in a 
few seconds; after vomiting, the head did not hurt immediately, and the energy was 
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recovered. 2009-9-29 17:12:00 
Re: There is a clever way to wash the grapes: get the grapes wet first, then 

sprinkle some flour on the grapes, gently stir the flour with the grapes to full contact 
and then rinse with water, the grape will be very clean. the residue on the skin has 
been sucked away by the flour. 2009-9-29 17:27:05

No. 2501 MSG written by Ge Ge from Shenzhen Time: 2009-9-29 17:23:41
Content: I have had some headache just before, I put the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water) on the headache, it was put about 15 minutes, and 
the headache was gone.

No. 2502 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-9-29 21:34:09  
Content: One patient with whole body multiple cysts, came here last night. She 

was very inactive in spirit, when she came in. I let her read the newspaper, she said, 
her eyes were blurred, and could not see the words clearly; she could not simply 
read. She asked me to read the newspaper for her to listen. I let her drink a cap of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), she said, she felt a little 
tongue anesthesia, then had a drunk feeling; after a few minutes her eye can see the 
words of the newspaper; Her spirit was improved, and she had no sense of malaise.

Re: 1, multiple liver cysts; 2, the left kidney lesions, it is hamartoma to be 
considered; 3, the small cysts on the right kidney, the dot short T1, and long T2 signal 
within the right kidney, consider there are small stones, not excluding the small 
hemorrhage. More over there are thyroid cysts, leg cyst. 2009-9-29 21:34:27 

Re: It is me. you said. Huh, huh! Let me simply put the following under the 
present sense of it. I arrived at the quantum doctors' late last night, because the 
doctor heself was busy, plus the rain, I heard the friend saying that the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is amazing! I just need the water. 
Waiting the doctor to finish his job, I wanted to buy the magic water even it was too 
later. 1) Before going there, I was very tired of physical examinations these days, so 
I was not in very good state. 2) I felt in spirits and excited shortly after I sit down in 
the doctor office where there were the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) perhaps, I really felt the spirit without a trance at entering the office. 3) 
When you gave me a cap of the QRI Water to drink, I felt to drink the mineral water 
at entering the mouth; but when I swallowed the water down, I felt it immediately 
rough in the mouth, tongue and throat, it was just like the mild electric shock. Then 
there appeared a feeling seemingly like drinking before drunk, which was tingled and 
limped. Because I have a habit to drink wine in autumn and winter every year. But I 
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am not greedy for wine, about 10 grams each time. But the amount of drink is up to 
the exciting moment each time. By the time before the drunk I would stopped with 
feeling on sense. 4) When I took back the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) back home, because I have two cysts on the thigh, and I acted according 
to your (doctor) advise, I sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) on the two cysts first. It was already 24 hours tonight that I used the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water); then I deliberately took a 
look at the cyst thigh. The cyst near the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) was really smaller than before. The upper one had no change 
without contacting the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). it is also a contrast. 5) Another bag of  the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) was tied in the upper abdomen. I have a cyst in the left kidney, 
so I expect a miracle occur! I believe it! Now I sincerely say thanks to Quantum 
doctors: Thank you very much! Bring good fortune to everyone! 2009-9-29 23:01:14 

Re: A call came at night on September 30; she accidentally found her varicose 
veins were 70% healed.  And said the cyst on the leg continues to shrink. 2009-9-30 
22:11:24

No. 2508 MSG written by Bean from Guangzhou Time: 2009-10-10 16:35:24                       
Content: I coughed at noon nap these two days, and I sprayed my throat with the 

Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and put the bottle of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at the throat; It resulted very 
fine.

No. 2510 MSG written by Benefiter from Nanjing Time: 2009-10-11 17:11:34
Content: I have suffered from very severe chronic gastritis. Recently, I would 

put two large bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
on the site of the stomach every day, as long as I have time. I know that it would 
be insisted on for some time, because it could not be good after all for the chronic 
disease in one or two days. But one thing happened yesterday, which let me feel once 
again that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is really my 
life-saving water! I went out to dinner last night, after returning, my stomach had 
been very hard to accept, uncomfortable, feeling block with hiccups and acid water. 
I was lying in bed, and put the two bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) on the stomach; but the hiccups were still keeping going and 
the acid water flowing upwards. I was too uncomfortable, sat up and opened a bottle 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I drank a big mouth, 
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and then continue to lie down. Wonders just happened, I did not hiccup any more and 
never feeling the acid water! My husband suspected it was the psychological effect 
and I said that any psychological effect could not stop the physiological responses. 
If there was the acid and fire in stomach, the psychological effect would not stop! So 
this benefit was brought to me by the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water)!

No. 2511 MSG written by Benefiter from Nanjing Time: 2009-10-11 17:18:35
Content: Another good news Feedback: I have suffered from the serious strain 

of the left shoulder for the long-term use of computers, coupled with single-hand 
steering wheel of driving habit; once carrying a bag on the left shoulder, I usually felt 
a faint tingling. Therefore, I went to massage usually whenever I had time available 
at home, and often asked my husband to help massage. Earlier it was hard for me to 
stand the pain, one of my friends suggested that I go to Chinese medicine hospital for 
physical therapy. Originally I thought that such a kind of muscle strain might not be 
suitable for the treatment with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). However, with the psychological try, I put a bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the left shoulder while sitting and watching 
TV programs, and in sleep at night. More than a week passed unconsciously, and 
then I did not even feel sick of the left shoulder. There was no feeling of pain as well. 
So I had a significant relief ah! I have sticked to go on treatment with the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water)! I really thank Master Kuwei 
Zhongzheng for the Quantum Resonance Information Water! !

No. 2512 MSG written by Bean from Guangzhou Time: 2009-10-12 10:23:31 
Content: I was hurt in feet, and I put the Quantum Resonance Information Water 

(the QRI Water) on the lesion today, the situation was soon improved.
No. 2515 MSG written by Little Dan Dan from Guangzhou Time: 2009-10-13 

19:54:06
Content: I asked a doctor why the ass of the Little Dan Dan was red and hot 

while touching on? He replied: It might be that Dandan ate something and slightly 
due to the heat. I was recommended to let the child to drink some honeysuckle for 
two days. She was really getting well after drinking. This time, the ass of Little 
Dandan once again appeared red and hot conditions while touching, I tried spraying 
some of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the lesion at 
night, and it was found all back to normal in the next morning. Oh, the application 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is really an effective, 
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safe and convenient way! !
No. 2518 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-10-14 

12:51:05
Content:  A feedback from Jiangsu: I suffered from the pain of the liver area 

and went to the hospital for examination. There was a large liver cyst, which was so 
serious that the doctor was worried that the liver might be broken at any time. I filled 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) into a hot-water bag 
and put the bag close to the site of the liver, I felt gradually that the expanding was 
reduced. A month later, I no longer felt the pain of the liver while doing the physical 
work again.

No. 2527 MSG written by Soul Study from Shenzhen Time: 2009-10-24 
20:07:07

Content: I went to study on the "Successful Way of Merchant" in the Soul 
Institute for three days from Oct. 23 to Oct. 25. The door of the car was just opened, 
I met Mr. Zhang Mang, President of the Institute. He said, "You, Oh God! Your name 
has been spread over!" He wore a lot of clothes, speaking clearly with nose blocked 
up. When we entered into the classroom, I gave him a tension test. The result was 
very obvious. I took out and gave him three 10 ml spray bottles of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and sprayed the QRI Water on his 
face once, and then put the small bottles in the lower side pocket of his jacket. He 
came to the class the next day and said, he usually felt so cold that he had to wear 
three thick clothing; Yesterday he wore three thick clothes as well; Today he just 
wore 2 in the morning, but he did not feel cold then. By noon at 12:30 pm, he put 
off one more, he wore only one shirt. He was the owner of the classroom with air 
conditioning at the same temperature. Only putting three 10 ml spray bottles of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the lower side pocket of 
his jacket, he reduced his three clothes to one on the next day. And his noses were not 
blocked up by then, and there was no sneeze yet during a lecture. However, he did 
not tell me the changes of his nose, just told us that he could put on less clothes, and 
said the water is really miraculous.

No. 2530 MSG written by WYD from Nantong Time: 2009-10-28 9:19:59
Content: I was busy in handling the home affairs a few days before, and was out 

every day; I was hurt at the right foot twice one day. I knew that I had the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at home, but I had no time to rest for 
treatment though it was painful. Two days passed, the right foot was hurt again, it 
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was too painful to move. I had to consider taking a rest. I tied two small spray bottles 
to the lesion of the right foot. It was less than half an hour, the pain was reduced a lot, 
but walking is still with a little bit of trouble. I had no way out, just simply lay down 
for rest. Half a day later, I wanted to get up and had a working trial. To my amazing, 
I felt my right foot completely cured without pain and walking completely normal. I 
was very happy! I could go out for my business again. Thanks for the info water!

Re: I have always been at low blood pressure, usually around 60-90, and I was 
often caught head dizziness. so I tied two big bottles of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) lined up with the bottom to bottom, and placed 
them in the gap under the pillow, so that the bottles could directly contact with the 
neck; yet not easy for them to roll away, and did not affect the sleeping position as 
well. I felt the placing was very comfortable. After a period of the application of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), my blood pressure had 
uprised, it was around 70-100 now, and the head dizziness had been improved a lot as 
well. It is worthy to mention that my yellow and pale face finally has blood color. My 
family members and friends said that my skin was smooth and delicate too; At the 
same time I was surprised to find that my gradually turning white hair were less, and 
the original black hair were shining. With the friend's words: I was getting younger 
with style; and Oh ha! It is really wonderful, the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water! 2009-10-29 8:22:50

Re: It was more convenient these days to make a bed with the 200 ml bags of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). The size of the bag 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is 16 cm long × 9.5 
cm wide, with 1 cm edge around, on which there are stitches (you can wear a 2 cm 
wide tape.) and there are four holes in the four corners of the bag (you can wear the 
rope). If you can put some more under a flat mat, which can be made as a water bed. 
2009-10-29 12:33:57

No. 2538 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-11-8 13:40:57  
Content: A person who just came and bought the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water) said:"I like to play Mahjong, but it is hard for me 
to play till 12:00 o'clock, for my liver would be too painful to continue the play. Later 
I put the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the 
place of the liver, and the liver did not hurt. I could playing Mahjong until the dawn 
without problem. It was said the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) was made, I specially drove over from Henggang to buy the bag 
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product of the QRI Water." 
No. 2539 MSG written by WYD from Nantong Time: 2009-11-8 18:12:15
Content: The temperature was generally dropped above 10 degrees in Jiangsu 

Province a week before, I had got a cold with a fever of 38.5 degrees, and a cracking 
headache. As usually I would be injected water, at least have to take some medicine, 
but the examination was coming in a few days, and I knew the medicine for cold 
contains chlorpheniramine, which makes people drowsy, and certainly affects my 
preparation for the final examination, so I was just treated with the fire pot once; 
After then I insisted on the treatment with the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) and did not take any cold medicine. I packed the four 
bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) side by side 
in a soft bag as the pillow, and drank three times a day. I brought the QRI Water 
in my bag with me when I went out. The fever was really gone the next day; and 
my head did not hurt slowly as well. I was very happy. Today, I participated in the 
unified accounting qualification examination of Jiangsu Province as scheduled. 
Before entering the examination hall, I drank some of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), then put it in my pocket. The morning exam 
was "Financial Regulations", which was troublesome I worried about the most. 
Although there were a large number of questions of a comprehensive analysis in 
the examination paper, which even the college student also felt some pressure in 
finishing the paper, I finished all of the answers and well organized the completion 
with pretty clear thinking. Although I was aged and took part in the examination with 
the young generation, the result was still good in accuracy. In the afternoon came 
with "Accounting Practice", a large number of comprehensive calculation problems 
were also making people feeling hard. As usual, I drank some Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) before the exam, I developed my normally 
expected ability, clear-headed and energetic in the entire examination process. I am 
grateful to the QRI Water for eliminating the cold influence and giving me strength. 
I finished the first two tests smoothly, and achieved the expected results. The next 
examination is "Accounting" held on 19, this month, I believe, by then I will finish 
the last test in the best state with the help of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) and certainly achieve the accounting qualification certificate.

No. 2541 MSG written by Gong Zhen from Shenzhen Time: 2009-11-14 5:01:07
Content:  A patient came to me for treatment of his faucitis of many years last 

night. She told me, not long before her entry, that she made a dream last night, in 
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which she saw me to be a missionary, and I was going out to missionize... ... I was a 
bit surprised hearing of the dream, because the person who had never seen me still 
dreamed of me. It seems long that she was looking me for treatment. I asked her to 
put the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on her 
throat, and then we chat. She saw the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) in her friend's and was told about the good effect of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). She said, it was long for 
her to consider coming for treatment, and today she finally had time to come. It was 
about 10 minutes, she said her throat is very comfortable without cough. She said, the 
symptom proved the effect of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). I let her spray some to her mouth, and apply some on her neck. We continued 
to talk, I actually wanted to listen to her on other physical and mental diseases. 
During chatting, she said, her throat was more comfortable. She said, she had a sick 
body; I asked her to send me her own message, recording the change in treatment, if 
she had time.

No. 2542 MSG written by Niu Di from Guangzhou Time: 2009-11-14 20:29:46  
Content: I want to express my own experience with the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water): 1, my resistance was significantly improved. 
I started to use the two bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) from September 8, and now the sympotoms of a cold have been 
all significantly reduced, and resumed in 3 to 4 days; in the past it took at least 6 
to 7 days to resume. 2, My throat was hurt with stab scratching, I took the anti-
inflammatory medicine prescribed by the doctor for three days. The painful feeling 
had not been unable to eliminate, I had to shoot a film showing no problem, but 
the pain was still strong. Therefore I attached the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) to my neck. It was half an hour that the pain was significantly 
lightened. And later it was cured.The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) was much better than drugs. 3, The body awareness had been improved. 
4, My sleep has been improved significantly. 5, My eyes are much comfortable. I was 
born with bad eyes, and received surgery five times in my childhood. Now, I use the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to improve my vision. I also 
bought my mother the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to 
treat herself. Hope that more gains will ocur. 

Re: Niu Di, was born poor vision. She was known for her exquisite skills. 
She was good at massage and changing. Her name was collected and witten into 
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"Dictionary of Chinese celebrities".
No. 2546 MSG written by WYD from Nantong Time: 2009-11-20 17:30:58
Content: In order to cope with the third test of the "Accounting" held on 

November 15, I have used the "pillow of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water)": I put the 2 bags of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) side by side on the original pillow, covered with a towel into 
the information water pillow, which would allow my head fully accessing to the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). The pillow is special soft, 
feeling cool and nice! I slept deeply and soundly that night. And I had very refreshing 
feeling in the morning. I was unexpectedly calm in the operation of "Accounting" on 
19, because my mind was very clear in ideas. The test was not terrible as I imagined. 
I thought I was too over-aged after all, my memory could not be compared with 
the young people, so my original intention was to to complete three questions: the 
"Windows / Word / Excel" as far as possible; and I wanted to get the full marks of 
the "accounting treatment and reporting"; As for the "multiple choice questions and 
judgments" of the theoretical knowledge of computer, I just trusted to the luck. It was 
not expected that the 2 hour test was completed by me only for 1 hour 25 minutes. 
Except of few that I did not understand, I finished all I've learnt basically. I was very 
happy! I am very concerned about my progress at every step. My physical condition 
is getting better, and my mind is becoming more and more cheerful, which will soon 
realize my dream to work again. Thanks for the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) which has benefited me a lot and helped me to return to the 
society, realizing the dream to earn my own living!

No. 2547 MSG written by NO.1 from Shenzhen Time: 2009-11-21 21:49:33
Content: It is fortunate enough to get an abbreviated version book of "Love 

Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and 
Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases"at the Hi-tech 
Exchanging Fair; The book is very unique with correct viewpoints. I have read 
carefully all the materials you schatered at the Fair several times these days. I was 
deeply shocked! The treatment of disease is based on the whole, I sincerely praise!

No. 2548 MSG written by Love Care from Shenzhen Time: 2009-11-22 7:44:41
Content: I received many calls and a lot of text messages, which are commends 

on the book of "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance 
Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul 
Diseases"; Their commends are the assessments on the book with the truth, saying 
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that the book speaks reasonably. And a lot of people called to encourage me. I also 
have received many text messages, "I have read your book, you stand at a very high 
point, and if the person does not believe to the soulforce world without universal 
point of view, he (she) simply does not understand it at all. After reading, I have been 
pondering the spiritual feelings. It is true that Many diseases can be really cured with 
the overall approach you mentioned", "Have you read Buddhist books? Have you 
studied Buddhism? argued over enlightenment?", "At the second time when I read 
your book, I, as if, had seen a lot of the things described in the book, and they are also 
new to me.", "Doctor Kuwei: I deeply admire your invention ...... ", "Mr. Zhongzheng, 
Try you best with us! Wish you achieve success on the fair! All wishes come true! 
We support you! "," Hello Sir, I got the information on your the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) at the Fair .....First of all, you are a Chinese, you 
should use the Chinese name. I think I can understand the principle you mentioned. If 
you said, I support you. A so-called invention will not create many benefits, if there is 
no real technical value. If it is the gold, it will certainly be shining. " 

No. 2550 MSG written by Ms. Wang from Shenzhen Time: 2009-11-22 20:25:06  
Content: How wonderful the QRI Water is! At the beginning I held that it was a 

lie. But it was out of my consideration that it is a really extraordinary, really useful, 
after applying. I suffered from leg ache and hand pain for many years, which were 
gone after applying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
I remember I went to the Shenzhen Hospital of Peking University several times 
two years ago, after checking, the doctors would tell me: "It’s all right, doesn’t 
matter!" I often thought why my leg hurt with "all right"? Until yesterday, one of the 
information customers are using the QRI Water, and then I asked about it and got the 
preliminary understanding of the circumstances; The customer gave me a bottle to 
use. At first I had no great intrereste on it, it was only one day after using that I felt 
great relief of the leg pain! I am really happy!

No. 2551 MSG written by Huanzhu Gege from Shenzhen Time: 2009-11-22 
20:56:36

Content: I went to the High-tech Exchange Fair on November 19th, When I 
went to the Shenzhen Riyan Science and Technolohy Co., Ltd., in Hall One, Mr. 
Zhongzheng was just interviewing the reporter of Shenzhen TV Station. I really want 
to say hello to the teacher, but so sorry, I could not squeeze through too many people. 
The scene was so magnificent of the day, I should not have failed with a camera shot 
down. How pity it was! ... ... I just took some papers of his company introduction. 
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I carefully read the data written by Mr. Zhongzheng the night. I deeply shocked for 
it was a very incisive. I "like" it in one word. But unfortunately I could not read 
complete material and I am waiting to read the whole material. 

No. 2552 MSG written by Shekou News from Shenzhen Time: 2009-11-22 
21:05:52

Content: Some People Wants to Sprint "Nobel Prize", the outstanding title 
appears on Shekou News on November 20, 2009. The report came like this: 
yesterday a dressily woman at the fair booth of the Shenzhen Riyan Science and 
Technology Co., Ltd. would say hello in Japanese to the visitors whenever she meets. 
and deliveried a stack of paper printed information. Originally, the Shenzhen Riyan 
Science and Technology Co., Ltd wanted to inquire publishers to publish a "Research 
Monographs." On the stack of the Information, the author declares himself enough 
to take the "Nobel Prize", and says, there are 5 inventions that are enough to win the 
awards of the "Nobel Prize".

The reporter was informed, the "monograph" book was entitled "Love Transfer --- 
Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the 
Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases" (abridged during the show), which is 
the author's research results. The author said he could obtain 5 awards of the "Nobel 
Prize" for he had 5 "inventions" that are sufficient to take 5 times of the Nobel Prizes.
He has invented the way to "Treat Different Diseases, with the Same Method". 
But the data of the information also said that despite the invention of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for many years, but there has been 
no monograph to be published by publishing houses, so the inventor has not won the 
lead to the "Nobel Prize". 

Reporter on the scene saw, there are many viewers trying to use the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) developped by the Shenzhen Riyan 
Science and Technolohy Co., Ltd.. The related staff said, as long as the hand holding 
the water, the efforts will be greatly increased. 

No. 2559 MSG written by Cinderealla from Beijing Time: 2009-11-26 14:41:32
Content: Today, with the particular emotion, I continued to record the situation 

of the treatment of my dysmenorrhea. I have applied the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) for more than three months from 20, August to 
25, November. What I want to tell you is that the most obvious effect, my abdomen 
pain was gone on the first day of dysmenorrhea. The painful dysmenorrhea had 
tortured me for 15 years, when it came, I was suffered great pain, so painful that my 
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face turned pale, I could not live a normal life and work with the dysmenorrhea. As 
if I had fallen in serious illness. The pain was so painful just like a woman to have 
a child. I feel very happy now. The results so far: the first day of dysmenorrhea did 
not cause my abdomen pain. The PMS: breast swelling and irritability and others 
have been eased. The sympotoms, such as the cold, or the cold water untouchable, 
are all improved in progress, but they are not completely well. Before coming of the 
dysmenorrhea, the legs are still of numbness, and the body feel tired, and the amount 
of the menstruation is still less. but I already feel much better than before with a lot 
of great progress. At least my work is not affected while it the menstruation comes. I 
can handle the daily work now. I am satisfied! These benefits have helped me to insist 
on using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) without move!   

Additionally, My eye sight is of 300 degrees, but I found it has turned to 275 
degrees when I went to buy glasses on National Day. and I have not applied the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) specially for my eyes yet. I 
just painted some of the QRI Water on the face the privious two months. It was just 
for two months that I applied the water. And It resulted that the eyeglasses are found 
less degrees. I do not know whether it is the contribution of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water).   

Re: The function of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
is a systemic conditioning. Once it is effective, the symptoms of the body will be 
improved in all aspects. let us continue to work hard! Persist to the end, that is 
victory! 2009-11-26 21:55:07

No. 2560 MSG written by Xin Xiang sc from Foshan Time: 2009-11-28 
13:57:17

Content: How wonderful the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) is! I started to use the QRI Water yesterday. I suffered from the itching very 
much these days; by this time of every year the skin would be itching. I applied 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) yesterday and did not 
feel itch any more. and more over my rhinitis did not attack as well. And I have 
brought the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with me now. 
Today, I felt a fever of the body, but I do not know whether the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) is acting to help me to improve my physical 
condition. So it may be a better response. Continue to use, and wait for improvement.  

Re: The meridians of the human body can be got through with the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and then the body feels warm without 
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cold. 2009-11-28 14:16:25 
Re: I got a sudden fever yesterday afternoon: at first I held it was a flu-A, and 

then I thought it was perhaps a better sake of the body after using the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). So the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) has been put with my body, 24 hours around. And 
the fever was gone at night. I felt very well getting up in the morning today. I was in 
high spirits. My Rhinitis did not attack the past two days, and there was still a little 
itchy skin occasionally, I sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), and soon all are right. 2009-11-29 16:02:44 

No. 2563 MSG written by Rui from Shenzhen Time: 2009-11-29 19:20:50 
Content: My mother used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 

Water) and she said it is good for hemorrhoids.
No. 2574 MSG written by Bean from Guangzhou Time: 2009-12-1 17:07:16
Content: My husband had beriberi, which was fine after a week of spraying the 

Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). I myself have the hand 
diaopi this time every year. I spray the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) every day,  rub the face with hands; the situation is very good.

No. 2579 MSG written by Tela from Shenzhen Time: 2009-12-2 23:15:48
Content: Today, I wrote this message here with gratitude. I would like to thank 

Mr. Zhongzheng! I used to be a patient with renal angiomyolipoma. I was fortunate 
enough to meet with Mr. Zhongzheng in the critical moment. It is you and your water 
that helped me passing the hard time before and after surgery, helped me to build 
the confidence to defeat the disease! You gave me a second life. In September, 2009, 
I was found to have renal angiomyolipoma after the medical examination. It was 
as large as an egg. The position of the renal angiomyolipoma was more dangerous. 
The surgery must be done at once. I bought the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) from Mr. Zhongzheng a few days ago before the surgery; Mr. 
Zhongzheng patiently told me to keep emotional stability, and encouraged me that 
as long as I had a positive mentality with the treatment, the case would be ok. He 
told me how to use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the 
benefits and effects, and yet cited many examples of success. He is an enthusiastic 
person and drove me back home by himself later. He often cared me about the 
progress of my disease in every possible way through telephone, at the same time he 
enlightened me. After buying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), I brought the water with me and drank in time according to Mr. Zhongzheng's 
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advise. Because of time, I was admitted to the hospital a few days later, and received 
successful surgery. Upon I went out of the operating room after surgery, my family 
members put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at my 
body and on the external incision followin Mr. Zhongzheng’s advice. Now I want 
to say the miracle happened to me after I used the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water): My surgery was a major surgery with full anesthesia, partial 
nephrectomy. After surgery my throat was hurt, because of inserting the breathing 
tube into my throat, which was scratched, causing me coughing every day. The 
coughing was the most terrible hurt, because the wound was suffered from the 
tearing-like cough. The pain could be imagined. Whenever I had to cough, the most 
intense and fear was the fierce pain. By then the first thing I consider is to quickly 
grasp the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and spray the 
water onto my throat. The first miracle happened, the QRI Water was much more 
effective than the cough medicine, One time of spray stopped the cough immediately. 
A week after the operation, I did not know how to get along with if I had not got 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). During this period I 
drank the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) according to the 
request of Mr. Zhongzheng. The second miracle happened, it was reasonable that the 
patient could not fall into sleep after surgery for few days, but I had a normal sleep 
at the night of the surgery until today. The third miracle happened, third days after 
the surgery, the pain of the 25 cm long wound at my waist was actually very light, 
I felt only occasionally hurt. A fourth Miracle happened, I should not eat 2-3 days 
before the surgery, life depended on nutrition drip, only after the meridians through, 
the patient could eat. But I ate the next day early in the morning to restore the stool. 
Supposedly it would a few days later to take food because of the stomach surgery 
stopping the gastrointestinal peristalsis. And most people would have constipation 
after resuming eating, but I did not. At that time the doctors were surprised ... ...The 
fifth miracle happened: I could get out of the bed on the 4th day after surgery. (Before 
operation I has bought diapers, but not used). The six miracle happened: It was the 
time for review one month after surgery that the doctor was surprised to tell me that 
my kidneys were not like that after the surgery, because the shape and size were 
exactly the same as another normal kidney. The location was well grown as well. 
There was no Little signs of kidney surgery. if there was no 25 cm surgical incision 
mark on the waist, even the doctor who give me B-type color ultrasonic inspection 
did not believe that I had received surgery, for the recovery was unbelievable. She 
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said there was a 27-year-old boy had received the surgery, which was less than that 
of mine, two weeks after the operation he could not get off the bed. While shooting, 
she was surprised and very seriously asked me several times. "you are partial of the 
nephrectomy Well?" I have to once again thank Mr. Zhongzheng! The life-saving 
grace I never forget! Thank Mr. Zhongzheng for the help of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), which helped me to recover so well and so fast! 

Re: Medical examination was done in the Huazhong (Central China) University 
of Technology, Xiehe Shenzhen Hospital, (former Nanshan Hospital) and the 
operation was done in Yantian Hospital 2009-12-3 21:26:01 

No. 2580 MSG written by X.T Chun Xiao from Weifan Time: 2009-12-3 8:34:45
Content: My mother-in-law's leg was scalded carelessly, I told her to use the 

Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), but she did not believe it. 
So the scab was not formed in two weeks. she had no way out and had to use the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) reluctantly. She sprayed 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) once, the wound was 
scabbed in two hours and was getting healed gradually. Thanks to Mr. Zhong Zheng.

No. 2582 MSG written by Yi Yuan from Harbin Time: 2009-12-3 11:14:15
Content: It was the first day, December 1, 2009 for me to use the Quantum 

Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I got insomnia for long because our 
mother passed away and I was busily engaged in working, and I also suffered from 
neural decline and upper arm ache for a long time, which was flesh adenitis for hard 
labor. I took the water in hands during the daytime, half an hour later the pain started 
up to my arm, which was troubled until the evening. I put the bottle of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the pillow while sleeping at night. 
I had a sound sleep all night and the pain in the arm does not hurt as well. I especially 
thank Mr. Zhongzheng.

Re: You got pain on the upper arm, the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) should be directly put to the painful area of the upper arm, rather 
than took in the hands first. If the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) is not put directly on the painful area, and on other places first, then other 
parts of the meridian will be more calming, such as the Yangtze River if the water of 
the upper reach flows well, the flux will be much greater. If the downstream blockage 
without first opened up, then, the flux will feel greater in the place of the downstream, 
and feel more blocking. That is, you will feel more pain. Therefore, we should put the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the original site of pain 
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first. 2009-12-3 11:59:03
No. 2597 MSG written by Huanzhu Gege from Shenzhen Time: 2009-12-9 

8:57:38 
Content: I got stiff sleep last night; It was very painful to swing the head after 

getting up in the morning. I put the two bags of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) on the pain area, it was about 20 minutes the pain was less 
with head, and about 40 minutes you can easily swing head without pain, and the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) has really good effect. 
Thanks for Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng.

No. 2605 MSG written by Little Fool from Chongqing Time: 2009-12-12 
11:29:32

Content: Hello, Mr. Zhongzheng. I have put the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the knee for two days following your advice 
after I brought the QRI Water back. The effect is very obvious. It was very difficult 
for me to stand up after squatting on the ground before. Now I can slowly stand up 
after using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). I hope the 
rheumatism that has tortured me for many years can be cured with the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). I put the vials of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) together with the perfume bottle 
unconsciously a few days ago. And I found that the scent of the perfumes had 
changed smell yesterday when I using it, I regretted for my ignorance very much. 
Oh, I heart you saying that there were several hundred sets of books, which was the 
first batch! I felt much honored to meet you, but I do not know whether I can be even 
more honored to see this book in the first time? How do I want to read the book first!

Re: It is true that comparing with previous fragrance it was some odor, I'm not 
used to that smell, so ... ...; I have a good news for you, today I stayed in my dorm 
and squatted to clean the floor with a towel, My legs could come and go freely back 
and forth in the process of cleaning. I was so happy that I cleaned for about an hour 
fully in squatting! ! And I stood on the feet at once. After getting up, I only felt 
my legs a little swelling with mild pain (this was not in the past, I was so happy!). 
I've been worried about my legs to become disused some day! I have secretly cried 
several times for fearful pain! But I feel so fortunate that the God bless me! I met 
Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng! I then restored the self-confidence, my legs can now 
stand straight, and I can practice yoga again! I really appreciate you, Mr. Kuwei 
Zhongzheng! ! 2009-12-15 18:07:50 
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No. 2610 MSG written by Love Care from Shenzhen Time: 2009-12-14 
10:24:51

Content: The first issue ceremony of the monograph on "Love Transfer --- 
Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and Exploration on 
the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases" was held in the Shenzhen Tourism 
College of Jinan University on December 13, 2009. Dr. Lee, the Vice-Chancellor of 
Shenzhen University attended in the ceremony and received the books donated to the 
Library of Shenzhen University. The Deputy Secretary General of Party Committee 
of Shenzhen Tourism College of Jinan University attended in the ceremony and 
received the books donated to the Library of Shenzhen Tourism College of Jinan 
University. And the books donated to the Libraries of other universities were 
gradually sent to them.

There were more than 100 school mates attended in the first issue ceremony of 
the monograph in Jinan University.

Re: Congratulations! Hope all Mr. Zhongzheng's wishes coming true! 2009- 12- 
14 12:51:06 

No. 2614 MSG written by White Snow from Shenzhen Time: 2009-12-15 8:17:56
Content: I want to read as soon as possible your spectacular book, "Love 

Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and 
Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases"; I read your book at 
the station waiting for the bus yesterday, one middle-aged woman standing next to 
peek with her head nearly closed to my face, and then I gave her one. She was very 
thankful by saying a dozen of thanks.

No. 2621 MSG written by Little Fool from Chongqing Time: 2009-12-16 0:05:29
Content: It was very grateful that I could read Mr. Zhongzheng's work first: 

"Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and 
Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases"; I have closed the 
door of my room at home and read the book seriously till now after getting the book 
yesterday. It is really a good book ah! ! ! I have learned a lot from it. The book covers 
so wide that I wonder! ! ! Originally the quantum science, medicine and psychology 
are very complex, difficult to be understood, but the author narrates the way to guide 
the identity of his study, scholarship, research and practice of history as the main 
line, to show the world with a sincere heart and the most simple language as full 
and simple as possible, leading the life of the high-tech in the future. I seem to have 
smelled this smell ... ... and also see the author's good intentions to write this book, I 
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wish you a success in sprinting Nobel Prize! ! !
No. 2624 MSG written by Double Blader from Shenzhen Time: 2009-12-16 

23:05:11
Content: The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) is widely 

used in alleviating the pain of the diseases, such as the breast swelling pain, toothache 
and cancer pain, the effect of the application of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) is affirmative! I have used the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) in outpatient treatment of diseases for more than 
a year; more than 80 patients in the outpatient clinic were treated with the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), clinical results have been fully 
appreciated by patients. I will continue to expand  the use of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) in the patient clinical aspects of application! I like 
to thank Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng for developing the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), and I believed that the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) will leave a glorious page in history of the  human medicine!

No. 2627 MSG written by Chun Xiao from Weifan Time: 2009-12-17 15:46:38
Content: My mother suffered from shoulder pain, a lot of measures are not 

available to cure. But her shoulders were just fine only with one spray of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). She said it was hard to 
explain. Really amazing! 

No. 2628 MSG written by Chun Xiao from Weifan Time: 2009-12-17 16:00:19  
Content: I received the book of "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum 

Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and 
Soul Diseases" at 11:30 am. I roughly browsed it over in the afternoon. The contents 
of the book are very brilliant! Mr. Zhongzheng finished the book on December 7 and 
I got the book in the morning on December 17. The efficiency is really amazing! 
First time, I roughly browsed it over and just paid attention to some places, especially 
the parts on the experience in growth and psychodrama written by Mr. Zhongzheng. 
The price of Mr. Xu's "Wisdom Trip" has marked up. One day course costs more 
than 3000 Yuan again, which lets me stay away. There are wonderful chapters of 
psychology and quantum science exploration in Mr. Zhongzheng's book. The value 
of these chapters is priceless, which can not only be bought with money. Thanks very 
much! I would also like to read carefully if I have time. Today I just start with these.

No. 2629  MSG written by Shi Cheng from Foshan Time: 2009-12-17 20:32:01
Content: I have bought many bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information 
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Water (the QRI Water), and sent a lot of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) to friends around me. The Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) is really good. Recently, there was a special magical thing I want to 
share with all. My cat might eat some wrong things at home a few days ago, and kept 
vomiting, it seemed to be dying. I suddenly remembered the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), and tried to give it some to drink, then put few 
large bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at its 
side. Two days later, the cat was slowly recovered. At the time when I saw the cat 
vomiting constantly, my tears were streaming down. It seemed that the cat was going 
to leave the world. It is really amazing! Thanks to Mr. Zhongzheng.

No. 2631 MSG written by Chun Xiao from Weifan Time: 2009-12-18 10:57:02
Content: We are talking about the stories of treating animals with Quantum 

Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). I also want to tell one. The little turtle 
of my family could not open one of its eyes without knowing why. I spread it some 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), and after a few hours 
later, it opened its eyes. It is amazing!

No. 2632 MSG written by Xiu Zi from Shenzhen Time: 2009-12-18 11:07:36
Content: Dear Zhongzheng, after reading your "Love Transfer --- Quantum 

Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment 
of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases", I have feelings affecting, resonating and 
respecting in moving... ... finally one envoy who has deep love for the earth and the 
human beings has emerged at our side. You are a pioneer in developing new energy 
sources with talent and hard working. You are a model of those who are seeking for 
soul growth at this time with outstanding contribution quality.

No. 2633 MSG written by Chun Xiao from WeifanTime: 2009-12-18 11:13:31
Content: "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information 

Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases" passed 
the energy: Last night I did not do anything else. I only read the book of "Love 
Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and 
Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases". Mr. Zhongzheng 
is very frank and loyal. The book he wrote is as sincere as him. He had leaked many 
of the nature's secrets in his book, letting the readers unable to stop reading. Since 
the book of "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information 
Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases" came to 
me, it began to transfer energy to me, so I have confidence to face any challenge in 
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life. It seems to have arranged all things for me orderly. I am more clearly aware of 
my goals in mind and know what to do and can quickly deal with. I feel my potential 
is being stimulated. I was wrapped with negative thoughts in confusion disorder 
a few days ago, which gradually passed. The replacement was a light and healthy 
consideration. I admit only the book itself, there is energy. Therefore, I decided to 
purchase one more book. The troubles in promoting Yougong and the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) also reflects the truth, the process of 
justice and certain powers, and the interests conflicts; The energy of the universe will 
help everyone who uses the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
I am sure of this. 

No. 2641 MSG written by Welkin from Urumchi Time: 2009-12-19 11:55:01  
Content: Hello. Dear Mr. Zhongzheng, My surname is Tian, in Xinjiang. I have 

sent you a fax, I wonder whether you have received it or not? It is inconvenient to 
contact with from Xinjiang. I used the internet to contact you with the help of my 
friend working in the government. I hope to receive your suggestion. I wish you all 
the best.

Re: I received and aware of that you have got obvious improvement of your 
chronic enteritis with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). It 
is for your pleasure. On other issues you want to advice, I will tell you on the call.

No. 2642 MSG written by Zhong Yuanshan from Chongqing Time: 2009-12-19 
16:51:09 

Content: Hello Mr. Zhongzheng! I am Mr. Du in Chongqing. I suddenly got 
a toothache with swollen gums two days ago; I was especially worried, because, 
according to the experience of previous years, the pain mighjt be a month or two, and 
there is no way to eat; I have also gone to dental doctors, and considered to pull off 
the broken tooth, but in the end it could not be pulled out for fear of life-threatening, 
because I have high blood pressure (sometimes high-pressure close to 200, low 100 
or above). Hey ... ... just as the old saying goes: "Toothache is not a disease, but it 
pains up to death!!!" I suffered from the toothache several times in recent years, with 
the torment for one or two months. Of course, I also found a lot of ways of treatment 
during the period, but in vain. Dentists wished me to extract the tooth, but the high 
blood pressure could not permit me to pull out. Now I have the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), (originally just used it for the treatment of 
myopia), spray to the mouth before sleep, and everything will be fine in the next 
morning! Miraculous! The gums are not swollen, teeth are not loose. I observed for a 
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few days, there was no rebound. Thanks to Mr. Zhongzheng!
No. 2644 MSG written by 123 from Eerduosi Time:2009-12-20 10:34:02  
Content: Hello, I would like to ask, Why does not to promote such a good 

product? ?
Re: We published the book "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum 

Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and 
Soul Diseases" is to promote; it has already taken out a solid step forward 2009-12-20 
11:31:25 

No. 2649 MSG written by Huanzhu Gege from Nan'ning Time: 2009-12-22 
13:06:42

Content: My mother was suffered from the arthritis pain on 15. It was hard for 
her to move a step. It needed someone to help her to move about at home. My sister 
bought a wide variety of joint pain creams, but my mom said they were of no effect; 
she still felt pain, At noon on 16, I tied bag of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) to her painful joints before I went out. My mom told me the 
pain was greatly improved when I returned back from the office in the afternoon. I 
continued to tie the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to her 
joints in the morning on the 17th. When I returned to the gate of the quarters, I was 
told by my friends that my mother had been out and about, went shopping in the 
afternoon. I came home and saw her be able to move around freely, without crutches; 
and the suffering expression on her face disappeared, and she was full of praise of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). The QRI Water is magical 
enough! she holds that there is no other drugs that can cure her arthritis. These days, 
her arthritis did not relapse without using the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). And she is now telling anyone she meet about the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) the Miracle Treatment. 

No. 2652 MSG written by Yang Hong from Chongqing Time: 2009-12-23 
9:51:53

Content: Nobel sprint, let's Go! - "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, 
Quantum Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, 
Mind and Soul Diseases" Book review: After reading this book, I have mixed 
feelings, these inventions are bound to: ★ Inject a powerful energy into the education 
reform, health care reform, which will be seriously shocked in China! ★If Premier 
Wen Jiabao knew the product of Yougong at Copenhagen meeting on Dec.18, 2009, 
which would arose the upsurge of big waves in the" Emission Reduction" of the 
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world today! ★ The invention will make great contributions to building a socialist 
harmonious society in China! ★ Add a strong driving force to promote the traditional 
Chinese culture and heritage in the world! ★ If you are in Japan, the application 
might already have to declare success, but you have the Chinese people's patriotism, 
you are the pride of Chinese people! In recent years I have integrated the study, 
investigation, studying the situation, after reading to appreciate the following points 
of view, loyalty is for you to consider as follows:

First: Wal-Mart, Alibaba, Teng Xun QQ, Baidu, etc.. These non-manufacturing 
enterprises in the new marketing world, Why win so happy? These companies 
were also emerging in the business at the beginning, the edge, out of nowhere, and 
troubled, unknown small business; now they have become famous large companies 
of the world to lead China. There are secrets in their successes! That is good use of 
e-commerce! The government, in addition, implements its routine administration, 
mainly provides the proactive service. So how can the Government offer service for 
us? In recent years, someone asked Bill.Gates, which one do you think the industry 
will be the next richest man in the world: Bill.Gates  predicted that the world's richest 
in the future must come from biological engineering; When Bill.Gates prepared to 
withdraw from the industry, Mr. Gates was asked: Do you think Where will produce 
the world's richest in the future? Bill.Gates gave a very strong response: "In Asia, the 
great potential to produce is in China." Back in the last century, the world richest man 
Bill.Gates said: "either the 21st century e-commerce or no business to Service." In 
the end what is e-commerce? In the large market economy society, how do we do in 
the end?

Second: the world's center of gravity began to shift from the West to the East, 
especially to the country with above five thousand years of civilization---China. 
View from the path of historical development, it should be China! The Chinese 
nation has the root, the soul, the spirit of exploiting the boundary, but the bar should 
be smoothly connected. While the whole country is carrying forward the heritage 
of our history, we should develop the good spirit of innovation, the spirit of reform! 
In my understanding, at present there are two units that their employees possess 
more cars in the mainland of China: one is school and the other is hospital. In the 
present situation of China's economy is not wealthy, why are these two units so 
good in economy? Ok, it is reform! However, it is universally recognized that these 
two units are the most failure systems in reform. Is there any relation between these 
two systems necessarily? If so, then how should the reform process? Summary: 
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The success of education reform must be based on the basis of the success of health 
care reform. Material is the foundation, the spirit is the superstructure! As for the 
Enterprises, the enterprises of the first class of pay their attention to education, the 
second-class pay their attention to the talents, and the third-class pay their attention 
to the products. The enterprises are so, how is the country? Example: the English 
teacher explains the word of "dinner" with the errors that have brought the serious 
harm to the body, especially for young people in China! The success of health care 
reform has to start with the health education.

Third: two thousand years ago, "Huang Di Nei Jing" proposed on treatment 
of disease "the superior treatment is to act before illness; the middle treatment is to 
prevent the diseases; the inferior treatment is to heal the diseases"; The ancients also 
said: "the superior treatment is to administer the country; the middle treatment is to 
cure the people; the inferior treatment is to heal the diseases." The tiptop level of the 
medicine is to administer the country, the middle of the medicine is to reconcile the 
people, the most inferior of medicine is to cure diseases. What is of the country, it 
must have the people of what its like; the kind of the people must have the kind of 
diseases; If the country is well administered, there is nobody to be cured naturally; 
If the people are healthy, there will be no patient to be cured; If the people are well 
treated, there will be no disease to be cured naturally. Wonderful! The real reasons 
of unhealthy Human: 1, psychological reasons; 2, environmental causes; 3, wrong 
eating habits and unhealthy habits. The health education, the concept of change are 
especially important! ! ! (Which rely on: the transmission of information.)

Fourth: The greatest ability of a person is not beyond making the most 
complicated things simplified. It is, of course, also regarded as a kind of ability 
to make the simple things complicated. It is time when to use, and under what 
circumstances to use. "To simplify, to treat the complicated things with Simple 
prosperity system" --- that will be the mainstream thinking of today's society to 
overcome the fickleness impulsiveness. The product of Shenzhen Riyan Science and 
Technology Co., Ltd. will lead the mainstream. The proposal on the e-commerce 
marketing specialization of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water): The objective is: to quickly and effectively sprint Nobel Prize, do not fight 
a battle unprepared! The method: The first step: in the initial stage of preparation 
should combine the scientific and technical expertise and the enterprise scientific 
management together. 1, The enterprise standard should be rapidly made (in fact 
this becomes the industry norm, in the future it will become the national standard); 
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2, The company should strengthen the construction of the professional public 
relations team for the marketing success and escorting the sprinting for the Nobel 
Prize; 3, Organize the professional marketing team and introduce and promote to the 
professionals (especially professors, clinics, doctors, etc.). The Second Step: Find 
the media to conduct the field interviews with customers who have already used the 
product, to make CD-ROM, supporting information, etc., to be sent to the marketing 
staffs, the professionals and clients first (focus on e-commerce tools for stream flow 
→ information → Logistics → the scientific management of capital flow). The Third 
Step: the transition period of preparation (about six months) to organize and convene 
an international forum, a joint forum of experts to expand the international influence. 
The Fourth Step: The mature stage of preparation, by then, the market has been 
built up (ie: there are economic benefits and social benefits, the government services 
naturally for the good taxpayers). The activities would contribute to each other, 
and the Nobel Prize would be available. The Fifth Step: Continue to develop new 
products, developing new technologies, enhance management of the company, enrich 
the contents of the enterprise! Examples: 1, Yao Ming and His "Team Yao"; ("Yao 
Ming" How to win honor for the country); 2, Ma Yun and his 19 brothers at the early 
stage; (B to B web site is the first in the world, the ultimate goal of the Taobao Net 
is to exceed Wal-Mart). Summary: the human beings become great because of their 
dreams! Belief is the start of success. Persistence is the end of success. The success 
is given to those who are prepared. The success is given to people who are working 
hard. ---Yang Hong on December 20, 2009

Re: "The superior treatment is to administer the country; the middling treatment 
is to cure the people; the inferior treatment is to heal the diseases." ---the book of 
"Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and 
Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases"; is also an excellent 
book for administration. 2009-12-23 10:11:46

No. 2653 MSG written by WYD from Nantong Time: 2009-12-23 9:52:11 
Content: I had left the message on Jan. 5. 2009: "In a winter 20 years ago, I 

took a long-distance bus from Wenzhou to Hangzhou. The long-distance bus was 
not air-conditioned before. I sat by the window the whole night, and the outside of 
my left arm was frostbitten. From then on the pain of the outside of my left arm was 
unbearable every winter. I went and saw doctors many times, and received injections 
many times, but in vain. When it was severe, I could not fall into sleep at night. I 
relay on electric blanket at night and the warm paste during the daytime. After I 
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used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) this winter, even 
it was at minus 6-7 degrees, I did not feel uncomfortable without using the warm 
paste. I drank about 10ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) everyday, and placed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) at the outside of the left arm in the evening. Miraculous!!! Thank you! " 
Nantong is located in the coastal area surrounded with water on three sides. When 
entering the winter, the cold wind was very fierce; it was damp cold; there were 
many cases of rheumatisms. A few days ago, the temperature was 6 degrees below 
zero. I received a call from the Association of the Private Enterprises of Industry and 
Commerce Bureau of the city at about 16 last Friday, noticing me to take the table of 
the experience. I traveled 25 km trip by cable car, my feet were frozen numb, but my 
left arm had withstood the test and completely not felt the frostbite. Until today, I had 
not used the electric blanket and warm paste without the symptoms of discomfort, 
the same as the right arm. Since I used the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) and I have always insisted on placing the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) around my body. Now I put three bags of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) flat on the pillow at night 
and bring them around during the daytime. The Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) has not only cured my left arm, also cured my unexplained 
thrombocytopenia of 25 years. The recent test results showed 95 of the data. But it 
had been at 60 up and down previously. The lowest was at 44. The doctors said, it 
was dangerous that the visceral bleeding might be happen at any time. Thanks for 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), that gave me health and 
happiness! This morning my husband suddenly got a hurt on his back, it was near 
the time to go to work, but he could not move on the couch. I helped him tie one bag 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to the lesion of his 
back. It perhaps was only 15 minutes. He went down the stairs, and went to work by 
motorcycle. The effect can not say that! Amazing!

No. 2658 MSG written by Shi Cheng from Foshan Time: 2009-12-25 22:52:36
Content: Hello, Mr. Zhongzheng! Recently I went out on business trip, and 

I had not enough time to share the latest situation with you. I have got the box of 
books ordered. You sent me one book on the day when you posted Yougong to me. 
I could not wait to read it the past few days. I have been reading your book on trip 
these days. I got a great benefit, and I showed it to my friends around, who tested 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and found the effect of 
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the QRI Water was very good. I had suffered from the rhinitis for 10 years, I only 
sprayed the QRI Water a few times, and now I had no sneezing in the morning. I have 
not sprayed these days, there is no recurrence. Thank you!

No. 2661 MSG written by Crane from Shenzhen Time: 2009-12-27 10:18:04  
Content: When I was young, I had sprained my waist, leaving the after-effects 

with often pain. I made the waist belt with the two bags of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) tied to my waist 24-hours a day. The pain 
was decreased considerably. It seems that my legs are more powerful. I felt no 
weak feeling when going up stairs. I obviously felt that the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) played a role. Thank Mr. Zhongzheng!

No. 2662 MSG written by Crane from Shenzhen Time: 2009-12-27 10:54:01
Content: I have suffered from the palm of my left foot a little numb for three 

years. I have not found a good way to cure. When I put my left foot on the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), it was 10 minutes to get relief! 
Amazing! I will stick with the use!

No. 2667 MSG written by Spring from Yantai Time: 2009-12-30 10:23:34
Content: I have one question to ask. Can a pregnant woman use this QRI Water? 

And Is there any agent of Yougong in Yantai? 
Re: It is the same that the pregnant women can use the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water). 2009-12-30 12:57:41
No. 2668 MSG written by DN from Guangzhou Time: 2009-12-30 13:38:51
Content: I received your book the day before yesterday. I spent half a day to 

finish the reading of the book yesterday. There only appeared the word "admire" in 
my mind! Zheng Lifeng's Family Constellations was my first class on the Soul. I 
was feeling a very strong field effect on the site. I, a cool person, did not even warm 
up (also be late) actually entered the state, which was impossible in the past. I told 
many people about the case after I came back. They were also skeptical. Recently 
I attended the classes of the other two teachers in succession, but I did not have the 
feeling of the Family Constellations. I attributed it to the specialty of the Family 
Constellations, or Mr. Zheng Lifeng's lower ability. Now it seems that your Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) played a role in the field! You have 
got a new understanding on your product. We are all original psychology lovers and 
new parenting practices. We have found the common ground now!

No. 2669 MSG written by GH from Shenzhen Time: 2009-12-30 13:55:16
Content: Mr. Zhongzheng, my brother: Your book does not let me put it down. 
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I am too busy, and my reading is so slow that is why I just finished 29 pages, but 
no matter what I do, I insist on reading. I love your story that does not let me put it 
down. I smiled with tears and felt Empathy! I am surprised you are the descendant 
of the righteous (your grandfather and grandmother were Catholic), so you have a 
God bless somewhere in the universe. You are survived from the hardship, and got 
the key points among the social unrest, ready to undertake mandate of the heaven, 
and become the Lord Glory! I gave another book to one of my best soul friends 
in Guangzhou. I believe that she understands you better than the editor, and then 
exchange for you.

No. 2675 MSG written by Crane from Shenzhen Time:2010-1-3 9:57:57  
Content: New hope for the new year! I wish Mr. Zhongzheng to realize the 

aspirations earlier to benefit the mankind!
No. 2685 MSG written by Dragon Son from Shenzhen Time: 2010-1-5 16:25:45
Content: I have suffered from the tympanitis that was not cured for many 

years. Spraying the drug to my ear made my mouth bitter. It was very hard to 
accept. Because it was not particularly serious, so the treatment was painful. I don't 
know where the hope to cure it is. Therefore I discontinued the treatment. When 
I treated my rhinitis with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), I also sprayed it to my ears by the way. I just sprayed three or four times, my 
rhinitis disappeared, and my tympanitis was also cured! I'm so happy! Thank Mr. 
Zhongzheng!

No. 2698 MSG written by Benefiter from Guangzhou Time: 2010-1-7 0:38:02 
Content: I am the beneficiary of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 

(the QRI Water), I suffered from the diabetes for more than 7 years. I would spend 
thousands of RMB yuan to get the injection of the insulin each year. My life was 
miserable. I heard by chance of the magical effect of a "resonance information 
water". I told my son on the QRI Water, but I told him not to buy (because I do 
not believe it). And later, my son bought me a bottle of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) filial piety. The result was that I did not receive 
the injection of the insulin that month, but the plus sign also dropped down. Now my 
body is almost normal. I am very grateful to the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) for letting me regain my health. Why don’t we promote this 
so good thing with great efforts, so that more people benefit from it? The Country 
should support ah! 

Re:Thank you for your message. From the message, the Quantum Resonance 
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Information Water (the QRI Water) is very effective for your diabetes. But you 
did not talk in details. I would like to know your details. Can you add my QQ: 
513277076 to yours? At the same time I would like to present you a book I wrote, 
"Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and 
Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases". I will send it to you 
via express. 2010-1-7 7:54:49 

No. 2706 MSG written by SY Ceke from Shenzhen Time: 2010-1-8 14:01:23
Content: Suiyuan Ceke 13:49:14 Hellow, Mr. Zhongzheng: After I received your 

book, I read it seriously again and again, even in a state of insomnia. I have mixed 
feelings of doubt over the years, but there is the solution in my mind suddenly. It 
really let me have a sense of epiphany.

No. 2716 MSG written by Good-fellowship from Nantong Time:2010-1-11 
9:40:17  

Content: I am a staff of Nantong office of our company. I have often encountered 
the purchase of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) online 
of Taobao net. I found in practice that, if we want to achieve the desirable effect, 
we should carry the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with 
us, whether or not it needs to spray or drink! The Pocket, backpack and so can help 
you to carry it with you as near as possible. The time of placing is the longer the 
better. The bags (or bottles ) of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) should be placed where "there is necessary". But often there are some places 
inconvenient to fixed the QRI Water. So I thought of a good and convenient way: the 
QRI water bag has holes (a total of 10 holes) that can be fixed to the outside of the 
underwear corresponding to the lesion with pins; As for the head and face, the QRI 
water bag can be fixed in the scarf, scarves, hats and so on; the QRI water bag can 
be directly placed on the pillow at night. Covering with a towel over the pillow, the 
pillow will become the QRI water pillow. Waking up in the morning you will find 
an unprecedented refreshing, memory greatly enhanced. We may as well try Oh! 
Now I want to feedback the treatment effect of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) on the three cancer patients: A gynecologic cancer had the 
third recurrence after surgery. Because she could not afford another surgery, and the 
conservative treatment was ineffective, the tumor grew rapidly resulting in oppression 
of the intestines; it was hard to stool; the patient was in great pain, unbearable, took 
poison to commit suicide. Though the hospital saved her life, but she just like the 
unconscious patient, the hospital informed her family members to get she back home 
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for preparing death. Her son had cured his rhinitis and insomnia with the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), he did not want to give up his young 
mother, and decided to finally try to use the information of water. So he once bought 
10 bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). By then 
there were only bottles of the QRI Water, the water bags were still under production. 
I told him to fill the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) into 
the oxygen bag, blood bags, and put the bags under her body forming a water bed. 
Soon, I received the empty water bags; I told him that I was preparing to send him 
immediately. He told me: "Do not bother!" The oxygen bags were good. He told me 
his mother's situation was good. His words were with the expression of "Cheers, 
smiling." I'm happy for him! The second is that the "cancer of the liver is the king of 
the cancer". The patient's son is the boss, he bought a magnetic bed for more than ten 
thousand of RMB Yuan, but her pain did not resolve the problem. Three days after 
receiving the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), he praised 
me on the Taobao net, he wrote: "The analgesic effects are very obvious, other 
continue to observe." I am very proud! Another was the pancreatic cancer patient. 
His relatives were informed of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water).   The first time he bought the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) with the Zhifubao of his relative. And later, the second time, He bought 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with direct transfer. 
Although we had not talked about, we could see from the number of the purchase 
increased more and more. The treatment effect was certainly beyond doubt. Finally, I 
hope more exchanges here. Sum up some better ways, to make a more accurate guide 
for the people who need help, so that more people could benefit from the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water)!

Re: Would the bag be oppressed under the head and below? Would the QRI 
Water flow out? What kind of bags you used can you tell me? If it is not the same as 
that of Doctor Zhongzheng's bag, where do you buy it? Please let me know. Thank 
you, Xuwu Piaomiao 2010-1-11 15:41:20

No. 2728 MSG written by Good-fellowship from Time: 2010-1-12 8:54:28
Content: Last night, an old user came again to buy the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water). His mother has a serious heart disease and 
high blood pressure. wherever there may be an accident. The mother's illness had 
plagued their family. He said that after his mother received the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), she specially made a small bag herself, put the 
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QRI Water bag inside the bag, hanging in the chest every day. It was with more than 
10 days that the heart flustering bounce phenomenon had been markedly improved; 
the blood pressure was smoothly controlled. I am ready to buy the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for my sister this time, for the medical 
situation of my sister is very poor. I comforted him that the physical check might 
also go wrong. It can not be the final word. We had to go to the different hospitals, 
check with different instruments, make two or more checks at least and then get a 
conclusion. He said: "The sister has felt uncomfortable herself, and it is certainly 
correct that I gave her the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
I most appreciate the words you said: 'let transfer the love'. I just want to transfer 
the love to my mother and sister". How good the son and brother are! Yes, if we can 
transfer the love, this world would be more beautiful and harmonious. Bless them!

No. 2743 MSG written by Winter Snow from Tangshan Time: 2010-1-13 
23:15:07 

Content: After reading your book, I was shocking! I found I had the same feeling 
as you, teacher, after reading more and more. I am very interested in those mental 
cases in your book. It seems that I am eager to have a trial. It could not be so long 
for me to read before. My eyes could not stand to read for a while. At first my eyes 
also had a bit sad, after spraying the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), I could also insist on continuing to read. And later I could read without 
always spraying and I had no uncomfortable feeling, but I started to feel a very 
comfortable feeling. I felt there are a lot of things, which need to do immediately. Is 
this also related to the sensitivity of the Quantum Resonance Information Water?

No. 2747 MSG written by Qin Xin from Shen zhen Time: 2010-1-14 13:16:17
Content: My husband's brother said the stock market crash last night when I 

returned back home. I thought in mind that my stock would not drop a lot, right? I 
did not have the bad feeling, because before I went to Riyan Company the second 
time to get the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) yesterday, 
I looked at my stock that seemed to be strong! After reading the stock this morning, 
my stock did not drop together with the broader market slump, the average fall was 
less than 0.2 point. but I was full of warehouses yesterday morning. Okay. I got the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) yesterday afternoon and 
sent it to my son who was studying on the second grade of the senior high school. I 
would like the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) can help him 
and let him sprint to the 50th position of the average marks at his class at the end of 
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the semester. Last time, his scores ranked at 71 in his class. in particular, recently he 
had also summed up his experience in study. He wanted to grasp anything that can 
enhance learning efficiency. I wish everything of the child going as his will!

Let my child use the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), in 
addition, I read some visitors to share the information on their Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) to help their children in study. there was an 
important factor - I got some Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) from Mr. Zhongzheng on the 7th of this month. My mother-in-law, husband 
and my mother and myself all have our own proper share of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water). We are using the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) in different ways. A week later, each of us had 
benefited from the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) finally. 
Yesterday my husband told me that his mother also had a good response. I was very 
pleased! First of all, I had to thank Mr. Zhongzheng for his Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water)! My mother-in-law had been suffering from the 
hypertension for many years. Her blood sugar was also a little bit higher. A few years 
ago, she had got the glaucoma, and did not receive timely and effective treatment, 
resulting one eye blind. Since then my mother-in-law would feel everything dazzling 
all the day, heavy or light drifting off. After my father-in-law died, she had fewer 
opportunities to go out of the house. Recently, my mother-in-law said to my husband 
that she might go, and hurry to arrange everything for the children. I was very 
anxious for our marriage was not long. I felt that I did not have time to respect my 
parents-in-law. Although my husband has done all to help his mother in treatment. He 
visited all the Western and Chinese experts both inside and outside of the hospitals 
for his mother’s treatment. My husband felt that life and death are common. But I felt 
that it seemed not the time for his mother to leave, for she looked good. I thought that 
she just could not say clearly where was uncomfortable. She just felt uncomfortable! 
By then God just took care of me again (I always say that I am God's darling, thank 
God for love!). I knew of Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng in the Family Constellations of Ms. 
Huang and was aware of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
After taking back the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I tied 
the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at her chest, 
and then drank 10ml of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
once every night. Although his mother and father both did not believe the effect of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). Could that water be 
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so magical in effect? My viewpoint: Since it is good for other people to used, and 
many people have enjoyed the benefit of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) for more than ten years, the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) at least has not any bad effect. Well, in case of benefit for curing? I 
thought as long as you use, there might be good effect, Oh. Yesterday my husband 
told me that his mother said, the Traditional Chinese Medicine she had used effective 
the night before (his mother is still taking the Traditional Chinese Medicine), She felt 
the whole body relaxed, and good in spirits as well. Then my husband answered her: 
It was not the medicine; it was that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) played a role. Why is my husband so sure that the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) acted? Hai Hai! For he had a strained feeling 
pressure at his chest, he had once suspected that he suffered from esophageal cancer 
as his father, or lung cancer, or something else. He went to the hospitals for physical 
checks, the results were good as usual. It was very helpless. We did not knowing 
how to handle a strained feeling pressure at her chest. We just put a small 10ml spray 
bottle in his shirt pocket. Two days later, his chest tightness pressure was reduced 
significantly. He was convinced that the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) is naturally magic. So the improvement of  my mother-in-law's 
symptoms was also natural that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) played a greater role. Of course, now my mother-in-law believed the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). My mother also said her situation was 
improved greatly; She sprayed her eyes with the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) these two days, she felt her eyes brighter and her mind clearer. 
My health is basically good, just feel the neck pain occasionally, when I sat before 
the computer for a long time, and then I spray some of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), it will be just fine in minutes. However, the small 
spray bottle has been brought with me day and night. I hid it in the bra or waist. Last 
night, I also let my daughter who studied in Grade One of the high school bring the 
bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). and put a 200ml 
bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on her desk. 
I wish she can keep early hours, the mind clear, refreshing, study well, keep fit, get 
good grades slightly every day; I hope she getting well.

No. 2751 MSG written by Qingmu Zhijian from Beijing Time: 2010-1-15 8:17:12
Content: The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was 

placed next to my body, it always issued a sound of "Toh, Toh, Toh!" with the sound 
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of the frequency vibration. The sound was aloud. I felt it was just like the sound 
of the infrared therapy machine I've done in particular that emitted to the points 
producing the sound: "Toh, Toh, Toh!" with a frequency vibration, I felt the sound is 
like that in particular.

Re: Hearing you talk about this in the morning yesterday, I felt a little bit 
ridiculous, because I had never come across. Some time some one said in the QQ 
group that this was the resonance frequency of the QRI Water to adjust your abnormal 
frequency. And the deviation of your frequency was too far from the norm. So it was 
felt. I thought that made the sense. Is it so weird? I turned over to a sideways position 
in sleep last night, I suddenly felt very clear that my vision was twinkling, dark and 
bright, bright and dark, non-stop blinking, and the eyes were blinking at the same 
time with very regular flashing. Although my eyes were always shut, it was definitely 
not dreaming. It was true I was awake. I enjoyed it in the quiet; It was estimated for 
two minutes sustaining. After the blinking stopped I told my husband. I was thinking 
about the same thing in the morning today. It was certainly in recent years that I have 
too much time online. My vision was dropping a little, and the frequency of my eyes 
appeared the problems, that were certainly reasonable. For this, my husband talked 
a lot with me. Because sometimes I would drive the car by myself, the vision affects 
my personal safety. I continued to observe, interact! Baby Sling 2010-1-15

No. 2757 MSG written by Crane from Shenzhen Time:2010-1-17 10:50:32  
Content: Arranged by the Hong Kong lesson process, and we even see the 

message water magic! We firmly believe that the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water will benefit mankind.

No. 2766 MSG written by Simple from Shenzhen Time: 2010-1-18 17:47:42
Content: Saturday afternoon I started stone pain, "I have choledocholithiasis 

20 years," can not stand pain at night when there is bit of information in the use of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water sister let me try that 10 minutes can 
reduce pain, I'll bottle position on the gallbladder, while placing a hot water bottle, it 
may not hurt after 15 minutes sleep at night when the bottle of Quantum Resonance 
Information Water in pajamas, no further pain, and morning and get up to the child do 
breakfast about 1 hour did not put, there is some faint pain, and then all day I hold the 
bottle, holding a bottle today to work a bit inconvenient, I ask how long will I have to 
hold not pain, hold it there every day I can not put my stones eliminated (somewhat 
unlikely)? If I drink it every day? How long can remove my stone? I am the stone can 
not only conservative treatment surgery.
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Re: You had better fill the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) in water bags, so the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) can be easily placed on the lesion position, even in working hours, 
which are not affected. The time of use should be longer to correct and firm down 
the resonant frequency of the disorder. On the problem whether the stone can be 
eliminated with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), we also 
have a product of Yougong – the NMR transferring agent, which is used to exclude 
the accumulated coke within the automobile engine. Finding a diesel vehicle, for 
example, before the initial use of the Yougong, clear the car exhaust pipe with a paper 
towel first, wipe out the small amount of dark matter only. After adding the Yougong, 
and the box of oil is used, go to clean the exhaust pipe, you can get 2-3 handful 
materials as coal with hands, which is the old coke discharged out from the engine. 
There is a device in the hospital called the Ultrasonic Stone Cleaner. The ultrasound 
can break up the body's kidney stone and urinary stone without hurt. The stone 
will become the excretion after being broke up and discharged out of the body. The 
ultrasonic waves are resonant waves. The product of Yougong is also on the memory 
of resonance wave. The amass of the stone excluded by Yougong from the car engine 
has been confirmed. The principle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) is the same with the Yougong. It may also break up the stone and remove 
it from the human body. But there are no verified cases, it can only be observed by 
your own. 2010-1-18 19:14:07

No. 2768 MSG written by Winter Snow from Tangshan Time: 2010-1-18 
21:41:50

Content: It was really anxious for the people ah. Originally I could send out 
the message written on the 14th day, but it was lost unintentionally, and I felt very 
unhappy. I intended to write again, but I did not know what to write. my mind was 
empty. And there were some problems in the network also and I was unable to get 
online, until last night, I finally tried my best to make it up somehow. I grasped 
time to put down the feelings of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) I used to share with others. I started to use the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) in the evening on Dec. 26, 2009. The symptoms 
of my eyes are painful and indistinct, cough, ringing in the ears blocking pain, 
headache, etc. I sprayed in different parts with the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). It was not long to fell pleasant and light. It was much 
fresh and clean 3 days after. My eyes were bright suddenly. And my cough had 
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stopped. The blocked pain of the ears was light and reduced; and the headache was 
much better. I am very happy! I sprayed 2 times a day. And I felt more and more 
comfortable physically. After spraying the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) each time, I put the water bottle on the different parts of the body, 
not to waste time. I use two 20 ml bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), which was soon exhausted. I feel very good. After a few 
days the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was reduced. I 
was reluctant to spray more. I sprayed once a day and then I put it on the throat to 
stop the cough. I know the time was not long, the amount was not enough. I have 
found a sense now. I want to send the Mr. Zhongzheng's book of "Love Transfer --- 
Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the 
Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases" to others in need. I will help people to 
cure the different diseases with the fool-style treatment with the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) to relieve pain. I wish Mr. Zhongzheng to support 
me.

No. 2770 MSG written by DYW from Nantong Time: 2010-1-19 15:43:43
Content: My mother was 73 years old, suffering from the disease for many years. 

The more serious is the blood circulation disorder. Her 10 fingernails and 10 toenails 
were dark brown. The treatment was about ten years, but in vain. And her legs 
were swollen; her feet were ulceration; appalling! It spent nearly twenty thousand 
RMB Yuan the most to cure the feet disease one year, but it was still not cured. She 
suffered from Hypertension, heart disease, blood lipid thick, Meniere's syndrome. 
She went to the hospital several times each year. The daughter working in the 
outside was always afraid of her mother all the time. Looking at the big bags of drug 
from the hospital, the doctors advised her to "take medicine life time". My mother 
wanted to give up treatment many times. I was fortunate to get to know the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) early last year. I bought 2 bottles 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to try first. I let my 
mother to fill the QRI Water into the hand warm bag. One bag was hung before chest. 
One bag was put into his pocket during the day, put on the pillow at night. One week 
after, her sleeping was obviously improved; her head was not so dizzy; her heart was 
significantly improved. The producer of the QRI Water said, the patients who are in 
serious condition need to drink more water. Watching the mother's bags of hard taken 
medicine, I had bought five bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) one-time, some of which was used to rub her rotten feet. I let my mother 
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only retain the saltpeter GITS, and the capsules of the pure panax notoginseng self 
prepared. Later, I bought another five bottles. She drank some, but they mainly were 
used to carry around and put on the bed. Some time ago, she used the water bag, She 
felt it was safer to carry and more convenient. It was almost one year, my mother 
had not suffered from the vertigo; her blood pressure could be controlled basically 
between 85-130 range. Her long-term ulceration of the feet are very smooth now. 
The good news is that her blood lipids a little bit higher after testing last month, but 
it is still considered within normal range. And the color of her all fingernails became 
sporadic light yellow. It is expected to eventually clear off. My mother repeatedly told 
me to thank the manufacturer, thank you for your Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). I bless Shenzhen Riyan Science and Technology Co., Ltd and 
the inventor of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on behalf 
of my mother!

No. 2777 MSG written by Nanshan Cow from Shenzhen Time: 2010-1-20 
22:27:08

Content: I received the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
at 11 in the morning yesterday. Before I always got cold cough, with deep breathing 
noise from the bottom of the left lung. I myself could feel. I also suffered from the 
cervical defects and eyes problems, which were always with tears, sour. So put a 
200ml bag in my shirt pocket close to my heart and lung at once. and then stuffed 
a bag in the back of the neck. It was not long I had felt that deep breathing I felt 
comfortable. And my cervical spine was not too painful as well. But my eyes did 
not improve. I sprayed with a small spray bottle a little, then I felt my eyes very 
comfortable; but after a while of spray, my eyes were felt uncomfortable again! I did 
not know why, I put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on 
the side of my bed last night, but my sleep was still not so good. I did not know why. 
I will observe in this evening and tell on the situation.

Re: The treatment of pain could see the result soon. To improve the eyes would 
take longer time; It would need 3-4 days to have significant effect of your sleep. 
2010-1-21 0:04:18

No. 2778 MSG written by Zhongzheng from Shenzhen Time: 2010-1-21 9:47:38
Content: Some one came to ask something on losing weight yesterday evening. 

I did not give her a lot of response. I chatted about the same things to lose weight 
with other one in another evening. I got one feedback on the case of female losing 
weight: Roll the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
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Water) back and forth, up and down, left and right on the stomach to treat the fat. It 
was rolling about 3 minutes that there was a feeling of stool, a lot of black old feces 
was discharged, which was continuing for a few days. Later, once urine lasted seven 
minutes, and it had been urinating for some days. After the excretion of the urine, the 
stomach was shrunken down a big circle. Additionally, a lot of stool was discharged, 
the stomach became smaller at once. I had the intention to leave the message at first, 
but later the person did not for busy working. And then the person went to the United 
States. And I have no connection with her now. The urine lasted seven minutes, 
which could not be explained according to Western medicine. But there are similar 
records in the classical Chinese Medicine. Moreover, I remembered one case in 2007, 
a woman suddenly discharged a lot of water in the course of psychological therapy, at 
the end of the class, her pants were all wet. After careful examination, the pants were 
wet from her waist, unlike urine, unlike the menstruation, because there is no color. 
Later checked her waist, her abdomen was much thinner. The water was accumulated 
in her abdomen; the discharge was caused by her mood. Both cases were in common, 
they made a lot of water. But one case of seven minutes of the urine discharge, 
while one case of discharge of water from the waist. It can not be explained by 
Western medicine. Today I put it here, I hope the exchange of the people with similar 
experiences.

Re: The obesity has a relationship with the non-movement, especially under the 
rhythm of the present life, the most people sit daily in front of the computer without 
moving, the consumption of everything eaten was very slowly. The meat that was 
eaten, could not be digested, but accumulated in the intestines becoming the old stool, 
especially at night. Adequate exercise, deep breathing, plus the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), there will be certainly good results ah. (Do not 
know who left the message) 2010-1-21 11:23:03

Re: I am not talking about losing weight. Recently, my urine seemed unable to 
finish. I thought it was a frequent urination, maybe somewhere went wrong. It might 
be want to discharge something. Another time, the pocket of my pants was got wet. 
I held that the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
might be broken. I checked the bag over, but it was dry. Ah. I remembered once 
my pants were also wet. No mind that the bag leaks. Now that I think, is it also the 
drainage of water ah? Sea Viewer. 2010-1-21 13:26:58

No. 2779 MSG written by Cun Xiao from Weifan Time :2010-1-21 10:16:33  
Content: The effect of the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
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(the QRI Water) I bought last time was very good. I slept well, ate well with good 
appetite, with the result that I gained weight a lot. and now I need to lose weight, huh, 
huh. One day my daughter could not fall into sleep at noon. I gave her the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to cherish in her arms. She was asleep 
fast and slept soundly. When it was cold, sometimes her knee would be painful. I tied 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to her knee. The hurt 
had gone soon, It was very effective. If I use the computer for a long time, I could not 
sleep well at night. My chest was depressed. I put the bag of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on the chest when I sleep at night. The next 
day I was refreshing, not stuffy in chest, and felt good. Mr. Zhongzheng said in his 
message that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) can help 
the women to lose weight. I would like to try. and it might be re-cut back to a slim 
body perhaps, huh, huh!

No. 2780 MSG written by Crane from Shenzhen Time: 2010-1-21 12:11:29
Content: We are all in the pursuit of health and longevity with a lot of products 

and methods! I have been exploring, taking my self as clinic test. I want to try first! 
Of course, the requirements are: 1, toxin purification; 2, physical energy; 3, natural. 
The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) can include all! I tied a 
bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) around the waist 
day and night without leaving the water. I felt my back pain was much better. I was 
much stronger in carrying load! I will continue to practice and apply! I am 58 years 
old now. I hope to live as long as the pine, be free as the same as crane! Across the 
healthy centenarians! The Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
can help us realize our dream!

No. 2782 MSG written by Zhongzheng from Shenzhen Time: 2010-1-21 
13:39:48

Content: At noon today, a person with the network name "Little Teapot" came 
over to buy the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), he said he 
put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) at the side of his 
head for insomnia. The intrahepatic bile duct was painful last night, then he tied the 
two bags of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to the liver 
position. The pain did not hurt. Today, He came back to buy two bags of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). He said he was typing slowly. It was 
very few for him to leave message. I took this feedback for your reference.

No. 2793 MSG written by Zhongzheng  from Shenzhen Time: 2010-1-25 1:20:47
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Content: The Summit of Cross-strait Four Sides (China's mainland, Taiwan, 
Hong Kong and Macao) Innovation and Cooperation of Universities Alumni 
Association and New Year, were held on January 19, 2010 at the Civic Center, which 
were sponsored by the Shenzhen Municipal Science and Technology Association, 
the Alumni Association of Shenzhen Universities, undertaken by 6 units such as 
Shenzhen Alumni Association of Tsinghua University, Shenzhen Alumni Association 
of Peking University, Shenzhen Alumni Association of Jinan University, and others 
Alumni Associations; The participants were 50 Alumni Associations of universities. 
They were Taiwan Tsinghua University, Taiwan Jiaotong University, Hong Kong 
University, Hong Kong Chinese University, Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology, University of Macau. Kuwei Zhongzheng attended as a representative on 
behalf of Shenzhen Alumni Association of Jinan University, and donated 1000 books 
of "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water 
and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases" and 1000 10ml 
bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). The sum of 
the donation of Jinan University was the top event in this summit.  

Re: Today is January 24, the head of the Alumni Association of Harbin Military 
Engineering Institute made an appointment with me about my understanding of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in Huaqiao Town, and then 
the interview place was changed to the Alumni Association of Nanjing University 
in the "Honor Mansion Hotel" beside Splendid China. And we had supper together. 
After supper, the Alumni Association of Nanjing University invited me to play table 
tennis. I had not played table tennis since after the junior high school. The first few 
strikes of playing table tennis could not pass the net. I began to adapt to the play 
a few minutes later. But I was just like the beginners. the Alumni Association of 
Harbin Military Engineering Institute took the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) and turned around the table tennis with small spray bottle of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) outside a few times. A 
miracle happened, I won just like a victory again and again, like a veteran of table 
tennis. The head of the Alumni Association of Nanjing University was shocked. 
All of us clearly see the difference. and I could control table tennis easily. I could 
continuously label edge ball; the other party could not receive, amazing! We found it 
remarkable! 2010-1-25 1:34:44

No. 2799 MSG written by Cun Xiao from Weifang Time: 2010-1-27 9:41:09
Content: I have received the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
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Water); The QRI Water treats the stomach pain with effective effect. One day, my 
husband had a stomach ache, I gave him the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water). He put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
on the stomach. 10 minutes later, he went to the toilet, and said his stomach was not 
hurt after coming back. Now I placed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) to bed every day, and the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) turned warm as the warm bag in the morning. After using the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), I only slept six hours a day, 
but I can maintain daily energy.

No. 2805 MSG written by Zhongzheng from Shenzhen Time: 2010-1-28 
16:17:56

Content:  A doctor of Shenzhen Hospital has just come to buy the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) again, he said, he treated his patients, 
he had to use five portions of Chinese medicine originally, but now he added some 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) into the soup of 
the Traditional Chinese Medicine, he just used 2-3 portions of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine to cure the patient. The Hospital leaders also knew that he was using the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) and said, "You had worked 
in our hospital for 22 years. If you hold the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) was effectively, I also trust it. If other people say so, I do not believe 
utterly." The leader asked him: "Have you really cured a patient?" He told his leader 
about three cases treated with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) of the tinea capitis, which could not be cured with any drug, but they were 
cured with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), but the 
Leader was uncertainty. The leader said that he found himself two cases of patients 
with tinea capitis for him to treat, and asked him whether he visited the company's 
actually? He replied that he "had been to the company, but unclear of the principle", 
and he said he was willing to bring the leader to the company to have a look. 
However, he was appointed by the Health Department to go on a trip to Guangxi 
Poverty Alleviation in the hospital for six months. This was delayed down. There 
were still 2 months for Poverty Alleviation. In addition, he said, the Deputy Director 
of the district was treated there for 16 years, but his sleeping was really improved just 
with two 10 ml vials of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 
So he bought a large bottle of 200 ml. He was told that my book of "Love Transfer --- 
Quantum Medicine, Quantum Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the 
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Treatment of Body, Mind and Soul Diseases" has been published. He said, he wanted 
to send the book to the leader, and to the doctors of Guangxi Poverty Alleviation. A 
few days ago, a doctor from Henan Province, said the cancer patients she treated were 
all died within six months, But the cancer patients were treated with the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) were survived. The doctor posted me 
10 jin of special dates from Xinjiang, which she bought for me from Xinjiang on her 
trip.

No. 2810 MSG written by Fragrant Drug from Wuhan Time: 2010-2-1 11:44:29
Content: I would like to tell the feeling of using the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water). I had been busy down on the delays. Today 
I was free to share with you. 1, after the first use: One day I went down the stairs 
in winter one year, because of the water on the stairs, the shoes, slippery, I slipped 
down once when walking, just like animated cartoons, I even slipped a few steps, 
and I was injured with my coccyx, I got up with other's help. My coccyx would be 
uncomfortable in each winter. On the Day, I got Mr. Zhongzheng's the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). While working, I placed the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the stool behind. I did not think 
about anything, surprisingly. After a while, the coccyx had no uncomfortable feeling. 
There was no recurrence two months later. 2. I did not sleep well, I often make 
dreams. I put the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the 
pillow. I was sleepy the first few days and soon be able to sleep and dreams were less 
than before. But if I have something in heart , it is still hard for me to fall into sleep, 
huh, huh! 3, I got one card of the foot treatment; at the time I wanted to alleviate 
some tension. The people who have had the card said that there was cross-infection, 
It was said that washing feet would get athlete's foot. I'm not too concerned about. I 
just wanted to reduce the pressure, and did. Surely, one day I found the little finger 
of my right foot with a little itchy. I sprayed a little after reading the message. The 
first time I sprayed once. A few more days, I sprayed twice, it was completely better. 
4, My child once had a fever at middle night, but his head was cool, just whole body 
was hot. I let him drink 3-4 lids of the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) a day and sprayed the QRI Water on his hot body 5-6 times, 
including his face also sprayed several times, according to Kuwei Zhongzheng's 
advice. The fever was gone after day and a half. The child went to school three days 
after. Shortly later, the child had a fever again as the above, when I found in the 
morning; I gave him a lid to drink and sprayed following Mr. Zhongzheng's advice. 
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Meanwhile I gave him some cool boiled water to drink. The child was fine about a 
half-day later. Because of examination, I gave him a lid of the QRI Water to drink in 
the morning on next day, and let him go to school. I let him to bring a spray bottle 
and a large bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
with him. Later I called him, he said he was well. He did not drink the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), just sprayed a little on the finger 
once. There was also a situation; His right index finger was swollen. There was the 
situation before; I asked the doctor who said it was acute gout because of eating a 
grilled food with toxins in body causing acute gout. I was told by the doctor to give 
yellow watermelon to the child to eat. The yellow watermelon is of detoxification. 
There was no sale of such yellow watermelon in our quarters. I sprayed him with the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) several times. He did not 
drink at the school. I just sprayed him once, his hand could write then. It was nearly 
well on next day, of course, I sprayed him several times. 5, I had suffered from the 
back pain and shoulder pain before, especially when it was cold, the kind of faint 
pain was very hard to accept. It was about 10 days, when I went to work; I placed the 
bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on my shoulder. 
It was very strange that I felt no pain later. And now I did not bring, but I placed the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on my pillow in sleep every 
day. And I placed the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) against my back while reading and watching TV in the bed. 6, I got cold these 
days, My nose was not ventilating. I sprayed my nose frequently. huh, huh! I have 
talked a lot, but more than that in deed. Of course, if I have time I would continue 
later. I am very grateful to Mr. Zhongzheng for solving my problems. Such as the 
back pain and the body ache, I had to take a lot of Chinese medicine before. I am 
very grateful to Mr. Zhongzheng for his the QRI Water! The Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) helped my child go to the hospital less for painful 
injections. I will always insist on the use of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). I believe that the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) invented by Mr. Zhongzheng can serve a lot of people, can solve many 
problems, can benefit the mankind; and I also believe that Mr. Zhongzheng's new 
concept and academic subject must be able to carry forward!

Re: "Your nose is not ventilating. After spraying, you felt your nose ventilating 
very soon. But it needs frequent spraying, hah, hah!" – While spraying, put the 
bags near the nose, resulting quickly ventilation, so you need not to have frequent 
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spraying.
Re: Later, when I slept with tummy sleeping, I placed two water bags at one 

side, and a bottle on the other. when turning in bed, the bag and bottle were around 
me near my nose.

No. 2827 MSG written by Su Tie from Shenzhen Time: 2010-2-4 14:35:54
Content: This morning, I began to dysmenorrhea, I brought a small bottle of the 

Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with me. I just think of it, 
and placed it on the lower abdomen. After ten minutes there was no pain. Thank you, 
Mr. Kuwei Zhongzheng!

No. 2891 MSG written by Hui Yan from Beijing Time: 2010-3-1 18:49:20
Content:  I am 27 years old, female. I had been diagnosed with social phobia 

psychology. When I affiliated with others, I would look others with fear. Before 
speaking the others were frightened away with my look of fear. I knew this was 
the show of the fear in my heart, which was could not be hidden. The look of my 
eyes was like a huge glass prison covering me, separating me from this beautiful 
world full of infinite possibilities. I felt buried alive. - A providential opportunity, a 
lovely woman who gave me the water of confidence (a small bottle of 60ml). She 
said: "You just use it alright". At about 10 am 6 days ago, I first used it. I sprayed 
on my eyes once. Then I went to the canteen. I did not think about what happened. 
A strange feeling appeared: Huh? Today, everyone in the canteen, seemed to be 
no fear with my eyes? My eyes almost never feel so comfortable. I was as quiet as 
the lake, comfortable! This is my first experience of using the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) to share with all. I knew, this was a good origin. 
Thanks my sister for giving the bottle of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) , Thank Mr. Zhongzheng for his the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water)! I am at  Fujian Province.

Re: The supplement to the last message: In fact, sister H gave me a small vial 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), but I had not used 
it. Until that morning, sister H and I laughed and chatted for a while, she seemed 
unintentional dig at me, saying "See you, what's your look like!", I was seriously 
injured by her words. Because I did so, there is no life in the life and work at 
all which was expressed in the look, I lived in the flinch, panic, depression and 
hopelessness every day. The relationship between H and I is very good, she also told 
me the wisdom to understand about nature. When she made the evaluation on me, I 
was very much frustrated. I felt that I could not to face her sharp feeling and honest. 
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So I chose silence, then did not speak with her again. Before long, she left the room, 
leaving me alone. I began to reflect on the "died look". she did not say "bad", All of 
the people say that the eye is the window of the soul, which embodies the best in me, 
perhaps the word is my eyes. Then I suddenly remembered that the small spray bottle 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) she sent me. So I took 
the bottle out and sprayed on my left and right eyes. I had no idea on the case at the 
time. I used the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). Meanwhile, 
thanks to sister H, Yeah! She forced me to do as a word! Ha ha ha! 2010-3-1 19:29:21

Re: one afternoon a week ago, Sister H and I decided to go climbing. We had 
climbed the mountain many times before, It would take about half an hour to climb 
up the mountain each time (No speaking on the way, but rest several times), I felt 
very tired, very hard. Before we left, I packed two small spray bottles of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on my chest. Then I forgot them. 
The climate of the day was exceptionally good. And we also had good mood. At the 
beginning of climb trip, I sang happily, wow! I was in so good state. Sister H listened 
very seriously. I picked songs to sing-sing-sing ah, ah. Unwittingly, we sang to the 
top of the hill! My body had been suffering from chronic pharyngitis since childhood 
and very weak now, even in case of attack was not serious, daily dialogue for a long 
time would not feel the need to stop and rest, the throat and drink plenty of water. 
But on that day, I actually almost never stopped singing, yet in the strong mountain 
climbing activity, which exhauster great energy. I could not imagine ... ... after that I 
thought that was the power of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) in secret to help me, right? Of course, Sister H has contributed. She let me 
have enough time to think it over. If the mind of the people relax, what can not to 
do?2010-3-1 20:04:53

No. 2906 MSG written by Require from Yichun Time: 2010-3-5 0:02:39
Content: Mr. Zhongzheng, Today the menstruation came to me, it was not like 

before that my breast pain was very serious before the menstruation. The pain was 
so strong that I squatted on the ground. I also felt a little beating in the breast with 
bloated feeling. The blood is not as dark as before! It was about one month that I 
brought the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) with me every 
day. I would insist to place the QRI Water on my breast or random on the body?

Re: If it was convenient to carry, You would put the QRI Water on the breast 
and abdomen. If it was inconvenient, You put the QRI Water to any part of the body. 
There is no need for any other treatment. 2010-3-5 0:09:36 
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No. 2913 MSG written by lingzhiruyi from Shenzhen Time: 2010-3-8 9:25:06
Content: Hello, everyone, Today I want to report on the use of the Quantum 

Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) from January 23 to February 23, the 
entire one month during the Spring Festival. Because my child had got cough for two 
months, I worried very much. I was near collapse of keeping use of drug. Finally, I 
determined to go to Mr. Zhongzheng to buy several bags of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), I gave two bags to the child that night. She had 
not prepared such a heavy thing hanging around her neck before, because she knew 
her old bad cough was not gone, she hung the QRI Water bag cooperatively this 
time. She coughed badly two nights before hanging the the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water). After hanging the the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), she did not cough the night. I was very aware of 
no cough. I was surprised. Though I knew the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) was good, I did not expect it was such a useful. Since then I let her 
hanging on. Her cough was still repeated from time to time, but it was not increased. 
A few days after hanging the the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), we started to make a trip back home to Xichang in Sichuan Province. We 
made a tourist way back home playing and sightseeing on the whole way. The daily 
life was not regular and we had to climb the Emei Mountains on the way. The mother 
might know, to climb the snow-capped mountains before the child did not cough, 
the mother should have the courage and confidence to dare to such arrangements. 
After climbing up and down the Emei Mountains, her cough did not increase. I felt 
very pleased. We returned home two days before Eve. Her cough was significantly 
increased the next day for her quilt was fallen from the bed at night I let her take 
Chinese medicine for one day and a half this time, that is, three times. She refused to 
take the Chinese medicine, and I did not force her to do. Since then she had not taken 
the medicine after we were back to Shenzhen. Her coughing was stopped two days 
before we return to Shenzhen. We have had almost no history that the cough could 
get well without taking the medicine before. I summarized the experience of using 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) this time. The effect 
of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was very obvious 
for the first time to use. But there were some slight repeats after using the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), the time to correct frequency would 
be longer while insisting the use of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), which was equivalent to give it time to let it complete from quantitative 
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to qualitative changes in this process, where the confidence is very important. It is 
easy for us to lose confidence in the repeat process. There were two small cases of 
using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) during the Spring 
Festival, which could also explain the role of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). In winter there are large sandy winds in my hometown, so it 
is very easy to go wrong with eyes. My mother had suffered from the old itchy eyes, 
she said she would go to pharmacy to buy one kind of eyedrops to relieve the itching 
before. I told her to let me treat her eyes this time. I sprayed the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) on to her eyes every three hours a day. She said 
her eyes were fine there was no itch on the next day. After then my eyes were also 
itchy, and no longer there grew hordeolum in few days. I treated my eyes as the same, 
sprayed the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) every three 
hours a day, all the cases were solved on the next day. I thought it was no problem 
to replace those eye drops with the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water). I temporarily wrote these, see if I can send it up to the net.

Re: I sum up the experience of the use of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) this time. The effect of using the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water) was very clear in the first time to use, but slightly 
repeated after. The time to correct the frequency was longer, it is equal to the time 
to complete it from quantitative to qualitative change in the process. In which the 
confidence is very important here. it is easy for us to lose confidence in repeating 
process. – I am very grateful to such a conclusion. I hold that it was the same as that 
I felt as well. I once lost confidence with anxiety on the way too. if I was aware of 
this characteristic, understood this situation, I think, I would understand by the time. 
I would make a good steady use and adhere to. Read your this summary, I feel it was 
very similar like my feeling in use. 2010-3-8 17:51:24

 (The party in this case appeared in "first scene" and "a time" program of 
Shenzhen TV on March 22, 2010, she described in detail the situation. At the 
following URL link location of the third video began.

http://video.sznews.com/content/2010-03/23/content_4477590.htm)
No. 2923 MSG written by Require from Yichun Time: 2010-3-11 8:31:28
Content: Mr. Zhongzheng: I have been hurt on the knee a few days ago. I placed 

the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on the pain place without 
appreciable effect. I remembered the day that the old doctor, a pain expert, the silver 
needle professional of Shanghai who had passed away (Xuan Zheren) had told me 
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that a lot of pain was of radiation, so I put the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) on my crotch pants pocket. Threrefore my knee began to slowly 
warm up! After I did so, there was a silver needle dial needle comfortable pleasure! 
Do I have some justification?

Re: It is the simplest operation to put the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) on the place where occur the pain. Actually the most scientific 
method should be based on the meridian distribution, but many people do not 
know the direction of the Meridian, so they simply put the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water)  on the pain place where was regarded as "the 
point" operation. If they experienced without immediate impact, they will look for 
the Meridian points. It would soon bear fruit. 2010-3-11 10:08:15 

No. 2924 MSG written by Require from Yichun Time: 2010-3-11 11:29:01
Content: Mr. Zhongzheng, Thank you very much.The lump on my breast is 

much smaller. It was shrinked from the original size of the beer cap to the size of the 
mung bean! I have not told you that I am a lumbar disc patient lying on the bed for 
three years. It was Mr. Xuan Zheren, an Old Doctor with the honore of Silver Pin, 
helped me to stand up. My breast mass appeared soon less than one month after I got 
the lumbar disc.It was for six years already, and I could not walk with leg numbness 
at that time as well. Now the activities were not affected, but also left some knee pain 
and back discomfort problems. One more thing I would like to ask you: I am now 
working as volunteer in coaching of TA26. One day I forgot my bag of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the company of the student of 
Fengcheng; and now she said that she had affinity with the bag of water. When she 
got the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), she did not feel 
the same bad temper as before. She wanted to pay for my Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water). I said: it does not mean the money. I would like 
to know whether the water I used is good for her to took? Please answer asap.

Re: "Now she must say that she has the affinity with the bag of water, during the 
period when there is the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water), 
she did not feel  the same bad temper as before" – that she felt better is better. if she 
felt to have a new one, give her a new one. Last time you said that your Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) was lost and cried. And now you 
found it back? 2010-3-11 11:37:34

Re: When I was driving home from Fengcheng and I found my Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) disappeared, and I was the lost, plus 
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days of menstruation came, I was sad and secretly cried at home. I was just the time 
when you were on the line, I told you. Thank you for your sending me two bags of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). Later my student of 
Fengcheng found the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water) in her company, I told her to return it to me when she came to the class; and 
she forget it. she said the bag had the affinity with her four or five days later. She 
wanted to keep on with the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water) certainly! I was responsible for her living, and ask her whether the bag of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) I used was good or bad 
for her? If it was so good to her, I would give it to her! 2010-3-11 11:50:17  

Re: Actually you have already given out the answer. And she has already told 
you the answer. "Now she must say that she has the affinity with the bag of water, 
during the period when there is the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water), she did not feel  the same bad temper as before "- This is the answer. 
2010-3-11 11:55:30

No. 2936 MSG written by Baolin from Shenzhen Time: :2010-3-15 20:03:17
Content: Some of the recent experience of using the Quantum Resonance 

Information Water (the QRI Water): I suffered from a sore throat one day, and I 
realized it was the precursor to getting the cold. Due to reluctance to be tortured 
by the virus, I drank a lit of the bottle (big bottle) of the Quantum Resonance 
Information Water (the QRI Water), the symptoms of a cold was still coming in a 
few days, but the degree of cold was less than that of the usual the virus was largely 
suppressed. It was concluded that the method of drinking is an immediate effect; 
Although I knew that before, but there is a deeper experience in person to try.

No. 2946 MSG written by Zhongzheng from Shenzhen Time: 2010-3-17 
14:23:00  

Content: One case of rectal cancer: The patient was 40 years old, female, a 
abbot of the well- known monastery. the tumor was too large to surgery when it 
was found. if force to surgery, the operation would influence to the anus, and the 
judgement of the doctors was that the life was unable to survive. She had to go back 
to the monastery before the Spring Festival for rest. She had been bleeding a lot of 
blood in her stool. This was found one month before Spring Festival. Later someone 
presented a bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to her 
for use. At first she felt the water bag was too cold to be used. And then she found no 
other way if not use. After reading the book, "Love Transfer --- Quantum Medicine, 
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Quantum Resonance Information Water and Exploration on the Treatment of Body, 
Mind and Soul Diseases", She put the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) at her body. She felt a little bit better. So she connected with 
me through calls. She used 15 bottles and bags according to my advoce. After the 
Spring Festival, the courier of Express sent the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) to her. The express company delivery online sign shows 
2010-02-24 17:37. She felt relaxed soon after use, but she still had blood in the 
stool. However she felt easier after stool drawing blood each time. Later I received a 
telephone from her, she said that all other were good, but some dizziness. I asked her 
to pay attention to whether there was a sudden bleeding and the anemia caused by 
bleeding. I received a call today, she said the bleeding had already stopped for long. 
but the feces was the black rotten meat. That was the cancer mass shedding after 
the death of the cancer. She gave me the phone call today was to buy an additional 
5 bottles. I used to let her pay attention to the black Lanrou discharge. And she has 
been discharging it recently.

Re: She said that she felt all right now. She sent me a lot of Buddhist books 
through express a few days ago. This is the case that was recovered very quickly with 
high doses of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). 2010-3-21 
10:59:31

No 2962. MSG written by MayMay from Guangzhou Time: 2010-3-20 12:27:31
Content: In the evening of March 16, the dysmenorrhea caused vomiting; taking 

the painkillers could not ease the pain. I had to go to the emergency for acesodyne 
needle of injection at middle night, then I came back home to fall asleep. I woke up 
in the morning on March 17. the stomach began to dull pain, I was a little afraid, 
so I started to use moxa, salt and ginger pieces to smoke the navel, zhongwan, after 
burning one and a half of moxa bar, I felt much better. But the House was fully filled 
with smoke. The stomach began to hurt more significantly before sleep at night. In 
order to sleep well, I took a piece of Fenbid, and the night was fairly peaceful. In the 
morning on March 18, I received two bags of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water), which I felt was the hope I received. And I quickly fixed 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the abdomen with 
a girdle. Then it was safe throughout the day. I had a sound nap at noon as well. It 
was more than 6 in the evening, I went to the kitchen and told my mother: "Mom I'm 
hungry". My mother said: "the sun rises from the west!" because it was very few for 
she to hear me hungry. I gave one bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
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(the QRI Water) to my mother to treat the rhinitis caused by cold in the evening 
before bedtime, but later my stomach got pain up again, and I took back the bag of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) again from my mother. 
I put two bags of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) on my 
abdomen, and then I went to sleep. After then the Stomach still hurt for a while, then 
it was slowly relieved down, I fell unconsciously asleep.

No. 2994 MSG written by Cheng Zhen from Tianjin Time: 2010-3-26 19:27:59
Content:  I put the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 

Water) at the back of my neck, I felt very fresh just off the plane. I often a bit dizzy 
boarding on the plane before......The climate of Tianjin was particularly unsuitable to 
us Cantonese,... ... ha ha! 

No. 2998  MSG written by Wang Sheng from Mei Zhou Time: 2010-3-27 9:02:19
Content: My right kidney stone pain attacked heavily a few days ago. 

Fortunetely, I still owned the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
QRI Water). I placed it on the right kidney side pain first without considering much. 
It was for about 10 minutes that the pain was stopped. The kidney stone pain was 
very painful, it was really terrible.

No. 2999 MSG written by Lei Ying from Dongguan Time: 2010-3-27 9:07:42
Content: I did not know why my baby cried suddenly late at night. She did not 

eat milk as well. I had no way out, I could not simply put a bag of the Quantum 
Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) to the Baby to cherish, and my baby 
slept soundly. 

No. 3018 MSG written by Beauty from Shenzhen Time: 2010-4-1 15:09:06
Content: I had a greater right breast cyst found during the pregnancy in 2003, the 

left one with hyperplasia, without making any treatment. In March 2010, the massage 
service personnel of the beauty salon told me that the hard lump on my chest was too 
large, which needs quickly treatment. The member of the family also reminded me 
recently, the lump on the breast was too big, which needs to be treated. I contacted 
with Mr. Zhongzheng to buy a few bottles of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water). I had placed the bags of the Quantum Resonance Information 
Water (the QRI Water) close to my body from morning till night, with 2 bags on each 
of my breasts, one bag on the lower abdomen from March 20, 2010 till today. Now I 
felt the breast soft, the lump shrank down to the inside, turning into a larger flat hard 
lump. I felt food intake increased and felt hungry without a meal. I did not know 
whether it was the effect of the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the 
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QRI Water) of the abdomen. But the color was still very poor. The memory was poor 
as well. My eyes were dim. I did not know whether other measures would also be 
increased. can I make the lump disappeared ? And improve these symptoms?

No. 3020  MSG written by Happy Rain from Bayanzhouermeng Time: 2010-4-1 
18:22:02

Content: I bought a bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI 
Water), which was divided into two. one for my father (He was in brain hemorrhage 
restoration,) weak with some trouble in his left leg and feet, inactive in exercise. 
It was about one week later, he was positive, and took more walking. it seemed he 
was in stronger than the original. The whole family were happy. Another share was 
given to my old father-in-law, more than 80 years old, with back pain, hard to walk 
with weak legs. He made urine and stool in bed before. Now, he could use the toilet 
and take a walk after a meal as well. All of us were proud of him. My sisters took 
one or two shares each. As for myself, I have also benefited from the wearing of the 
Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) for more than 20 days, my 
right hand has strength now..

No. 3021 MSG written by Require from Yichun Time: 2010-4-1 18:23:11
Content: Mr. Zhongzheng, I had menstruation yesterday, my breast was much 

better than the last. Originally it was hurt greatly upon menstruation coming, and this 
time I did not feel bad, just a bit of pain for several days. When I went to the toilet 
and found the menstruation coming! and I felt good! The bloody water was not so 
dark. The lump mass was almost intangible, there was no hurt!

No. 3033 MSG written by Love from Longyan Time: 2010-4-7 22:38:21
Content: Hello, Mr. Zhongzheng! It was more than one month that I used the 

Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). I would place each bag of 
the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) in the neck and abdomen 
separately every night. I put the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) on my small abdomen, for my sleep quality had been poor for long 
and I suffered the dysmenorrhea for more than ten years. It was too painful each 
time to speak up, so I put the bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water 
(the QRI Water) on my belly. The menstruation came this time over a week delayed, 
I was very worried about it, because in the past it always came on time. Though it 
was postponed more than a week, the over years dysmenorrhea had actually gone. 
And the pain of the dysmenorrhea was mainly relied on drugs to relieve before. 
My menstruation would last 7 days each time for more than a decade. But it was 
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surprised that it only lasted over five days this time. I was so happy, ha ha ha! My 
disease that I had treated with medicines for decades of years was cured just with 
a bag of the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water). It was really 
miraculous! Thanks to Mr. Zhongzheng for his invention of such a good water. Now 
my mother is also using the Quantum Resonance Information Water (the QRI Water) 
with the hope that her blood pressure and diabetes are also quick to get better.

(Next book will introduce the Soulforce Medicine Constellations)
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灵力医学治癌 

堀尾忠正

某寺院住持直肠癌晚期，发现时肿瘤太大，已经完全无法手术，如果要强行手术

就得切除肛门，而且医生诊断即使手术也是没救了，西医未做任何治疗处理，只好于

2010年春节前出院回寺院中。

经在该寺院参加内观的学员（我曾经给她治疗好身心灵疾病的）介绍，并且看了

《爱的传递——量子医学、量子共振信息水与身心灵疾病治疗之探索》一书后，2010

年2月24日该住持开始使用量子共振信息水（今年2月份是28天），3月17日接那边另

一师父电话，说早已经不便血了，但在排黑色的烂肉，那就是癌细胞死亡后脱落的癌

块。

4月，从参加该寺院内观的很多学员中获悉，住持公开了此事，并且介绍了很多参

加内观的学员使用我的量子共振信息水和介绍书《爱的传递——量子医学、量子共振

信息水与身心灵疾病治疗之探索》，而在2月、3月份住持得了直肠癌一事完全保密。

同另一师父的手机短信上交流，该师父完全理解了我的灵力、灵力场、灵力医

学，并且她也有很深的见解，于是我决定2010年五一节专程去一下该寺院详细交流，

由于乘车不便，于是我决定自己开车过去。4月30日，经过东线途径广东蕉岭，全程8

个多小时，终于到达该寺院。

5月1日，同住持和师父详细交流，住持说，使用量子共振信息水后，排出的黑色

物质如碳，看上去完全没有生命力的。

《爱的传递——量子医学、量子共振信息水与身心灵疾病治疗之探索》我曾经对

比过一例北京脑癌和一例哈尔滨的肺癌，当时主要介绍的共性是使用量子共振信息水

30分钟左右，脑癌的患者出现颅内压力增高的症状，肺癌脊柱转移的患者出现压迫脊

神经的症状，说明使用量子共振信息水后，立即起作用，30分钟内自己就能感觉到，

这是杀死癌细胞后，癌细胞破溃体积增大了引起的症状。

从同住持的交流，结合以上脑癌、肺癌的反馈，同住持的直肠癌对比，这三例发

现了更多的共性：哈尔滨肺癌的，第20天开始咳出了肿物，后期咳出的是黑色，经病

理检查是纤维素，咳出物无生命力。住持也是差不多第20天从肛门排出脱落的肿物，

黑色如碳，她自己描述此物“无生命力”。

北京脑癌的，小便“黑色如煤球”，住持描述的也是“黑色如碳”。

从形态、功能的反馈描述，获得了以上更多的共性。

当然，已经治好了很多癌症患者，分布在全国各地，但由于没有跟踪到完整资

料，无法细节对比，患者在使用初期电话咨询使用方法时，反馈止痛效果非常明显，
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好转后就没有太多资料反馈了。

该寺院的“内观”十天课程，实际是人在坐禅入静状态时，也是联接上四维空

间，也是能感觉到灵力、灵力场的。

2010年5月2日早上，堀尾忠正一家与住持和师父合影留念。然后从西线经过江西

赣州10个多小时开车，回到深圳。

以上信息也许能救助更多的患者，尤其对认识灵力医学非常重要，特别在此介

绍。

治癌方法：把10个200毫升袋装量子共振信息水同时放在患处，并且5瓶200毫升瓶

装量子共振信息水喝，每天喝4次，每次10毫升（一盖子为10毫升）。瓶装的，没有喝

完前，这些瓶子也靠近身体放置，即袋装加瓶装总共有15个200毫升的放在身体边，同

时也用小喷瓶在患处喷，每天不少于4次。经观察，很多癌症患者在20天左右开始癌块

脱落。以上量够用30天。使用30天后，如果感觉使用量不足，或者感觉使用效果下降

了，那么再增加。因为癌症是严重疾病，使用量少于15个200毫升的时，效果会差，癌

症患者一定要足量使用，否则达不到预计的效果。

把量子共振信息水放置在身体病变部位，让其发射共振信息给人体病灶，纠正异

常的共振频率，在此人体正常频率下，异常频率的癌细胞会被直接杀灭。喝的分布到

全身，用来清除未知的转移灶。虽然喝的分布到全身后，浓度很小，但小的转移灶因

为体积不大，也很容易被直接杀灭。

如果是经过修炼过的高僧眼睛看这量子共振信息水，那么会看到光芒四射、闪闪

发光，不断发出共振信息，向周围发挥作用。

如果条件允许，癌症患者要尽早进行灵力医学系统排列，解除来自四维空间的病

源。如果癌症多次复发的，一定要进行灵力医学系统排列，纠正异常的灵力场。

找我治疗的癌症病人均是晚期病人，均是被医院宣布为无法治疗、或者已经离开

了医院、走投无路的人，到了那个时候才听其他治好的人介绍，才开始找我治疗，而

我治好的癌症病人，均是那样的晚期病人，早期的，谁也不找我。他们有钱的时候，

把钱在医院全部花光，没有钱的时候才找到我。而我的治疗，均在短期内明显感觉到

效果，如利用隔空治疗的方法，把量子共振信息水水袋放置在病变部位，绝大多数患

者在10分钟、20分钟内，疼痛缓解或者消失，这种治疗方式毫无痛苦，也不必住院治

疗，在家随身携带即可，如果加上喝、喷，效果更好，这些均是傻瓜式治疗，在家治

疗即可，不必见面。量子共振信息水可以邮寄，治疗十分方便。

只有那些想做灵力医学系统排列的，患者本人或者家族的代表才需要到达现场。

其他均可以不必见面。医院的检验报告也没有必要看。灵力医学利用四维空间的方

法，对西医一维空间的思维方式来说，是无法想象的。

因为我找到了治疗疾病的本源，所以，我实现了“不同的疾病，相同的办法治

疗”。
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张乃惠

那是二〇一〇年六月二十七日, 李桂新老师从福建长汀县南禅寺内观回来，带回

一本《爱的传递——量子医学、量子共振信息水与身心灵疾病治疗之探索》，这本书

由香港亚洲传媒出版社出版。我是海南省爱心家庭教育研究会会长，对“爱”的阐述

有一种特别的敏感，如果能把“爱”传递给千家万户，那该有多好！我用了一天多的

时间专注地读完了《爱的传递》。本书内容新颖，充满创新思维，标新立异，超凡脱

俗，治病救人，充满另类爱的传递。

本书作者堀尾忠正，是一位医学硕士，通过几十年来如饥似渴地学习、钻研、追

求、探索，在实践中发现水有记忆功能，传递信息的功能，与日本江本胜博士的《水

知道答案》有异曲同工之处，人体环境70%是水，而地球环境也是70%是水，同人体环

境类似；人的血是咸的，海水也是咸的，微量元素也很类似；海水在有规律地发出波

浪，人体血液也是有规律地在波动循环，人体细胞也在有规律地波动，振动；一旦人

体某个部分的振动的频率被打乱，那儿就会出问题，就生病了。也就是说人体生病的

本源是人体某个部分的振动的频率被打乱了。他通过15年的努力研制出量子共振信息

水，把人体共性的共振信息记忆在水上，以水作为载体，用来传递共振信息，纠正人

体紊乱了的频率，使疾病快速好转。《爱的传递》告诉我们，频率紊乱了的病体，是

可以通过量子共振信息水传递的频率，得到纠正的，生病的人体也就能恢复其健康。

这就能让不同的疾病，用相同的纠正紊乱频率的方法来救治。“不同的疾病，用相同

的办法医治”，具有不可估量的医用价值，是科学的创新与发明，是世界的首创。对

我来说，这是第一次读到的难以置信的全新的概念。从反馈的信息看出，无数用过量

子共振信息水的人都受益匪浅，许多被医院宣判为不治之症的人，都获得了新生；癌

症是绝症，即使到了晚期，也有获救的希望，量子共振信息水的神奇功能在实际医治

中一次又一次地得到确认，并如此地令人传颂。

在新生事物面前，我们不能麻木不仁，熟视无睹，我要亲身体验，把福音传递

出去，度世救人。我和我的太太，我的子女，我的同事，不少都处于亚健康状态，毛

病不少，我们需要保养，我们也都需要救治。我带着探索、好奇的和追索的心情，第

二天就给深圳市日研科技有限公司汇款购买量子共振信息水，三天后就收到了产品，

当晚我把一袋量子共振信息水放在枕头边，睡觉好多了；一天手碰破了流血又痛，喷

了两次，立即不痛，而且止血，不久就结痂了；我多年的脚气与烂脚丫，喷了两次，

就好了。量子共振信息水在我身上反映的神奇的功效，令我刮目相看。我喝量子共振
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信息水两个多月了，我的体能获得了全面改善，精力充分，我70多岁的人，还像年轻

人一样工作，看不出衰老的迹象。前列腺炎很折腾人的，解小手时，时间长，解而慢

出，出而不尽，外急內重，一次用时间10多分钟，而且尿频，现在已经开始大大好

转。我太太李桂新亦复如是，量子共振信息水通过纠正人体紊乱了的频率使人体恢复

健康，疗效真是神奇。

获悉堀尾忠正老师，要在8月28-29两天在深圳锦绣中华“锦绣阁食府”二楼

做“灵力医学系统排列”，我和太太李桂新商量，决定赴深圳参加堀尾忠正老师的 

“灵力医学系统排列”实验活动，23日我们就预订了自海口直达深圳的长途客车票，

奔赴深圳市日研科技有限公司，探个究竟。

我和李桂新老师俩人26日下午4点，乘船过了琼州海峡，坐上去深圳的直达客

车，27号一早就到了深圳福田车站，深圳的朋友丁小梅，梁军平时工作都很忙，听说

我们去深圳，他们一定要开车到福田车站接我们，把我们送到了锦绣中华附近的“荣

誉公馆酒店”住下，下午史秋萍等也来看望，我们大家就像久别重逢的知己，谈论着

量子共振信息水的神奇功效，大家都想亲自参加一下“灵力医学系统排列”。堀尾忠

正老师很忙，晚饭前专程开车来看望我们。按约定的时间我在门口等待他，虽然我们

第一次见面，但我一眼就认出了他。他的个头不高，一米六七，带着一副眼镜，但非

常精干，聪颖，眼睛里闪着智慧的光芒。他平时很忙，还挤时间来看望我们，我感到

有点过意不去，谢谢他。他非常谦逊，随和，对我们表示了热情的问候，又急着开车

忙其他事去了。

八月二十八日一大早我和李桂新就做好了一切准备，上午8：30准时参加堀尾忠

正老师举办的“灵力医学系统排列”。在开始排列前，堀尾忠正老师带领大家做了个

灵力测试活动；在场地中间，放上一张凳子，凳子下面放一张白纸，纸上四边分别写

上：健康、金钱、事业、爱情；请一位愿意参与实验的同志来坐在凳子上，再请四位

同志，分别站在凳子的四周的四个正向方位上，相距凳子一米，面向凳子，闭上眼

睛，什么也不想，静静地站着；不一会奇迹出现了，站在四个方向上的人，都不由自

主地，受到一种力量不同程度的作用，有的被推向后退，有的被推向前移，有的前后

摆动，有的前进进，又后退退。在场的堀尾忠正老师见此情况后，便走过去，问坐在

凳子上的实验者的感受：当站在健康方向的人向凳子靠拢走来，就说明实验者的健康

是好的。堀尾忠正老师便走过去问：你的健康如何？回答：身体挺好。当站在金钱方

向的人，向凳子靠拢走来，就说明实验者的财源好。堀尾忠正老师便问他：你最近的

经济状况很好，是不是？回答：最近做了几笔生意，进了几笔，效益不错。当站在事

业方向的人，向凳子靠拢走来，就说明实验者的事业兴旺。堀尾忠正老师便问：最近

你的事业如何？回答：工厂正在扩建，事业挺好。如站在爱情方向的人，向凳子靠拢

走，就说明实验者的爱情和顺。堀尾忠正老师便问：最近你的家庭和睦，是不是？回

答：夫妻关系挺和谐的，有的还回答正在搞对象，等等。游戏虽然简单，但在灵力场
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作用下，它清楚地揭示了人们当下的真实运程，所以大家都抢着做；我和李桂新也都

抢着做了一下，反映出的情况与我们的现实生活基本一致。

五十分钟过去了，家排场地准备就绪，堀尾忠正老师宣布家排开始。宣布进行预

约家排的当事人（案主）走上前去，坐在正面的凳子上，堀尾忠正老师请他从坐在四

周凳子上的家排参与者近四十人中，任意挑选一名出来当他（她）的代表，代表走到

场地中间，面向参排的案主站着，参排的代表放空，站立了一会，感应灵力场；不一

会堀尾忠正老师又邀请十几位家排参与者出来，围着当事人的代表站上一圈。要求：

放空，不要想任何事，感觉外在有力量推动时，就随之运动。不一会奇迹出现了，大

家都动开了，有的倒下了，有的坐下了，有的哭，有的笑，有的推，有的拖，有的

拉，有的抱，有担保护的，有背靠背的，有的跑个不停，寻找什么似的。30-40分钟

后，几代的家庭的关系，逐步地显现出来。28号下午李桂新老师做个案，29号下午我

是第二个个案当事人，我平时腰经常痛，在家排中发现有人在踢我的腰，仔细看像是

死去的奶奶，我礼拜了她后，她交代我们要念经回向给她，不要把她忘了。我们问：

“念金刚经，还是念地藏经？”她说都行。我们答应了她的要求，她躺下前，还一再

嘱咐我们不要忘了给她回向，才闭上眼睛，安息了。很神奇,我的腰立时舒服了，也

就不痛了，几天过去了，我的腰确实不痛了。我小时候听说过叔叔们在家里打死了一

条蟒蛇，后来四位叔叔30岁刚过相继死去，在这次家排中，蟒蛇的灵出现了，灵附体

的人，表现出蛇形、蛇像，舌头一伸一缩，蛇被打在七寸处，灵附体的人颈子显得十

分疼痛的样子，我和李桂新上去安抚它。它说：“我是你家的保家仙，不感恩我，还

伤害我”。李桂新过去赔不是，它不接受，非要张家的人来不可，我过去为家族认不

是，对不起，表扬它，谢谢它，感恩它为我家做了不少好事，并抚摸它受伤的部位，

它感到舒服，慢慢地它就闭上了眼睛，它与张家的过劫终于化解了。而关于打死蟒蛇

的事我们早就忘了，是排列中自动出现了，而且出现了一条公蟒蛇，一条母蟒蛇，被

打死的是公蟒蛇，母蟒蛇逃走了。在家排中，有位来自四川的女士晚上不敢一人睡

觉，必须有人陪着。家排过程中发现，她的被堕胎的姐姐的灵一直在跟随着她，她姐

姐以为自己还没有死，堀尾忠正老师让那位女士告诉她：“我看到你了，我爱你，你

已经死了，安息吧！” 于是灵附体的人就躺下，闭上了眼睛。那位女士就解除了恐

惧，自己晚上可以单独睡觉了。排列中，堀尾忠正老师问案主，你家谁自杀了？案主

回答说她的母亲在她2岁时自杀了，但她从来没有告诉过任何人她母亲自杀，排列中

自动出现了。有一位来自日本的女士，晚上失眠，十多年来看了许多医生，不解决问

题，一直靠吃安眠药睡觉，身体显得虚弱无力，难以应付日常的紧张的工作。经过家

排发现，有几个灵整天缠着她，不让她休息，经过一番安抚，灵附体的人就躺下了，

闭上了眼睛。第二天我们问日本来的女士，睡觉如何，她说好多了，昨晚看泼水节表

演，玩到12点才睡觉，要平时得要吃两片安眠药，才能入睡，昨天睡觉前只吃了一

片，而且睡得很好。有一位30多岁的男同志性格孤僻，结婚后，不能生育，到医院多
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爱的姻缘

次，无法解决问题，来做排列，排列中呈现出战争的场面，不少英灵还处在战争状

态，后来告诉他们，战争结束了，你们安息吧。这才一个一的倒下，闭上了眼睛。这

位男同志，是战争中死去的英灵的投胎者……。

“家庭系统排列”是德国海灵格发明的，2010年1月9日至17日海灵格大师在香

港排列了9天，有500多人参与，见证了家庭排列的真实性。我们于8月28日和29日两

天参加了堀尾忠正大师举办的“灵力医学系统排列”活动，在“灵力医学系统排列”

中，亲身直观地感受到惊心动魄的灵力和灵力场的场面。一般人生活在三维空间中，

只能看到有形的物体，看不到无形的灵的存在，一谈到灵力、灵性、灵魂就认为是迷

信，而系统排列就向人们展示了灵力世界，一个我们眼睛看不见的、但确实存在的四

维灵性空间。在系统排列中，我们亲眼看到三维空间的人与四维空间的灵性（我们的

祖先和前辈）进行沟通与人体健康恢复的过程；于此同时，我们体悟到这种看不见的

灵力世界的暗能量、暗物质对我们的现实生活具有不可低估的影响，排列有效地提升

了我们的思维智慧，去尊敬、尊重这个“万物有灵”的世界，家庭才能安康，社会才

能和谐；系统排列是三维空间的人与四维空间的灵性的沟通的一种有效的途径，一种

直观可视的方式。通过人与灵界爱的沟通，就可以达到拯救医院无法治疗的疾病与绝

症。

堀尾忠正老师的“量子共振信息水”与“灵力医学系统排列”在探索一门新的

学科，不同的疾病，轻者，使用量子共振信息水，纠正人体局部的紊乱频率，就可以

得到医治；重者，通过系统排列，解决四维空间紊乱的灵力、灵力场，达到‘天人合

一’来医治身、心、灵的疾病并使家庭数代人受益。我们通过使用量子共振信息水所

得到的益处，并实地参加了堀尾忠正大师举办的“灵力医学系统排列”，深刻地认识

到，堀尾忠正老师创造了一门全新的具有强烈生命力的学科——灵力医学。她将造福

于人类，造福于世界。








